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Abstract 

The named-entity phrases in free text represent a formidable challenge to text analysis. Translat-

ing a named-entity is important for the task of Cross Language Information Retrieval and Ques-

tion Answering. However, both tasks are not easy to handle because named-entities found in free 

text are often not listed in a monolingual or bilingual dictionary. Although it is possible to iden-

tify and translate named-entities on the fly without a list of proper names and transliterations, an 

extensive list certainly will ensure the high accuracy rate of text analysis. We use a list of proper 

names and transliterations to train a Machine Transliteration Model. With the model it is possi-

ble to extract proper names and their transliterations in a bilingual corpus with high average pre-

cision and recall rates. 

1. Introduction 

Multilingual named entity identification and (back) transliteration has been increasingly recognized as an 

important research area for many applications, including machine translation (MT), cross language in-

formation retrieval (CLIR), and question answering (QA). These transliterated words are often domain-

specific and many of them are not found in existing bilingual dictionaries. Thus, it is difficult to handle 

transliteration only via simple dictionary lookup. For CLIR, the accuracy of transliteration highly affects 

the performance of retrieval.  

 
Transliteration of proper names tends to be varied from translator to translator. Consensus on translit-

eration of celebrated place and person names emerges over a short period of inconsistency and stays 
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unique and unchanged thereafter. But for less known persons and unfamiliar places, the transliterations of 

names may vary a great deal. That is exacerbated by different systems used for Ramanizing Chinese or 

Japanese person and place names. For back transliteration task of converting many transliterations back to 

the unique original name, there is one and only solution. So back transliteration is considered more diffi-

cult than transliteration. Knight and Graehl (1998) pioneered the study of machine transliteration and pro-

posed a statistical transliteration model from English to Japanese to experiment on back transliteration of 

Japanese named entities. Most previous approaches to machine transliteration (Al-Onaizan and Knight, 

2002; Chen et al., 1998; Lin and Chen, 2002); English/Japanese (Knight and Graehl, 1998; Lee and Choi, 

1997; Oh and Choi, 2002) focused on the tasks of transliteration and back-transliteration. Very little has 

been touched upon for the issue of aligning and acquiring words and transliterations in a parallel corpus. 

 
The alternative to on-the-fly (back) machine transliteration is simple lookup in an extensive list auto-

matically acquired from parallel corpora. Most instances of (back) transliteration of proper names can 

often be found in a parallel corpus of substantial size and relevant to the task. For instance, fifty topics of 

the CLIR task in the NTCIR 3 evaluation conference contain many named entities (NEs) that require 

(back) transliteration. The CLIR task involves document retrieval from a collection of late 1990s news 

articles published in Taiwan. Most of those NEs and transliterations can be found in the articles from the 

Sinorama Corpus of parallel Chinese-English articles dated from 1990 to 2001,  including �“Bill Clinton,�” 

�“Chernobyl,�” �“Chiayi,�” �“Han dynasty,�” �“James Soong,�” �“Kosovo,�” �“Mount Ali,�” �“Nobel Prize,�” �“Oscar,�” 

�“Titanic,�” and �“Zhu Rong Ji.�” Therefore it is important for CLIR research that we align and extract words 

and transliterations in a parallel corpus. 

 
In this paper, we propose a new machine transliteration method based on a statistical model trained 

automatically on a bilingual proper name list via unsupervised learning. We also describe how the pa-

rameters in the model can be estimated and smoothed for best results. Moreover, we show how the model 

can be applied to align and extract words and their transliterations in a parallel corpus. 
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The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 lays out the model and describes how to 

apply the model to align word and transliteration. Section 3 describes how the model is trained on a set of 

proper names and transliterations. Section 4 describes experiments and evaluation. Section 5 contains dis-

cussion and we conclude in Section 6. 

2. Machine Transliteration Model 

We will first illustrate our approach with examples. A formal treatment of the approach will follow in 

Section 2.2. 

2.1 Examples 

Consider the case where one is to convert a word in English into another language, says Chinese, based 

on its phonemes rather than meaning. For instance, consider transliteration of the word �“Stanford,�” into 

Chinese. The most common transliteration of �“Stanford�” is �“史丹福.�” (Ramanization: [shi-dan-fo]). We 

assume that transliteration is a piecemeal, statistical process, converting one to six letters at a time to a 

Chinese character. For instance, to transliterate �“Stanford,�” the word is broken into �“s,�” �“tan,�” �“for,�” and 

�“d,�” which are converted into zero to two Chinese characters independently. Those fragments of the word 

in question are called transliteration units (TUs). In this case, the TU �“s�” is converted to the Chinese char-

acter �“史,�” �“tan�” to �“丹,�” �“for�” to �“佛,�” and �“d�” to the empty string .  In other words, we model the 

transliteration process based on independence of conversion of TUs. Therefore, we have the translitera-

tion probability of getting the transliteration �“史丹福�” given �“Stanford,�” P(史丹佛 | Stanford), 

P(史丹佛 | Stanford) = P(史 | s) P(丹 | tan) P(佛 | for) P( d) 
 

There are several ways such a machine transliteration model (MTM) can be applied, including (1) 

transliteration of proper names (2) back transliteration to the original proper name (3) word-

transliteration alignment in a parallel corpus. We formulate those three problems based on the probabilis-

tic function under MTM: 
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Transliteration problem (TP) 

Given a word w (usually a proper noun) in a language (L1), produce automatically the transliteration t in 

another language (L2). For instance, the transliterations in (2) are the results of solving the TP for four 

given words in (1).  

(1) Berg, Stanford, Nobel, 清華 
(2) 伯格, 史丹佛, 諾貝爾, Tsing Hua 

 
Back transliteration Problem (BTP) 

Given a transliteration t in a language (L2), produce automatically the original word w in (L1) that gives 

rise to t. For instance, the words in (4) are the results of solving the BTP for two given transliterations in 

(3). 

 
(3) 米開朗基羅, Lin Ku-fang 
(4) Michelangelo, 林谷芳 

 
Word Transliteration Alignment Problem (WTAP) 

Given a pair of sentence and translation counterpart, align the words and transliterations therein. For in-

stance, given (5a) and (5b), the alignment results are the three word-transliteration pairs in (6), while the 

two pairs of word and back transliteration in (8) are the results of solving WTAP for (7a) and (7b) 

(5a) Paul Berg, professor emeritus of biology at Stanford University and a Nobel laureate, … 
(5b) 史丹佛大學生物系的榮譽教授，諾貝爾獎得主伯格1， 

(6) (Stanford, 史丹福), (Nobel, 諾貝爾), (Berg, 伯格) 

(7a) PRC premier Zhu Rongji's saber-rattling speech on the eve of the election is also seen as having aroused re-
sentment among Taiwan's electorate, and thus given Chen Shui-bian a last-minute boost. 

(7b) 而中共總理朱鎔基選前威脅台灣選民的談話，也被認為是造成選民反感，轉而支持陳水扁的臨門一
腳。2 

(8) (Zhu Rongji, 朱鎔基), (Chen Shui-bian, 陳水扁)  
 

Both transliteration and back transliteration are important for machine translation and cross language 

information retrieval. For instance, the person and place names are likely not listed in a dictionary, there-

fore should be mapped to the target language via run-time transliteration. Similarly, a large percentage of 

                                                           
1 Scientific American, US and Taiwan editions. What Clones? Were claims of the first human embryo premature? Gary Stix and 
潘震澤(Trans.) December 24, 2001. 
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keywords in a cross language query are person and place names. It is important for an information system 

to produce appropriate counterpart names in the language of documents being searched. Those counter-

parts can be obtained via direct transliteration based on the machine transliteration and language models 

(of proper names in the target language).  

 
The memory-based alternative is to find those word-transliteration in the aligned sentences in a paral-

lel corpus (Chuang, You, and Chang 2002). Word-transliteration alignment problem certainly can be dealt 

with based on lexical statistics (Gale and Church 1992; Melamed 2000). However, lexical statistics is 

known to be very ineffective for  low-frequency words (Dunning 1993). We propose to attack WTAP at 

the sub-lexical, phoneme level.  

2.2 The Model 

We propose a new way for modeling transliteration of an English word w into Chinese t via a Machine 

Transliteration Model. We assume that transliteration is carried out by decomposing w into k translation 

units (TUs), 1, 2, �…, k which are subsequently converted independently into 1, 2, �…, k respectively. 

Finally, 1, 2, �…, k are put together, forming t as output. Therefore, the probability of converting w into t 

can be expressed as P(t | w) = )|(max
,1...,..., k1k1

iikik
P , where w = 1 2 �… k  , t = 1 2 �… k  , |t|    k    

|t|+|w|, i i  . See Equation (1) in Figure 1 for more details. 

 
Based on MTM, we can formulate the solution to the Transliteration Problem by optimizing P(t | w) 

for the given w. On the other hand, we can formulate the solution to the Back Transliteration Problem by 

optimizing P(t | w) P( w) for the given t. See Equations (2) through (4) in Figure 1 for more details. 

 

                                                                                                                                                                                           
2 Sinorama Chinese-English Magazine, A New Leader for the New Century--Chen Elected President, April 2000, p. 13. 
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The word-transliteration alignment process may be handled by first finding the proper names in Eng-

lish and matching up with the transliteration for each proper name. For instance, consider the following 

sentences in the Sinorama Corpus: 

 
(9c) 「當 完全了解了太陽、大氣層以及地球的運轉， 仍會錯過了落日的霞輝，」西洋哲學家懷海德

。說  
(9e) "When you understand all about the sun and all about the atmosphere and all about the rotation of the earth, you 

may still miss the radiance of the sunset." So wrote English philosopher Alfred North Whitehead.  
 
It is not difficult to build part of speech tagger or named entity recognizer for finding the following proper 
names (PN): 
 
(10a) Alfred, (10b) North, (10c) Whitehead. 

 
We use Equation (5) in Figure 1 to model the alignment of a word w and its transliteration t in s based 

on the alignment probability P(s, w) which is the product of transliteration probability P(  | ) and a 

trigram match probability, P(m i | m i-2, m i-1), where m i is the type of the i-th match in the alignment path. 

We define three match types based on lengths a and b, a = |  |, b = |  |: match(a, b) = H if a = 0, match(a, 

b) = V if b = 0, and match(a, b) = D if a > 0 and b > 0. The D-match represents a non-empty TU  

matching a transliteration character , while the V-match represents the English letters omitted in the 

transliteration process. 
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MACHINE TRANSLITERATION MODEL: The probability of transliteration t of the word w 

P(t | w) = ,                                                                                                         (1))|(
,1...,...,

max
k1k1

ii
kik

P

where w = 1 2�… k  , 
t = 1 2�… k  , 
| t |    k    | t | + | w |,  
| i i |  1. 

 
TRANSLITERATION: Produce the phonetic translation equivalent t for the given word w 

t = arg P(t | w)                                                                                                                                                (2)
t
max

BACK TRANSLITERATION: Produce the original word w for the given transliteration t 

P(w | t) = 
)P(

)P()|P(
t

wwt
                                                                                                                                      (3)

w = ) P() | P(maxarg
 )P(

) P() | P(maxarg wwt
t

wwt
tt

                                                                              (4)

WORD-TRANSLITERATION ALIGNMENT: Align a word w with its transliteration t in a sentence s 

P(s, w) =  P(
kik ,1...,...,

max
k1k1

i | i) P(m i | m i-2, m i-1),                                                                                    (5)

where w = , 
s =  , (both  i and  i can be empty) 
| s |    k    | w | + | s |, | i i|  1, 
m i is the type of the (  i  i) match, m i = match (|  i |, |  i | ), 

match(a, b) = H, if b = 0,  
match(a, b) = V, if a = 0,  
match(a, b) = D, if a > 0 and b > 0, 

P(m i | m i-2, m i-1) is trigram Markov model probabiltiy of match types. 
(i, j ) =  P(s1:i-1, w1:j-1).                                                                                                                                            (6)
(1, 1) = 1, (1, 1) = (H, H).                                                                                                                                    (7)
(i, j ) = (i-a, j-b) P(s

,60   b0,1,  a
max j-a:j-1 | wi-b:i-1) P( match(a, b) | (i-a, j-b) ).                                                          (8)

(i, j) = (m, match(a*, b*)), where (i-a*, j-b*) =  (x, m),                                                                                       (9)
where (a*, b*) = (i-a, j-b) P(s

,60   b0,1,  a
maxarg j-a:j-1 | wi-b:i-1) P( match(a, b) | (i-a, j-b) ). 

 
Figure 1. The equations for finding the Viterbi path of matching a proper name and its translation in a sentence 
 
 當  完 全 了 解 了  �… 哲 學 家 懷 海 德 說  

w                 
h                 
i                 
t                 
e                 
h                 
e                 
a                 
d                 
                 

Figure 2. The Viterbi alignment path for Example (9c) and the proper name �“Whitehead�” (10c) in the sentence (9e), 
consisting of one V-match (te- ), three D-matches (whi 懷, hea 海, d 德), and many H-matches. 
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To compute the alignment probability efficiently, we need to define and calculate the forward 

probability (i, j) of P(s, w) via dynamic programming (Manning and Schutze 1999), (i, j) denotes the 

probability of aligning the first i Chinese characters of s and the first j English letters of w. For the match 

type trigram in Equation (5) and (8), we need also compute (i, j), the types of the last two matches in the 

Viterbi alignment path. See Equations (5) through (9) in Figure 1 for more details.  

 
For instance, given w = �“Whitehead�” and s = �“「當 完全了解了太陽、大氣層以及地球的運轉，

仍會錯過了落日的霞輝，」西洋哲學家懷海德 。說 ,�” the best Viterbi path indicates a 

decomposition of word �“Whitehead�” into four TUs, �“whi,�” �“te,�” �“hea,�” and �“d�” matching �“懷,�”   �“海,�” 

�“德�” respectively. By extracting the sequence of D- and V-matches, we generate the result of word-

transliteration alignment. For instance, we will have (懷海德, Whitehead) as the output. See Figure 2 for 

more details. 

3. Estimation of Model Parameters 

In the training phase, we estimate the transliteration probability function P(  | ), for any given TU  and 

transliteration character , based on a given list of word-transliterations. Based on the Expectation Maxi-

mization (EM) algorithm (Dempster et al., 1977) with Viterbi decoding (Forney, 1973), the iterative pa-

rameter estimation procedure on a training data of word-transliteration list, (E k, C k), k = 1 to n is 

described as follows:  

 
Initialization Step:  
Initially, we have a simple model P0(  | ) 

P0 (  | ) = sim( R( ) | )  
= dice(t 1 t 2 �…ta, w 1 w 2 �…w b)               (8) 
= 

ba
c2  

where R( ) = Romanization of Chinese character   
R( ) = t 1 t 2 �…ta  

 = w 1 w 2 �…w b 
c = # of common letters between R( ) and  
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For instance, given w = �‘Nayyar�’ and t = �‘納雅,�’ we have and R( 1) = �‘na�’ and R( 2) = �‘ya�’ under 

Yanyu Pinyin Romanization System. Therefore, breaking up w into two TUs, 1 = �‘nay�’  2 = �‘yar�’ is 

most probable, since that maximizes P0(  1 |  1)  P0(  2 |  2) 

 
P0(  1 |  1)= sim( na | nay) = 2 × 2 / (2+3) = 0.8 
P0(  2 |  2)= sim( ya | yar) = 2 × 2 / (2+3) = 0.8 

 
Expectation Step: 

In the Expectation Step, we find the best way to describe how a word get transliterated via decomposition 

into TUs which amounts to finding the best Viterbi path aligning TUs in E k and characters in C k for all 

pairs (E k, C k), k = 1 to n, in the training set. This can be done using Equations (5) through (9). In the 

training phase, we have slightly different situation of s = t. 

Table 1. The results of using P0(  | ) to align TUs and transliteration characters 

w s=t -  match on Viterbi path 
Spagna 斯帕尼亞 s-斯 pag-帕 n-尼 a-亞 

Kohn 孔恩 koh-孔 n-恩 

Nayyar  納雅 nay-納 yar -雅 

Al i vi satos 阿利維撒托斯 a-阿 l i -利 vi -維 sa-撒 to-托 s-斯

Ri vard 里瓦德 r i -里 var -瓦 d-德 

Hal l  霍爾 ha-霍 l l -爾 

Kal am 卡藍 ka-卡 l am-藍 

Sal am 薩萊姆 sa-薩 l a-萊 m-姆 

Adam 亞當 a-亞 dam-當 

Gamoran 蓋莫藍 ga-蓋 mo-莫 ran-藍 

Hel l er  赫勒 hel -赫 l er -勒 

Adel ai de 阿得雷德 a-阿 de-得 l ai -雷 de-德 

Nusser  努瑟 nu-努 sser -瑟 

Nechayev 納卡耶夫 ne-納 cha-卡 ye-耶 v-夫 

Hi t l er  希特勒 hi -希 t-特 l er -勒 

Hunt 杭特 hun-杭 t-特 

Germai n 杰曼 ger -杰 mai n-曼 

Massoud 馬蘇德 ma-馬 ssou-蘇 d-德 

Mal ong 瑪隆 ma-瑪 l ong-隆 

Gore 高爾 go-高 re-爾 

Tei ch 泰許 tei -泰 ch-許 

Laxson 拉克森 l a-拉 x-克 son-森 

 
The Viterbi path can be found via a dynamic programming process of calculating the forward prob-

ability function (i, j) of the transliteration alignment probability P(E k , C k) for 0 < i < | C k | and 0 < j < | 

E k |. After calculating P(C k , E k) via dynamic programming, we also obtain the TU matches ( ) on the 
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Viterbi path. After all pairs are processed and TUs and translation characters are found, we then re-

estimate the transliteration probability P(  | ) in the Maximization Step 

 
Maximization Step:  
Based on all the TU alignment pairs obtained in the Expectation Step, we update the maximum likelihood 
estimates (MLE) of model parameters using Equation (9).  

n

i
CE

n

i
CE

MLE

1
),(in     matches' 

1
),(in     matches

)count(

),count(
)|(P

ii

ii       (9) 

The Viterbi EM algorithm iterates between the Expectation Step and Maximization Step, until a stop-

ping criterion is reached or after a predefined number of iterations. Re-estimation of P(  | ) leads to con-

vergence under the Viterbi EM algorithm. 

3.1 Parameter Smoothing 

The maximum likelihood estimate is generally not suitable for statistical inference of parameters in the 

proposed machine transliteration model due to data sparseness (even if we use a longer list of names for 

training, the problem still exists). MLE is not capturing the fact that there are other transliteration possi-

bilities that we may have not encountered. For instance,  consider the task of aligning the word �“Michel-

angelo�” and the transliteration �“米開朗基羅�” in Example (11):  

 
(11) (Michelangelo, 米開朗基羅) 

 
It turns out in the model trained on some word-transliteration data provides the MLE parameters in the 

MTM in Table 2. Understandably, the MLE-based model assigns 0 probability to a lot of cases not seen 

in the training data and that could lead to problems in word-transliteration alignment. For instance, rele-

vant parameters for Example (11) such as P(開 | che) and P(朗 | lan) are given 0 probability. Good Turing 

estimation is one of the most commonly used approaches to deal with the problems caused by data 

sparseness and zero probability. However, GTE assigns identical probabilistic values to all unseen events, 

which might lead to problem in our case.  
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Table 2. PMLE(t | n) value relevant to Example (11) 

English TU  Transliteration  PMLE(  | )
mi 米 0.00394 
mi 密 0.00360 
mi 明 0.00034 
mi 麥 0.00034 
mi 邁 0.00017 
che 傑 0.00034 
che 切 0.00017 
che 其 0.00017 
che 奇 0.00017 
che 契 0.00017 
che 科 0.00017 
che 開 0 
lan 蘭 0.00394 
lan 藍 0.00051 
lan 倫 0.00017 
lan 朗 0 
ge 格 0.00102 
ge 奇 0.00085 
ge 吉 0.00068 
ge 基 0.00017 
ge 蓋 0.00017 
lo 洛 0.00342 
lo 羅 0.00171 
lo 拉 0.00017 

 
We observed that although there is great variation in Chinese transliteration characters for any given 

English word, the initial, mostly consonants, tend to be consistent. See Table 3 for more details. Based on 

that observation, we use the linear interpolation of the Good-Turing estimation of TU-to-TU and the 

class-based initial-to-initial function to approximate the parameters in MTM. Therefore, we have  

 
))init(|)(init(P5.0)|(P5.0)|(P ececec MLEGTli  

4 Experiments and evaluation 

We have carried out rigorous evaluation on an implementation of the method proposed in this paper. 

Close examination of the experimental results reveal that the machine transliteration is general effective 

in aligning and extracting proper names and their transliterations from a parallel corpus. 

 
The parameters of the transliteration model were trained on some 1,700 proper names and translitera-

tions from Scientific American Magazine. We place 10 H-matches before and after the Viterbi alignment 
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path to simulate the word-transliteration situation and trained the trigram match type probability. Table 4 

shows the estimates of the trigram model. 

Table 3. The initial to initial correpsondence of  amd  R( ) 

R( ) Init( ) Init(R( )) 
mi 米 mi m m 
mi 密 mi m m 
mi 明 min m m 
mi 麥 mai m m 
mi 邁 mai m m 
che 傑 jei ch j 
che 切 chei ch ch 
che 其 chi ch ch 
che 奇 chi ch ch 
che 契 chi ch ch 
che 科 ke ch k 
che 開 kai ch k 
lan 蘭 lan l l 
lan 藍 lan l l 
lan 倫 lun l l 
lan 朗 lang l l 
ge 格 ge g g 
ge 奇 chi g ch 
ge 吉 ji g j 
ge 基 ji g j 
ge 蓋 gai g g 
lo 洛 lo l l 
lo 羅 Lo l l 
lo 拉 La l l 

Table 4. The stastical estimates of trigram match types 

Match Type Trigram  m1 m2 m3 Count P( m3 | m1 m2 ) 
DDD 1886 0.51 
DDH 1627 0.44 
DDV 174 0.05 
DHD 0 0.00 
DHH 1702 1.00 
DHV 0 0.00 
DVD 115 0.48 
DVH 113 0.47 
DVV 12 0.05 
HDD 1742 0.96 
HDH 7 0.01 
HDV 58 0.03 
HHD 1807 0.06 
HHH 29152 0.94 
HHV 15 0.00 
HVD 15 1.00 
HVH  0 0.00 

 
The model was then tested on three sets of test data: 
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(1) 200 bilingual examples in Longman Dictionary of Comtemporary Dictionary, English-Chinese Edi-
tion. 

(2) 200 aligned sentences from Scientific American, US and Taiwan Editions. 
(3) 200 aligned sentences from the Sinorama Corpus. 
 

Table 5 shows that on the average the precision rate of exact match is between 75-90%, while the pre-

cision rate for character level partial match is from 90-95%. The average recall rates are about the same as 

the precision rates. 

Table 5. The experimental results of word-transliteration alignement 

Test 
Data 

# of words 

( # of characters) 

# of matches 

(# of characters) 

Word precision

(Characters) 

LODCE  200 

(496) 

179 

(470) 

89.5%

(94.8%)

Sinorama 200 

(512) 

151 

(457) 

75.5%

(89.3%)

Sci. Am.  200 

(602) 

180 

(580) 

90.0%

(96.3%)

5. Discussion 

The success of the proposed method for the most part has to do with the capability to balance the conflict-

ing needs of capturing lexical preference of transliteration and smoothing to cope with data sparseness 

and generality. Although we experimented with a model trained on English to Chinese transliteration, the 

model seemed to perform reasonably well even with situations in the opposite direction, Chinese to Eng-

lish transliteration. This indicates that the model with the parameter estimation method is very general in 

terms of dealing with unseen events and bi-directionality. 

  
We have restricted our discussion and experiments to transliteration of proper names. While it is 

commonplace for Japanese to have transliteration of common nouns, transliteration of Chinese common 

nouns into English is rare. It seems that is so only when the term is culture-specific and there is no coun-

terparts in the West. For instance, most instances �“旗袍�” and �“瘦金體�” found in the Sinorama corpus are 

mapped into lower case transliterations as shown in Example (11) and (12):  
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(11a) 中國國服——旗袍真的沒落了嗎？ 
(11b) Are ch'i-p'aos--the national dress of China--really out of fashion?  
 
(12a) 一幅瘦金體書法複製品 
(12b) a scroll of shou chin ti calligraphy 

 
Without capitalized transliterations, it remains to be seen how word-transliteration alignment related to 

common nouns should be handled. 

6. Conclusion 

In this paper, we propose a new statistical machine transliteration model and describe how to apply the 

model to extract words and transliterations in a parallel corpus. The model was first trained on a modest 

list of names and transliteration. The training resulted in a set of �‘syllabus�’ to character transliteration 

probabilities, which are subsequently used to extract proper names and transliterations in a parallel corpus. 

These named entities are crucial for the development of named entity identification module in CLIR and 

QA. 

 
We carried out experiments on an implementation of the word-transliteration alignment algorithms 

and tested on three sets of test data. The evaluation showed that very high precision rates were achieved. 

 
A number of interesting future directions present themselves. First, it would be interesting to see how 

effectively we can port and apply the method to other language pairs such as English-Japanese and Eng-

lish-Korean. We are also investigating the advantages of incorporate a machine transliteration module in 

sentence and word alignment of parallel corpora. 
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234 1,2 5)6 2

1(789:;< 2=>?@ABCD8EF
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GH

EI$+(Machine Transliteration)JEIK+(LHMNOPQRST*U(VWXY

Z[Y\-]Y^_WY,`ab(Pcdefghijkl',mnopqrsMtuP

vJwx_WY,yz{|}~�M !\"#P$%mMkl&'|(')P*+$+,

-./01(Transliterated-Term Pair Extraction)Pn/,-.%m/0'~12W13M()

*$+,-4R5678'9P:n;>N()*$<= (Syllable Mapping)F>P !?

()*,-$+PvtuJ@ABCDE113M()*$+,2F*GHNIJP.KL

(01HCzM()*$+,-PM!(*7$NOF>PNO+Q<RSM"#%&

(Confusion Matrix)TUVW$XY(Pronunciation Variation)2Z[\]^W_F*<GHMI

Jn`a 32.26%MbHc(Recall)\ 95.23%Mdec(Precision)P1ofg<!IJe[nW

hM !?$+,-./012

1. ij

k=lmnopqrPs=}Mtuvwxy!zDPSTM{|}~P�|} <!

aM"=tu#n$%&MK+"F=*'Po(1)*M+,PP_-{|./Z01M

?@w234y!CD2wx"=tuV56WSTM_WY,(Proper Noun)AXYZ[Y

\-]Y^`ab(P7NY,H_P~7*U(vf7NX8K+n$9H_~7M+Y

P7NY,f~7X8K+xn$9H_~7MY:2wxtu;HJQR<<!M"=t

u=>?V@APWSM[B\<C!M7DyJ@E?FGHP[PJ?INJXnod

eM$+Hf~77D<WKMM_WY,2_WY,M$+L~PF*MMNOPPv$
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+,-M./01QJ;REI$+F>~nSTMN32

EI$+V!TUlXYZ[Y^PbVJWJ wx_WY,efW$IX.N7D

YZ[\N7D2]JEIK+(LHMNOPQRPST*U(VWXYZ[Y\-]Y

^_WY,`ab(Pcdefghijkl',mnopqrsMtuPvJwx_WY

,yz{|}~�M !\"#P$%mMkl&'|(')P*+$+,-./01n/

,-.%m/0'~12

^H./01$+,-P}~H$.13CM78_(01HT`azTM$+,-P

Nbcd!78_CTeJ(1w`M+,2KlKfJ_-GHghCMsiXt8_P

b<56Mt8cdTjWF>Mkl (Systematically Organized) PvQ5klm$ann

~o~�WpM/0RSPw`qW/,rsMt8JST:;~nSTMtu2F*Mv

MJH.wxKLt8(01HSTn$M()*$+,-P4RwTWxEI$+Myz

2

)*Jv{=lgh|!M7D'NPSTtuJ*+)*K+S$+[b}7D~P

WSTMY,j� ![)*Pb}7DMC!*P*+"Z)* !wxY,2Q#$"

ST7D.)* !M"T7Pb%TM'n(Word Origin)[Llitjos2001] L?T.)*PQ

#&~'p"T7M'nPV9WW$~N(Mb)RS2*A+CM[Y Firenze\b)

*$+ Florence [Lin2000]P;, @-!.N2)JP[P/0q122C=V!M)*'

AMary/meIri/  marry/mæri/!merry/m!ri/ PWxX3w4*56"~7S78*97Pv

CTyM:=Q3w4*56"/m!ri/[Jurafsky2000]2w;<WW$XYMtu=P2$E

I$+:!T XYZ[Y^_WY,efW$IX.N7DYZ[\N7DP<oR'U

V~7XMW$XYtuP}~0H13M$+,-P!$;R~77D}M$<YZ>?

2

@AMoFBC=xD) !\E!="tuPoF*'[NIHOGO90] (WFGY!?

;`"=XM=YZ[YZXY((=ZC=XY H")Z"T7\_IJ7^^PQ#)*

\o*(M$+,-01[Brill2001] noKLMMNsB*R"T72C*x !CzM"
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T7  PQ#WSTX()?)*\C*}'$+:;[Jeong97][Lee98][Jung2000][Kang2000]

[Oh2002]2C*(cdOWPo*(rQoFGYT;<"T7PvC*(M"T7Pb'

RT56W “Josa” \ “Eomi” ^ST2wxrsJ(*(<OWMPx !'()*$+,

-./01MU0V2

W>(*IWM$+,-./01:;PXW:;[Xiao2002]M!7xr1M"=XY

<H_M$+(*'AYZ[ZY\[ZYy[^]^b}M(*$+,Pwx'xSVH

_?"=XYM(*$+(PrQJ\_Z`aMXYPvJ(*XYxWn$9!awx

'PAYb\[\Y2b;Z[^2[Lee2003] :C!>c$+de?()*f778_

(Parallel Corpora)$+,-01Pf?f778_Mt8z9=g?iE?KlKfgMK

Lt8Ph$31iM()*$+,-yz9=Kj2

klEI$+d-mDnJ(Modular Learning Approach)[Knight98]PPNo~77DM

$+,-pq,(Ph9M$+,  C nf(1)q1

 C!argmax
CW

p "C w#Ew$%argmax
CW

p "Es#Ew$ p "C s#Es$ p "C w#C s$ (1)

Pb( C w \ Ew sQRvr7D(Target Language)\Tn7D(Source Language)*

'sP C s \ Es Jvr7D\Tn7D*'s<= '$t(Phoneme)s" p "C w#Ew$

RNtuEcvy Pwr C w JP<W$+,(Ci p "C w#Ew$ hCM$+,2PF*

(Tn7DJx)*Pvr7D:Jx(*2yX(1)z{RHZNJ)*'s<= M(

*pq,(|HNJhWn$M(*'sPWJ]HNJ(*'sCi)*'Y$MEcZ

)*=(*$Y$MEco\(*M$Y'MEc4*}~hC2F*MvMP?$+,-

01Ph�L?$t9 QVM!"2f?()*#$?~77FPaLe% C*

EKSCR(English-to-Korea Standard Conversion Rules)[Oh2002] M&:n'()P$aNJ)*

'(Word)nWTJ$<PvNJ(*':*WNJ$<Pb= >? ~+q1#

y?g,lfPF*GHy?7$NOM"#$%&PTpq()*$+,./01+

Q(}~UVMW$XYo\()*$<= ~+tu#$+,-./01MvMP?-.
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13M()*$+,-PoUl()*$+M$<YZtuPw`efCz>c$RSM(

)*$<YZF>P/0'ST()*$<Ms2= >?P=?!N3M()*$+:;

W/CM1p2

F*/023< N4AB./01()*$+,-P24<R[\]^BN4Ph

9J]42

2. C!IJ

  KlKfJ_-GHghCMsiXt8_P56oDCDMDV"#Pb/07

89I$a~�W/0yp\RS2F*MvMJH.wJhCMt8_(01HST

n$M()*$+,-PUl()*$+M$<YZtuP4R!N3WxEI$+M

yz2wJd]RmM(Semi-Structured)t8_Me5klmZ W:WPvAB$3P

b(WhcaCDME1<+HMtuP;H<kM=^S>=OPP?j~}HMc

@P+A~}HMauP!$01HCzn$M()*$+,-PJNBC0v}~U

VMtu2

DE01

]^n$M
$+,-
pq,

)*$t
$<m\
$<YZ

RS"#$
%&

9 Vc@

A

0H
$+,-

F 1 ()*$+,-./01nQF

A
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  $+,-?f~77DM*'s<= $"PA^HP?f7= (Non-Parallel)MK

L(01H$+,-P:;<KL(56W"G827DogM*'t82Q#LHM

JH]as$vr7DBTn7DM= *'sPA^eJ]a?VgeM= *'s

P:}~HgOPSob}WhMrI+A~}HM*'au2

  F*P()*$+,-./01MIJgPAF 1. ()*$+,-01nQF<<

P;HnsRJJ3K2 1)  ]^n$M$+,-pq,P 2)  )*$t$<m

(Syllabification)\$<YZP3) RS"#$%&P4)9 Vc@2()*$+,-./0

1d-Lj.MCM*'78_(]aNJfrBSTN.MDEPLP#DE(]a

N}OM)*'sPwJ)*'sn$56NJSNJogM)*'P"o#'sR(

PQ8RSTP;H(*,^]OPPLef$<9 V>=P+AU~SGH,Mp

q,2P$<9 V>='{P}~ )*'s(M5NJ)*'Pef)*'Y$\

$t$<mQVP 5NJ)*$<Ym[(*$<PLRS9= M"#$%&Pw

x(*m9M)*$<"B(*pq,M$<!)9 V>=P]H<kM(*pq,

PLq1JWRn$M()*$+,-2

  owsQX5N3K!)yYZM[g\

2.1 ]^n$M$+,-pq,

  [Nagata2001]GH.A]f7(Partially Bilingual)MKL(01HK+,-P}^_`

aPo*MKL(WST)*,Bo*,`aPCrsMo*9= K+,2)*,�5

aPaT/P$ab<Po*,9W2#2_m~cH_Po*(Px7|H_PdI7

FM(*\C*(2WSTefMeJA#P$aaTxVg<hiM,-= >?Pv

L?<WMK+,-S$+,-jow2= e,H_2owWwk1.lUM*U[g

P

 ...MP3!"#$%&'()*+,-./0123/4526/789:;<=>,?

@AB/CD KuroEF P2PGHIJKL,MNO/3PQR P2PS)*45,?@A

BTC2C(Content to Community)/UVWXYZ[\]^_`Sab_`cAdefg;
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<hijk...l

P*U(PH_M()*,M>?nsRowm2efP1) !Tf0S-.[g9>,P

A P2PB$nmZo|M>?22)oVSp(V!')*,PAMP323)e<kMK+,

S$+,PAC2C27|P#k*UqH_WN$+,-Y Kuro _r[P#$+,-P

*UJb@PNsPvL?oaTtu$+,Me,H_v9wMP*(H_oaTtu

MK+,Y C2C(Content to Community) [Pb>?xA 1) !T!N3[g{W<H_M

,2

  Q#F*yz[Nagata2001]M_`PC!% MIJPvL~c{?UlaT<|}

MG<2G~.78_(0HNDE S= "s1 s2 ... sm$ Pb(5NJ si , i%1. .m PJN(*

'(Character)S)*'�(Alphabet)P. S(j]an$M)*'s(Word String) EWS P

EWS 56NJSNJogM'�PEWS n;<R EWS ∈S, EWS = " t1 t2 ... t n$ Pb(J

Q t i , i%1. . n Jo !�.TSh"�#.M)*,(WordS Token)PxJ9OUlMy

FI$2$n$M(*pq's:n%� EWS &'8(^]$iP& l ss ) l se  sQ

R S's*B]+'$,(Location)P l es ) l ee sQR EWS 's*B]+'$,P

lncl ) lncr sQR% EWS &'8(<-aM2NJ?(*'M$,(aTP#Jn�

./M)2h EWS &(M(*pq's CW l MOPRZ max " l ss , lncl $ [ l es P$

EWS '(M(*pq's CW r MOPRZ l ee [ min" l se , lncr$ 2wJIJ~+e

+�,QVP2n]a<kM(*pq's P"*+9W<0,M$<9 Vc@P!

N3]a1eM$+,-2vTBJn$9 Nx$<9 Mpq's/0z2P~* 

!c@zPxCi34cG52

  ogNk*U(rs'sYe6 Kuro_r[*Pj]awJ's<$MDEP7$

]aDE(MTn7D(2)*)'sYKuro[P]a)*'s9:%#)*'sM&'8

8]^vr7D(2(*)pq'sPhn]aYe6[o\Y_r[8(*pq'sP4

RKuron$M$+pq's2$9g,MIJPcn]a)*'sY C2C [PvQeJ
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]a9= M(*pq's2

  A^Hq1Ye6[o\Y_r[8pq'sJWR Kuro M$+pq,P:}~e

+9 Vc@2vTn7D'sBvr7D'ss$?~7M7DP@ABc@:#M9

 VX"NBtu2;<<082~77DM$tt8PLd�]H8*M>?JN2I

XPvtuJAB]H~77DM$tt8>?2k01HCzM$+,-|Pw`MY

Z>?J/0+noEiMv\N2IX:J 827DM$tt8YZ[b(NISb

}242;<IXPCit8;<fXN(P9 Vc@9=X"KiI2=pqMtu

:J~77DM$tt8YZo\AB= YZ+QMN=TST=N>?2

2.2. )*$t$<m\$<YZ

  )*M$t>sRJ2%eP2E$(Consonant)Z?$(Vowel)Z@?$(Semi-Vowel)

\A$(Nasal)  Pb(E$>W 17 JP?$>W 16JP@?$W 4JPA$W 3 J

[Jurafsky2000]2fwx$t<-"M)*$<Byn`yC2P$(*cW> 414J$<

2f(*$<= [)*$<:9WN=TM= tuPCi= >?y!Da2$f)

*$<= [(*$<9WT=NM= tuPvNJ(*$<nE"K?(Initial)\F

?(Final)8rGP*+E$BK?\?$BF?M= PnKimb= MDaV2()

*$<= >?:n !_W7DD9>t8[NTNU82] 2

  H`a$<YZ'{P}~j {N<<]aM)*'s EWS (M5NJ)*,e

f)*'Y$F>MBRDICO[Pagel98] YZ"NsM$tPefMBRDICO<RSM$t

?o SAMPA(Speech Assessment Methods Phonetic Alphabet);<J;<P{9: wx$

tYZ[o IPA(International Phonetic Association);<J;<2 $tY[o IPA;<J

;<MvMPJHI$%! IPAB(*K?BF?M>?Pw2C! IPAB(*$<= 

>?MIXP Txn ![b}7DB(*}M$+,-./012

  R,]a()*$+,-Pj YZ9M)*$t$<mP$<m9M)*$t?o

E$?$=(Consonant-Vowel Pair) MIXJ_P[Wan98] X% M$<mK@JPvbI
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JL{�)*'Y$F>PL?;<M=$tUl2Q#F*M$<mQV:;<o$t

R;2

  o)*'KuroR*PLjM!)*'Y$F>Y"$ts/kur%/Pd9M!$<mQ

V #$ts#N"/ku/ \ /r%/ ^$<Pwx#N9M$<:"M!7DDgM&:P 

5NJ$<(M$tYZ"9= M(*K?SF?2

  A{<,P$++QWJ *'efW$MIX.N7DYZ[\N7DPvW$|

V9QRO4SW$r$M~7PP(=?~7MK+X8=7N',W~7MW$PA

/r%/ n$9WXW" /lo/ S /ra/Pw`9Ci$+|<UlM$/<Av[lg~97Py

Ci9 V>=|eJ`aiQh^P$+,-./01M"h}RSaTU2n$Mp

qIXJ~J!.9>"#$L;>wx"#$'}M>?P&nUle[9>M"#$

P(nVH~9>Mau$2&oXWIX!.LNswx"#$P&Xo('|P$a

~Y@ZBU�Z2A^$3.s[!8\Mc@$)PCDM!.awxtuL;>:

#M>?P=?$+,-./01M!)}W/CM]^2

2.3 RS"#$%&

  7$NOF>n�_RNWauM|`[Wang2002] PkN9T<0[NOF>|P

%F @NOa1eM9TPQn$QRauB<0M9T"GPCi"G9M9T�4

ORb}M9TPP(NO]^342wxau=?7$NOhTUDCPQ#|`au

MaHJ7$NO:;(LHMbu2"#$%&J7$NO+QMcRdP];e'7

N$VB7x$"#PNsPwx"#$n$J%F1eM$Pxn$JV�4OM$P

Q#V�!TsfNO]^P!$g&NOh$2

  1.7$NOF>M"#$%&Pn!TpqABhiXWIX!.LNs"#$'

|')MtuPwJQRwx"#$%&Fj2;e'1e\V�"#M$2vtuJH

AB~kl"#$%&dmP 0+"#M$/0P$ e[QRau%QRSM$VH

2-!7|z2;$B"#$JW7|H_\:#M99QVMIXPn`ag,vr2
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  f7$NOF>RSM"#$%&PL~<G;<nT !?$+,-01gP%Q

JrG"#$L?1.opM78PqHwx~o789PnKdeMc@H9= M"

#$2F*<C!M"#$%&W82PNJklF$<c@$iMF$<"#$%&2

\NJ F$<"#$%&sQE"oK?\F?R;M$t"#$%&2QRW$Xm

|n$*WK?ZF?S*8*7|RSXmP $<E"fK?\F?sQM= >?

Pno!TUVw2tu2

  QRW$IX~7<RSMtuPno !"#$Tpq2H#'"PrWPTn7

D(9WW$XYMtuP*A /t/ ) /d/ P)*(MW$PPE$'{SPNsE$s|

V9�./$~WK[Jurafsky2000]Pw2tuP$+,-01|}~!oz2PQRA

^w|p~/0z2P:9TUao9()*$<= M:;2w2W$XYMtu9k

~+UlP%QJPTn7DM$tS$<(wx$J=PMP*JPW$M|pP]Q

X$YnoW$xno~W$2AB&Owx~e1sJ/CM|t2

2.4 9 Vc@

  yX(1)JEI$+d-mDnJ(!TUlEI$+MyDdePvF*MLBJ

P$+,-./01P$aQRC! MBRDICO )*'Y$F>PQ#LB JyX(1)

M$tc@ p "C s#Es$ g2 [Brown93]XGHNFeM>cXEIK+de !?EIK

+,M9 Vc@Pwx>cdeu!vgxn<!?EI$+gPvtuJ@AB W

$XYtu7|/0?9 Vc@g2$P9 Vc@|P(*pq's*JC>;HC

>OPPL~Y`)*,<= (*pq,Mw1$,2PW$XYtu|P7x�YZ

[(*$<9M)*$<n$�./PQ#}~ )*$<M<Wn$-GeHP$= 

(*pq,$<Mq1:-1x/_y(Sliding Window)MIXPx/_yMCg2R)

*$<MyvP()*pq,qH9"!)$<}M9 Vc@2

  P9 Vc@'{Pj1+owST\

EWS\RN)*'s2

EW\R EWS('N)*,(Word)2
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ES\REW<= M$ts2

ECS\R ES�YZ[(*$<M$<s2

ECSi \RECS2 iJ$<E.G2

Eij \R ECSi (2 jJ$<2

CWS \R01$+,-|M(*pq's2

CS\RCWS<= M$<s2

CWi \RCWS 2 iJ'sE.G2

CSi \RCWi <= M$<s2

Cij \RCSi (2 jJ$<2

p "CWS#EW $%&
CW i

p "CW i#EW $ (2)

$+,-01|Joc@$<9 V4R01BWM9lPh;< ()*'sYZ"9

=M$tS$<P4!N3M>=2:yX(2)X"

p "CWS#EW $'&
CS i

p "CSi#ES $ (3)

R'C$<9 Vc@M!)PnoP7NydgPh )*$te$<mLYZ[(*

$<2L7| W$XYtu/0z2P:yX(3)X"

p "CWS#EW $

'&
CS i

p "CSi#ECS $

%&
CS i

&
ECS j

p "CSi#ECS j$

(4)

$CiyX(4)EchCM(*,   \)*, ÊP% = ( , Ê) :nwXq1

 J 'argmax
CS i ECS j

p "CSi#ECS j$ (5)

%argmax
CS i ECS j

p "C i1C i2 ...C i n #E j1 E j2 ...E jn$

'arrmag
CSi ECS j

(
k%1

n

p "C ik#E jk$
      (6)

Pb( p "C ik#E jk$ R C ik $ E jk 8J$<}MEc 2

yX (6) (M p "C ik#E jk $ J8J(*$<MEcPwJEcMc@n;<f"#$

%&iaP&7| F$<"#$%& (ASR-Syllable,  AS)  Z$t"#$%& (ASR-

Phoneme, AP)  o\kl7DD&: [NTNU82]  <;1M$t"#$%& (Rule-based
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Phoneme, RP) /0z2P: p "C ik#E jk $ nzRP

p "C ik#E jk$%) t s"C ik#E jk$*+ t p "C ik#E jk$*, t r "C ik#E jk$ ,)*+*,%1,        (7)

Pb( t s "C ik#E jk$ n;<M!AS,iP t p"C ik#E jk$ nM!AP,iP t r "C ik#E jk$
JnM!RP ,iP ) Z + \ , :sQR t s "C ik#E jk$ Z t p"C ik#E jk$ \

t r "C ik#E jk $ M{L(Weighting)2

QRAPJ NJ(*$<E"K?\F?PG~K?\F?MRS:#OW>|P<o

t p"C ik#E jk$ nfwX,iP

t p"C ik#E jk$' p "CI ik#EI jk$ p "CF ik#EF jk$        (8)

Pb( CI ik \ EI jk sQR C ik \ E jk 'K?rGP CF ik \ EF jk sQR

C ik \ E jk 'F?rG2RP JklM7DD&:<;1M$t"#$%&P*A=

$KDnoW$r$\W$IJs"8%P&oW$r$Rs%9lPbZp\m(oIPA;

< )}Sagw~$W$PJ$?7r$M$Phn_R7Ns [NTNU82]2h

t r "C ik#E jk$ n1+RP

t p"C ik#E jk$!1 C!" ik E# jk RP$ %&'()*+,

!0 -.
         (9)

3. [\]^BN4

  [\]^J1.?@N�Mr|(*KLP+A9M *'!"Cg>W 500MBP

.b(0H 80,094JDEPb!"Cg>R 5MBPh9#0H 10,225Jn$M$+,-

(Transliterated-Term Pair)2Pc@bHc(Recall)  \dec(Precision)|P-!{Eq$

(Randomly Selected) IXP. 80,094JDE(|H 200JDER!"`FPP 200JDE

(#RS 488Jpq$+,-Pn0H 21J$+,-PeXWeOPb(W 20J9>2

#"eXWeOP 488 Jpq$+,-(PW 62 J9>M$+,-2hbHcR

32.26%PdecR 95.23%2

  ; 2<<RrGM[\]^Pb(aT/My'%;H_M&yPwxniY=7N

)*'$DPCrs9=M(*$+,RB2W'MJST(*,cH_N&Pwx(
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q,LeJo,#_(Word Co-occurrence)MK+,01IJ01HTPv*+oW$R

rIM$+,-01Jno wx(q,01HT2

  f; 2 M[\]^nW_W$XYMtue[=P?$+Ul(P*A)*M /t/ V

= [(*MYt[SYt'[(o IPAST;<)P$)*M/d/ :xn$9= a(*M

Yt[SYl[Pw;< !?"#$%&?$+,-01JGlM2\"; 2 (MCharles

= [b(MNJ(*$+,Y)/*[PZoW$RrIM9 Vc@M+VT,PL

OW34Pv=?$+M+V$DQJJ342wJ34JQRP]^n$M$+,-|

OP~1+-PP( 9}<Mb}*'x/0OP'/P"!g9 Vc@:#rs9

APh #34/02

)*' $+(*, 1 $+(*, 2 $+(*, 3 $+(*, 4
Robert ./0(1) k/r(4)

Charles gl\(1) g1\(5) `1\(1) )/*(1)
Michael 2n(4) 2U(6) 3n(1) 3U(1)
Richard bg0(1) bgk(1) b`(1) lg(3)

; 2 ef$+,-./01QV<iMrG[\]^

  PyX(7) (C!' ASZAP \ RP 42IJPv4*Mh$AB4~i$Y2; 3

RsQI5C!ASZAP \RP 42IJTc@$<9 VPJQ<RSMyz\6By

M>LPb(23e730Hyz(Raw Count)J;<$+,-01+Q(wjoNb,

mj)AHV!M)*'PhWNx?XY[YM,8�0HPAYHomework[2W9

= M$+,Y9:;[Pwnou_HKf(e<~WMrs224e65r(Unique)

)*,M$+,-Jxcc@~LDM)*,|<iM$+,-yz\>LPQRNJ$

+,-56NJ(*,\NJ)*,Pcc@~LD)*,yzPn'p=5NJ)*,

<= aM(*,yz22Je65r()*,M$+,-Jx7|c@~LDM()*

$+,-yz\>LPo'p=5NJ()*$+,-MLD>?2

  Z;(n,HC!7DD&:<@/$iM$t"#$%&(RP)Mh^hpP$f7

$NO<iM"#$%&L~AiQTMpPf7$NO]^<RSM"#$%&(sf
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W_ P&(*$<STo IPA;<PA^ AJ BM"#$PL~Af BN1JAM"#

$P*AYp'[V�B"Yp[PQ#Yp'[VJYp[M"#$PvYp[L~Ci9V�

B"Yp'[P<oYp[~Ci9JYp'[M"#$2wxCi !"#$%&?$+,-

01|PWx1eM$+,-n$eJ�0H2vC!7DD&:<@/$iM$t"#

$%&Je+~�MD4<RSM]^P*Ag,'?fE&:PXnoPw|pfXW

;<!0&:(2

Bv\IJ 42IJ5C! AS AP RP

730H
yz

10,225 4,964(485.%) 8,254(80.7%) 9,175(89.7%)

65r
(Unique))*
,M
$+,-

3,742 1,887(50.4%) 3,086(82.5%) 3,412(91.2%)

65r()
*,M
$+,-

4,779 2,400(50.2%) 3,798(79.5%) 4,224(88.4%)

; 3 sQI5C!ASPAP \RP 42IJ<iMyz\>L

  R'!N3Fp ASPAP \ RP 4*MTUAB2; 4 RmG\fsQI5C!

ASPAP \RP 42IJ<it8'yz\>*Po'p42IJ:#}MHYQVPb

(nW_AP B RP P65r)*,M$+,-B65r()*,M$+,-m.rG8

*LIs5/5(sQR APM 98.3%\ RP M 88.9%)PcdP65r)*,$+,-rs

APH.c6 1.7% PRP H.c6 22.4% PvP65r()*,M$+,-APMH.:

gJ[6 2% PRP MH.:wK[ 12% 2X$+,-./01M+V$DPf APT1

%e+D4+M RP  @JnoGlMPwJQRD4+MRP ~qLSTM7DDYM

P$ax}~N'ST|}_`STn$Mef2#"cdRP P65r)*,M$+,

-m.rGno56 86%M ASPP65r()*,$+,-m.rGno56 82.6%M

ASPvASP65r)*,M$+,-OW 13.9% M5r,-PP65r()*,M$+

,-OW 17.4% M5r,-Pu<AS ~ �%FPQ2
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Bv\IJ AS vs AP AP vs RP RP vs AS

65r
(Unique))
*,M$+
,-(m.)

1,514
(80.2% to AS)
(49.1% to AP)

3,034
(98.3 % to AP)
(88.9% to RP)

1,624
(86% to AS)

(47.6% to RP)

65r)*
,M$+,
-(H.)

373(19.8% to AS)
1,572(51% to AP)

52(1.7% to AP)
764(22.4% to RP)

263(13.9% to AS)
1,788(52.4 to RP)

65r
(Unique)(
)*,M$
+,-(m.)

1,824
(76% to AS)
(48% to AP)

3,721
(98% to AP)

(88.1% to RP)

1,982
(82.6% to AS)
(46.9% to RP)

65r()
*,M$+
,-(H.)

576(24% to AS)
1,974(52% to AP)

77(2% to AP)
503(12% to RP)

418(17.4% to AS)
2,242(53.1% to RP)

; 4 mG\fsQI5C!ASPAP \RP 42IJ<it8'yz\>*

  P[Lin2000] XN4a()*,-$+RSM%QPb(WNBJ>1"TvK$~

9AM$+PfF*[\(noW_Pf?STXYS[Y?j� ![)*PPUl

()*,-$+,-01|P&$3'nQt/0z2Po%*7DMW$&:W$P

:WKCME9�01HT2o Bach (UV)*PQRBach JNJ0=XYP&$o07

W$P:y$WA$+JoW$IX N,ZNJ*'YZa\N*'Mrs2

4. ]4

  EI$+V!TUl*U(STXYZ[YZ-]Y^_WY,PJEIK+(L

HMNO2F*GHy?7$NOF><RSM"#$%&P!Tpq()*$+,-

./01<WXMW$XYtuPL.KL(01HCzM()*$+,-2f[\]

^W_PF*<GHMIJe[WhMUlW$XYtu2()*$+,-./01J

:;()*,-$+M2N3PwT 7O!)()*$<M./YZ^9>M()*

,-$+:;2

5. (Y

  (789:;<Z*[\]G'7$NOF><RSM"#$%&Pf?wJ"#
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$%&t8PCi()*$+,-./01X"n)2(789:;<^_`gaG'

ST7DDMtu2(b:;ctu<i>d\]G'STefMzC2P#Ng(Y2
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Abstract 

In this paper, we describe an algorithm that employs syntactic and statistical analysis 

to extract bilingual collocations from a parallel corpus.  The preferred syntactic 

patterns are obtained from idioms and collocations in a machine-readable dictionary. 

Phrases matching the patterns are extract from aligned sentences in a parallel corpus. 

Those phrases are subsequently matched up via cross-linguistic statistical association. 

Statistical association between the whole collocations as well as words in collocations 

is used jointly to link a collocation and its counterpart collocation in the other 

language. We experimented with an implementation of the proposed method on a 

very large Chinese-English parallel corpus with satisfactory results. 

1. Introduction 

Collocations like terminology tend to be lexicalized and have a somewhat more 

restricted meaning than the surface form suggested (Justeson and Katz 1995). 

Collocations are recurrent combinations of words that co-occur more often than 

chance. The words in a collocation may appear next to each other (rigid collocations) 

or otherwise (flexible/elastic collocations). On the other hand, collocations can be 

classified into lexical and grammatical collocations (Benson, Benson, Ilson, 1986). 
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Lexical collocations are formed between content words, while the grammatical 

collocation has to do with a content word and function words or a syntactic structure. 

Collocations are pervasive in all types of writing and can be found in phrases, chunks, 

proper names, idioms, and terminology. Collocations in one language are usually 

difficult to translate directly into another language word by word, therefore present a 

challenge for machine translation systems and second language learners alike. 

 

Automatic extraction of monolingual and bilingual collocations are important for 

many applications, including natural language generation, word sense disambiguation, 

machine translation, lexicography, and cross language information retrieval. Hank and 

Church (1990) pointed out the usefulness of mutual information for identifying 

monolingual collocations in lexicography. Justeson and Katz (1995) proposed to 

identify technical terminology based on preferred linguistic patterns and discourse 

property of repetition. Among many general methods presented by Manning and 

Schutze (1999), best results can be achieved by filtering based on both linguistic and 

statistical constraints. Smadja (1993) presented a method called EXTRACT, based on 

means variance of the distance between two collocates capable of computing elastic 

collocations. Kupiec (1993) proposed to extract bilingual noun phrases using 

statistical analysis of co-occurrence of phrases. Smadja, McKeown, and 

Hatzivassiloglou (1996) extended the EXTRACT approach to handling of bilingual 

collocation based mainly on the statistical measures of Dice coefficient. Dunning 

(1993) pointed out the weakness of mutual information and showed that log 

likelihood ratios are more effective in identifying monolingual collocations especially 

when the occurrence count is very low. 
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Both Smadja and Kupiec used the statistical association between the whole of 

collocations in two languages without looking into the constituent words. For a 

collocation and its paraphrasing translation counterpart, that is reasonable. For 

instance, with the bilingual collocation (Ϙᚲధᙰϙ , Ϙstop at nothingϙ) in 

Example 1, it is not going to help looking into the statistical association between 

Ϙstoppingϙ and Ϙᚲϙ [ji] (sqeeze) (or Ϙధϙ [bo, broken] and Ϙᙰϙ [tou, 

head] for that matter). However, with the bilingual collocation (Ϙ྇ᜲϙ, Ϙpay 

cutϙ) in Example 2, considering the statistical association between Ϙpayϙ and 

Ϙᜲϙ [xin] (wage) as well as Ϙcutϙ and Ϙ྇ϙ [jian, reduce] certainly makes 

sense. Moreover, we have more data to make statistical inference between words than 

phrases. Therefore, measuring the statistical association of collocations based on 

constituent words will help to cope with the data sparseness problem. We will be able 

to extract bilingual collocations with high reliability even when they appear together 

in aligned sentences only once or twice. 

Example 1  
˧˻˸̌ʳ˴̅˸ʳ̆̇̂̃̃˼́˺ʳ˴̇ʳ́̂̇˻˼́˺ʳ̇̂ʳ˺˸̇ʳ̇˻˸˼̅ʳ˾˼˷̆ʳ˼́̇̂ʳʵ̆̇˴̅ʳ̆˶˻̂̂˿̆ʵʳ ʳ

ಬၞࣔਣ՛ᖂʳނଚᚲధᙰՈה ʳ

˦̂̈̅˶˸ˍʳ˄ˌˌˈ˂˃˅ʳˡ̂ʳ˟̂́˺˸̅ʳ˝̈̆̇ʳ˴́ʳ˔˶˴˷˸̀˼˶ʳˤ̈˸̆̇˼̂́ˍʳ˘˷̈˶˴̇˼̂́˴˿ʳ˔˿̇˸̅́˴̇˼̉˸̆ʳ

˖̂̀˸ʳ̇̂ʳ˧˴˼̊˴́ʳ

Example 2 
ˡ̂̇ʳ̂́˿̌ʳ˻˴̉˸́ʺ̇ʳ̇˻˸̅˸ʳ˵˸˸́ʳ˿˴̌̂˹˹̆ʳ̂̅ʳ̃˴̌ʳ˶̈̇̆ʿʳ̇˻˸ʳ̌˸˴̅ˀ˸́˷ʳ˵̂́̈̆ʳ˴́˷ʳ̇˻˸ʳ

̃˸̅˹̂̅̀˴́˶˸ʳ̅˸̉˼˸̊ʳ˵̂́̈̆˸̆ʳ̊˼˿˿ʳ˺̂ʳ̂̈̇ʳ˴̆ʳ̈̆̈˴˿ʳˁʳ

լ܀լᇄဪΕ྇ᜲΔึڣᑻ८Εەᜎᑻ८ᝫຟᅃ࿇լᎄʳ ʳ

˦̂̈̅˶˸ˍʳ˄ˌˌ˄˂˃˄ʳ˙˼˿˿˼́˺ʳ̇˻˸ʳ˜̅̂́ʳ˥˼˶˸ʳ˕̂̊˿ʳ

 

Since the collocations could be rigid or flexible in both languages, we can 

generally classify the match type of bilingual collocation into three types. In Example 

1, (Ϙᚲధᙰϙ,Ϙstop at nothingϙ) is a pair of rigid collocations, and  (�“ނ�…ಬ
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ၞ�”, �“get �… into�”) is a pair of elastic collocations. In Example 3 ,(�“ߨ�…ऱሁᒵ�’, 

�“take the path of�” ) gives the example for a pair of elastic and rigid collocations.  

Example 3 
˟˼́ʳ˞̈ˀ˹˴́˺ʿʳ˴ʳ̊̂̅˾˸̅ʳ˼́ʳ˸̇˻́̂̀̈̆˼˶̂˿̂˺̌ʿʳ̊̂̅̅˼˸̆ʳ̇̂̂ʿʳ˵̈̇ʳ˻˼̆ʳ̊˴̌ʳ˼̆ʳ́̂̇ʳ̇̂ʳ̇˴˾˸ʳ

̇˻˸ʳ̃˴̇˻ʳ̂˹ʳ̅˸̉̂˿̈̇˼̂́˼̍˼́˺ʳ˖˻˼́˸̆˸ʳ̀̈̆˼˶ʳ̂̅ʳ̀˴˾˼́˺ʳ˼̇ʳ̀̂̅˸ʳʵ̆̌̀̃˻̂́˼˶ʵˎʳ̅˴̇˻˸̅ʿʳ

˻˸ʳ˺̂˸̆ʳ˷˼̅˸˶̇˿̌ʳ˼́̇̂ʳ̇˻˸ʳ̇̅˴˷˼̇˼̂́ʿʳ˿̂̂˾˼́˺ʳ˼́̇̂ʳ˼̇ʳ˹̂̅ʳʵ˺̂̂˷ʳ̀̈̆˼˶ʵʳ̇˻˴̇ʳ˻˴̆ʳ˿˴̆̇˸˷ʳ

̈́˷˼̀˼́˼̆˻˸˷ʳ˹̂̅ʳ˴ʳ˻̈́˷̅˸˷ʳ˺˸́˸̅˴̇˼̂́̆ˁʳ

ࢨޏഏᑗߨऱֱऄਢΚլה܀Ոॺլტࠩᐡ֨Δ॑ߣࣥृ܂ගଃᑗՠا

ψٌ֏ωऱሁΔۖ ਢऴ൷૿ኙႚอΕൕխ༈ބᖵזۍլಐऱψړᦫଃᑗωΖr

˦̂̈̅˶˸ˍʳ˄ˌˌˊ˂˃ˈʳ˔ʳ˖̂́̇˸̀̃̂̅˴̅̌ʳ˖̂́́̂˼̆̆˸̈̅ʳ̂˹ʳ̇˻˸ʳ˖˿˴̆̆˼˶˴˿ʳ˔˺˸ˀˀ˟˼́ʳ˞̈ˀ˹˴́˺ʺ̆ʳ

˖˴́̂́ʳ̂˹ʳ˖˻˼́˸̆˸ʳ˖˿˴̆̆˼˶˴˿ʳˠ̈̆˼˶ʳ

 

In this paper, we describe an algorithm that employs syntactic and statistical 

analyses to extract rigid lexical bilingual collocations from a parallel corpus. Here, we 

focus on the bilingual collocations, which have some lexical correlation between them 

and are rigid in both languages. To cope with the data sparseness problem, we use the 

statistical association between two collocations as well as that between their 

constituent words. In Section 2, we describe how we obtain the preferred syntactic 

patterns from collocation and idioms in a machine-readable dictionary. Examples will 

be given to show how collocations matching the patterns are extracted and aligned for 

a given aligned sentence pairs in a parallel corpus.  We experimented with an 

implementation of the proposed method for the Chinese-English parallel corpus of 

Sinorama Magazine with satisfactory results. We describe the experiments and 

evaluation in Section 3. The limitations and related issues will be taken up in Section 

4. We conclude and give future directions in Section 5. 
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2. Extraction of Bilingual Collocations 

In this chapter, we will describe how we obtain the bilingual collocation by using the 

preferred syntactic patterns and associative information. Consider a pair of aligned 

sentences in a parallel corpus such as Example 4 given below:  

Example 4 
˧˻˸ʳ˶˼̉˼˿ʳ̆˸̅̉˼˶˸ʳ̅˼˶˸ʳ˵̂̊˿ʿʳ˴˵̂̈̇ʳ̊˻˼˶˻ʳ̃˸̂̃˿˸ʳ˴˿̊˴̌̆ʳ̆˴˼˷ʳʵ̌̂̈ʳ˶˴́ʺ̇ʳ˺˸̇ʳ˹˼˿˿˸˷ʳ̈̃ʿʳ

˵̈̇ʳ̌̂̈ʳ̊̂́ʺ̇ʳ̆̇˴̅̉˸ʳ̇̂ʳ˷˸˴̇˻ʳ˸˼̇˻˸̅ʿʵʳ˼̆ʳ˺˸̇̇˼́˺ʳ˴ʳ́˸̊ʳ˿̂̂˾ʳ̊˼̇˻ʳ̇˻˸ʳ˸˶̂́̂̀˼˶ʳ

˷̂̊́̇̈̅́ˁʳˡ̂̇ʳ̂́˿̌ʳ˻˴̉˸́ʺ̇ʳ̇˻˸̅˸ʳ˵˸˸́ʳ˿˴̌̂˹˹̆ʳ̂̅ʳ̃˴̌ʳ˶̈̇̆ʿʳ̇˻˸ʳ̌˸˴̅ˀ˸́˷ʳ˵̂́̈̆ʳ˴́˷ʳ

̇˻˸ʳ̃˸̅˹̂̅̀˴́˶˸ʳ̅˸̉˼˸̊ʳ˵̂́̈̆˸̆ʳ̊˼˿˿ʳ˺̂ʳ̂̈̇ʳ˴̆ʳ̈̆̈˴˿ʿʳ˷̅˴̊˼́˺ʳ̃˸̂̃˿˸ʳ̇̂ʳ˶̂̀̃˸̇˸ʳ˹̂̅ʳ

̇˻˸˼̅ʳ̂̊́ʳʵ˼̅̂́ʳ̅˼˶˸ʳ˵̂̊˿ˁʵʳ

ಮհᎾΔ܅ᆖᛎནڼωऱֆ୮堩Δଖڽլ堷Ε塍լپᎁψٻԫא

լ܀լᇄဪΕ྇ᜲΔึڣᑻ८Εەᜎᑻ८ᝫຟᅃ࿇լᎄΔۖڂআࠌլ֟

Գڃᙰᤁດຍೋψᥳ堩ᅹωΖʳ

˦̂̈̅˶˸ˍʳ˄ˌˌ˄˂˃˄ʳ˙˼˿˿˼́˺ʳ̇˻˸ʳ˜̅̂́ʳ˥˼˶˸ʳ˕̂̊˿ʳ

We are supposed to extract the following collocations and translation 

counterparts: 

ʻ˶˼̉˼˿ʳ̆˸̅̉˼˶˸ʳ̅˼˶˸ʳ˵̂̊˿ʿʳ ֆ୮堩ʼʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ

ʻ˺˸̇ʳ˹˼˿˿˸˷ʳ̈̃ʿʳ Ξ堷ʼʳپ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ

ʻ̆̇˴̅̉˸ʳ̇̂ʳ˷˸˴̇˻ʿʳ 塍Ξڽʼʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ

ʻ˸˶̂́̂̀˼˶ʳ˷̂̊́̇̈̅́ʿʳ ᆖᛎན܅ಮʼʳʻ̃˴̌ʳ˶̈̇̆ʿʳ ྇ᜲʼʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ

ʻ̌˸˴̅ˀ˸́˷ʳ˵̂́̈̆ʿʳ ᑻ८ʼʳึڣ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ

ʻ̃˸̅˹̂̅̀˴́˶˸ʳ̅˸̉˼˸̊ʳ˵̂́̈̆˸̆ʿʳ ᜎᑻ८ʼʳە ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ

ʻ˼̅̂́ʳ̅˼˶˸ʳ˵̂̊˿ʿʳ ᥳ堩ᅹʼʳ

In Section 2.1, we will first show how that process is carried out for Example 4 

under the proposed approach. The formal description will be given in Section 2.2. 

2.1 An Example of Extracting Bilingual Collocations 

To extract bilingual collocations, we first run part of speech tagger on both sentences. 

For instance, for Example 4, we get the results of tagging in Example 4A and 4B.  
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In the tagged English sentence, we identify phrases that follow a syntactic 

pattern from a set of training data of collocations. For instance, �“jj nn�” is one of the 

preferred syntactic structures. So, �”civil service,�” �“economic downturn,�” and �“own 

iron,�”�…etc are matched. See Table 1 for more details. For Example 4, the phrases in 

Example 4C and 4D are considered as potential candidates for collocations because 

they match at least two distinct collocations listed in LDOCE: 

Example 4A 
˧˻˸˂˴̇ʳ˶˼̉˼˿˂˽˽ʳ̆˸̅̉˼˶˸˂́́ʳ̅˼˶˸˂́́ʳ˵̂̊˿˂́́ʳʿ˂ʿʳ˴˵̂̈̇˂˼́ʳ̊˻˼˶˻˂̊˷̇ʳ̃˸̂̃˿˸˂́́̆ʳ

˴˿̊˴̌̆˂̅˵ʳ̆˴˼˷˂̉˵˷ʳʵ˂˳˳ʳ̌̂̈˂̃̃̆̆ʳ˶˴́˂̀˷ʳʺ̇˂ʽʳ˺˸̇˂̉˵ʳ˹˼˿˿˸˷˂̉˵́ʳ̈̃˂̅̃ʳʿ˂ʿʳ˵̈̇˂˶˶ʳ

̌̂̈˂̃̃̆̆ʳ̊˼˿˿˂̀˷ʳʺ̇˂ʽʳ̆̇˴̅̉˸˂̉˵ʳ̇̂˂˼́ʳ˷˸˴̇˻˂́́ʳ˸˼̇˻˸̅˂˶˶ʳʿ˂̅˵ʳʵ˂ʺʺʳ˼̆˂˵˸̍ʳ˺˸̇̇˼́˺˂̉˵˺ʳ˴˂˴̇ʳ

́˸̊˂˽˽ʳ˿̂̂˾˂́́ʳ̊˼̇˻˂˼́ʳ̇˻˸˂˴̇ʳ˸˶̂́̂̀˼˶˂˽˽ʳ˷̂̊́̇̈̅́˂́́ʳˁ˂ˁʳˡ̂̇˂́́ʳ̂́˿̌˂̅˵ʳ˻˴̉˸˂˻̉ʳʺ̇˂ʽʳ

̇˻˸̅˸˂̅˵ʳ˵˸˸́˂˵˸́ʳ˿˴̌̂˹˹̆˂́́̆ʳ̂̅˂˶˶ʳ̃˴̌˂̉˵ʳ˶̈̇̆˂́́̆ʳʿ˂ʿʳ̇˻˸˂˴̇ʳ̌˸˴̅˂́́ʳˀ˂˼́ʳ˸́˷˂́́ʳ

˵̂́̈̆˂́́ʳ˴́˷˂˶˶ʳ̇˻˸˂˴̇ʳ̃˸̅˹̂̅̀˴́˶˸˂́́ʳ̅˸̉˼˸̊˂́́ʳ˵̂́̈̆˸̆˂́́ʳ̊˼˿˿˂̀˷ʳ˺̂˂̉˵ʳ̂̈̇˂̅̃ʳ

˴̆˂̄˿ʳ̈̆̈˴˿˂˽˽ʳʿ˂ʿʳ˷̅˴̊˼́˺˂̉˵˺ʳ̃˸̂̃˿˸˂́́̆ʳ̇̂˂̇̂ʳ˶̂̀̃˸̇˸˂̉˵ʳ˹̂̅˂˼́ʳ̇˻˸˼̅˂̃̃ʷʳ̂̊́˂˽˽ʳʵ˂˳˳ʳ

˼̅̂́˂́́ʳ̅˼˶˸˂́́ʳ˵̂̊˿˂́́ʳˁ˂ˁʳʵ˂ʺʺʳ

Example 4B 
ˡ˷ʳ˂א ԫٻ˂˗˷ʳ ˂ˣ˃˅ʳ ᎁ˂˩˘˅ʳ ψ˂ˣ˨ʳ ʳ˖˩˂پ ʳ ʳ ʳ լ˂˗˶ʳ 堷˂˩˛ʳ Ε˂ˣ˨ʳ

塍լڽ˂˩˥ʳ ω˂ˣ˨ʳ ऱ˂˗ˈʳ ֆ୮˂ˡ˶ʳ 堩˂ˡ˴ʳ Δ˂ˣ˨ʳ ଖڼ˂ˡ˸ʳ ᆖᛎ˂ˡ˴ʳ ན˂ˡ˴ʳ

ಮ˂˩˛ʳ܅ հᎾ˂ˡ˚ʳΔ˂ˣ˨ʳ լ܀˂˖˵ʳ լᇄ˂˩˞ʳ ဪ˂˩˖ʳΕ˂ˣ˨ʳ ྇ᜲ˂˩˕ʳΔ˂ˣ˨ʳ

ᜎ˂ˡ˴ʳە˨ᑻ८˂ˡ˴ʳΕ˂ˣึڣ ᑻ८˂ˡ˴ʳ ᝫຟ˂˗˵ʳ ᅃ˂˩˖ʳ ࿇˂˩˗ʳ լᎄ˂˩˛ʳΔ˂ˣ˨ʳ

ʳ˵˖˂ۖڂ আࠌ˂˩˟ʳ լ֟˂ˡ˸ʳ Գ˂ˡ˴ʳ ᙰ˂˩˔ʳڃ ᤁດ˂˩˖ʳ ຍ˂ˡ˸ʳ ೋ˂ˡ˹ψr˂ˣ˨ʳ ᥳ

堩ᅹ˂ˡ˴ʳ ω˂ˣ˨ʳ

Example 4C 
Ϙ˶˼̉˼˿ʳ̆˸̅̉˼˶˸ʿϙʳϙ̅˼˶˸ʳ˵̂̊˿ʿϙʳϙ˼̅̂́ʳ̅˼˶˸ʳ˵̂̊ʿϙʳϙ˹˼˿˿ʳ̈̃ʿϙʳϙ˸˶̂́̂̀˼˶ʳ

˷̂̊́̇̈̅́ʿϙʳϙ˸́˷ʳ˵̂́̈̆ʿϙʳϙ̌˸˴̅ʳˀʳ˸́˷ʳ˵̂́̈̆ʿϙʳϙ˺̂ʳ̈̇ʿϙʳϙ̃˸̅˹̂̅̀˴́˶˸ʳ

̅˸̉˼˸̊ʿϙʳϙ̃˸̅˹̂̅̀˴́˶˸ʳ̅˸̉˼˸̊ʳ˵̂́̈̆ʿϙʳϙ̃˴̌ʳ˶̈̇ʿϙʳϙ̆̇˴̅̉˸ʳ̇̂ʳ

˷˸˴̇˻ʿϙʳϙ˶˼̉˼˿ʳ̆˸̅̉˼˶˸ʳ̅˼˶˸ʿϙʳϙ̆˸̅̉˼˶˸ʳ̅˼˶˸ʿϙʳϙ̆˸̅̉˼˶˸ʳ̅˼˶˸ʳ˵̂̊˿ʿϙʳϙ̃˸̂̃˿˸ʳ

˴˿̊˴̌̆ʿϙʳϙ˺˸̇ʳ˹˼˿˿ʿϙʳϙ̃˸̂̃˿˸ʳ̇̂ʳ˶̂̀̃˸̇˸ʿϙʳϙ˿˴̌̂˹˹ʳ̂̅ʳ̃˴̌ʿϙʳϙ́˸̊ʳ

˿̂̂˾ʿϙʳϙ˷̅˴̊ʳ̃˸̂̃˿˸ϙʳ

Example 4D 
Ϙپլ堷ʿϙʳϘ塍լڽʿϙʳϘֆ୮堩ʿϙʳϘᆖᛎནʿϙʳϘན܅ಮʿϙʳϘᆖ

ᛎན܅ಮʿϙʳϘဪʿϙʳϘ྇ᜲʿϙʳϘึڣᑻ८ʿϙʳϘەᜎᑻ८ʿϙʳϘᤁ

ດʿϙʳϙᥳ堩ᅹˁϙʳ
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Although �“new look�” and �“draw people�” are legitimate phrases, they more like 

�“free combinations�” than collocations. That reflects from their low log likelihood ratio 

values. For that, we proceed to see how tightly the two words in overlapping bigrams 

within a collocation associated with each other; we calculate the minimum of the log 

likelihood ratio values for all bigrams. With that, we filter out the candidates that its 

POS pattern appear only once or has minimal log likelihood ratio of less than 7.88. 

See Tables 1 and 2 for more details. 

 

In the tagged Chinese sentence, we basically proceed the same way to identify 

the candidates of collocations and based on the preferred linguistic patterns of the 

Chinese translation of collocations in an English-Chinese MRD. However, since there 

is no space delimiter between words, it is at time difficult to say whether the 

translation is a multi-word collocation or it is a single word and should not be 

considered as a collocation. For that reason, we take multiword and singleton phrases 

(with two or more characters) into consideration. For instance, in the tagged Example 

2C, we will extract and consider the following candidates as the counterparts of 

English collocations: 

 

Notes that at this point, we are not pinned down on the collocations and allow 

overlapping and conflicting candidates such as �“ᆖᛎན,�” �“ན܅ಮ,�”  �“ᆖᛎན

܅ಮ.�” See Tables 3 and 4 for more details.  

Table 1  The initial candidates extracted based on preferred patterns trained on collocations 
listed in LDOCE. 

E-collocation Candidate Part of Speech Pattern Count Min LLR 
civil service jj nn 1562 496.156856 
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rice bowl nn nn 1860 99.2231161 
iron rice bowl nn nn nn 8 66.3654678 

filled up vbn rp 84 55.2837871 
economic downturn jj nn 1562 51.8600979 

*end bonus nn nn 1860 15.9977283 
year - end bonus nn - nn nn 12 15.9977283 

go out vb rp 1790 14.6464925 
performance review nn nn 1860 13.5716459 

performance review bonus nn nn nn 8 13.5716459 
pay cut vb nn 313 8.53341082 

starve to death vb to nn 26 7.93262494 
civil service rice jj nn nn 19 7.88517791 

*service rice nn nn 1860 7.88517791 
*service rice bowl nn nn nn 8 7.88517791 
* people always nn rb 24 3.68739176 

 get filled vb vbn 3 1.97585732 
* people to compete nn to vb 2 1.29927068 

* layoff or pay nn cc vb 14 0.93399125 
* new look jj nn 1562 0.63715518 

* draw people vbg nn 377 0.03947748 

* indicates invalid candidate 

Table 2  The candidates of English collocation based on both preferred linguistic patterns 
and log likelihood ratio 

E-collocation Candidate Part of Speech Pattern Count Min LLR 
civil service jj nn 1562 496.156856 

rice bowl nn nn 1860 99.2231161 
iron rice bowl nn nn nn 8 66.3654678 

filled up vbn rp 84 55.2837871 
economic downturn jj nn 1562 51.8600979 

*end bonus nn nn 1860 15.9977283 
year - end bonus nn - nn nn 12 15.9977283 

go out vb rp 1790 14.6464925 
performance review nn nn 1860 13.5716459 

performance review bonus nn nn nn 8 13.5716459 
pay cut vb nn 313 8.53341082 

starve to death vb to nn 26 7.93262494 
civil service rice jj nn nn 19 7.88517791 

*service rice nn nn 1860 7.88517791 
*service rice bowl nn nn nn 8 7.88517791 

* indicates invalid candidate 

Table 3  The initial candidates extracted by the Chinese collocation recognizer. 
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C-collocation Candidate POS Patter Count Min LLR 
լ֟ Գ! Ed Na 2 550.904793 
+ ᎁ! PP VE 6 246.823964 
ན ܅ಮ! Na VH 97 79.8159904 

ᆖᛎ ན ܅ಮ! Na Na VH 3 47.2912274 
ᆖᛎ ན! Na Na 429 47.2912274 
ֆ୮ 堩! Nc Na 63 42.6614685 
+լ 堷! Dc VH 24 37.3489687 
!ᜎ ᑻ८ە Na Na 429 36.8090448 
լᇄ ဪ! VJ VA 3 17.568518 
!ᙰ ᤁດڃ VA VC 26 14.7120606 
+ᝫຟ ᅃ! Db VC 18 14.1291893 
+࿇ լᎄ! VD VH 2 13.8418648 
!ಮ հᎾ܅+ VH NG 10 11.9225789 

+ଖڼ ᆖᛎ ན! VA Na Na 2 9.01342071 
+ଖڼ ᆖᛎ! VA Na 94 9.01342071 
+ᅃ ࿇! VC VD 2 6.12848087 
+Գ ڃᙰ! Na VA 27 1.89617179 

* indicates invalid candidate 

Table 4  The result of Chinese collocation candidates extracted which are picked out. (the 
ones which have no Min LLR are singleton phrases) 

C-collocation Candidate POS Patter Count Min LLR 
լ֟ Գ! Ed Na 2 550.904793 
+ ᎁ! PP VE 6 246.823964 
ན ܅ಮ! Na VH 97 79.8159904 

ᆖᛎ ན ܅ಮ! Na Na VH 3 47.2912274 
ᆖᛎ ན! Na Na 429 47.2912274 
ֆ୮ 堩! Nc Na 63 42.6614685 
+լ 堷! Dc VH 24 37.3489687 
!ᜎ ᑻ८ە Na Na 429 36.8090448 
լᇄ ဪ! VJ VA 3 17.568518 
!ᙰ ᤁດڃ VA VC 26 14.7120606 
+ᝫຟ ᅃ! Db VC 18 14.1291893 
+࿇ լᎄ! VD VH 2 13.8418648 
!ಮ հᎾ܅+ VH NG 10 11.9225789 

+ଖڼ ᆖᛎ ན! VA Na Na 2 9.01342071 
+ଖڼ ᆖᛎ! VA Na 94 9.01342071 
հᎾ! NG 5  
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ᆖᛎ! Na 1408  
ན! Na 1408  

!ᑻ८ึڣ Na 1408  
!ᜎە Na 1408  
ᑻ८! Na 1408  
ᥳ堩ᅹ! Na 1408  
ֆ୮! Nc 173  
!א Nd 48  
ଖڼ! VA 529  
ဪ! VA 529  
!ᙰڃ VA 529  
྇ᜲ! VB 78  
ᤁດ! VC 1070  
ᎁ! VE 139  
!ಮ܅ VH 731  
լᎄ! VH 731  
լᇄ! VJ 205  
আࠌ! VL 22  
塍լڽ! VR 14  

 

To align collocations in both languages, we follow the idea of Competitive 

Linking Algorithm proposed by Melamed (1996) for word alignment. Basically, the 

proposed algorithm CLASS, Collocation Linking Algorithm based on Syntax and 

Statistics, is a greedy method that selects collocation pairs. The pair with higher 

association value takes precedence over those with a lower value. CLASS also 

imposes a one-to-one constraint on the collocation pairs selected. Therefore, the 

algorithm at each step considers only pairs with words not selected before. However, 

CLASS differs with CLA in that it considers the association between the two 

candidate collocations in two aspects: 

 Logarithmic Likelihood Ratio between the two collocations in question as a 
whole. 

 Translation probability of collocation based on constituent words  
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For Example 4, the CLASS Algorithm first calculates the counts of collocation 

candidates in the English and Chinese part of the corpus. The collocations are 

matched up randomly across from English to Chinese. Subsequently, the 

co-occurrence counts of these candidates across from English to Chinese are also 

tallied. From the monolingual collocation candidate counts and cross language 

concurrence counts, we produce the LLR values and the collocation translation 

probability derived from word alignment analysis.. Those collocation pairs with zero 

translation probability are ignored. The lists are sorted in descending order of LLR 

values, and the pairs with low LLR value are discarded. Again, for Example 4, the 

greedy selection process of collocation starts with the first entry in the sorted list and 

proceeds as follows: 

1. The first, third, and fourth pairs, (�“iron rice bowl,�” �“ᥳ堩ᅹ�”), (�“year-end 
bonus,�” �“ึڣᑻ८�”), and (�“economic downturn,�” �“ᆖᛎན܅ಮ�”), are 
selected first. And that would exclude conflicting pairs from being 
considered including the second, fifth pairs and so on. 

2. The second, fifth entries (�“rice bowl,�” �“ᥳ堩ᅹ �”) and (�“economic 
downturn,�” �“ଖڼᆖᛎན�”) and so on, conflict with the second and third 
entries that are already selected. Therefore, CLASS skips over those. 

3. The entries (�“performance review bonus,�” �“ەᜎᑻ८�”), (�“civil service 
rice,�” �“ֆ୮堩�”), (�“pay cuts,�” �“྇ᜲ�”), and (�“starve to death,�” �“塍լڽ�”) are 
selected next. 

4. CLASS proceeds through the rest of the list and the other list without finding 
any entries that do not conflict with the seven entries selected previously. 

5. The program terminates and output a list of seven collocations. 

Table 5  The result of Chinese collocation candidates extracted which are picked out. The 
shaded collocation pairs are selected by the CLASS (Greedy Alignment Linking E). 

English collocations Chinese collocations LLR Collocation Translation Prob.
iron rice bowl ᥳ堩ᅹ! 103.3 0.0202 

rice bowl ᥳ堩ᅹ! 77.74 0.0384 

year-end bonus ึڣᑻ८! 59.21 0.0700 

economic downturn ᆖᛎ ན ܅ಮ! 32.4 0.9359 
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economic downturn ଖڼ!ᆖᛎ ན! 32.4 0.4359 
... ///! ... ... 

performance review bonus ەᜎ ᑻ८! 30.32 0.1374 
economic downturn ན!܅ಮ! 29.82 0.2500 

civil service rice ֆ୮ 堩! 29.08 0.0378 
pay cuts ྇ᜲ! 28.4 0.0585 

year-end bonus ەᜎ ᑻ८! 27.35 0.2037 
performance review ەᜎ! 27.32 0.0039 

performance review bonus ึڣᑻ८! 26.31 0.0370 
starve to death 塍լڽ! 26.31 0.5670 

... ///! ... ... 
rice bowl ֆ୮!堩! 24.98 0.0625 

iron rice bowl ֆ୮!堩! 25.60 0.0416 
�… Ξ! �… �… 

2.2 The Method 

In this section, we describe formally how CLASS works. We assume availability of a 

parallel corpus and a list of collocations in a bilingual MRD. The sentences and words 

have been aligned in the parallel corpus. We will describe how CLASS extracts 

bilingual collocations in the parallel corpus. CLASS carries out a number of 

preprocessing steps to calculate the following information: 

 

1. Lists of preferred POS patterns of collocation in both languages. 
2. Collocation candidates matching the preferred POS patterns. 
3. N-gram statistics for both languages, N = 1, 2. 
4. Log likelihood Ratio statistics for two consecutive words in both 

languages. 
5. Log likelihood Ratio statistics for a pair of candidates of bilingual 

collocation across from one language to the other. 
6. Content word alignment based on Competitive Linking Algorithm 

(Melamed 1997).  
 

Figure 1 illustrates how the method works for each aligned sentence pair (C, E) 

in the corpus. Initially, part of speech taggers process C and E. After that, collocation 

candidates are extracted based on preferred POS patterns and statistical association 
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between consecutive words in a collocation. The collocation candidates are 

subsequently matched up across from one language to the other. Those pairs are 

sorting according to log likelihood ratio and collocation translation probability. A 

greedy selection process goes through the sorted list and selects bilingual collocations 

subject to one to one constraint. The detailed algorithm is given below:  

 

 

Figure 1 The major components in the proposed CLASS algorithm 

Preprocessing: Extracting preferred POS patterns P and Q in both languages 

Input:  A list of bilingual collocations from a machine-readable dictionary 

Output: 

1. Perform part of speech tagging for both languages   
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2. Calculate the number of instances for all POS patterns in both languages 
3. Eliminate the POS patterns with instance count 1. 

 

Collocation Linking Alignment based on Syntax and Statistics 

Extract bilingual collocations in aligned sentences. 

Input:   

(1) A pair of aligned sentences (C, E), C = (C1 C2 �… Cn) and E = (E1 E2 �… Em) 
(2) Preferred POS patterns P and Q in both languages 

Output: Aligned bilingual collocations in (C, E) 

1. C is segmented and tagged with part of speech information T. 
2. E is tagged with part of speech sequences S. 

Log-likelihood ratio: LLR(x;y) 
 

222111

222111

)1()1(
)1()1(log2);( 2211

2 knkknk

knkknk

pppp
ppppyxLLR

k1 : # of pairs that contain x and 
y simultaneously. 

k2 : # of pairs that contain x but 
do not contain y. 

n1 :  # of pairs that contain y 
n2 : # of pairs that does not 

contain y  
p1 = k1/n1,  p2 = k2/n2,   
p = (k1+k2)/(n1+n2) 

3. Match T against P and S against Q to extract collocation candidates X1, 
X2,....X k in English and Y1, Y2, ...,Ye in 
Chinese. 

4. Consider bilingual each collocation 
candidates (Xi , Yj) in turn and 
calculate the minimal log likelihood 
ratio LLR between Xi and Yj 

MLLR (D) = ) , ( 1ii1,1
min WWLLR

ni
 

5. Eliminate candidates with LLR 
smaller than a threshold (7.88). 

6. Match up all possible linking from 
English collocation candidates to 
Chinese ones: (D1, F1), (D1, F2), �… (Di, Fj), �… ( Dm, Fn). 

7. Calculate LLR for (Di, Fj), and discard pairs with LLR value lower than 
7.88. 

Collocation translation probability 

P(x | y) 

)|(1)|( max
j

ji ecP
k

FDP
iDcFe

 

k : number of words in the English 

collocation Fj 

8. The candidate list of bilingual 
collocations is considered only the 
one with non-zero collocation 
translation probability P(Di, Fj) 
values. The list is then sorted by the 
LLR values and collocation 
translation probability. 

9. Go down the list and select a 
bilingual collocation if it is not 
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conflicting with previous selection. 
10. Output the bilingual collocation selected in Steps 10. 

3. Experiments and Evaluation 

We have experimented with an implementation of CLASS based on Longman 

dictionary of Contemporary English, English-Chinese Edition and the parallel corpus 

of Sinorama magazine. The articles from Sinorama cover a wide range of topics, 

reflecting the personalities, places, and events in Taiwan for the past three-decade. 

We experiment on articles mainly dated from 1995 to 2002. Sentence and word 

alignment were carried out first for Sinorama parallel Corpus.  

 

Sentence alignment is a very important aspect of the CLASS. It is the basis of a 

good collocation alignment. We using a new alignment method based on punctuation 

statistics (Yeh & Chang, 2002). The punctuation-based approach outperforms the 

length-based approach with precision rates approaching 98%. With the sentence 

alignment approach, we obtain approximately 50,000 reliably aligned sentences 

containing 1,756,000 Chinese words (about 2,534,000 Chinese characters) and 

2,420,000 English words in total.  

 

The content words were aligned based on Competitive Linking Algorithm. 

Alignment of content words resulted in a probabilistic dictionary with 229,000 entries. 

We evaluated 100 random sentence samples with 926 linking types, and the precision 

is 93.3%. Most of the errors occurred with English words having no counterpart in the 

corresponding Chinese sentence. The translators do not always translate the word for 

word. For instance, with the word �“water�” in Example 4, it seems that these is no 

corresponding pattern in the Chinese sentence. Another major cause of errors is 

collocations that are not translated compositionally. For instance, the word �“State�” in 
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the Example 6 is a part of the collocation �“United States�”, and �“ભഏ�” is more highly 

associated with �“United�” than �“States�”, therefore due to one-to-one constraint  

�“States�” will not be aligned with �“ભഏ�”. Most often, it will be aligned incorrectly. 

About 49% error links belongs to this kind.  

 

Example 5 
˧˻˸ʳ˵̂˴̇ʳ˼̆ʳ˼́˷˸˸˷ʳ˴ʳ̉˸̆̆˸˿ʳ˹̅̂̀ʳ̇˻˸ʳ̀˴˼́˿˴́˷ʳ̇˻˴̇ʳ˼˿˿˸˺˴˿˿̌ʳ˸́̇˸̅˸˷ʳ˧˴˼̊˴́ʳ̊˴̇˸̅̆ˁʳ

˧˻˸ʳ̊̂̅˷̆ʳ̊˸̅˸ʳ˴ʳʵ̀˴̅˾ʵʳ˴˷˷˸˷ʳ˵̌ʳ̇˻˸ʳ˧˴˼̊˴́ʳ˚˴̅̅˼̆̂́ʳ˖̂̀̀˴́˷ʳ˵˸˹̂̅˸ʳ̆˸́˷˼́˺ʳ

˼̇ʳ˵˴˶˾ˁʳ

ᒳਊΚํڼऱᒔਢՕຬೢྀํࠐೋΔ߷Զଡڗլመਢᤞ᜔ڇ१ছ

ऱψಖᇆωΜʳף،

˦̂̈̅˶˸ˍʳ˄ˌˌ˃˂˄˃ʳ˟˸̇̇˸̅̆ʳ̇̂ʳ̇˻˸ʳ˘˷˼̇̂̅ʳ

 

Example 6 
˙˼˺̈̅˸̆ʳ˼̆̆̈˸˷ʳ˵̌ʳ̇˻˸ʳ˔̀˸̅˼˶˴́ʳ˜̀̀˼˺̅˴̇˼̂́ʳ˕̈̅˸˴̈ʳ̆˻̂̊ʳ̇˻˴̇ʳ̀̂̆̇ʳ˖˻˼́˸̆˸ʳ

˼̀̀˼˺̅˴́̇̆ʳ˻˴˷ʳ̆˸̇ʳ̂˹˹ʳ˹̅̂̀ʳ˞̊˴́˺̇̈́˺ʳ˴́˷ʳ˛̂́˺ʳ˞̂́˺ʿʳ̊˻˼˶˻ʳ˼̆ʳ̊˻̌ʳ̇˻˸ʳ̀˴˽̂̅˼̇̌ʳ

̂˹ʳ̂̉˸̅̆˸˴̆ʳ˖˻˼́˸̆˸ʳ˼́ʳ̇˻˸ʳ˨́˼̇˸˷ʳ˦̇˴̇˸̆ʳ̇̂ʳ̇˻˼̆ʳ˷˴̌ʳ˴̅˸ʳ̂˹ʳ˖˴́̇̂́˸̆˸ʳ̂̅˼˺˼́ˁʳ

Δਚڍ௧ृ່נൕᐖࣟΕଉཽאاΔխഏฝࠐڗ࿇।ऱᑇݝاભഏฝط

ࠩڇַΔભഏဎսאᤄᐖࣟृ۾ՕڍᑇΖʳ

˦̂̈̅˶˸ˍʳ˄ˌˌ˃˂˃ˌʳ˔˿˿ʳ˔˶̅̂̆̆ʳ̇˻˸ʳ˪̂̅˿˷ˍʳ˧˻˸ʳ˖˻˼́˸̆˸ʳ˚˿̂˵˴˿ʳ˩˼˿˿˴˺˸ʳ

 

We obtained word-to-word translation probability from the result of word 

alignment. The translation probability P(c|e) is given below: 

P(c|e) = 
)(
),(

ecount
cecount  

count(e,c) : number of alignment linking between a Chinese word c and an 

English word e 

count(e): number of instances of e in alignment likings. 
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Let�’s take �“pay�” as an example. Table 6 shows the various alignment translations 

for �“pay�” and the translation probability. 

Table 6 The aligned translations for the English word �“pay�” and their translation probability 

Translation Count Translation Prob. Translation Count Translation Prob. 
!Ꮭז 34 0.1214 क़ᙒ! 7 0.025 
ᙒ! !ᙒנ 0.1107 31 6 0.0214 
၄ش! 21 0.075 ! 6 0.0214 
!၄ב 16 0.0571 ࿇! 6 0.0214 
Ꮖ! !נב 0.0571 16 5 0.0179 
ᢆ! 16 0.0571 ᜲᇷ! 5 0.0179 
!ב֭ !ᙒב 0.0464 13 4 0.0143 
! !ᜲף 0.0464 13 4 0.0143 
ᜲֽ! 11 0.0393 ///! ... ... 
ᖜ! 9 0.0321 ᗨֶ! 2 0.0071 
၄! 9 0.0321 ᢆཱི! 2 0.0071 
ב! 8 0.0286 ! ! !

 

Before running CLASS, we obtained 10,290 English idioms, collocations, and 

phrases together with 14,945 Chinese translations in LDOCE. After part of speech 

tagging, we had 1,851 distinct English patterns, and 4326 Chinese patterns. To 

calculate the statistical association of within words in a monolingual collocation and 

across the bilingual collocations, we built N-grams for the SPC. There were 790,000 

Chinese word bigram and 669,000 distinct English bigram. CLASS identified around 

595,000 Chinese collocation candidates (184,000 distinct types), and 230,000 English 

collocation candidates (135,000 distinct types) in the process.  

 

We selected 100 sentences to evaluate the performance. We focused on rigid 

lexical collocations. The average English sentence had 45.3 words, while the average 

Chinese sentence had 21.4 words. The two human judges both master student 

majoring in Foreign Languages identified the bilingual collocations in these sentences. 
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We then compared the bilingual collocations produced by CLASS against the answer 

keys. The evaluation indicates an average recall rate = 60.9 % and precision = 85.2 % 

(See Table 7). 

Table 7 Experiment result of bilingual collocation extracted from Sinorama parallel Corpus 

# keys #answers #hits #errors Recall Precision 

382 273 233 40 60.9% 85.2% 

 

4. Discussions 

This paper describes a new approach to automatic acquisition of bilingual collocations 

from a parallel corpus. Our method is an extension of Melamed�’s Competitive 

Linking Algorithm for word alignment, combining both linguistic and statistical 

information for recognition of monolingual and bilingual collocations in a much 

simpler way than Smadja�’s work. We differ from previous work in the following 

ways: 

1. We use a data-driven approach to extract monolingual collocations. 

2. Unlike Smadja and Kupiec, we do not commit to two sets of monolingual 

collocations. Instead, we consider many overlapping and conflicting 

candidate and rely on the cross linguistic statistics to revolve the issue. 

3. We combine both information related to the whole collocation as well as 

those of constituent words for more reliable probabilistic estimation of 

aligned collocations. 

 

The approach is limited by its reliance on the training data of mostly rigid 

collocation patterns and is not applicable to elastic collocations such as �“jump on �… 
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bandwagon.�” For instance, the program cannot handle the elastic collocation in 

following example: 

Example 7 
ۖ᎔ჸԱԫ࿓ᛧܓ᠆দऱႉଅ߫Δאױലؾছଶದޡऱ್۫ࠐ

৵Ζ˧ʳߪࢹΕխഏՕຬഏ୮ࠅ

˧˴˼̊˴́ʳ˻˴̆ʳ˻˴˷ʳ̇˻˸ʳ˺̂̂˷ʳ˹̂̅̇̈́˸ʳ̇̂ʳ˽̈̀̃ʳ̂́ʳ̇˻˼̆ʳ˻˼˺˻ˀ̃̅̂˹˼̇ʳ˵˴́˷̊˴˺̂́ʳ˴́˷ʳ˻˴̆ʳ

˵˸˸́ʳ˴˵˿˸ʳ̇̂ʳ̆́˴̇˶˻ʳ˴ʳ̆̈˵̆̇˴́̇˼˴˿ʳ˿˸˴˷ʳ̂̉˸̅ʳ˶̂̈́̇̅˼˸̆ʳ˿˼˾˸ʳˠ˴˿˴̌̆˼˴ʳ˴́˷ʳ̀˴˼́˿˴́˷ʳ

˖˻˼́˴ʿʳ̊˻˼˶˻ʳ˻˴̉˸ʳ˽̈̆̇ʳ̆̇˴̅̇˸˷ʳ˼́ʳ̇˻˼̆ʳ˼́˷̈̆̇̅̌ˁʳ

ʻ˦̂̈̅˶˸ˍʳ˦˼́̂̅˴̀˴ʿʳ˄ˌˌˉʿʳ˗˸˶ʳ˜̆̆̈˸ʳˣ˴˺˸ʳ˅˅ʿʳ˦̇̂̅̀̌ʳ˪˴̇˸̅̆ʳ˹̂̅ʳ˧˴˼̊˴́ϗ̆ʳ˜˖̆ʼʳ

 

That limitation can be partially alleviated by matching nonconsecutive word 

sequence against existing lists of collocations for the two languages. 

Another limitation has to do with bilingual collocations, which are not literal 

translations. For instance, �“difficult and intractable�” is not yet handled in the program,  

because it is not a word for word translation of �“ௐ႙լ�”. 

 

Example 8 
რ৸ਢᎅԫଡ٦৻Ꮦௐ႙լऱԳΔຟᄎڶԳڶᙄऄࠫࣚהΖʳ

˧˻˼̆ʳ̆˴̌˼́˺ʳ̀˸˴́̆ʳ̇˻˴̇ʳ́̂ʳ̀˴̇̇˸̅ʳ˻̂̊ʳ˷˼˹˹˼˶̈˿̇ʳ˴́˷ʳ˼́̇̅˴˶̇˴˵˿˸ʳ˴ʳ̃˸̅̆̂́ʳ̀˴̌ʳ̆˸˸̀ʿʳ

̇˻˸̅˸ʳ̊˼˿˿ʳ˴˿̊˴̌̆ʳ˵˸ʳ̆̂̀˸̂́˸ʳ˸˿̆˸ʳ̊˻̂ʳ˶˴́ʳ˶̈̇ʳ˻˼̀ʳ˷̂̊́ʳ̇̂ʳ̆˼̍˸ˁʳ ʳ

˦̂̈̅˶˸ˍʳ˄ˌˌ˃˂˃ˈʳ˔ʳ˙˼˸̅˶˸ʳ˛̂̅̆˸ʳ˥˼˷˷˸́ʳ˵̌ʳ˴ʳ˙˼˸̅˶˸ʳ˥˼˷˸̅ʳ

In the experiment process, we found that the limitation may be partially solved 

by spliting the candidate list of bilingual collocations into two lists: one (NZ) with 

non-zero phrase translation probabilistic values and the other (ZE) with zero value. 

The two lists are then sorted by the LLR values. After extracting bilingual 

collocations from NZ list, we could continue to go downing the ZE list and select 

bilingual collocations if not conflicting with previously selection. 
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In the proposed method, we did no t take advantage of the correspondence of 

POS patterns from one language to the other. Some linking mistakes seem to be 

avoidable with the POS information. For example, the aligned collocation for 

�“issue/vb visas/nns�” is �“ᢞ/Na�”, instead of �“࿇/VD ᢞ/Na.�” However, the POS 

pattern �“vb nn�” appears to be more compatible with �“VD Na�” than �“Na.�” 

 

Example 9 
ԫԮԲڣᖾࢭᎁխ٥ΔխဎاഏڼܛழፖᖾឰٌΖڂྤڤإ߶

ٌΔᖾլ౨ڇ࿇ᢞΔۖطᖾᕋଉཽऱࠌ塢זᙄΔྥ৵ലᢞಬ

ΖʳࡌΔᢞ֫ᥛપᏁն֚۟ԫڃ

˧˻˸ʳ˥˸̃̈˵˿˼˶ʳ̂˹ʳ˖˻˼́˴ʳ˵̅̂˾˸ʳ̅˸˿˴̇˼̂́̆ʳ̊˼̇˻ʳ˔̈̆̇̅˴˿˼˴ʳ˼́ʳ˄ˌˊ˅ʿʳ˴˹̇˸̅ʳ̇˻˸ʳ˶̂̈́̇̅̌ʳ

̅˸˶̂˺́˼̍˸˷ʳ̇˻˸ʳ˖˻˼́˸̆˸ʳ˖̂̀̀̈́˼̆̇̆ʿʳ˴́˷ʳ˵˸˶˴̈̆˸ʳ̂˹ʳ̇˻˸ʳ˿˴˶˾ʳ̂˹ʳ˹̂̅̀˴˿ʳ˷˼̃˿̂̀˴̇˼˶ʳ

̅˸˿˴̇˼̂́̆ʿʳ˔̈̆̇̅˴˿˼˴ʳ˹˸˿̇ʳ˼̇ʳ˶̂̈˿˷ʳ́̂̇ʳ˼̆̆̈˸ʳ̉˼̆˴̆ʳ̂́ʳ˧˴˼̊˴́ˁʳ˜́̆̇˸˴˷ʿʳ̇˻˸̌ʳ̊˸̅˸ʳ

˻˴́˷˿˸˷ʳ̇˻̅̂̈˺˻ʳ˼̇̆ʳ˶̂́̆̈˿˴̇˸ʳ˼́ʳ˛̂́˺ʳ˞̂́˺ʳ˴́˷ʳ̇˻˸́ʳ̆˸́̇ʳ˵˴˶˾ʳ̇̂ʳ˧˴˼̊˴́ʿʳ̇˻˸ʳ

˸́̇˼̅˸ʳ̃̅̂˶˸̆̆ʳ̅˸̄̈˼̅˼́˺ʳ˹˼̉˸ʳ˷˴̌̆ʳ̇̂ʳ˴ʳ̊˸˸˾ʳ̇̂ʳ˶̂̀̃˿˸̇˸ˁʳ ʳ

˦̂̈̅˶˸ˍʳ˄ˌˌ˃˂˃ˇʳ˩˼̆˴̆ʳ˹̂̅ʳ˔̈̆̇̅˴˿˼˴ʳ̇̂ʳ˕˸ʳˣ̅̂˶˸̆̆˸˷ʳ˼́ʳ˝̈̆̇ʳ˅ˇʳ˛̂̈̅̆ʳ

 

A number of mistakes are caused with the erroneous word segments process of 

the Chinese tagger. For instance, �“Օᖂ֗ઔנسߒഏཚၴ�” should be segmented as 

�“ Օᖂ / ֗ / ઔנ / سߒഏ / ཚၴ�” but instead segment was �“Օᖂ / ֗ / ઔ

 ഏ / ཚၴ / ऱ / ᖂᄐ.�” Another major source of segmentation / נس / ߒ

mistakes has to do with proper names and their transliterations. These name entities 

that are not included in the database are usually segmented into single Chinese 

character. For instance, �“...ԫृ܂Ꮵᖂ⬓ਐנ...�” is segmented as �“ ... / ԫ /  / 

 ዿԳ...�” isؤ৬ഏऱ್چܓ׃ٮڇ...“� while ”�,... / נᏥ / ᖂ / ⬓ / ਐ / ृ܂

segmented as �“...چ / ܓ׃ٮ / ڇ / ৬ഏ / ऱ / ್ / ؤ / ዿ / Գ / ....�” 

Therefore, handling these name entities in a pre-process should be helpful to avoid 

segment mistakes, and alignment difficulties. 
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5. Conclusion and Future Work 

In this paper, we describe an algorithm that employs syntactic and statistical analyses 

to extract rigid bilingual collocations from a parallel corpus.  Phrases matching the 

preferred patterns are extract from aligned sentences in a parallel corpus. Those 

phrases are subsequently matched up via cross-linguistic statistical association. 

Statistical association between the whole collocations as well as words in collocations 

is used jointly to link a collocation and its counterpart. We experimented with an 

implementation of the proposed method on a very large Chinese-English parallel 

corpus with satisfactory results.  

 

A number of interesting future directions suggest themselves. First, it would be 

interesting to see how effectively we can extend the method to longer and elastic 

collocations and to grammatical collocations. Second, bilingual collocations that are 

proper names and transliterations may need additional considerations. Third, it will be 

interesting to see if the performance can re improved cross language correspondence 

between POS patterns. 
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Abstract 

In this paper we will present a system, called LiveTrans, which can generate translation suggestions for given 

user queries and provide an English-Chinese cross-language search service for the retrieval of both Web pages 

and images. The system effectively utilizes two kinds of Web resources: anchor texts and search results. The 

developed anchor-text-based and search-result-based methods are complementary in the precision and coverage 

rates and promising in extracting translations of unknown query terms that were not included in general-purpose 

translation dictionaries. Experimental results demonstrate the feasibility of the system. 

 

1. Introduction 

To deal with automatic construction of translation lexicons, conventional research on machine translation (MT) 

[3] and cross-language information retrieval (CLIR) [1, 5, 7, 10, 13, 18] has generally used statistical 

techniques to automatically extract word translations from domain-specific parallel/comparable bilingual texts, 

such as bilingual newspapers [4, 11, 12, 20, 21]. However, only a certain set of their translations can be 

extracted through corpora with limited domains. In our research, we are interested in extracting translations of 

technical terms and proper names in diverse subjects, which are especially needed in performing CLIR 

services for Web users, e.g., “Hussein” ( / / ), “SARS” ( ). Existing 

CLIR systems usually rely on bilingual dictionaries for query translation [1, 13, 15]. Unfortunately, our 

analysis of Dreamer query log collected in Taiwan (see Section 3.1) showed that 74% of the 20,000 high 

frequent Web queries can not be found in general-purpose English-Chinese dictionaries (they are called 

unknown terms in this paper). How to automatically find translations for unknown terms, therefore, has 

become a major challenge for cross-language Web search. 

Different from previous works, we focus on investigating new approaches to mining multilingual Web 

resources [19]. We have proposed a novel approach to extracting translations of Web queries through the 
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mining of Web anchor texts and link structures [16, 17]. An anchor text is the descriptive part of an out-link of 

a Web page used to provide a brief description of the linked page. A variety of anchor texts in multiple 

languages might link to the same pages from all over the world. For example, Figure 1 shows a typical 

example, in which there are a variety of anchor texts in multiple languages linking to the Yahoo! from all over 

the world. Such a bundle of anchor texts pointing together to the same page is called an anchor-text set. Web 

anchor-text sets may contain similar description texts in multiple languages. Thus, for an unknown term 

appearing in some anchor-text sets, it is likely that its corresponding target translations appear together in the 

same anchor-text sets. 

However, discovering translation knowledge from the Web has not been fully explored. In this paper, we 

intend to investigate another kind of Web resource, search results, and try to combine them with the anchor 

texts to benefit term translation. Chinese pages on the Web consist of rich texts in a mixture of Chinese (main 

language) and English (auxiliary language), and many of them contain translations of proper nouns. According 

to our observations, many search result pages in Chinese Web usually contain snippets of summaries in a 

mixture of Chinese and English. For example, Figure 2 illustrates the search-result page of the English query 

“National Palace Museum,” which was submitted to Google for searching Chinese pages, could obtain many 

relevant results containing both the query itself and its Chinese aliases. To explore search results on extraction 

of term translation, we have employed two methods: the chi-square test and context-vector analysis. 

Based on a novel integration of the developed anchor-text- and search-result-based methods, we 

implemented an experimental system, called LiveTrans, to provide English-Chinese translation suggestion and 

cross-lingual retrieval of both Web pages and images. The purpose of this paper is to introduce our 

experiences in developing the methods and implementing the system. 

 

2. Related Work 

Term translation extraction is an important research problem in the context of MT. A number of related 

researches [12, 21] have used sentence-aligned parallel corpora to extract translations since the advent of 

statistical translation model [3]. Although high accuracy can be easily achieved by these techniques, sufficiently 

large parallel corpora for various subject domains and language-pairs are still hard to be available. On the other 

hand, some work has been done on term translation extraction from comparable or even unrelated texts [11, 20]. 

However, using non-parallel corpora is more difficult to effectively extract translations than parallel corpora due 

to the lack of parallel correlation aligned between documents or sentence pairs. 
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On the other hand, CLIR has become an important topic in recent research on information retrieval, 

however, practical cross-language Web search services have not lived up to expectations. This task must face a 

number of challenges, especially the problem of query translation. To deal with such problem, existing CLIR 

systems mostly rely on bilingual dictionaries. These dictionary-based techniques are limited in real-world 

applications since queries often contain unknown query terms, such as personnel names and technical terms [15]. 

Although some methods integrating dictionary-based techniques with parallel-corpus disambiguation, 

technology have been proposed and achieved performance improvements [1, 13]. Nonetheless, the 

unavailability of translations of unknown Web queries in diverse subjects is still a thorny problem. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1. An illustration showing various anchor texts in multiple languages linking to 
Yahoo! from all over the world [17]. 

Figure 2. An illustration showing translation equivalents, such as “National Palace 
Museum”/  ( ), which are included in a search result page 
returned from Google. 
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A page1 modified by Oard lists some CLIR retrieval systems, which can be either used on the Internet or 

obtained from commercial sources. For example, the Multilingual Summarization and Translation (MuST2) 

system is a Web-accessible CLIR system that uses English queries to search Indonesian, Spanish, Arabic and 

Japanese. MTIR is a demonstration search system that accepts queries in Chinese, finds documents in English, 

and then translates the selected documents into Chinese [1]. These systems generally rely on built-in bilingual 

dictionaries for query translation. To our knowledge, the proposed LiveTrans system is one of the few CLIR 

systems which allow the translations of unknown queries to be extracted through the mining of Web resources. 

 

3. LiveTrans System 

The LiveTrans3 system is an experimental meta-search engine that provides English-Chinese translation 

suggestion and cross-language search for retrieval of both Web pages and images. It was implemented based on 

a novel combination of the developed Web mining methods. To use the system, users may select either English, 

traditional Chinese or simplified Chinese as the source/target language. For each input source query, the system 

will suggest a list of target translations. Since real queries are often short, there is a lack of context information 

needed to perform query translation. The system combines the term translation extraction methods and bilingual 

lexicons to make suggestions. The users can select the preferred translation and the system will return the 

retrieved Web pages and images, and sort them in their order of decreasing relevance to the corresponding 

translated queries. The titles of the retrieved pages are also translated word by word to the source languages for 

reference (i.e. gloss translation). Like most of the meta-search engines, backend engines can be chosen and the 

retrieved results can be merged using a data fusion technique. The system has been used to collect translation 

equivalents of a certain portion of users’ queries. Many of the obtained translations are really not easy for 

human indexers to compile. For example, in the case shown in Figure 3, the user selected English as the source 

language and Chinese as the target language. In this example, the given query was “Academia Sinica” and its 

translations were extracted, i.e.,  and . 

We sometimes refer to the Web as a globally interconnected information infrastructure. At present, 

however, for someone who reads only English, it is presently the English-Wide-Web, and a reader of only 

Chinese sees only the Chinese-Wide-Web. With the LiveTrans system, it is easy to see that there are a number 
                                                                 

1 http://raveb.umd.edu/ddlrg/clir/systems.html 
2 http://www.isi.edu/natural-language/projects/C-ST-RD.html 
3 http://livetrans.iis.sinica.edu.tw/lt.html 
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of cases where Chinese users need English-Chinese cross-language translation. In fact, the LiveTrans system 

was found to be effective in increasing the recall rate of Web search, especially for the retrieval of Web images. 

Requests for images often are not limited to the local environment. For example, for the original query  

(Louvre) in Chinese, it could retrieve only hundreds of Web images, but it could retrieve hundreds of thousands 

images through its English translation. 

With the novel combination of the developed Web mining methods (see Section 4), the LiveTrans system 

could provide effective translation suggestions for users selecting the ‘Smart’ mode; however, it cannot perform 

efficiently in real time due to its computation complexity. To obtain query translation instantly, the user is 

recommended selecting the ‘Fast’ mode with a little loss of accuracy. To remain the accuracy, the system can 

constantly update translations for new queries in the query log in a batch. Therefore, the system can effectively 

provide translation suggestions and cross-lingual search services. 

 

4. Query Translation from Anchor Texts and Search Results 

To implement a query translation process via mining the Web resources: anchor texts and search results, three 

major processing steps are required: 

(1) Corpus collection: Collect bilingual Web data as a comparable corpus. 

(2) Translation candidate extraction: Extract translation candidates from the collected corpus. 

 
Figure 3.  An example showing the search results retrieved by the LiveTrans system, 
where the given query was “Academia Sinica” and its translations extracted were 

, . 
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(3) Translation selection: Estimate the similarity for each candidate and determine the most possible 

translations. 

To effectively handle this process, we have developed two kinds of methods: the anchor-text-based method 

and the search-result-based method. The details regarding the two methods will be presented in the following. 

4.1 The Anchor-Text-Based Method 

Query translation from anchor texts contains three major computational modules: anchor-text extraction, 

translation candidate extraction, and translation selection. The anchor-text extraction module was constructed to 

collect pages from the Web and build up a corpus of anchor-text sets. For each given query term, the translation 

candidate extraction module extracts key terms in the target language as the translation candidates from the 

anchor-text sets containing the query term. The effectiveness of the adopted term extraction methods greatly 

affects the performance in extracting correct translations. Three different methods have been tested in our 

previous work [17]: the PAT-tree-based (a statistics-based n-gram model [9]), query-set-based and tagger-based 

methods. Among them, the query-set-based method has been adopted in this paper because it could extract 

longer terms (i.e. multi-words) and have less problems of Chinese term segmentation than the other methods. 

This method uses query logs in the target language as the translation vocabulary set to segment anchor texts and 

extract key terms. The pre-condition for using this method is that the coverage of the query set should be high. 

Finally, the translation selection module selects the possible translation that maximizes the estimation based on 

the probabilistic inference model described below. 

4.1.1 The Probabilistic Inference Model 

To find the most probable translation t for a query term s, we have proposed probabilistic inference model to 

utilize Web anchor texts and hyperlink structures. This model is used to estimate the probability value between a 

query term and each translation candidate that co-occurs with the query term in the same anchor-text sets. The 

estimation assumes that anchor texts linking to the same pages may contain similar terms with analogous 

concepts. Therefore, a candidate has a higher chance of being an correct translation if it is written in the target 

language and frequently co-occurs with the query term in the same anchor-text sets. In addition, in the field of 

Web research, it has been proven that link structures can be used effectively to estimate the authority of Web 

pages [2, 14]. Our model further assumes that the translation candidates in the anchor-text sets of pages with 

higher authority may be more reliable. For a Web page (or URL) ui, its anchor-text set AT(ui) is defined as 

consisting of all of the anchor texts of the links pointing to ui, i.e., ui 's in-links. 
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The similarity estimation function based on the probabilistic inference model is called model SAT for the 

sake of usage consistency in the consequent sections and is defined below: 
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The above measure is adopted to estimate the degree of similarity between source term s and target translation t. 

The measure is estimated based on their co-occurrence in the anchor text sets of the concerned Web pages U = 

{u1, u2, ... un}, in which ui is a page of concern and P(ui) is the probability value used to measure the authority of 

page ui. By considering the link structures and concept space of Web pages, P(ui) is estimated along with the 

probability of ui being linked, and its estimation is defined as follows: P(ui)= L(ui)/ j=1,n L(uj), where L(uj) 

indicates the number of in-links of page uj. 

In addition, we assume that s and t are independent given ui; then, the joint probability P(s∩t|ui) is equal to 

the product of P(s|ui) and P(t|ui), and the similarity measure becomes 
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The values of P(s|ui) and P(t|ui) are estimated by calculating the fractions of the numbers of ui’s in-links 

containing s and t over L(ui), respectively. Therefore, a candidate translation has a higher confidence value for 

being an effective translation if it frequently co-occurs with the source term in the anchor-text sets of those 

pages having higher authority. For details about the probabilistic inference model, readers may refer to our 

previous work [17]. 

4.2 The Search-Result-Based Method 

Query translation from search results also contains three major computational modules: search-result collection, 

translation candidate extraction, and translation selection. In the search-result collection module, a given source 

query is submitted to a real-world search engine to collect the top search result pages. In the translation 

candidate extraction module, we use the same term extraction method adopted in the anchor-text-based method. 

In the translation selection module, our idea is to utilize co-occurrence and context information between source 

queries and target translation candidates to estimate their semantic similarity and to determine the most possible 

translations. We have investigated several different methods of estimation and found that the chi-square test and 

context vector analysis achieve better performance.  
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4.2.1 The Chi-Square Test 

A number of statistical measures have been proposed for estimating the association between words/phrases 

based on co-occurrence analysis, including mutual information, the DICE coefficient, and statistical tests, such 

as the chi-square test and the log-likelihood ratio test [12, 20, 21]. Although the log-likelihood ratio test is 

suitable for dealing with the data sparseness problem, in our preliminary experiments on 430 popular Web 

queries (see Section 5.1), we found that the chi-square test performs better than the log-likelihood ratio test. One 

of the possible reasons is that the required parameters for the chi-square test can be effectively obtained from 

real-world search engines, and is enough to avoid the data sparseness problem. The chi-square test was, 

therefore, adopted as the major method for co-occurrence analysis in our work. Its similarity measure is defined 

as 
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where a, b, c and d are the numbers in the four cells of the contingency table (see Table 1) for the source term s 

and target term t and are defined as follows: 

a: the number of pages containing both terms s and t; 

b: the number of pages containing term s but not t; 

c: the number of pages containing term t but not s; 

d: the number of pages containing neither term s nor t; 

N: the total number of pages, i.e., N= a+b+c+d. 

Table 1. A contingency table. 
 t ~t 
s a b 

~s c d 
 

The required parameters for the chi-square test can be computed using the search results returned from 

real-world search engines. Most search engines accept Boolean queries and can report the number of pages 

matched. 

4.2.2 The Context-Vector Analysis 

Co-occurrence analysis is applicable to frequent query terms because these terms are more likely to appear with 

their translation candidates.  On the other hand, infrequent query terms have little chance of appearing with 

translation candidates in the same pages.  The context-vector-based method has been used to extract 

translations from comparable corpora [11, 20], and is thus adopted to deal with this problem. Different from 

previous works using a translation lexicon to bridge the features with the same meaning in different languages, 
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we use only popular query terms as the feature set, because of the advantage of updating the feature set with 

queries in diverse subjects continuously supplied by Web users. This is a suitable way to provide effective 

feature sets to represent context vectors of diverse unknown query terms and their translation candidates. For 

each query or candidate term, we take the co-occurring feature terms as its context vector since translation 

equivalents may share the same occurring feature terms. The similarity between a query term and each 

translation candidate can be computed based on their context vectors. Thus, infrequent query terms still have a 

chance of extracting translations. 

Like Fung et al.’s vector space model, we also use the TF-IDF weighting scheme to estimate the 

significance of each feature in the context vector and use the cosine measure to calculate the translation 

similarity of each query term and its translation candidates. The weighting scheme is defined as follows: 
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where f(ti,d) is the frequency of ti in search result page d, N is the total number of Web pages in the collection of 

search engines, and n is the number of pages including ti. 

Given the context vectors of a query term and each translation candidate, their similarity measure is 

estimated as follows: 
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It is not difficult to construct context vectors for query terms and their translation candidates. For a query 

term, we can obtain search results by submitting it as a query to real-world search engines. Basically, we can use 

a fixed number of the top retrieved results (snippets) to extract translation candidates. The co-occurring feature 

terms of each query can also be extracted, and their weights calculated based on the retrieved snippets. The 

context vector of the query is, thus, constructed. The same procedure is used to construct a context vector for 

each translation candidate. 

4.3 The Combined Method 

Our previous experiments show that the anchor-text-based method can achieve a good precision rate for popular 

Web queries in other language pairs besides Chinese and English [17], but it has a major drawback; that is, the 

cost is relatively high to collect sufficient pages to extract anchor texts. Benefiting from real-world search 

engines, the search-result-based method can achieve a good coverage rate for diverse query terms. However, 

method using the chi-square test has difficulty in dealing with infrequent query terms, and the method using 
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context-vector analysis needs to carefully handle the issue of feature selection. Intuitively, a more complete 

solution is to integrate the three different methods. Under consideration of the large difference of ranges of 

similarity values among the three methods, we use a linear combination weighting scheme to compute the 

similarity measure as follows: 
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where αm is an assigned weight for each similarity measure Sm, and Rm(s,t), which represents the similarity 

ranking of each translation candidate t with respect to the source term s, is assigned to be from 1 to k (candidate 

number) in decreasing order by similarity measure Sm(s,t). 

 

5. Experimental Results 

5.1 The Test Bed 

To determine the effectiveness of the developed methods to Web query translation, we conducted several 

experiments on extracting English translations for Chinese queries. We collected real query terms along with the 

logs from two real-world Chinese search engines in Taiwan, i.e., Dreamer and GAIS. The Dreamer log 

contained 228,566 unique query terms from a period of over 3 months in 1998, and the GAIS log contained 

114,182 unique query terms from a period of two weeks in 1999. A query set, called the popular-query set, was 

prepared to test the translation effectiveness for unknown Web queries. There were 9,709 most popular query 

terms whose frequencies were above 10 in the two logs, and 1,230 of them were English terms. After checking 

the logs, we obtained 430 terms whose Chinese translations appeared together in the logs and took their Chinese 

translations as the popular-query set. Table 2 lists some examples of the test query terms, which were divided 

into two types, where type Dic (the terms existing in the dictionary) made up about 36% (156/430) of the test 

queries, and type OOV (out of vocabulary; the terms not in the dictionary) made up about 64% (274/430). 

In addition, to further investigate the translation effectiveness for proper names and technical terms, we also 

prepared two different query sets containing 50 scientist names and 50 disease names in English, which were 

randomly selected from the 256 scientists (Science/People) and 664 diseases (Health/Diseases and Conditions) 

in the Yahoo! Directory, respectively. It should be noted that 76% (38/50) scientist names and 72% (36/50) 

disease names are not included in the general-purpose translation dictionary which contains 202,974 entries 

collected from the Internet. 
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Table 2. Some sample test queries. 
Type Number Sample test queries 

 
 

Dic 

 
 

156 

 (bank) 
 (Asia) 

 (AIDS) 
 (White House) 

 (WTO) 
 
 

OOV 

 
 

274 

 (E-commerce) 
(PDA) 

 (Yahoo) 
 (NASA) 
 (Star War) 

 

5.2 Web Data Collection 

We had collected 1,980,816 traditional Chinese Web pages in Taiwan and then extracted 109,416 pages (URLs), 

whose anchor-text sets contained both traditional Chinese and English terms, and which were taken as the 

anchor-text-set corpus for testing the anchor-text-based method. In addition, for testing the search-result-based 

method, we obtained search results of queries by submitting them to real-world Chinese search engines, such as 

Google Chinese4 and Openfind5. Basically, we used only the first 100 retrieved results (snippets) to extract 

translation candidates. The context vector of each query was also extracted from the snippets. Also, the required 

parameters for the chi-square test were computed using the search results returned from the utilized search 

engines. 

5.3 Performance of the Proposed Methods for Popular Query Terms 

We carried out experiments to determine the performance of the proposed methods in extracting translations for 

the bilingual query set. To evaluate the performance of translation extraction, we used the average top-n 

inclusion rate as a metric. For a set of test queries, its top-n inclusion rate was defined as the percentage of 

queries whose effective translations could be found in the first n extracted translations. Also, we wished to know 

if the coverage of effective translations was high enough in the top search result pages for the real queries. The 

coverage rate was the percentage of queries whose effective translations could be found in the extracted 

translation candidate set.  

Table 3 shows the obtained results in terms of top 1-5 inclusion rates and coverage rate. In this table, CV, 2, 

AT and Combined represent the context-vector analysis, chi-square test, anchor-text-based, and combined 

methods, respectively. In addition, Dic, OOV and All represent the terms existing in a dictionary, the terms not 
                                                                 

4 http://www.google.com/ 
5 http://www.openfind.com/ 
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in a dictionary, and the total query set, respectively. It is clear that the AT method and the combined method 

performed better than the 2 and CV methods in almost every case. The weights of the combined method were 

assigned according to the top-1 inclusion rates achieved by the three other methods, i.e., αcv = 

56.3%/(56.3%+49.5%+66.5%)  0.33. In fact, the obtained coverage rates were very high. This shows that the 

Chinese Web is rich in texts with a mixture of Chinese and English. 

Table 3. Coverage and inclusion rates for popular Chinese queries using 
the different methods. 

Method Query Type Top-1 Top-3 Top-5 Coverage 
Dic 56.4% 70.5% 74.4% 80.1% 

OOV 56.2% 66.1% 69.3% 85.0% 
 

CV 
All 56.3% 67.7% 71.2% 83.3% 
Dic 40.4% 61.5% 67.9% 80.1% 

OOV 54.7% 65.0% 68.2% 85.0% 
 
2 

All 49.5% 63.7% 68.1% 83.3% 
Dic 67.3% 78.2% 80.8% 89.1% 

OOV 66.1% 74.5% 76.6% 83.9% 
 

AT 
All 66.5% 75.8% 78.1% 85.8% 
Dic 68.6% 82.1% 84.6% 92.3% 

OOV 66.8% 85.8% 88.0% 94.2% 
 

Combined 
All 67.4% 84.4% 86.7% 93.5% 

 

Table 4. Coverage and inclusion rates for popular English queries 
using the different methods. 

Method Top-1 Top-3 Top-5 Coverage 
CV 50.9% 60.1% 60.8% 80.9% 

2 44.6% 56.1% 59.2% 80.9% 
AT 57.1% 70.0% 71.9% 85.4% 

Combined 59.4% 74.3% 76.2% 89.9% 
 
The above popular-query set contained only Chinese queries. To determine the performance of the proposed 

methods in translating English queries into Chinese, we carried out another experiment which used the English 

translations of the same popular-query set as the test set. The results are shown in Table 4. The achieved 

performance was a little worse than achieved using the Chinese query set. The reason for this result was that the 

English queries had to deal with more ambiguous Chinese translation candidates since the search result pages 

returned from Chinese search engines normally contain mostly Chinese texts. 

5.4 Performance of the Combined Method for Proper Names and Technical Terms 

To further deal with the translation of proper names and technical terms, we conducted an experiment on the test 

sets of scientist names and medical terms mentioned in Section 5.1. According to our analysis of the test terms, 

many of scientist and disease names were not included in our collected query-log set, and some disease names 

were multi-words, e.g., “Hypoplastic Left Heart Syndrome” ( ), “Lactose Intolerance” (

), “Nosocomial Infections” ( ). Thus, we slightly modified the method of query-set-based 
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translation candidate extraction by augmenting a simplified technique of unknown term and multi-word 

identification [6, 8]. As a result, the top-1 inclusion rate was obtained at 40% and 44% for the scientist and 

disease names, respectively (see Table 5). Some examples of the correct translations extracted using the 

combined method are shown in Table 6. 

Table 5. Inclusion rates for proper names and technical terms 
using the combined method. 

Query Type Top-1 Top-3 Top-5 
 40.0% 52.0% 60.0% 
 44.0% 60.0% 70.0% 

 

5.5 Discussion 

The translation accuracy achieved using the combined method is very promising, especially for popular queries. 

According to our analysis, this good performance was primarily due to the fact that the Chinese Web has a 

mixed language characteristic: many pages mainly consist of texts in Chinese (main language) with parts of 

texts in English (auxiliary language). The Chinese Web is considerably rich in texts containing English-Chinese 

translations of proper nouns, such as personal names and technical terms. As a result, this characteristic makes it 

possible to automatically extract English-Chinese translations of a large number of unknown query terms. 

In fact, the translation process based on the search-result-based method might not be very effective for 

language pairs that do not exhibit the language-mixed characteristic on the Web. For this reason, the 

anchor-text-based method is still attractive while it achieves good precision rates for popular queries in other 

language pairs besides Chinese and English, even though not every particular pair of languages has sufficient 

texts on the Web. 

The performance achieved using the combined method looks very promising, but it still has limitations. For 

example, it is less reliable in extracting translations of multi-word terms. To enhance the accuracy in translating 

multi-word or unknown terms, it should be worthy to employ more effective techniques, such as word 

segmentation and language model, to filter out noise terms and extract complete translation candidates. 

Currently, the LiveTrans system cannot perform efficiently in real time due to its computation complexity. This 

is a real challenge to improve the response time of query translation in our future work. However, the system 

can constantly update translations for new queries in the query log in a batch. Therefore, the system still can 

provide translation suggestions and cross-lingual search services. 
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6. Conclusion 

Practical cross-language Web search services have not lived up to expectations since they suffer from a major 

problem where up-to-date multilingual lexicons containing the translations of popular Web queries, such as 

proper names and technical terms, are lacking. In this paper we present a promising system, called LiveTrans, 

which can generate translation suggestions for given user queries and provide an English-Chinese 

cross-language search service for the retrieval of both Web pages and images. The system effectively utilizes 

two kinds of live Web resources: anchor texts and search results, which are contributed continuously by a huge 

number of volunteers (page authors) around the world. The developed anchor-text-based and search-result-based 

methods are complementary in the precision and coverage rates and promising in extracting translations of 

query terms that were not included in general-purpose translation dictionaries. 
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Abstract 

 

This paper proposes a corpora-based approach in comparing the Mapping 
Principles for economy metaphors in English and Chinese. The Mapping Principles 
are validated using an upper ontology (SUMO). This research extends on the work of 
Ahrens, Chung and Huang (2003) by examining the �‘economy�’ metaphors in Chinese 
and English. In Ahrens, Chung and Huang (2003), they proposed to delimit the 
Mapping Principle via two steps: First, they used a corpora-based analysis on the 
word jingji �‘economy�’ to find out the most prototypical mappings in a metaphor 
Second, they used an upper ontology (SUMO) to examine whether the mapping 
principle is a representation of conceptual knowledge in the ontology. This paper goes 
a step further by examining the similarities and differences of source domains in 
English and Chinese. Using the Conceptual Mapping Model, this paper looks 
particularly into the example of ECONOMY IS A PERSON. This paper observes the 
representation of shared knowledge in the source domain in different languages and 
explains the similarities and differences by looking into the definition of inference 
rules in the upper ontology of SUMO. 
 
Key Words: Corpora, Conceptual Mapping Model, Mapping Principle, SUMO, 
ontology 
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1.0 Introduction 

 In the framework of Lakoff and Johnson (1980) and Lakoff (1993), conceptual 

metaphors are mappings from a concrete source domain to an abstract target domain. 

Lakoff proposes a �“general principle�” which is �“part of the conceptual system 

underlying English�” (1993:306). Ahrens (2002), however, suggested that this �‘general 

principle�’ can be formulated in the form of Mapping Principle, an intuitive-based 

principle stating the underlying reason for source-domain mappings. These rules were 

verified with offline experiments (Ahrens 2002 and Lu 2002) in which they 

successfully predicted the reading times for metaphors that follow the mapping 

principles and metaphors that do not. Therefore, the �‘general principle�’ can be 

delimited by providing Mapping Principle, which is specific for a particular metaphor 

to reason the mappings between source and target domains.  

Ahrens, Chung and Huang (2003) proposed to delimit the Mapping Principle via 

two steps: First, they used a corpora-based analysis on the word jingji �‘economy�’ to 

find out the most prototypical mappings in a metaphor and hence formed the mapping 

principle. Second, they used an upper ontology (SUMO 

http://ontology.teknowledge.com/) to examine whether the Mapping Principle is a 

representation of conceptual knowledge in the ontology. For example, in examining 

ECONOMY IS COMPETITION, the knowledge of �‘competition�’ has a corresponding 
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node with Contest in SUMO and �“a War is kind of ViolentContest, which in term is a 

kind of Contest�” (Ahrens, Chung and Huang 2003). Therefore, the metaphors 

ECONOMY IS COMPETITION and ECONOMY IS WAR can be subsumed under 

the same knowledge representation. These findings support the mapping principles 

that there are specific principles governing the source-target domain mappings.  

In this paper, we will focus on one metaphor -- ECONOMY IS A PERSON �– and 

compare the cross-linguistic data for the source domains of PERSON in English and 

Chinese. With these data, we also compare Mapping Principles cross-linguistically in 

both English and Mandarin. Two research questions are posed �– (a) How similar or 

different the metaphor of ECONOMY IS A PERSON represented in English and 

Mandarin? (b) Are there differences in the representation of knowledge domains in 

English and Mandarin metaphor of ECONOMY IS A PERSON at the upper ontology 

level? To answer these questions, this paper adopts a similar methodology adopted by 

Ahrens, Chung and Huang (2003) by examining the corpora data as well as extracting 

the knowledge representation from SUMO to compare with the corpora data. 

However, this paper extends on previous research by examining the mapping in two 

languages. By comparing two languages, we can further investigate whether the 

similar Mapping Principle is extracting for the similar metaphor in two different 

languages. We foreshadow that if a similar metaphor with the same type of 
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prototypical linguistic expressions is found in two different languages, the Mapping 

Principle should be the same. If the Mapping Principles are the same, the knowledge 

representations for both speech communities in describing that metaphor are also the 

same. In this paper, we will demonstrate this hypothesis by using corpora analysis of 

both Chinese and English metaphor of ECONOMY IS A PERSON.  

 

2.0 Economy and Conceptual Metaphors 

Metaphors are present in every day�’s language use. Some of these metaphors are 

so often used that the speakers are unaware of their metaphoric meanings. 

Charteris-Black (2000), for instance, carried out a comparative language analysis of 

the Economist magazine and the economist section of the Bank of English corpus. 

The results suggested that the metaphoric lexis in the Economist were higher in 

frequency than in the general magazines. This suggested that the ESP learners are 

dealing with more specific types of metaphors as part of their �‘technical�’ register.  

Incorporating this idea in teaching, Boers (2000) carried out an experiment 

comparing the teaching of economy metaphors to two groups of learners �– one with 

special attention to the metaphoric meanings and the other with dictionary definitions 

of the metaphors. The subjects were the French-speaking university students of 

business and economics in Belgium. The targeted items for his experiment were 
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overcoming a hurdle, bailing out, weaning off, shifting tack and weeding out. The 

different inputs for both groups were claimed to have affected the understandings of 

the learners �– with the groups shown the metaphoric meanings performing better than 

the other group.  

However, Boer�’s (2000) analysis of the metaphors lacks theoretical criterion in 

categorizing the metaphorical linguistic expressions. For instance, the examples of 

Health and Fitness (Boers, 2000:139) range from sickly company to an acute shortage. 

In addition, the target domain was unstated -- the term storage is ambiguous �– i.e., it 

could have literally meant the shortage of medicine in some place or shortage of 

workforce. In order to define and delimit the target domain, this paper has chosen to 

look at economy metaphors appearing with the term �‘economy.�’ By doing so, the 

target domain can be delimited. In regards of the source domain, we suggest the use 

of a single term and avoid overlapping scopes such as �‘Health and Fitness.�’ 

In what follows, this paper suggests the use of the Conceptual Mapping Model 

(Ahrens 2002), which provides a clearer theoretical analysis of metaphors.  

 

The Conceptual Mapping Model 

    The CMM is a model based within the Contemporary Theory of Metaphor (CTM) 

(Lakoff and Johnson 1980, Lakoff 1993). It supports the idea that metaphors have 
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systematic source to target domain mapping. However, the CMM goes beyond the 

CTM by postulating a principle connecting the mapping between the source and target 

domains. The CMM can also be used in analyzing metaphors linguistically by 

dividing the metaphorical expressions into entities (nouns), qualities (adjectives) and 

functions (verbs).   

In Ahrens (2002), the metaphor IDEA IS BUILDING was analyzed. There were 

five steps to this analysis. These five steps are listed in Table 1: 

                         

Table 1: Analysis of IDEA IS BUILDING using the Conceptual Mapping Model 

Step1 Given the target domain of IDEA, native speakers generated all items 
related to IDEA 

Step 2 These generated items were categorized into similar source domains 
such as BUILDING and WAR 

Step 3 For each source domain, the conceptual real world knowledge was 
generated. This was done by asking the following three questions: 
1.    What entities does the source domain (SD) have? 

-- (for BULDINGS: foundation, structure, model, base, etc.) 
2.  What quality does the SD or the entity in the SD have? 

-- (for BUILDING: shaky, high, short, strong, etc.) 
3a. What does the SD do? 

-- (for BUILDING: to protect, to shield, etc.) 
 b. What can somebody do to the SD? 

-- (for BUILDING: to live in, to build, etc.) 
Step 4 Non-conventional expressions generated in Step 1 were filtered out  
Step 5 The actual mapping between the target (IDEA) and source 

(BUILDING) were compared with what could possibly be mapped in 
the real world.  
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For the metaphor of IDEA IS BUILDING, Ahrens (2001:279) proposed the 

following connection between the source and target domain pairings: 

 

Idea (originally capitalized) is understood as building because buildings 
involve a (physical) structure and ideas involve an (abstract) structure. 

 

 This connection is called �‘Mapping Principle�’ (Ahrens 2001:279), which 

specifies the underlying reason for the mapping of source to target domains.  

 

3.0 SUMO Ontology  

SUMO (Suggested Upper Merged Ontology) is a shared upper ontology 

developed by the IEEE Standard Upper Ontology Working Group. It consists of 

concepts, relations and axioms that address a broad range of domains and interests. 

All concepts in SUMO are structured in the form of hierarchy with the root of Entity, 

which represents the most general concept. The Entity is divided into Physical and 

Abstract. These Physical and Abstract entities are then further divided into more 

specific nodes. 

Applying ontology in linguistics, Niles (2003) suggested that the incorporation 

of the SUMO ontology with WordNet allows ontology to be used �“automatically by 

applications (e.g. Information Retrieval and Natural Language Processing applications) 
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that process free text.�” The interest of this paper lies in observing the automated 

processing of Mapping Principles in the source-target domain mappings in conceptual 

metaphors.  

In this paper, we demonstrate how SUMO helps delimit the source domain 

knowledge of metaphorical mappings. We also want to demonstrate how the source 

domain knowledge differs (or show similarities) across languages. In order to 

examining the similarities and differences cross-linguistically, the following section 

first displays our corpora analyses for economy metaphors in English and Chinese. 

These analyses help extracting the Mapping Principles of economy metaphors in both 

these languages. The concepts represented by the Mapping Principles will then be 

examined using the SUMO ontology. This incorporation of SUMO into our analysis 

allows the source domain knowledge (identified in the corpora analyses) to be defined 

at the upper ontology level.  

The following section first presents the analyses of English and Chinese 

economy metaphors. 
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4.0 Corpora Data 

 Methodology  

 The Chinese data were extracted from the Academic Sinica Balanced Corpus, a 

tagged corpus with over 5 million words of Mandarin usage in Taiwan. The URL 

address for this corpus is http://www.sinica.edu.tw/SinicaCorpus/. 2000 search results 

of the Chinese term jingji �‘economy�’ were analyzed for conceptual metaphors. 

 The English data were extracted from the corpora of the Linguistic Data 

Consortium (LDC), University of Pennsylvania. The URL address for LDC is 

http://www.ldc.upenn.edu/ldc/online/index.html. From the lists of corpora, term 

�‘economy�’ was searched within the Wall Street Journal 1994, a corpus with the size of 

14.3 MB (about 5 million words). This makes the size of both corpora almost the 

same for both English and Chinese. For each search, a maximum of 100 pages were 

extracted. Each page contains 100 instances. This paper selected the first 5 pages to 

look at, which constitutes approximately 500 instances of �‘economy�’ in the corpus. 

This paper has chosen to delimit the target domain of economy metaphors by 

running a search on the term �‘economy�’ or jingji only. Other related terms such as 

�‘currency�’ and �‘market�’ are not the concerns of this current paper. 

For both Chinese and English corpora, all instances were read through and 

metaphorical uses of �‘economy�’ or jingji were marked manually. A metaphor was 
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identified when the term �‘economy�’ was expressed using concrete idea. For example, 

in the Chinese corpus, occurrences such as jingji chengzhangᆖᛎګ९ �‘economy 

grew�’ and jingjizhan ᆖᛎᖏ �‘economic battle�’ were identified as metaphorical 

instances because there are the concrete domains of �‘growth�’ and �‘war�’ in the 

description of the economy1. Similarly, for English, instances such as �‘growing 

economy�’ and �‘sputtering economy�’ are identified as metaphorical due to the mapping 

of the concrete ideas of �‘growth�’ and �‘engine�’ in the metaphors. These metaphors were 

then collected and categorized according to different source domains (GROWTH 

CYCLE, WAR, COMPETITION, etc.) in Chinese and English respectively.  

 

Results 

 The English corpus data produce a total of 209 recurring economy metaphors. 

Comparatively, in the Chinese data, a total of 311 recurring metaphors were found. 

The breakdowns of the data are shown in Table 2. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                 
1 In the next paper, we will demonstrate that linguistic expressions such as �‘growth�’ and �‘war�’ are 
definable as metaphors if they are hypernyms for at least one concrete and one abstract concept in the 
Wordnet. This incorporation of Wordnet strengthens the automation of the Conceptual Mapping Model 
in metaphors processing.  
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Table 2: Distributions of Economy Metaphors in the English and Chinese 
Corpora 

Chinese jingji English �‘economy�’ Economy metaphors 
Types Tokens Types Tokens 

1. ECONOMY IS A PERSON 11 121 26 131 
2. ECONOMY IS BUILDING 10 102 8 12 
3. ECONOMY IS COMPETITION 11 40 3 15 
4. ECONOMY IS WAR 12 23 -- -- 
5. ECONOMY IS JOURNEY 9 15 -- -- 
6. ECONOMY IS AEROPLANE 3 10 -- -- 
7. ECONOMY IS  

MOVING VEHICLES 
-- -- 25 51 

TOTAL 56 311 62 209 

 

 There are three recurring source domains shown in Table 2, i.e., PERSON, 

BUILDING and COMPETITION (shaded above). Among these source domains, 

PERSON constitutes the majority of the total instances in both languages. In English, 

there are 131 tokens and 26 types of linguistic expressions found; In Chinese, there 

are 121 tokens and 11 types of linguistic expressions found. The types in the English 

data are more robust than in the Chinese data. Examples (1) and (2) below show 

examples of English and Chinese metaphor of ECONOMY IS A PERSON 

respectively.  

 

 (1) The immediate plate holds an economy with little growth and  
low salaries, acute unemployment, expensive financing 
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    (2) ഏ୮       আၞ      ᆖᛎ    ګ९     ΰᇷء    ีᗨΕ 
       guojia   wei  zujing     jingji  chengzhang   zhiben    leiji 
       country  for   improve  economy  grow       capital    accumulate 

ᏺཷα   ऱ   ࡎࠌΔ 
       zengzhi   de   shiming 
       multiply   DE  mission 
       �“In order to improve the mission of making economy grows (accumulating 

and multiplying capital), the country�…�” 
 

When we discuss ECONOMY IS A PERSON in detail, we will refer to more 

linguistic expressions in both languages. 

 The second source domain that appears in both languages is BUILDING. 

However, in Chinese, the use of the knowledge domain of �‘Building�’ is far more 

frequent than the English data. In Table 2, we can see that there are 102 tokens in 

Chinese data and in the English data, there are only 12 tokens. This suggests that the 

Chinese prefer to use the knowledge (source) domain of BUILDING when describing 

economy metaphorically. This preference is not shown in the English data. Examples 

of ECONOMY IS BUILDING in both languages are shown in examples (3) and (4). 

 

 (3) being overbuilt needs to be taken in perspective of all the other parts of the  
economy that are overbuilt, too.'' 

 

 (4)    ၆ഏ        ऱ  ᆖᛎ     ৬     ጐ   ԫ  ٝ     Ժၦ 
    wei  guiguo       de  jingji     jianshe   jing  yi  fen      liliang 
    for   your contry  DE  economy  building  finish one CLASS   power 
    �“Contribute to the building of your nation�’s economy.�” 
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 The third source domain is COMPETITION. As discussed in Ahrens, Chung and 

Huang (2003), the knowledge representation of �‘competition�’ is corresponded with 

the node of �‘Contest,�’ the same node that represents the concept of �‘War.�’ If this is the 

case, the metaphors related to �‘Contest�’ in Chinese is far more frequent than those in 

English. As we can see from Table 2, ECONOMY IS COMPETITION and 

ECONOMY IS WAR constitute 63 tokens in total whereas in the English data, 

ECONOMY IS COMPETITION only constitutes 15 tokens. This also shows that the 

concept of �‘ViolentContest�’ is more viewed as a representation of ECONOMY by the 

Chinese speakers than the English speakers. Examples of these metaphors are shown 

in (5) to (7). 

 

 ECONOMY IS COMPETITION 
    (5) just as it is reshaping the economy to become more service-oriented , 

fragmented and competitive . 

    

    (6) ᓴ   ౨   ༳༽     ᆖᛎ   ᤁञ     ऱ    ᚌႨΔ            
shui neng  zhangwo  jingji   jingzheng  de    youshi    
who  can  control  economy competition DE  advantage 
ᓴ    ༉    ౨     ߩم   ፘΔ 
shui  jiu    neng  lizu   shijie  wutai 
who  then   can   stand  word  stage 
�“Whoever can control the advantages of economy competition, that person 
can then stand on the stage of the world.�” 
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 ECONOMY IS WAR 

(7) ԫڇ    ٻ  ᆖᛎ     ސᖏ               Ղ     
    yixiang  zai  jingji     fanggungzhan         shang 
    always   at  economy  attack-and-defend-war   above 

ྤഒլኻ                 ऱ  ֲء 
    wujianbucui               de   riben 
    to-overrun-all-fortifications   DE  Japan 
    �“Japan that is always overrunning fortifications at the economic battle�…�” 

        

In addition to the source domains of PERSON, BUILDING, COMPETITION 

and WAR, there are other source domains of lower frequency. The English speakers 

also use the source domain of MOVING VEHICLES, which is not found in the 

Chinese economy metaphors. Contrastingly, the Chinese data show instances with the 

source domains of JOURNEY and AEROPLANE, which are also not used in the 

English data. Nevertheless, a comparison of these three source domains reviews that 

there are still similarities in these seeming different source domains. First, all these 

source domains are either referring to engine or moving vehicles or persons in the 

vehicles. Second, there are emphases on either directionality or speed when 

movements are concerned. For instance, the source domain of AEROPLANE in 

Chinese only refers to upwards movements whereas the source domain of MOVING 

VEHICLES refers particularly to speed of moving forwards. Examples are shown 

below. 
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ECONOMY IS AEROPLANE 

(8) ፕ    ᆖᖵ      Ա   ᆖᛎ  ದଆΔ    ګ༉    ॺՅ 
      taiwan  jingli      le    jingji  chifei     chenjiu  feifan 
      Taiwan  experience ASP  economy take off   results  NEG-ordinary 
      �“Taiwan has experienced the rises of economy and the results are 

extraordinary.�” 

 

ECONOMY IS MOVING VEHICLE 

    (9) the economy is going to slow down , 

(10) the U.S. economy were barreling down the highway at 100 miles 

 

However, we will leave this portion under future research. In the next paper 

when we incorporate Wordnet into account, we will examine all linguistic expressions 

and compare their hypernyms so that the determination of metaphors and the selection 

of the source domains can become automated and hence overcome the limitations of 

the manual analysis.  

For this current paper, we focus specifically on the source domain of PERSON, 

which obtained the most frequents scores in both languages. The following section 

will address this issue. 
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ECONOMY IS A PERSON  

 The details of the Chinese metaphors are shown in Table 3 and the English ones 

are shown in Table 4. In both Tables 3 and 4, the most frequent linguistic expressions 

are shaded. Expressions that appear in both Chinese and English are marked with a 

star (*) in both Tables 3 and 4. 

 

Table 3: ECONOMY IS A PERSON in Chinese 
M.P.: Economy is person because people have a life cycle and economy has 
growth cycle. 
 Metaphor Frequency 

 ९ (growth) 67ګ*
ಐಯ (dysfunction) 8 
 ९ཚ (growth period) 2ګ
ఐण (symptoms) 1 
 ౧ (lifeblood) 2ࡎ

Entities 

*ಐᙱ(weakness and degeneration) 1 
 ९ (grow) 21ګ*
ಐಯ (to become dysfunctional) 5 
༚ྼ (regain consciousness) 9 
༞֏ (deteriorate) 4 

Functions 

*༚ (recover) 1 
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Table 4: ECONOMY IS A PERSON in English 
M.P.: Economy is person because people have a life cycle and economy has 
growth cycle. 
 Metaphor Frequency 

*growth 15 
*growing 1 
exuberance 2 
*weakness 2 
recovery 4 

Entities 

cooling 1 
mature 1 
growing 4 
weak 9 
healthy 5 
ailing 5 
anemic 2 
recovering 2 
strong 20 
tiring 1 

Quality 

depressed 2 
*grow 41 
shrinking 1 
weakening 1 
*recover 5 
suffer 2 
shudder 1 
hurt 3 
cool 2 

Functions 

cool down 1 

 

The driving principle of the Conceptual Mapping model is that there should be a 

principled reason for Mapping Principles. Ahrens, Chung and Huang (2003) 

hypothesized that this Mapping Principle can be automatically determined on the 
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basis of frequency. Comparing the most frequent expressions in Tables 3 and 4, 

therefore, metaphorical terms that appear in both languages are �‘growth,�’ �‘grow,�’ 

�‘weakness�’ and �‘recover.�’ Among these expressions, �‘grow�’ and �‘growth�’ are the most 

frequent occurrences of source domain knowledge in the English and Chinese 

respectively. These outstanding recurring occurrences allow us to formulate the 

mapping principle for the Chinese and English metaphor of ECONOMY IS A 

PERSON as: Economy is person because people have a life cycle and economy has 

growth cycle.  

This Mapping Principle is reflected in both the Chinese and English data. The 

English data, however, display more types (26) than the Chinese data (11). This is due 

to the mapping of �‘emotions�’ in addition to the �‘physical growth�’ in the English data. 

Expressions such as �‘depressed�’ and �‘hurt�’ are found repeatedly in the English 

examples (with �‘hurt�’ being an ambiguous word referring to either physical or 

emotional hurts). However, the mapping of the emotion of a person is less frequent 

compared to the physical growth. Since our hypothesis considers the most frequent 

instances as contributors to the Mapping Principles, the occurrences of �‘emotion of a 

person�’ do not interfere with the results.  

In the next section, we will refer to the SUMO ontology in delimiting the source 

domain knowledge of the metaphors. The next section will explain why the source 
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domain of PERSON can map expressions relating to �‘growth�’ and at the same time 

allows the mapping of �‘emotion�’ to PERSON. Using the SUMO ontology, this paper 

explains the source-target domains mappings using representation of shared 

knowledge provided by SUMO.  

 

The Knowledge domain of �‘Person�’ in SUMO 

In the previous sections, our corpora analyses show that both English and 

Chinese �‘economy�’ metaphors display the most prototypical Mapping Principle 

relating to �‘growth�’ of a PERSON. The knowledge representation of �‘growth�’ (or �‘life 

cycle�’) was found to be involving the defining knowledge of an �‘Organism�’ in SUMO, 

as stated in Ahrens, Chung and Huang (2003): 

 

[T]he linguistic realizations of this [PERSON] mapping do not involve any 
knowledge that is specific to Human. In fact, it only involves the notion of a 
life cycle, which is the defining knowledge involving an Organism. [Capital 
and word in square brackets added] 

 

There are 16 inference rules for Organism in SUMO. All these inference rules 

were searched for and there is one that infers the shared knowledge of �‘living object,�’ 

�‘internal duration�’ and �‘process.�’ These three concepts constitute the essential element 

of a �‘growth�’ represented by the most prototypical linguistic expressions in the 
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corpora. Hence, this inference rule was selected as reflection of the Mapping 

Principles of ECONOMY IS A PERSON. The inference rule reads as the following: 

 
 (=> (and (instance ?ORGANISM Organism) (agent ?PROCESS ?ORGANISM)) 
(holdsDuring (WhenFn ?PROCESS) (attribute ?ORGANISM Living))) 

 

This rule encodes that �‘An Organism is the agent of a living process that holds 

over a duration�’ (also stated in Ahrens, Chung and Huang (2003)). The consistency of 

this mapping (�‘growth�’) in English confirms the expectation of the Conceptual 

Mapping model that among the knowledge in the source domain, a particular aspect 

will show to be the most prototypical mappings. This prototypical mapping reflects 

the shared knowledge not only within a speech community, but across different 

speech communities. The data of the Chinese and English economy corpora analysis 

proves this point of view. In addition, the ability of an upper ontology to infer the 

similarity of prototypical mappings in two different languages also proposes the 

universality of the upper ontology. 

However, in the previous section, we also observe that within the same source 

domain of PERSON, there are expressions referring mainly to aspect of �‘living cycle�’ 

and there are also subsidiary frequencies of expressions relating to �‘emotion�’ in the 

English data. The Organism, however, is defined as �‘a living individual, including all 

plants and animals�’ in SUMO. With the occurrences of expressions relating to 
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�‘emotions,�’ we eliminate the possibility of Organism as referring to �‘a living plant�’ in 

this metaphor. The definition of Emotion in SUMO is �“the class of an attributes that 

denote emotional states of an Organisms.�” This definition shows that �‘emotion�’ is a 

state of an Organism and therefore a part of the shared knowledge of Organism. This 

complies with our analysis that categorizes expressions relating to �‘emotion�’ to 

PERSON, which involves the node of Organism in SUMO. 

From the Conceptual Mapping Model and SUMO inferences, we found that 

within a knowledge domain, the most prototypical mappings can be extracted using a 

corpus-based method. These prototypical mappings are formulated as Mapping 

Principles. Within two different languages, the existence of similar mapping 

principles can be explained using the inference rules of the shared knowledge in the 

upper ontology. This application of shared knowledge to similar Mapping Principles 

in different languages suggests the universality of the upper ontology. In addition, the 

inference rules also explain why there exist other aspects of knowledge aside from the 

most prototypical ones. This is because in different languages, a shared knowledge 

(such as Organism) may be chosen to express a similar metaphor (ECONOMY IS A 

PERSON), however, within this shared knowledge, there are elaborations of the 

conceptual nodes. For instance, in English, there are subsidiary elaborations referring 

to �‘state�’ (EmotionalState) whereas in Chinese, there are elaborations referring only to 
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�‘stage�’ (living cycle) of an Organism. In general, however, the main mapping is the 

same (i.e., Organism) but the subsidiary mappings can differ. These results on main 

and subsidiary mappings are also reflected in the cross-linguistic study of TIME IS 

MOTION in Ahrens and Huang (2002). They proposed that when TIME IS A 

MOVING ENTITY the orientation of the ego is a conceptual subsidiary of the main 

mapping and can be parameterized differently in different languages.  

In the case of ECONOMY IS A PERSON in English, the frequency of 

expressions relating to �‘emotions�’ is low and therefore does not affect the most 

prototypical mapping �– i.e., �‘growth.�’ 

 

5.0 Conclusion 

 This paper provides a corpora-based analysis of the �‘economy�’ metaphors in 

Chinese and English. The analysis supports a prototypical view of mappings that the 

most frequent mappings in a metaphor underlying the Mapping Principle (Ahrens 

2002) for that metaphor. This paper also extends on the discussion of Ahrens, Chung 

and Huang (2003) in which they suggest a way of delimiting the source domain 

knowledge by using an upper ontology, i.e. SUMO. Looking into the example of 

ECONOMY IS A PERSON, we observe the representation of shared knowledge in the 

source domain in different languages and explain the similarities and differences by 
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looking into the definition of inference rules in the upper ontology. 

 This paper contributes to further supporting the use of ontology and corpora data 

to automate the process of extracting Mapping Principles. This work provides a 

computational approach to refine Lakoff�’s (1993) statement that there is only �‘general 

mapping principle�’ which exists between the mappings of source to target domain. 

This paper has shown that Mapping principles are not only specific but also 

extractable from corpora analysis.  

In the corpora analysis, we constrain the Mapping Principle so that there is only 

one main Mapping Principle per source domain. We propose that this Mapping 

Principle is reflected by the prototypical (i.e. most frequent) mappings in the metaphor. 

If there is a subsidiary mapping in the same metaphor, as long as its frequency does 

not exceed the most prototypical mappings (such as �‘stage�’�—i.e., �‘living cycle�’-- of a 

PERSON), the subsidiary mapping will not interfere with the main mapping. These 

main-and-subsidiary mappings can reflect cross-linguistic similarities and differences 

in conceptual metaphor mapping. 
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Abstract 
Anaphora is a common phenomenon in discourses as well as an important 

research issue in the applications of natural language processing. In this paper, the 
anaphora resolution is achieved by employing WordNet ontology and heuristic rules. 
The proposed system identifies both intra-sentential and inter-sentential antecedents 
of anaphors. Information about animacy is obtained by analyzing the hierarchical 
relation of nouns and verbs in the surrounding context. The identification of animacy 
entities and pleonastic-it usage in English discourses are employed to promote the 
resolution accuracy. 

1. Introduction 

1.1 Problem description 
Anaphora resolution is vital for areas such as machine translation, summarization, 
question-answering system and so on. In machine translating, anaphora must be 
resolved for languages that mark the gender of pronouns. One main drawback with 
most current machine translation systems is that the translation usually does not go 
beyond sentence level, and so does not deal with discourse understanding successfully. 
Inter-sentential anaphora resolution would thus be a great assistance to the 
development of machine translation systems. On the other hand, many of automatic 
text summarization systems apply a scoring mechanism to identify the most salient 
sentences. However, the task result is not always guaranteed to be coherent with each 
other. It could lead to errors if the selected sentence contains anaphoric expressions. 
To improve the accuracy of extracting important sentences, it is essential to solve the 
problem of anaphoric references in advance.  
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Pronominal anaphora is the most common phenomenon which the pronouns are 
substituted with previous mentioned entities. This type of anaphora can be further 
divided into four subclasses, namely, 
 Nominative: {he, she, it, they} 
 Reflexive: {himself, herself, itself, themselves} 
 Possessive: {his, her, its, their} 
 Objective: {him, her, it, them} 

However, the usage of �“it�” can also be a non-anaphoric expression which does not 
refer to any items mentioned before and is called expletive or pleonastic-it [Lappin 
and Leass, 94]. Although pleonastic pronouns are not considered anaphoric since they 
do not have an antecedent to refer to, yet recognizing such occurrences is essential 
during anaphora resolution. In [Mitkov, 01], the non-anaphoric pronouns are in 
average of 14.2% from a corpus of 28,272 words.  

Definite noun phrase anaphora occurs in the situation that the antecedent is 
referred by a general concept entity. The general concept entity can be a semantically 
close phrase such as synonyms or superordinates of the antecedent [Mitkov, 99]. The 
word one has a number of different uses apart from counting. One of the important 
functions is as an anaphoric form. For example: 

 
Intra-sentential anaphora means that the anaphor and the corresponding 

antecedent occur in the same sentence. Inter-sentential anaphora is where the 
antecedent occurs in a sentence prior to the sentence with the anaphor. In [Lappin and 
Leass, 94], there are 15.9% of Inter-sentential cases and 84.1% Intra-sentential cases 
in their testing result. In the report of [Mitkov, 01], there are 33.4% of Inter-sentential 
cases and 66.6% Intra-sentential cases.  
1.2 Related works 
Traditionally, anaphora resolution systems rely on syntactic, semantic or pragmatic 
clues to identify the antecedent of an anaphor. Hobbs�’ algorithm [Hobbs, 76] is the 
first syntax-oriented method presented in this research domain. From the result of 
syntactic tree, they check the number and gender agreement between antecedent 
candidates and a specified pronoun. In RAP (Resolution of Anaphora Procedure) 
proposed by Lappin and Leass [94], the algorithm applies to the syntactic 
representations generated by McCord's Slot Grammar parser, and relies on salience 
measures derived from syntactic structure. It does not make use of semantic 
information or real world knowledge in choosing among the candidates. A modified 
version of RAP system is proposed by [Kennedy and Boguraev, 96]. It depends only 
on part-of-speech tagging with a shallow syntactic parse indicating grammatical role 
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of NPs and containment in an adjunct or noun phrase.  
In [Cardie et al., 99], they treated coreference as a clustering task. Then a 

distance metric function was used to decide whether these two noun phrases are 
similar or not. In [Denber, 98], an algorithm called Anaphora Matcher (AM) is 
implemented to handle inter-sentential anaphora over a two-sentence context. It uses 
information about the sentence as well as real world semantic knowledge obtained 
from outer sources. The lexical database system WordNet is utilized to acquire the 
semantic clues about the words in the input sentences. He declared that most anaphora 
does not refer back more than one sentence in any case. Thus a two-sentence �“window 
size�” is sufficient for anaphora resolution in the domain of image queries.  

A statistical approach was introduced by [Dagan and Itai, 90], in which the 
corpus information was used to disambiguate pronouns. It is an alternative solution to 
the syntactical dependent constraints knowledge. Their experiment makes an attempt 
to resolve references of the pronoun �“it�” in sentences randomly selected from the 
corpus. The model uses a statistical feature of the co-occurence patterns obtained from 
the corpus to find out the antecedent. The antecedent candidate with the highest 
frequency in the co-occurence patterns are selected to match the anaphor.  

A knowledge-poor approach is proposed by [Mitkov, 98], it can also be applied to 
different languages (English, Polish, and Arabic). The main components of this 
method are so-called �“antecedent indicators�” which are used for assigning scores (2, 1, 
0, -1) against each candidate noun phrases. They play a decisive role in tracking down 
the antecedent from a set of possible candidates. CogNIAC (COGnition eNIAC) 
[Baldwin, 97] is a system developed at the University of Pennsylvania to resolve 
pronouns with limited knowledge and linguistic resources. It presents a high precision 
pronoun resolution system that is capable of greater than 90% precision with 60% 
recall for some pronouns. [Mitkov, 02] presented a new, advanced and completely 
revamped version of Mitkov�’s knowledge-poor approach to pronoun resolution. In 
contrast to most anaphora resolution approaches, the system MARS, operates in fully 
automatic mode. The three new indicators that were included in MARS are Boost 
Pronoun, Syntactic Parallelism and Frequent Candidates. 

In [Mitkov, 01], they proposed an evaluation environment for comparing 
anaphora resolution algorithms which is illustrated by presenting the results of the 
comparative evaluation on the basis of several evaluation measures. Their testing 
corpus contains 28,272 words, with 19,305 noun phrases and 422 pronouns, out of 
which 362 are anaphoric expressions. The overall success rate calculated for the 422 
pronouns found in the texts was 56.9% for Mitkov�’s method, 49.72% for Cogniac and 
61.6% for Kennedy and Boguraev�’s method. 
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2. System Architecture 

2.1 Proposed System Overview 

 
Figure 1: Architecture overview. 

The procedure to identify antecedents is described as follows:  
1. Each text is parsed into sentences and tagged by POS tagger. An internal 

representation data structure with essential information (such as sentence 
offset, word offset, word POS, base form, etc.) is stored. 

2. Base noun phrases in each sentence will be identified by NP finder module 
and stored in a global data structure. Then the number agreement is 
implemented on the head noun. Testing capitalized nouns in the name 
gazetteer to find out the person names. The gender feature is attached to the 
name if it can be found uniquely in male or female class. In this phase, 
WordNet is also used to find out possible gender clues to increase resolution 
performance. The gender attribute is ignored to avoid the ambiguity while the 
noun can be masculine or feminine.  

3. Anaphors are checked sequentially from the beginning of the first sentence. 
They are stored in the list with information of sentence offset and word offset 
in order. Then pleonastic-it is checked so that no further attempt for 
resolution is made. 

4. The remaining noun phrases preceding the anaphor within predefined 
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window size are collected as antecedent candidates. Then the candidate set is 
furtherly filtered by the gender and animacy agreement. 

5.  The remaining candidates are evaluated by heuristic rules afterward. These 
rules can be classified into preference rules and constraint rules. A scoring 
equation (equation 1) is made to evaluate how likely a candidate will be 
selected as the antecedent.  

k
k

i j
ji agreementconrulepreruleanacanscore )__(),(  (1) 

where 
can: each candidate noun phrase for the specified anaphor 
ana: anaphor to be resolved 
rule_prei: the ith preference rule 
rule_coni: the ith constraint rule 
agreementk: denotes number agreement, gender agreement and animacy      
agreement 

2.2 Main Components 
2.2.1 POS Tagging 
The TOSCA-ICLE tagger [Aarts et al., 97] was used for the lemmatization and 
tagging of English learner corpora. The TOSCA-ICLE tagset consists of 16 major 
wordclasses. These major wordclasses may further be specified by features for 
subclasses as well as for a variety of syntactic, semantic and morphological 
characteristics. 
2.2.2 NP Finder 
According to part-of-speech result, the basic noun phrase patterns are found as 
follows: 

base NP Ш modifierЀhead noun 
modifier Ш <article| number| present participle| past participle |adjective| noun> 

In this paper, the proposed base noun phrase finder is implemented on the basis of a 
finite state machine (figure 2). Each state indicates a particular part-of-speech of a 
word. The arcs between states mean a word input from the sentence sequentially. If a 
word sequence can be recognized from the initial state and ends in a final state, it is 
accepted as a base noun phrase with no recursion, otherwise rejected. An example of 
base noun phrase output is illustrated in figure 3. 
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Figure 2: Finite state machine for a noun phrase. 

 

 

Figure 3: An Example output of base noun phrase. 

2.2.3 Pleonastic-it Module 
The pleonastic-it module is used to filter out those semantic empty usage conditions 
which is essential for pronominal anaphora resolution. A pronoun it is said to be 
pleonastic when it is used in a discourse where the pronoun has no antecedent.  

The usage of �“pleonastic-it�” can be classified into state reference and passive 
reference [Denber, 98]. State references are usually used for assertions about the 
weather or the time, and it is furtherly divided into meteorological references and 
temporal references.  

Passive references consist of modal adjectives and cognitive verbs. The modal 
adjectives (Modaladj) like advisable, convenient, desirable, difficult, easy, 
economical, certain, etc. are specified. The set of modal adjectives is extended with 
their comparative and superlative forms. Cognitive verbs (Cogv), on the other hand, 
are like anticipate, assume, believe, expect, know, recommend, think, etc. 

Most of "pleonastic-it" can be described as the following patterns: 
1. It is Modaladj that S 
2. It is Modaladj (for NP) to VP 
3. It is Cogv-ed that S 
4. It seems/appears/means/follows (that) S 
5. NP makes/finds it Modaladj (for NP) to VP 
6. It is time to VP 
7. It is thanks to NP that S 
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2.2.4 Number Agreement 
Number is the quantity that distinguishes between singular (one entity) and plural 
(numerous entities). It makes the process of deciding candidates easier since they 
must be consistent in number. With the output of tagger, all the noun phrases and 
pronouns are annotated with number (single or plural). For a specified pronoun, we 
can discard those noun phrases whose numbers differ from the pronoun.  
2.2.5 Gender Agreement 
Gender recognition process can deal with words that have gender features. To 
distinguish the gender information of a person, we collect an English first name list 
from (http://www.behindthename.com/) covering 5,661 male first name entries and 
5,087 female ones. Besides, we employ some useful clues from WordNet result by 
using keyword search around the query result. These keywords can be divided into 
two classesΚ 

Class_Female= {feminine, female, woman, women} 
Class_Male= {masculine, male, man, men} 

2.2.6 Animacy Agreement 
Animacy denotes the living entities which can be referred by some gender-marked 
pronouns (he, she, him, her, his, hers, himself, herself) in texts. Conventionally, 
animate entities include people and animals. Since we can hardly obtain the property 
of animacy with respect to a noun phrase by its surface morphology, we make use of 
WordNet [Miller, 93] for the recognition of animate entities. In which a noun can only 
have a hypernym but many hyponyms (an opposite relation to hypernym). In the light 
of twenty-five unique beginners, we can observe that two of them can be taken as the 
representation of animacy. These two unique beginners are {animal, fauna} and 
{person, human being}. Since all the hyponyms inherit the properties from their 
hypernyms, the animacy of a noun can be achieved by making use of this hierarchical 
relation. However, a noun may have several senses with the change of different 
contexts. The output result with respect to a noun must be employed to resolve this 
problem. First of all, a threshold value t_noun is defined (equation 2) as the ratio of 
the number of senses in animacy files to the number of total senses. This threshold 
value can be obtained by training on a corpus and the value is selected when the 
accuracy rate reaches the maximum.  

nountheofsensestotalthe
filesanimacyinsensesofnumberthenount

_____
_______      (2) 

verbtheofsensestotalthe
filesanimacyinsensesofnumbertheverbt

_____
_______      (3) 

entitiesanimacyofnumbertotalthe
correctlyidentifiedentitiesanimacyofnumbertheaccuracy

_____
______      (4)  
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Besides the utilization of noun hypernym relation, unique beginners of verbs are 
taken into consideration as well. These lexicographer files with respect to verb synsets 
are {cognition}, {communication}, {emotion}, and {social} (table 1). The sense of a 
verb, for example �“read�”, varies from context to context as well. We can also define a 
threshold value t_verb as the ratio of the number of senses in animacy files (table 1) to 
the number of total senses.  

Table 1: Example of animate verb. 

Unique beginners Example of verb 
{cognition} Think, analyze, judge �… 

{communication} Tell, ask, teach �… 
{emotion} Feel, love, fear �… 
{social} Participate, make, establish �… 

 
The training data from the Brown corpus consists of 10,134 words, 2,155 noun 

phrases, and 517 animacy entities. It shows that 24% of the noun phrases in the 
corpus refer to animacy entities whereas 76% of them refer to inanimacy ones.  
Threshold values can be obtained by training on the corpus and select the value when 
the accuracy rate (equation 4) reaches the maximum. Therefore t_noun and t_verb are 
achieved to be 0.8 and 0.9 respectively according to the observation in figure 4. 
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Figure 4: Thresholds of Animacy Entities. 

 
The process of determining whether a noun phrase belong to animacy or not is 

described belowΚ 
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2.2.7 Heuristic Rules 
I. Syntactic parallelism rule 
The syntactic parallelism could be an important clue while other constraints or 
preferences could not be employed to identify an unique unambiguous antecedent. It 
denotes the preference that correct antecedent has the same part-of-speech and 
grammatical function as the anaphor. The grammatical function of nouns can be 
subject, object or subject complement. The subject is the person, thing, concept or 
idea that is the topic of the sentence. The object is directly or indirectly affected by 
the nature of the verb. Words which follow verbs are not always direct or indirect 
objects. After a particular kind of verb, nouns remain in the subjective case. We call 
these subjective completions or subject complements.  

For example: 
The security guard took off the uniform after getting off duty. 

 He put it in the bottom of the closet. 
The �“He�” (the subject) in the second sentence refers to �“The security guard�” 

which is also the subject of the first sentence. In the same way, the �“it�” refers to �“the 
uniform�” which is the object of the first sentence as well. Empirical evidence also 
shows that anaphors usually match their antecedents in their syntactic functions. 
II. Semantic parallelism rule 

This preference works with identifying collocation patterns in which anaphora 
took place. In this way, system can automatically identify semantic roles and employ 
them to select the most appropriate candidate. Collocation relations specify the 
relation between words that tend to co-occur in the same lexical contexts. It 
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emphasizes that noun phrases which have the same semantic role as the anaphor are 
favored.  
III. Definiteness rule 

Definiteness is a category concerned with the grammaticalization of 
identifiability and nonidentifiability of referents. A definite noun phrase is a noun 
phrase that starts with the word "the", for example, "the young lady" is a definite noun 
phrase. Definite noun phrases which can be identified uniquely are more likely to be 
the antecedent of anaphors than indefinite ones.  
IV. Mention Frequency rule 

Iterated items in the context are regarded as the likely candidates for the 
antecedent of an anaphor. Generally, the high frequent mentioned items denote the 
focus of the topic as well as the most likely candidate.  
V. Sentence recency rule 

Recency information is employed by most of the implementations for anaphora 
resolution. In [Lappin, 94] the recency factor is the one with highest weight among a 
set of factors that influence the choice of antecedent. The recency factor states that if 
there are two (or more) candidate antecedents for an anaphor and all of these 
candidates satisfy the consistency restrictions for the anaphor (i.e. they are qualified 
candidates) then the most recent one (the one closest to the anaphor) is chosen. In 
[Mitkov et al., 01], the average distance (in sentences) between the anaphor and the 
antecedent is 1.3, and the average distance in noun phrases is 4.3 NPs.  
VI. Non-prepositional noun phrase rule 

A noun phrase not contained in another noun phrase is favored as the possible 
candidate. This condition can be explained from the perspective of functional ranking: 
subject > direct object > indirect object. A noun phrase embedded in a prepositional 
noun phrase is usually an indirect object. 
VII. Conjunction constraint rule 

Conjunctions are usually used to link words, phrases and clauses. If the candidate 
is connected with the anaphor by a conjunction, they can hardly have anaphora 
relation.  

For example:  
Mr. Brown teaches in a high school. Both Jane and he enjoy watching the 
movies in the weekend. 

2.3 The Brown Corpus 
The training and testing text are selected randomly from the Brown corpus. The 
Corpus is divided into 500 samples of about 2000 words each. The samples represent 
a wide range of styles and varieties of prose. The main categories are listed in figure 
5. 
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Figure 5: Categories of the Brown corpus. 

2.4 System functions 
The main system window is shown in figure 6. The text editor is used to input raw 
text without any annotations and shows the analyzed result. The POS tagger 
component takes the input text and outputs tokens, lemmas, most likely tags and the 
number of alternative tags. NP chunker makes use of finite state machine (FSM) to 
recognize strings belong to a specified regular set. 

 
Figure 6: The main system window. 
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Figure 7: Anaphora pairs. 

 After performing the selection procedure, the most appropriate antecedent is 
chosen to match each anaphor in the text. Figure 7 illustrates the result of anaphora 
pairs in each line in which sentence number and word number are attached to the end 
of the entities. For example, the �“it�” in the first word of the first sentence denotes a 
pleonastic-it and the other �“it�” in the 57th word of the second sentence refers to �“the 
heart�”. Figure 8 shows the original text input with antecedent annotation followed 
each anaphor in the text. All the annotations are highlighted to make it easy to carry 
out the subsequent testing purposes.  

 

Figure 8: Anaphor with antecedent annotation. 
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3. Experimental Results and Analysis 

The proposed system is developed in the following environment (table 2). 
Table 2: System environment. 

Operating System Microsoft Windows 2000 Advanced Server 
Main Processor AMD Athlon K7 866MHZ 
Main Memory 256 MB SDRAM 
Graphic Card NVIDIA Geforce2 Mx 32M 

Programming language Borland C++ Builder 5.0 
 
The evaluation task is based on random texts selected from the Brown corpus of 
different genres. There are 14,124 words, 2,970 noun phrases and 530 anaphors in the 
testing data. Two baseline models are set up to compare the effectiveness with our 
proposed anaphora resolution (AR) system. The first baseline model (called baseline 
subject) performs the number and gender agreement between candidates and anaphors, 
and then chooses the most recent subject as the antecedent from the candidate set. The 
second baseline model (called baseline recent) performs a similar procedure but it 
selects the most recent noun phrase as the antecedent which matches the number and 
gender agreement with the anaphor. The measurement can be calculated as follows:  

 anaphors all of number
anaphors resolvedcorrectly  of numberRate Success     (5) 

In the result of our experiment baseline subject (table 3), there are 41% of 
antecedents can be identified by finding the most recent subject, however, only 17% 
of antecedents can be resolved by means of selecting the most recent noun phrase 
with the same gender and number agreement to anaphors.  

Table 3: Success rate of baseline models. 
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Figure 9 presents the distribution of sentence distance between antecedents and 
anaphors. The value 0 denotes intra-sentential anaphora and other values mean 
inter-sentential anaphora. Figure 10 shows the average word distance distribution with 
respect to each genre. The identification of pleonastic-it can be achieved to 89% 
accuracy (table 4). 
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Figure 9: Referential sentence distance distribution. 
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Figure 10: Referential word distance distribution. 

 

Table 4: Pleonastic-it identification. 

 Number of 
Anaphora 

Anaphoric 
expression 

Number of 
Pleonastic-it 

Ratio of 
Pleonastic-it

Accuracy of 
identification

Total 530 483 47 9% 89% 
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The evaluation result of our system which applies animacy agreement and 
heuristic rules for resolution is listed in table 5. It also contains the results for each 
individual genre of testing data and the overall success rate reaches 77%. 

Table 5: Success rate of AR system. 

Genre Words Lines NPs Anims Anaphors Success Rate
Reportage 1972 90 488 110 52 80% 
Editorial 1967 95 458 54 54 80% 
Reviews 2104 113 480 121 92 79% 
Religion 2002 80 395 75 68 76% 

Skills 2027 89 391 67 89 78% 
Lore 2018 75 434 51 69 69% 

Fiction 2034 120 324 53 106 79% 

Total 14124 662 2970 531 530 77% 

4. Conclusion and Future Work 

In this paper, the WordNet ontology and heuristic rules are adopted to the anaphora 
resolution. The recognition of animacy entities and gender features in the discourses 
is helpful to the promotion of resolution accuracy. The proposed system is able to deal 
with intra-sentential and inter-sentential anaphora in English text and includes an 
appropriate treatment of pleonastic pronouns. From experiment results, our proposed 
method is comparable with prior works using fully parsing of the text. In contrast to 
most anaphora resolution approaches, our system benefits from the recognition of 
animacy occurrence and operates in fully automatic mode to achieve optimal 
performance. With the growing interest in natural language processing and its various 
applications, anaphora resolution is worth considering for further message 
understanding and the consistency of discourses. 

Our future work will be directed into following studies: 
1. Extending the set of anaphor being processed: 

This analysis aims at identifying instances (such as definite anaphor) that 
could be useful in anaphora resolution. 

2. Resolving nominal coreference: 
The language resource WordNet can be utilized to identify the coreference 
relation on the basis of synonymy/hypernym/hyponym relation. 
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摘要： 

近幾年自動分類的研究顯示，訓練文件越多，分類效果越好。然而，訓練文

件的獲得需要花費相當的人力與時間，此一成本常造成使用單位導入自動分類流

程的困擾。針對此問題，本文提出一種文件自我擴展方法，在沒有利用任何額外

資源的情況下，全自動的增加訓練文件，以期達到降低成本、提高成效的目的。

經由兩種分類測試集以及兩種分類器的實驗驗證，顯示此方法在原始訓練文件數

越少時，其改進的效果越明顯。而且此改進方法，乃策略層面上的技巧，與分類

器無關，亦即任何一種分類器都可以運用上面的技巧來增強其分類效果。 
 
關鍵詞：文件分類，機器學習、文件擴展、中文、資訊檢索 
 

一、前言 

「文件主題分類」或簡稱「文件分類」（document classification or text 
categorization）是指依文件的「內容主旨」給定「類別」（class or category）的意
思。文件分類的目的，在對文件進行分門別類的加值處理，使得文件易於管理、

利用。分類後的文件，可提供使用者依主題查找文件而不受文件用詞的限制。另

外，文件分類後，還可顯示館藏文件的主題分佈與範圍，對館藏文件的後續徵集

與使用者的文件使用情形，提供重要的決策參考。 
近年來，拜資訊技術普及運用之賜，各個企業與機構的數位文件不斷累積，

數量大到難以有效的管理與利用，文件分類的需求也就遽然而生。為此，如何利

用自動化的技術，快速有效的協助人工分類，來應付大量暴增的分類需求，是現

今資訊服務與知識管理的重要課題。 
文件分類，需要瞭解文件的主題大意，才能給定類別，因此是相當高階的

知識處理工作。要將文件分類自動化，必須先整理出分類時的規則，電腦才能據

以執行。然而，有效的分類規則通常難以用人工分析歸納獲得。因此，機器在做
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自動分類之前，還必須加以訓練，使其自動學習出人工分類的經驗與知識。 
所謂訓練，就是讓機器去分析一堆「訓練文件」，如圖一所示。訓練文件記

錄了人工進行文件分類的知識，這種知識相當隱晦，只是一堆（文件=>類別）
的對應記錄。機器在反覆的閱讀文件以及其標示的類別後，自動歸納出一些對應

規則，使其下次看到類似的文件時，可以給出適當的類別。 
機器分類雖然速度快、節省大量人力，缺點則是需要事先準備相當數量的

訓練文件，機器才能做出有效的分類。近幾年研究自動分類的經驗顯示，訓練文

件越多，分類效果越好。因此，各個機構在導入自動分類時，需要事先準備一定

數量的訓練文件。然而，訓練文件的獲得需要花費相當的人力與時間，此一成本

常造成了導入自動分類流程的困擾。 
此外，即便準備好了訓練文件，可能由於各個類別在整個事件機率分佈上

的自然現象，個別類別的訓練篇數分佈常有極不平均的現象，亦即訓練篇數多的

類別只有少數幾類，而訓練篇數少的類別則佔大多數的類別。以學術界常用做分

類研究的 Reuter-21578測試集（test collection）為例，共 90個類別、7770篇訓
練文件，最大的 10類，就佔了 75% 的訓練文件量、平均每類有 719篇訓練文件，
而最小的 20類，只佔 0.5% 的訓練文件量，平均每類只有 2篇訓練文件。這種
情形在很多真實生活的測試集中常常見到，不是 Reuters文件獨有的現象 [1]。 

圖一：自動分類流程圖。 
 

綜上所述，訓練文件數不足，乃導入自動分類時常碰到的現象。為了維持

有效的分類，同時又要降低訓練文件的獲得成本，一個直覺的想法，是以自動的

方法來增加訓練文件，使得即便只有少量的訓練文件時，自動分類還能達到一定

的效果。這個想法的好處是它跟任何方法都無關，因此可適用於任何既有的分類

方法上。 
本文便是在少量訓練文件的環境下，探討如何進行有效自動分類的問題。

下一節將簡略的分析過去的相關研究。第三節則介紹本文採用的「文件自我擴展」

的方法，來增加訓練文件。第四節描述驗證此方法的實驗資料與環境。第五節報

告實驗的結果與心得。最後一節總結本文的結論並提出未來可能的研究方向。 
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二、相關研究 

過去數年，國內外有關文件自動分類的研究相當豐富 [2-5]。很多研究嚐試
提出不同的方法，讓自動分類達到更高的成效。然而，針對訓練文件量少的情況，

來提升自動分類成效的研究，則相對稀少。比較接近的研究題目有 expectation 
maximization（EM）[6-7] 與 co-training [8]。EM方法是將人工尚未分類的文件
以機器自動分類完後，就視其為已分類文件，而拿來訓練。這過程反覆的進行一

直到分類器收斂為止。如此，在沒有人工介入的情形下，用少量人工準備的訓練

資料，就可以訓練出初步的分類器，而這個分類器可以用來產生更多的「訓練文

件」，來訓練分類器本身。當然這些機器產生的「訓練文件」，其分類錯誤的情形，

可能較人工準備的真正訓練文件為高，依此訓練出來的分類器，有可能會不甚準

確。然而即便人工準備的訓練文件也不能保證百分之百正確的（不同的人對同一

篇文件會給出不同的類別，此種不一致的現象並不少見），因此，只要機器產生

的「訓練文件」品質不太差，這種自我訓練大都可以增進分類器的準確度。 
Co-training 的方法則是假設文件的特徵可以分成兩組獨立的集合，每一組

集合可以訓練出一個分類器。每個分類器都以人工準備好的訓練資料以及個別的

特徵集合訓練出初步的分類器。對於尚未分類的文件，每一個分類器都對每一個

類別分出一些文件，然後將這些自動分好的文件視為「訓練文件」再去訓練這兩

個分類器，如此不斷重複，直到所有未分類的文件都給定類別為止。這個作法是

讓某個分類器做出來的訓練文件用來訓練另一個分類器，如此反覆互相訓練，最

後彼此的分類準確度可能就越來越好。Co-training在漸進式地互相自我訓練出兩
個分類器後，真正進行文件分類時，再將這兩個分類器的結果融合，作為該文件

的分類結果。 
上述這兩種方法都可以從少量的訓練文件開始，利用大量多餘的未分類文

件，得到不錯的分類成效。CMU大學的 Nigam與 Ghani兩人的實驗中，曾利用
12篇有標示類別的文件以及 776篇未標示類別的文件，對 263篇網頁文件做「課
程網頁」與「非課程網頁」的分類，結果 co-training的錯誤率為 5.4%，EM的錯
誤率為 4.3%，而如果以傳統的方法，且利用到 12+776= 788篇有標示類別的文
件做訓練，則錯誤率為 3.3% [8]。顯見 co-training與 EM方法，真的可以用少量
訓練文件，就可達到相當好的成效。可惜 EM與 Co-training的計算量都很大，
每次反覆訓練一次，等於又做了一次傳統分類方法的訓練。 

上述兩種方法的另一個缺點，是當只有少量的訓練文件，而沒有大量多餘

的未分類文件可利用時，就無法適用。這個問題會發生在前述類別分配不平均的

大量小類別上。也就是說，即使想要以人工蒐集、準備資料，也會因文件出現實

例太少，只得出少量的訓練文件，而沒有多餘的未分類文件可用。因而，會有無

法運用 EM 或 Co-training 的情形。 
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三、文件自我擴展 

文件自動分類的研究，已觀察到：「訓練文件越多，分類成效越好」的現象。

因此在導入自動分類機制的時候，導入單位常常會碰到一個難題：要準備多少訓

練文件才夠？準備得太少，效果不好；準備得太多，要投入很多人力、時間成本。

如果只需要準備少量訓練文件，就可以得到宛如有很多訓練文件才能獲得的分類

成效，豈不兩全其美。 
為解決此一問題，本文採用一個策略，就是以自動化的方式，來獲得更多

的訓練文件，以達到降低成本、提高成效的目的。跟前述相關研究不同的是，此

方法只「擴展」既有的訓練文件，沒有利用到其他的資源，包括未分類文件，因

此可跟其他方法一起運用，而不相衝突。 
擴展（expansion）的概念，在資訊檢索領域裡常常運用。例如，對查詢而

言，有「查詢擴展」（query expansion）的方法 [9]，運用在主題檢索上。其作法
是增加一些查詢詞彙或修改原查詢詞彙的權重，來擴增原查詢條件，以期能獲得

更佳的查詢結果。對文件而言，也有「文件擴展」的方法，運用在語音文件（如

口語播報新聞）的檢索 [10]。其作法是將語音辨識成文字，再以以原查詢條件
查詢乾淨的平行文件（與語音文件內容近似的文字文件，如語音新聞文字稿或同

一天的新聞文字），以此查詢結果作相關回饋或查詢擴展，再運用到語音辨識過

的文件查詢上，以便降低語音辨識錯誤的影響。本文提出的方法，類似資訊檢索

的文件擴展法，但不需要額外的平行文件，只從原文件本身擴展，因此稱為「文

件自我擴展」法。 
這裡的文件自我擴展作法，是對每一個類別，從其現有的訓練文件中，擷

取每篇文件的部分片段，組成新的文件，以增加該類別的訓練文件數。理想上，

在「擷取每篇文件的部分片段」方面，應該要擷取可以彰顯文件主題的片段，例

如利用自動摘要技術擷取文件的重要片段；在「組成新的文件」時，簡單的作法，

是像遺傳演算法的基因重組那樣，將同類中數篇文件的標題或摘要，拿來交叉組

合，做成新的文件。雖然這樣組出來的新文件，對人而言，也許語句不連貫，沒

有實質的義意，但重要的類別用詞，就會重新分佈，而可能有助於分類器的學習、

訓練。最簡單的效果，就是重要的詞彙在該類別的不同文件中重複出現了，而不

重要的詞彙，則因為較少被選出來而降低其在分類中能夠扮演的角色。 
基於上述的想法，本文提出兩種文件擴展法：一是摘要擴展法，另一是詞

彙擴展法。 
摘要擴展法的構想，是將每篇訓練文件以自動摘要法將其句子按照重要性

排序，排序在前面的句子才視為該篇文件的摘要，然後依此摘要再組成新文件。

在此，自動摘要法可以選擇只取文件的標題，那麼此方法將簡化成「標題擴展

法」。當然，也可以用關鍵詞彙出現的次數、句子本身出現的位置，或句中出現

特殊詞彙（如：「因此」、「所以」、「結論是」）的資訊，或以機器學習的方式，來

一起決定句子的重要性。 
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在後面的實驗驗證裡，我們選擇較簡單而運用性較廣的方法，即只計數句

子中包含關鍵詞彙的出現次數，來決定該句子的重要性。例如，若某個句子包含

A、B、C三個關鍵詞，且他們在整篇文件中出現的次數分別為 2、4、3,，那麼
該句子的重要性為 2+4+3=9。文件中的每個句子都以此計算其重要性，再由大到
小排序。 

上述所謂關鍵詞彙，是以 Tseng的演算法求出的最大重複字串（maximally 
repeated string）[11]，做為該文件的關鍵詞彙。此方法假設文件的主題詞彙會重
複出現，但並非所有的重複字串都是有用的關鍵詞，它們必須是最長的，或是出

現頻率最高的，因此稱為最大重複字串。例如前兩句中「最大重複字串」出現了

二次，而「重複字串」出現了三次，那麼這兩個詞都會被擷取出來。但「大重複

字」此字串也出現二次，但因它是「最大重複字串」的完全子字串，所以不會被

擷取出來成為關鍵詞。 
一旦每篇文件的句子按上述方式排列後，便隨機的選取同一類別中任一文

件的前 S個句子，來累積出新文件，一直到該新文件的長度為所有文件的平均長
度對為止。在後面的實驗驗證中，我們只取文件的第一個句子，期使其累積出跟

舊文件差異較大的新文件。 
在摘要擴展法裡，可能會引入不相干的詞彙在新文件裡，因此，在詞彙擴

展法的構想裡，便希望只擷取出跟該類別有關的特徵詞彙來擴展。Yang等人曾
比較了五種特徵詞選取方式，其實驗結果顯示，在五種方法裡，Chi-square與
Information Gain同樣為最有效的特徵詞選取方法 [12]。若以表一中詞彙 T在類
別 C的出現篇數分佈表示，Chi-square計算某個詞 T與某類別 C的相關性如下： 

TN)+FP)(FN+TN)(TP+FN)(FP+(TP
)FP FN-TN TP(),(

2
2 ××

=CTχ  

對某一類別用 Chi-square選詞，就是將所有的詞彙依照 Chi-square值做排序，然
後選出其中 Chi-square值最大的前 N個詞。 
 

表一：詞彙 T在類別 C中的出現篇數分佈表 
 詞彙 T 

 出現篇數 沒出現篇數 
是 TP FN 

類 
別 
C 否 FP TN 

 
然而，Ng等人的研究觀察顯示 [13]，Chi-square 會同時選出正相關與負相

關的詞彙，因為正相關與負相關的詞都因 Chi-sqaure的二次方計算，使得其值都
變成正數，造成不出現在類別 C中的詞彙，也會被選為類別 C的特徵詞。這對
文件分類是沒有幫助的。因為大部分的分類方法，都是依賴文件中出現某個詞，

來計算其權重，而將文件分為某個類別，而不是依賴文件中沒有出現某個詞，來

將文件分為該類別。因此，Ng等人提倡改用相關係數（即單邊的 Chi-square）
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來選詞： 

TN)+FP)(FN+TN)(TP+FN)(FP+(TP
)FP FN-TN TP(),( ××

=CTCo  

如此，與類別負相關的詞，會因為變成負數，被降低排序，而比較不可能被選為

類別的特徵詞。以某一只有「營建類」與「非營建類」兩類的分類文件集為例，

表二顯示其 Chi-square與相關係數選出的前六個詞。Chi-square 選出的詞彙中，
對「營建類」而言，「設備」、「公告」兩詞事實上與「營建類」為負相關，即此

兩個詞在營建類的文件中極少出現，反而在「非營建類」的文件中極常出現。同

理「工程」、「改善」與「非營建類」為負相關，且其相關係數分別為 -0.7880與 
-0.3169，平方後，恰為 Chi-square值：0.6210與 0.1004。表二顯示，相關係數選
出的正相關詞彙，較符合分類需要的特徵詞彙。 

 
表二：Chi-square與相關係數選出的詞彙比較表 

Chi-square選詞 相關係數選詞 

營建類 非營建類 營建類 非營建類 

工程 0.6210 

改善 0.1004 

設備 0.0815 

公告 0.0425 

路面 0.0404 

道路 0.0311 

工程 0.6210 

改善 0.1004 

設備 0.0815 

電腦 0.0498 

採購 0.0498 

公告 0.0425 

工程 0.7880 

改善 0.3169 

路面 0.2009 

道路 0.1764 

新建 0.1629 

土城市 0.1563 

設備 0.2854 

電腦 0.2231 

採購 0.2231 

公告 0.2062 

系統 0.1764 

購置 0.1484 
 

當選出的類別詞彙很少時，相關係數與 Chi-square選出來的詞彙會有較大的
差異。但當選出的詞彙數較多時，此兩種方法得到的特徵詞彙，差異就縮小了。

這可以解釋為何 Yang等人利用 Chi-sqaure選詞，還可以得到不錯的結果。但這
裡我們要用類別特徵詞來增加文件數，因為擴增的文件不會太多，因此選擇以相

關係數來選詞較為妥當。 
在詞彙擴展法裡，類別的特徵詞以相關係數計算、排序後，取前 K個詞，

以每個詞就視為一份新文件的方式，來增加該類別的訓練文件。 
 

四、實驗設計 

為了瞭解上述想法的效果，本文以中文文件的分類來驗證。過去的分類研

究顯示，不同的分類法對不同的測試集有不同的表現。單獨以某種分類法在某種

測試集上做實驗，容易產生偏向（bias）的實驗結論。因此，本文特別以兩種分
類法在兩種測試集上進行交叉驗證。 

這兩種測試集都於 2001年時得自 PC home Online的線上文件。一是 PC 
home 蒐集的新聞，共 12類，為方便爾後的討論，稱其為 News測試集，其每篇
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文件的平均長度為 9.87個句子。表三顯示其類別名稱、訓練文件與測試文件的
篇數。另一測試集是 PC home 製作的網頁分類描述，共 26類，全都是「網路與
電腦」類別底下的細類，稱其為 WebDes測試集，其每篇文件的平均長度為 2.10
個句子。表四顯示其類別名稱、訓練文件與測試文件篇數。 

News測試集全部的文件數有 914篇，最大類與最小類的篇數相差約 30倍。
WebDes測試集全部文件數有 1686篇，最大類與最小類的篇數相差約 90倍。此
兩測試集的每一篇文件都是單一分類，亦即沒有任何一篇文件分在兩個或兩個以

上的類別，且每一類的訓練篇數與測試篇數大多維持在 7：3的比例，只有當該
類實例太少時，才無法維持此比例。 

 
表三：News測試集類別名稱與文件篇數 

編號 類別 訓練 測試 合計 編號 類別 訓練 測試 合計 

1 產業 232 99 331 7 地方 29 12 41 

2 財經 117 50 167 8 科技 18 7 25 

3 政治 78 33 111 9 體育 12 4 16 

4 社會 53 22 75 10 醫藥 10 4 14 

5 生活 40 17 57 11 文教 10 4 14 

6 娛樂 38 15 53 12 休閒 7 3 10 

 
表四：WebDes測試集類別名稱與文件篇數 

編號 類別 訓練 測試 合計 編號 類別 訓練 測試 合計 

1 網頁設計工作室 262 112 374 14 搜尋引擎連結 25 10 35 

2 網頁設計教學 194 82 276 15 網站宣傳 24 10 34 

3 電子賀卡 140 59 199 16 搜尋引擎 17 6 23 

4 國內網站網頁搜尋 66 27 93 17 網路文化 16 6 22 

5 駭客 53 22 75 18 Proxy 14 5 19 

6 主題搜尋 53 22 75 19 Plug-in 12 5 17 

7 ISP 49 21 70 20 固接專線 11 4 15 

8 網域註冊 45 18 63 21 瀏覽器 11 4 15 

9 網路資訊討論 40 17 57 22 電子商務 10 4 14 

10 國外網站網頁搜尋 36 15 51 23 檔案搜尋 6 2 8 

11 網路調查 35 14 49 24 BBS文章搜尋 5 2 7 

12 網路安全 33 14 47 25 Intranet 4 2 6 

13 網站評鑑 27 11 38 26 電子郵件搜尋 2 2 4 

 
在分類方法方面，近年來常被驗證效果最好的分類法為：SVM（Support 

Vector Machine）與 KNN（K-Nearest Neighbor），本文選擇此兩方法來實驗。我
們選擇 Thorsten Joachims 製作的 SVMlight作為 SVM分類器 [14-15]。經過一些
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測試，我們以 SVMlight的預設環境做分類（線性分類），因為這樣效果最好，並
根據 SVMlight的使用說明以其類別輸出值的正負號做為類別分類的依據。這是
因為 SVM是二元分類器（binary classifier），因此有 C個類別要分類時，就要做
出 C個 SVM分類器，當某一類別的分類器其輸出值為正時，就將文件分為該類
別。但我們發現很多文件都沒有任何類別分出來（所有的類別其輸出值均為負

數），因此我們改變分類方法，即取類別輸出值最大者為分類的類別。在我們的

實驗中，這樣改變之後，都能夠增進 SVMlight的分類成效。 
至於 KNN分類器方面，我們實作了一套 KNN分類系統。由於 KNN分類

器的成效非常依賴於文件相似度的正確計算，我們特別以下面公式計算： 

∑
∑

=

==
T

k kjd

T

k kjki
ji

qbytesize

qd
qdSim

i 1
2
,

375.0

1 ,,

)(
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其中 qj是輸入文件，di是訓練文件，qj,k（di,k）是詞彙 k的權重，以詞頻（term 
frequency）及反相篇數（inverse document frequency）來加權計算，而 bytesizedj

為文件的長度，以位元（byte）為單位。此相似度公式乃 Singhal等人為改進 Cosine
相似度公式的缺點而提出的，在 Singhal等人以及某些中文 OCR文件的（主題）
檢索實驗中，bytesize的確比 Cosine的成效更好 [16-18]。 

KNN分類法中每一個類別的分數，以下面公式計算： 

∑
∈

=
KNNd

jiij
j

cdyqdSimcqy ),(),(),(  

其中 y(d,c)為 1或 0的值，代表訓練文件 d是否為類別 c，而 KNN表示跟文件 q
最相近的 K篇訓練文件的集合。在後面的實驗中，K都取 20，並以 y值中最大
者的類別 c，做為文件 q的類別。 

文件分類的成效，受很多因素影響 [2-3]，其中之一就是用來分類的特徵詞
彙個數與選擇方式。我們試驗了數種選擇方式以及詞彙個數，把效果最好的用在

後面的實驗中。對 SVM分類器，在兩個測試集中，我們都取文件篇數大於 1且
Chi-square值大於 0者為特徵詞。對 KNN分類器，在 News測試集中，所有的詞
都來拿分類，在 WebDes測試集中，則只有文件篇數大於 1的詞彙，才用來分類。
至於這些文件詞彙，是以 Tseng描述的方法從文件中所取出來的詞彙 [19]，包括
字典裡的詞、不在字典裡的最大重複詞，以及少數無法斷字的單字詞。 

為了測試少量訓練文件時，本文方法的效果，我們對這兩個測試集的訓練

文件做 5%、10%、20%、40%以及 100%的縮減取樣。亦即，對每一個類別，將
其訓練文件分成 100/p個等份，其中 p代表前述的百分比，然後取其第一等份的
文件作為縮減後的訓練資料。若原訓練文件本就不多，則第一等份至少必須包含

1篇訓練文件。因此，縮減後每一類都還有訓練文件，而測試文件則保持原來的
不變動。 

在前述文件擴展的方法裡，對每一類別擴增多少文件數，乃一實驗參數。

在此，我們試驗三種文件擴增的數量，分別求其成效，加總平均後，再與原來沒
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有做文件擴展的成效作比較，以得到比較穩定的結果。 
此擴展的新文件數量與原訓練文件數有關。對每一個縮減的測試集，此三

個數量為 np0.5，其中 p代表前述的縮減百分比，而 n在 News測試集中分別為
10、20、30，在WebDes測試集中，分別為 40、60、80。這是因為 News與WebDes
訓練文件數不同，因此選用的擴增文件數也不同。例如，對縮減成 5%的 News
訓練文件，用來實驗的三種擴增文件數分別為 2（=10*0.050.5）、4、6，對 WebDes
而言，其擴增文件數分別為 8、13、17。 

根據上述方式決定擴增文件數 E之後，只有當該類的文件數不足 E時，才
擴展其文件數達 E篇文件。 

在成效評估方面，不同的度量方式有各自不同的強調對象，因而容易導致

偏向（bias）的結論。本文以MicroF以及MacroF值同時呈現分類的效果，其計
算方式如下： 
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其中 C是類別總數，i代表某一類別，而 TPi（True Positive）、FPi（False Positive）、
FNi（False Negative）類似表一的意義，分別代表：是類別 i而且也正確分為類
別 i的篇數、不是 i類卻分為 i類的篇數、是 i類卻沒有分為 i類的篇數。此 F值
乃從精確率（P）與召回率（R）的常見公式：F = 2PR/(P+R) = 2TP/(2TP+FP+FN)
演化而來，其中 P = TP/(TP+FP)、R = TP/(TP+FN)。 
 由於MicroF是全部文件一起累加統計，不分類別，因此容易受到大類別（佔
大多數文件）表現好壞的影響。相對的，MacroF考慮每個類別的成效後再做平
均，因此容易受到大量的小類別影響。將兩種平均數據都報告出來，可以瞭解大

多數文件的分類效果（MicroF），以及大多數類別的分類效果（MacroF）。 
 

五、實驗結果 

實驗結果顯示於表五與表六。第一欄顯示縮減後的訓練文件量，第二欄與

第五欄為運用 KNN與 SVM對測試文件做分類得到的數值，其他欄為運用 KNN
或 SVM再加上文件擴展而獲得的分類成效值，其中 s與 t分別代表摘要擴展法
與詞彙擴展法。表中粗體的數值表示文件擴展法比原始方法效果較好的情形。從

表中可知： 
1. 訓練文件越多，效果越好。 
2. 訓練文件越少時，文件擴展法的改進成效越明顯。  
3. 文件擴展法對MacroF的改進效果，比MicroF高。 
4. 摘要擴展法與詞彙擴展法的效果各有優劣，但詞彙擴展法計算量較低，
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因為它只增加少數幾個詞到原始的訓練文件中而已（每一篇新增的文件

裡只包含一個詞）。 
5. 訓練文件夠多時，再怎們運用改進策略，成效有限。必須根本的改變分
類方法，才有可能大幅度地提昇成效。  

6. 不同的分類方法在不同的分類問題上，有不同的表現。例如：在新聞文
件的例子中，KNN 比 SVM 好，但在網頁描述的文件上則是 SVM比
KNN好（MicroF雖相同，但MacroF方面 SVM比 KNN好）。 

7. 相同的分類方法，在不同的分類問題上，其成效不盡相同。例如，網頁
描述文件的分類數據顯示，SVM 的 MicroF 有 0.78 的成效，但在新
聞文件中，只有 0.71 的成效。  

8. 單獨一種分類方法，在單獨一種分類文件集上獲得的成效改進，難以保
證其在另一種分類文件集上，也會有相同好的效果。 

 
表五(a)：News測試集的 MicroF值 

Sample  KNN KNNs KNNt SVM SVMs SVMt 
5% 0.47 0.51 0.48 0.40 0.45 0.41 
10% 0.58 0.64 0.60 0.57 0.60 0.59 
20% 0.70 0.67 0.70 0.63 0.62 0.68 
40% 0.72 0.72 0.72 0.63 0.65 0.71 

100% 0.79 0.78 0.77 0.71 0.72 0.74 
 

表五(b)：News測試集的 MacroF值 

Sample  KNN KNNs KNNt SVM SVMs SVMt 
5% 0.30 0.35 0.28 0.19 0.29 0.27 
10% 0.32 0.49 0.40 0.31 0.42 0.42 
20% 0.50 0.54 0.52 0.45 0.49 0.54 
40% 0.62 0.61 0.65 0.49 0.55 0.61 

100% 0.73 0.76 0.70 0.64 0.66 0.69 
 

表六(a)：WebDes測試集的 MicroF值 

Sample KNN KNNs KNNt SVM SVMs SVMt 
5% 0.64 0.69 0.67 0.67 0.68 0.67 
10% 0.69 0.70 0.70 0.71 0.70 0.72 
20% 0.67 0.73 0.74 0.65 0.73 0.75 
40% 0.75 0.75 0.76 0.78 0.77 0.79 

100% 0.78 0.78 0.78 0.78 0.78 0.78 
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表六(b)：WebDes測試集的 MacroF值 

Sample KNN KNNs KNNt SVM SVMs SVMt 
5% 0.32 0.43 0.39 0.35 0.43 0.37 
10% 0.38 0.46 0.45 0.42 0.49 0.47 
20% 0.45 0.49 0.51 0.46 0.52 0.54 
40% 0.55 0.57 0.58 0.61 0.63 0.61 

100% 0.58 0.63 0.61 0.67 0.66 0.67 
 

六、結論 

 文件分類在知識管理、資訊組織與檢索的服務上，是很重要的工作。由於需

要大量而密集的知識加工，傳統上文件分類大都由人力進行。但其耗費的時間與

成本相當可觀。自動分類系統近年來雖有研究，然而導入自動分類流程仍有相當

的障礙，其中之一就是要準備足夠數量的訓練文件。 
本文提出文件自我擴展法，在沒有利用任何額外資源的情況下，全自動的

增加訓練文件，以期能提升分類的效果。在原始訓練文件數越少時，其改進的效

果越明顯。而且此改進方法，乃策略層面上的技巧，與分類器無關，亦即任何一

種分類器都可以運用上面的技巧來增強其分類效果。 
雖然訓練文件數夠多時，此方法改進的成效不明顯，但這並非超乎預期。

就好像利用壓縮法，將文件壓縮一遍，可以得到不錯的壓縮率，但再壓縮第二遍

時，就得不到壓縮效果。如同上一節第 5點所示，訓練文件夠多時，再怎們運用
改進策略，其成效都有限。必須根本的改變分類（壓縮）方法，才可能大幅度地

提升成效。 
在少量訓練文件時就能提升成效是有價值的，這意味著我們能夠更快地提

升自動分類系統的效益。如果將此方法與 EM法結合，相當於我們在少量訓練文
件時，即可獲得較佳的初始成效，這比起單獨運用 EM法似乎效果更好。未來的
研究將設計類似的實驗環境，以印證這個論點。 
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Abstract 

 
A meaningful noun-verb word-pair in a sentence is called a noun-verb event-frame 

(NVFE). Previously, we have developed an NVEF word-pair identifier to demonstrate that 
NVEF knowledge can be used effectively to resolve the Chinese word-sense disambiguation 
(WSD) problem (with 93.7% accuracy) and the Chinese syllable-to-word (STW) conversion 
problem (with 99.66% accuracy) on the NVEF related portion.  
In this paper, we propose a method for automatically acquiring a large scale NVEF knowledge 
without human intervention. The automatic discovery of NVEF knowledge includes four major 
processes: (1) segmentation check; (2) Initial Part-of-speech (POS) sequence generation; (3) NV 
knowledge generation and (4) automatic NVEF knowledge confirmation. 

Our experimental results show that the precision of the automatically acquired NVEF 
knowledge reaches 98.52% for the test sentences. In fact, it has automatically discovered more 
than three hundred thousand NVEF word-pairs from the 2001 United Daily News (2001 UDN) 
corpus. The acquired NVEF knowledge covers 48% NV-sentences in Academia Sinica Balanced 
Corpus (ASBC), where an NV-sentence is one including at least a noun and a verb. 

In the future, we will expand the size of NVEF knowledge to cover more than 75% of 
NV-sentences in ASBC. We will also apply the acquired NVEF knowledge to support other NLP 
researches, in particular, shallow parsing, syllable/speech understanding and text indexing. 
 

Keywords: noun-verb event frame (NVEF), machine learning, Hownet, WSD, STW 
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1. Introduction 

The most challenging problem in NLP is to program computers to understand natural lan-
guages. For a human being, efficient syllable-to-word (STW) conversion and word sense disam-
biguation (WSD) arise naturally while a sentence is understood. Therefore, in designing a natu-
ral language understanding (NLD) system, two basic problems are to derive methods and 
knowledge for effectively performing the tasks of STW and WSD. 

For most languages, a sentence is a grammatical organization of words expressing a com-
plete thought [Chu 1982, Fromkin et al. 1998]. Since a word is usually encoded with 
ploy-senses, to understand language, efficient word sense disambiguation (WSD) becomes a 
critical problem for any NLD system. According to a study in cognitive science [Choueka et al. 
1983], people often disambiguate word sense using only a few other words in a given context 
(frequently only one additional word). Thus, the relationships between one word and others can 
be effectively used to resolve ambiguity. Furthermore, from [Small et al. 1988, Krovetz et al. 
1992, Resnik et al. 2000], most ambiguities occur with nouns and verbs, and the object-event 
(i.e. noun-verb) distinction is a major ontological division for humans [Carey 1992]. Tsai et al. 
(2002) have shown that the knowledge of noun-verb event frame (NVEF) sense/word-pairs can 
be used effectively to achieve a WSD accuracy of 93.7% for the NVEF related portion in Chi-
nese, which supports the above claim of [Choueka et al. 1983]. 

The most common relationships between nouns and verbs are subject-predicate (SP) and 
verb-object (VO) [ᇛᖫ et al. 1995, Fromkin et al. 1998]. In Chinese, such NV relationships 
could be found in various language units: compounds, phrases or sentences [Li et al. 1997]. As 
our observation, the major NV relationships in compounds/phrases are SP, VO, MH (modi-
fier-head) and VC (verb-complement) constructions; the major NV relationships in sentences are 
SP and VO constructions. Consider the Chinese sentence: ຍᔖ߫۩ᕍႉዃ(This car moves 
well). There are two possible NV word-pairs, �“߫-۩ᕍ(car, move)�” and �“߫۩-ᕍ(auto shop, 
move).�” It is clear that the permissible (or meaningful) NV word-pair is �“߫-۩ᕍ(car, move)�” 
and it is a SP construction. We call such a permissible NV word-pair a noun-verb event frame 
(NVEF) word-pair. And, the collection of the NV word-pair ߫-۩ᕍ and its sense-pair Land-
Vehicle|߫-VehicleGo|ᕍ is called a permissible NVEF knowledge. 

The most popular input method for Chinese is syllable-based. Since the average number of 
characters sharing the same syllable is 17, efficient STW conversion becomes an indispensable 
tool. Tsai et al. (2002) have shown that the NVEF knowledge can be used to achieve a STW ac-
curacy rate of 99.66% for converting NVEF related words. Since the creation of NVEF knowl-
edge bears no particular application in mind, and still it can be used to effectively resolve the 
WSD and STW problems, the NVEF knowledge is potentially application independent for NLP. 
We shall further investigate the effectiveness of NVEF knowledge in other NLP applications, 
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such as syllable/speech understanding and full/shallow parsing. 
We have reported a semi-automatic generation of NVEF knowledge in [Tsai et al. 2002]. 

This method uses the N-V frequencies in sentences groups to generate NVEF candidates to be 
filtered by human editors. However, it is quite laborious to create a large scale NVEF knowledge. 
In this paper, we propose a new method to discover NVEF knowledge automatically from run-
ning texts, and construct a large scale NVEF knowledge efficiently. 

This paper is arranged as follows. In Section 2, we present the details of auto-discovery of 
NVEF knowledge. Experimental results and analyses are described in Section 3. Conclusion and 
directions for future researches will be discussed in Section 4. 

 

2. Development of Auto-Discovery of NVEF Knowledge 

 
To develop an auto-discovery system for NVEF knowledge (AUTO-NVEF), we use 

Hownet 1.0 [Dong] as a system dictionary. This system dictionary provides knowledge of the 
Chinese word (58,541 words), parts-of-speech (POS) and word senses, in which there are 33,264 
nouns, 16,723 verbs and 16,469 senses (including 10,011 noun-senses and 4,462 verb-senses). 
 

2.1 Definition of the NVEF Knowledge 

The sense of a word is defined as its DEF (concept definition) in Hownet. Table 1 lists 
three different senses of the Chinese word �“߫(Che/car/turn).�” In Hownet, the DEF of a word 
consists of its main feature and secondary features. For example, in the DEF �“character|֮
֮|human|Գ,ProperName|റ�” of the word �“߫(Che),�” the first item �“character,ࡩ|surname,ڗ
-human|Գ,�” and �“Prop“� ”�,ࡩ|is the main feature, and the remaining three items, �“surname ”�ڗ
erName|റ,�” are its secondary features. The main feature in Hownet can inherit features in the 
hypernym-hyponym hierarchy. There are approximately 1,500 features in Hownet. Each of these 
features is called a sememe, which refers to the smallest semantic unit that cannot be further re-
duced. 

 
Table 1. Three different senses of the Chinese word �“߫(Che/car/turn)�” 

C.Word a E.Word a Part-of-speech  Sense (i.e. DEF in Hownet)  
߫  Che  Noun   character|֮ڗ,surname|ࡩ,human|Գ,ProperName|റ 
߫  car  Noun   LandVehicle|߫ 
߫  turn  Verb   cut|֊চ 

a C.Word refers to a Chinese word; E.Word refers to an English word 

 
As we mentioned, a permissible (or meaningful) NV word-pair is a noun-verb event-frame 
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word-pair (NVEF word-pair), such as ߫-۩ᕍ(Che/car/turn, move). From Table 2, the only 
permissible NVEF sense-pair for ߫-۩ᕍ(car, move) is LandVehicle|߫-VehicleGo|ᕍ. Such 
an NVEF sense-pair and its corresponding NVEF word-pairs is called NVEF knowledge. Here, 
the combination of the NVEF sense-pair LandVehicle|߫ -VehicleGo|ᕍ  and the NVEF 
word-pair ߫-۩ᕍ constructs a collection of NVEF knowledge. 

To effectively represent the NVEF knowledge, we have proposed an NVEF knowledge 
representation tree (NVEF KR-tree) to store and display the collected NVEF knowledge. The 
details of the NVEF KR-tree are described below [Tsai et al. 2002].  
 

2.2 Knowledge Representation Tree of NVEF Sense-Pairs and Word-Pairs 

A knowledge representation tree (KR-tree) of NVEF sense-pairs is shown in Fig.1. 
  

 
 
Figure 1. An illustration of the KR-tree using �“Գՠढ(artifact)�” as an example noun-sense 

subclass. (The English words in parentheses are provided for explanatory purposes only.) 
 

There are two types of nodes in the KR-tree, namely, function nodes and concept nodes. 
Concept nodes refer to words and features in Hownet. Function nodes are used to define the re-
lationships between the parent and children concept nodes. We omit the function node �“sub-
class�” so that if a concept node B is the child of another concept node A, then B is a subclass of 
A. We can classify the noun-sense class (ဲဲټᆠ։ᣊ) into 15 subclasses according to their 
main features. These are �“პسढ(bacteria),�” �“೯ढᣊ(animal),�” �“Գढᣊ(human),�” �“ཬढᣊ
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(plant),�” �“Գՠढ(artifact),�” �“֚ྥढ(natural),�” �“ٙࠃᣊ(event),�” �“壄壀ᣊ(mental),�” �“ွᣊ
(phenomena),�” �“ढݮᣊ(shape),�” �“چរᣊ(place),�” �“ۯᆜᣊ(location),�” �“ழၴᣊ(time),�” �“ွࢼ
ᣊ(abstract)�” and �“ᑇၦᣊ(quantity).�” Appendix A provides a sample table of the 15 main fea-
tures of nouns in each noun-sense subclass.  

The three function nodes used in the KR-tree are shown in Figure 1: 
(1) Major-Event (ٙࠃ): The content of its parent node represents a noun-sense sub-

class, and the content of its child node represents a verb-sense subclass. A noun-sense 
subclass and a verb-sense subclass linked by a Major-Event function node is an NVEF 
subclass sense-pair, such as �“&LandVehicle|߫�” and �“=VehcileGo|ᕍ�” in Figure 1. To 
describe various relationships between noun-sense and verb-sense subclasses, we de-
sign three subclass sense-symbols, in which �“=�” means �“exact,�” �“&�” means �“like,�” and 
�“%�” means �“inclusive.�” An example using these symbols is provided below. 

Provided that there are three senses S1, S2, and S3 as well as their corresponding 
words W1, W2, and W3. Let 

          S1 = LandVehicle|߫,*transport|ሎಬ,#human|Գ,#die|ڽ    W1=�“ᨋ߫(hearse)�” 
      S2 = LandVehicle|߫,*transport|ሎಬ,#human|Գ    W2=�“ড়߫(bus)�” 

          S3 = LandVehicle|߫,police|ᤞ        W3=�“ᤞ߫(police car)�” 
       Then, we have that sense/word S3/W3 is in the �“=LandVehicle|߫,police|ᤞ�” ex-

act-subclass; senses/words S1/W1 and S2/W2 are in the �“&LandVehicle|߫,*transport|ሎ
ಬ�” like-subclass; and senses/words S1/W1, S2/W2, and S3/W3 are in the �“%LandVehi-
cle|߫�” inclusive-subclass. 

(2) Word-Instance (ኔࠏ): The content of its children are the words belonging to the 
sense subclass of its parent node. These words are self-learned by the NVEF sense-pair 
identifier according to the sentences under the Test-Sentence nodes. 

(3) Test-Sentence (ྒྷᇢᠲ): The content of its children is several selected test sentences in 
support of its corresponding NVEF subclass sense-pair. 

 
2.3 Auto-Discovery of NVEF Knowledge  
     

The task of AUTO-NVEF is to automatically find out meaningful NVEF sense/word-pairs 
(NVEF knowledge) from Chinese sentences. Figure 1 is the flow chart of AUTO-NVEF. There 
are four major processes in AUTO-NVEF. The details of these major processes are described as 
follows (see Figure 2 and Table 2). 

Process 1. Segmentation check: In this stage, the Chinese sentence will be segmented by 
two strategies: right-to-left longest word first (RL-LWF), and left-to-right longest word first 
(LR-LWF). If both RL-LWF and LR-LWF segmentations are equal (in short form, 
RL-LWF=LR-LWF) and the word number of the segmentation is greater than one, this segmen-
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tation result will be sent to process 2; otherwise, a NULL segmentation will be sent. Table 3 is a 
comparison of word-segmentation accuracies for RL-LWF, LR-LWF and RL-LWF=LR-LWF 
strategies with CKIP lexicon [CKIP 1995]. The word-segmentation accuracy is the ratio of fully 
correct segmented sentences to all sentences of Academia Sinica Balancing Corpus (ASBC) 
[CKIP 1995]. A fully correct segmented sentence means the segmented result exactly matches its 
corresponding segmentation ASBC. Table 3 shows that the technique of RL-LWF=LR-LWF 
achieves the best word-segmentation accuracy. 

 

(1) Segmentation check

(2) Initial POS sequence
genreation

(3) NV knowledge
generation

(4) NVEF knowledge
auto-confirmation

Hownet

General keepingʳ
condition

NVEF-enclosed word
template

Chinese sentence input

NVEF-KR tree

FPOS/NV
word-pair
Mappings

 
 

Figure 2. The flow chart of AUTO-NVEF 
 
 

Table 2. An illustration of AUTO-NVEF for the Chinese sentence �“ଃᑗᄎྂԵڍᨠฒ
(There are many audiences entering the locale of concert).�” (The English words in parentheses 
are included for explanatory purpose only.) 
Process Output 
(1)  ଃᑗᄎ(concert)/(locale)/ྂԵ(enter)/ڍ(many)/ᨠฒ(audience) 

(2)   N1N2V3ADJ4N5, where N1 =[ଃᑗᄎ]; N2 =[]; V3=[ྂԵ]; ADJ4=[ڍ]; N5=[ᨠฒ] 

(3)  NV_1 = �“/place|ֱچ,#fact|ൣࠃ/N�” 
      - �“ྂԵ(yong3 ru4)/GoInto|ၞԵ/V�” 
          NV_2 = �“ᨠฒ/human|Գ,*look|,#entertainment|ᢌ,#sport|᧯ߛ,*recreation|ୡᑗ/N�” 
     - �“ྂԵ(yong3 ru4)/GoInto|ၞԵ/V�” 

(4)  NV_1 is NVEF knowledge by keeping-condition; learned NVEF template is [ଃᑗᄎ NVڍ] 
     NV_2 is NVEF knowledge by keeping-condition; learned NVEF template is [ Vڍ N] 
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Table 3. A comparison of word-segmentation accuracies for RL-LWF, LR-LWF and RL-LWF = 
LR-LWF strategies (the test sentences are ASBC and the dictionary is CKIP lexicon) 
   RL-LWF   LR-LWF   RL-LWF = LF-LWF   
Accuracy  82.5%   81.7%   86.86% 
Recall   100%   100%   89.33% 

 
Process 2. Initial POS sequence generation: If the output of process 1 is not a NULL 

segmentation, this process will be triggered. This stage is comprised of the following steps.  
1) For the segmentation result w1/w2/�…/wn-1/wn from process 1, our algorithm compute the 

POS of wi, where i = 2 to n, as follows. It first computes the following two sets: a) the fol-
lowing POS/frequency set of wi-1 by ASBC tagging corpus and b) the Hownet POS set of wi. 
Then, it computes the POS intersection of the two sets. Finally, it selects the POS with the 
largest frequency in the POS intersection to be the POS of wi. If there are more than one 
POS with the largest frequency, the POS of wi will be set to NULL POS.  

2) Similarly, the POS of w1 will be determined by the POS with the largest frequency in the 
POS intersection of the preceding POS/frequency set of w2 and the Hownet POS set of w1.  

3) By combining the determined POSs of wi, where i =1 to n, the initial POS sequence (IPOS) 
will be generated. Take the Chinese segmentation س/Ա as an example. The following 
POS/frequency set of the Chinese word س(bear) is {N/103, PREP/42, STRU/36, V/35, 
ADV/16, CONJ/10, ECHO/9, ADJ/1}. The Hownet POS set of the Chinese word Ա is {V, 
STRU}. According to these sets, we have POS intersection {STRU/36, V/35}. Since the 
POS with the largest frequency in this intersection is STRU, the POS of Ա will be set to 
STRU. Similarly, according to the intersection {V/16124, N/1321, ADJ/4} of the preceding 
POS/frequency set {V/16124, N/1321, PREP/1232, ECHO/121, ADV/58, STRU/26, 
CONJ/4, ADJ/4} of Ա and the Hownet POS set {V, N, ADJ} of س, the POS of س will be 
set to V. Table 4 is a mapping list of CKIP POS tag and Hownet POS tag. 

 
 

Table 4. A mapping list of CKIP POS tag and Hownet POS tag 
     Noun  Verb  Adjective Adverb Preposition Conjunction    Expletive   Structural Particle 

CKIP  N  V  A  D  P  C     T     De 

Hownet  N  V  ADJ  ADV  PP  CONJ     ECHO    STRU 

 
 

Process 3. NV knowledge generation: If the output of process 2 does not include any 
NULL POS, this process will be triggered. The steps of this process are given as follows.  
1) Compute the final POS sequence (FPOS). For the portion of contiguous noun sequence 

(such as N1N2) of the IPOS, the last noun (such as N2) will be kept and the other nouns will 
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be dropped from the IPOS. This is because the last noun of a contiguous noun sequence 
(such as ़/ֆ) in Chinese is usually the head of such a sequence. This step translates 
an IPOS into a FPOS. Take the Chinese sentence ଃᑗᄎ(N1)(N2)ྂԵ(V3)ڍ(ADJ4)
ᨠฒ (N5) as an example. Its IPOS (N1N2V3ADJ4N5) will be translated into FPOS 
(N1V2ADJ3N4).  

2) According to the FPOS, the NV word-pairs will be generated. In this case, since the 
auto-generated NV word-pairs for the FPOS N1V2ADJ3N4 are N1V2 and N4V2, the NV 
word-pairs (N)ྂԵ(V) andྂԵ(V)ᨠฒ(N) will be generated. Appendix. B lists three 
sample mappings of the FPOSs and their corresponding NV word-pairs. In this study, we 
create about one hundred mappings of FPOSs and their corresponding NV word-pairs.  

3) According to Hownet, it computes all NV sense-pairs for the generated NV word-pairs. For 
the above case, we have two collections of NV knowledge (see Table 2): 

NV_1 = �“(locale)/place|ֱچ,#fact|ൣࠃ/N�” �– �“ྂԵ(enter)/GoInto|ၞԵ/V�”, and 
NV_2 = �“ᨠฒ(audience)/human|Գ,*look|,#entertainment|ᢌ,#sport|᧯ߛ,*recreation|ୡ

ᑗ/N�” �– �“ྂԵ(enter)/GoInto|ၞԵ/V�”. 
Process 4. NVEF knowledge auto-confirmation: In this stage, it automatically confirms 

whether the generated NV knowledge is NVEF knowledge. The two auto-confirmation proce-
dures are given as follows. 

(a) General keeping (GK) condition check: Each GK condition is constructed by a 
noun-sense class defined in [Tsai et al. 2002] (see Appendix A) and a verb main DEF in 
Hownet 1.0 [Dong]. For example, the pair of noun-sense class �“Գढᣊ(human)�” and verb 
main DEF �“GoInto|ၞԵ�” is a GK condition. In [Tsai et al. 2002], we created 5,680 GK 
conditions from the manually confirmed NVEF knowledge. If the noun-sense class and the 
verb main DEF of the generated NV knowledge fits one of GK conditions, it will be auto-
matically confirmed as a collection of NVEF knowledge and sent to NVEF KR-tree. Ap-
pendix. C gives ten GK conditions used in this study. 

 (b) NVEF enclosed-word template (NVEF-EW template) check: If the generated 
NV knowledge cannot be auto-confirmed as NVEF knowledge in procedure (a), this pro-
cedure will be triggered. A NVEF-EW template is composed of all left words and right 
words of a NVEF word-pair in a Chinese sentence. For example, the NVEF-EW template 
of the NVEF word-pair �“߫-۩ᕍ(car, move)�” in the Chinese sentence ຍ(this)/߫
(car)/ۿ(seem)/۩ᕍ(move)/ႉዃ(well) is ຍ N ۿ V ႉዃ. In this study, all the 
NVEF-EW templates are generated from the following resources: i) the collection of 
manually confirmed NVEF knowledge in [Tsai et al. 2002], ii) the automatically confirmed 
NVEF knowledge and iii) the NVEF-EW templates provided by human editor. In this pro-
cedure, if the NVEF-EW template of the generated NV word-pair for the Chinese sentence 
input matches one of the NVEF-EW templates, it will be automatically confirmed as a col-
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lection of NVEF knowledge. 
 
 

3. Experiments 
 
To evaluate the performance of the proposed auto-discovery of NVEF knowledge, we 

define the NVEF accuracy and NVEF-identified sentence coverage by Equations (1) and (2): 
 

NVEF accuracy =  
  # of permissible NVEF knowledge / # of total generated NVEF knowledge.    (1) 
 
NVEF-identified sentence coverage = 
  # of NVEF-identified sentences / # of total NV sentences.       (2)  
 

In Equation (1), a permissible NVEF knowledge means the generated NVEF knowledge is 
manually confirmed as a collection of NVEF knowledge. In Equation (2), if the Chinese sen-
tence contains greater or equal to one NVEF word-pair on our NVEF KR-tree by the NVEF 
word-pair identifier [Tsai et al. 2002], this sentence is called an NVEF-identified sentence. If 
the Chinese sentence contains at least one noun and verb, this sentence is called an NV sentence. 
As our computation, there are about 75% of Chinese sentences in Sinica corpus are NV sen-
tences. 

 
 

Chinese sentence ৫ᚘԺࠄڶࠌԳ[ଇၦ]<྇֟> 
(High pressure makes some people that their [eating capacity] <decreased>.) 

  ᆠဲဲټ
(Noun sense) 

attribute|᥆ࢤ,ability|౨Ժ,&eat|پ ೯ဲဲᆠ  
(Verb sense) 

subtract|চ྇ 

 ଇၦ (eating capacity) ೯ဲ (Verb) ྇֟ (decrease) (Noun) ဲټ
 
Figure 3. The confirmation UI of NVEF knowledge taking the generated NVEF knowledge for 

the Chinese sentence ৫ᚘԺࠄڶࠌԳଇၦ྇֟ (High pressure makes some peo-
ple that their eating-capacity decreased as an example. (The English words in paren-
theses, symbols [] used to mark a noun and <> used to mark a verb are there for ex-
planatory purposes only)  

 

3.1 User Interface (UI) for Manually Confirming NVEF Knowledge 

An evaluation UI for the generated NVEF knowledge is developed as shown in Figure 3. 
By this UI, evaluators (native Chinese speakers) can review the generated NVEF knowledge and 
determine whether it is a permissible NVEF knowledge. Take the Chinese sentence ৫ᚘԺࠌ
 Գଇၦ྇֟(High pressure makes some people that their eating capacity decreased) as anࠄڶ
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example. For this case, AUTO-NVEF will generate a collection of NVEF knowledge including 
the NVEF sense-pair [attribute|᥆ࢤ ,ability|౨Ժ ,&eat|پ ]-[subtract|চ྇ ] and the NVEF 
word-pair [ଇၦ(eating capacity)]-[྇֟(decrease)]. According to the confirmation principles of 
permissible NVEF knowledge, evaluators will confirm this generated NVEF knowledge as a 
permissible NVEF knowledge. The confirmation principles of permissible NVEF knowledge are 
given as follows. 
 

3.2  Confirmation Principles of permissible NVEF Knowledge 

An auto-generated NVEF knowledge should be confirmed as a collection of permissible 
NVEF knowledge if it fits all three principles below. 

 
Principle 1. Do the NV word-pair make correct POS tags for the given Chinese sentence? 
Principle 2. Do the NV sense-pair and the NV word-pair make sense? 
Principle 3. Do most NV word-pair instances for the NV sense-pair satisfy Principles 1 

and 2? 
 

3.3 Experimental Results 

To evaluate the acquired NVEF knowledge, we divide the 2001 United Daily News (2001 
UDN) corpus into two distinct sub-corpora. (The UDN 2001 corpus contains 4,539,624 Chinese 
sentences that were extracted from the United Daily News Web site [On-Line United Daily 
News] from January 17, 2001 to December 30, 2001.) 

(1) Training corpus. This is the collection of Chinese sentences extracted from the 2001 
UDN corpus from January 17, 2001 to September 30, 2001. According to the training corpus, we 
create thirty thousand manually confirmed NVEF word-pairs, which are used to derive the 5,680 
general keeping conditions. 

(2) Testing corpus. This is the collection of Chinese sentences extracted from the 2001 
UDN corpus from October 1, 2001 to December 31, 2001. 

(3) Test sentences set. From the testing corpus, we randomly select three days�’ sentences 
(October 27, 2001, November 23, 2001 and December 17, 2001) to be our test sentences set. 

All of the acquired NVEF knowledge by AUTO-NVEF on the test sentences are manually 
confirmed by three evaluators. Table 5 is the experimental results of AUTO-NVEF. From Table 
5, it shows that AUTO-NVEF can achieve a NVEF accuracy of 98.52%.  

 
 
 

Table 5. Experimental results of AUTO-NVEF 
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Date of test news   NVEF accuracy     Evaluator 
October 27, 2001   99.10% (1,095/1,105)    A 
November 23, 2001   97.76% (1,090/1,115)    B 
December 17, 2001   98.63% (2,156/2,186)    C 
Total Average    98.52% (4,341/4,406) 

 
When we apply AUTO-NVEF to the entire 2001 UDN corpus, it auto-generates 167,203 

NVEF sense-pairs (8.6M) and 317,820 NVEF word-pairs (10.1M) on the NVEF KR-tree. 
Within this data, 47% is generated through the general keeping conditions check and the other 
53% is generated by the NVEF-enclosed word templates check. 

 
Table 6. An illustration of four types of NVEF knowledge and their coverage (The English 
words in parentheses, symbols [] and <> are there for explanatory purposes only) 
NV pair
Type 

Sentence  
 

Noun 
/ DEF 

Verb 
/ DEF 

Coverage 
 

N:V [ՠ࿓]<ګݙ> 
(The construction is now completed) 

ՠ࿓ (construction) 
affairs|ࠃ೭,industrial|ՠ 

 (complete) ګݙ
fulfil|ኔ 

24.15% 
 

N-V ٤ຝ[ՠ࿓]ቃګݙ>ڣ> 
(All of constructions will be completed by 
the end of year) 

ՠ࿓ (construction) 
affairs|ࠃ೭,industrial|ՠ 

 (complete) ګݙ
fulfil|ኔ 

43.83% 
 

V:N <ګݙ>[ՠ࿓] 
(to complete a construction) 

ՠ࿓ (construction) 
affairs|ࠃ೭,industrial|ՠ 

 (complete) ګݙ
fulfil|ኔ 

19.61% 
 

V-N ৬ࢭᘭڣڇছ<ګݙ>ᥳሁ[ՠ࿓] 
(The building contractor promise to complete 
railway construction before the end of this year) 

ՠ࿓ (construction) 
affairs|ࠃ೭,industrial|ՠ 

 (complete) ګݙ
fulfil|ኔ 

12.41% 
 

 
 
3.3.1 Coverage for the Four Types of NVEF Knowledge 
 

According to the noun and verb positions of NVEF word-pairs in Chinese sentences, the 
NVEF knowledge can be classified into four types: N:V, N-V, V:N, and V-N, where the sym-
bols �“:�” stands for �“next to�” and �“-�” stands for �“near by.�” Table 6 shows examples and the cov-
erage of the four types of NVEF knowledge, in which the ratios (coverage) of the collections of 
N:V, N-V, V:N and V-N are 12.41%, 43.83%, 19.61% and 24.15%, respectively, by applying 
AUTO-NVEF to 2001 UDN corpus. It seems that the percentage of SP construction is a little 
more than that of VO construction in the training corpus. 
 

3.3.2 Error Analysis - The Non-Permissible NVEF Knowledge Generated by AUTO-NVEF 

One hundred collections of the generated non-permissible NVEF (NP-NVEF) knowledge 
are analyzed. We classify these into eleven error types as shown in Table 7, which lists the 
NP-NVEF confirmation principles and the ratios for the eleven error types. The first three types 
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consist of 52% of the cases that do not satisfy the NVEF confirmation principles 1, 2 and 3 in 
Section 3.2. The fourth type is rare with 1% of the cases. Types 5 to 7 consists of 11% of the 
cases and are caused from incorrect Hownet lexicon, such as the incorrect word-sense exist|ڇژ 
for the Chinese word આઆ (an adjective, normally used to describe a beauty�’s smile). Types 8 to 11 
are referred to as the four NLP errors (36% of NP-NVEF cases): Type 8 is the problem of dif-
ferent word-senses used in Ancient and Modern Chinese; type 9 is caused by errors in WSD; 
type 10 is caused by the unknown word problem; and type 11 is caused by incorrect word 
segmentation. 

 
 

Table 7. The eleven error types and their confirming principles of non-permissible NVEF 
knowledge generated by AUTO-NVEF 
Type Confirming principle of Non-Permissible NVEF Knowledge Per-

centage
1* NV Word-pair cannot make a reasonable and legitimate POS tagging for 

the Chinese sentence. 
33% 

(33/100)
2* NV sense-par (DEF) and the NV word-pair cannot make sense for each 

other 
17% 

(17/100)
3* In this NV pair, one of word sense cannot inherit its parent category. 2% 

(2/100) 
4** The NV pair cannot be the proper combination in the sentence although 

this pair fits principles (a), (b), and (c). 
1% 

(1/100) 
5 Incorrect word POS in Hownet 1% 

(1/100) 
6 Incorrect word sense in Hownet 3% 

(3/100) 
7 No proper definition in Hownet 

Ex:ᑉ(temporary residence)Δit has two meanings, one is <reside|۰Հ>ΰጹ৺
ᑉࣚ೭(Emergent temporary residence service)αand another one is <situated|
,Timeshort|ᑉ>ΰSARSࠐᑉழࢤऱᆖᛎᔼᛯ(SARS will produce only a 
temporary economic shock))Η 

7% 
(7/100) 

8 Lack of different meaning usage for Old Chinese and Modern Chinese 3% 
(3/100) 

9 Failure of word sense disambiguation 
(1) General sense 
   Polysemous word 
(2) Domain sense 
   Person name, Appellation, Organization named as common word 

Ex: ֆׄၷ(Chicago Bulls) ֆׄ(bull) <livestock|੪ఌ>Ι֜ၺၷ (Phoe-
nix Suns) ֜ၺ(Sun) <celestial|֚᧯>Ιक़ֵᥞ(Mulan) ֵᥞ(magnolia)< 
FlowerGrass|क़౻> 

27% 
(27/100)

10 Unknown word problem 4% 
(4/100) 

11 Error of word segmentation 2% 
(2/100) 

* Types 1 to 3 are contrast to the confirming principles of permissible NVEF knowledge mentioned in section 3.2, 
respectively. 
** Type 4 contents principles (a), (b), and (c) in section 3.2 but there is no proper combination in that sentence. 
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Table 8. Examples of the eleven types of non-permissible NVEF knowledge. (The English 
words in parentheses, symbols [] and <> are there for explanatory purposes only.)  

NP 
type 

Sentence  
(English explanation) 

Noun (English explanation) 
DEF 

Verb (English explanation) 
DEF 

1 
ᤞֱፂᥨֱچˮएڜ˰ˏ߬ˑʳ

ʻˣ̂˿˼˶˸ʳ̊̂̅˾ʳ˻˴̅˷ʳ̇̂ʳ̆˴˹˸˺̈˴̅˷ʳ

̇˻˸ʳ˿̂˶˴˿˼̇̌ʳ̆˸˶̈̅˼̇̌ˁʼ 

एڜʳ ʻ̃̈˵˿˼˶ʳ̆˸˶̈̅˼̇̌ʼʳ

˴̇̇̅˼˵̈̇˸̏᥆ࢤʿ˶˼̅˶̈̀̆̇˴́˶˸̆̏ቼउʿ̆˴˹˸̏

 ʿ̃̂˿˼̇˼˶̆̏ਙʿʹ̂̅˺˴́˼̍˴̇˼̂́̏ิ៣ڜ

߬ʳ ʻ̊̂̅˾ʳ˻˴̅˷ʼʳ

˸́˷˸˴̉̂̈̅̏ᔄԺ 

2 
ˏᑓᒫˑऱˮػ୰˰ནွʳ

ʻ˪˻˼̇˸ʳ˛̂̈̆˸ʳ˿̂̂˾˸˷ʳ̉˴˺̈˸ʳ˼́ʳ

̇˻˸ʳ˻˸˴̉̌ʳ˹̂˺ˁʼ 

୰ʳػ ʻ˪˻˼̇˸ʳ˛̂̈̆˸ʼʳ

̏̆˶˼̇˼˿ʿ˼́̆̇˼̇̈̇˼̂́̏ᖲዌʿʶ̃̂ৢࢪ̏˸̆̈̂˻

ਙʿʻ˨˦̏ભഏʼ 

ᑓᒫʳ ʻ̉˴˺̈˸ʼʳ

ˣ̂˿̌̆˸̀̂̈̆˪̂̅ ᆠڍ˷̏

ʿဲ˖˴̈̆˸˧̂˗ ˼೯ʿ̀ࠌ̂̏ ̏̋ٽ 

3 
 [ߩլ]>යٙس>
(Lack of living condtions) 

լߩ (lackness) 
˴̇̇̅˼˵̈̇˸̏᥆ࢤʿ˹̈˿˿́˸़̆̆̏የʿ˼́˶̂̀̃˿˸̇˸̏

ʿʹ˸́̇˼̇̌̏ኔ᧯ 

  (life)س
˴˿˼̉˸̏ထ 
 

4 
ጻሁˮٞᄐ˰ܓঁˏڍˑʳ

ʻ˜́̇˸̅́˸̇ʳ˵̅˼́˺̆ʳ́̈̀˸̅̂̈̆ʳ˵˸́˸ˀ

˹˼̇̆ʳ̇̂ʳ˼́˷̈̆̇̅˼˸̆ˁʼ 

ٞᄐ (Industry) 
˜́̆̇˼̇̈̇˸ˣ˿˴˶˸̏ࢬʿʽ̃̅̂˷̈˶˸̏፹ທʿʽ̆˸˿˿̏

ᔄʿ˼́˷̈̆̇̅˼˴˿̏ՠʿ˶̂̀̀˸̅˶˼˴˿̏ 

 (benefit) ܓঁ
 ܓঁ̏̇˼˹˸́˸˵

5 
<આઆ>[ూ᧨] 

(smile radiantly) 
ూ᧨ (a smiling face) 
part|ຝ ,ٙ%human|Գ,skin|ؼ 

આઆ (an adjective, normally to 
describe a beauty�’s smile) 
exist|ڇژ 

6 
অ၄ለ၆ऱ<ኂᙠ>[অ] 
(higher fare life insurance policy) 

অ (insurance policy)  
bill|ปᖕ,*guarantee|অᢞ 

ኂᙠ (life insurance) 
guarantee|অᢞ,scope=die|ڽ, 
commercial| 

7 
႘ࠦীഗ८ܮ८[ཱིژ]<ۨ؈> 
Bond foundation makes profit 
but savings is loss 

ʳཱིژ ʻ˵˴́˾ʳ̆˴̉˼́˺̆ʼʳ

̀̂́˸̌̏ຄኞʿʷ˦˸̇˔̆˼˷˸̏ఎژ 
ʳۨ؈ ʻ˵˿˸˸˷ʳ̂̅ʳ˿̂̆̆ʻ̂́˿̌ʳ̈̆˸ʳ˼́ʳ

˹˼́˴́˶˸ʳ˷˼˶̇˼̂́ʼʼʳ

 ۨנ̏˷˸˸˿˵

8 

ဎত[Ꭼ۩] խ՞<։۩> 
(Hwa-Nan Bank Jung-San Branch) 

Ꭼ۩ (bank) 
InstitutePlace|ࢬ,@Set 
Aside|ఎژ,@TakeBack|ڃ࠷,@lend|ଗ
 wealth|ᙒತ,commercial|#,נ

։۩ (branch) 
separate|։ᠦ 

9 
[ᖕ]<ᓳ> 
(according to the investigation) 

ᖕ (evidence)  
information|ॾஒ 

ᓳ (investigate) 
investigate|ᓳ 

10 
<ሿഇ>[ຏሁ] 
(retail sell routes) 

ຏሁ (route) 
facilities|ਜ,route|ሁ 

ሿഇ (retail sell) 
sell|ᔄ 

11 
ൕվֲ<ದࠩ> 5[ִ] 
(from today to the end of May) 

  (the end of month) ִ
time|ழ ,ၴending|أ,month|ִ  

ದࠩ (to elaborate)  
do|  

 
Table 8 gives the examples for the eleven types of NP-NVEF knowledge. From Tables 8 

and 9, 11% of NP-NVEF cases can be resolved by correcting the error lexicon in original 
Hownet. For the four NLP errors, these cases could be improved with the support of other 
techniques such as WSD ([Resnik et al. 2000, Yang et al. 2002]), unknown word identification 
([Chang et al. 1997, Lai et al. 2000, Chen et al. 2002, Sun et al. 2002 and Tsai et al. 2003]) and 
word segmentation ([Sproat et al. 1996, Teahan et al. 2000]).  

 

4. Conclusion and Directions for Future Research 
 
In this paper, we present an auto-discovery system of NVEF knowledge that can be used to 

automatically generate a large scale NVEF knowledge for NLP. The experimental results shows 
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that AUTO-NVEF achieves a NVEF accuracy of 98.52%. By applying AUTO-NVEF to the 
2001 UDN corpus, we create 167,203 NVEF sense-pairs (8.6M) and 317,820 NVEF word-pairs 
(10.1M) on the NVEF-KR tree. Using this collection of NVEF knowledge, we have designed an 
NVEF word-pair identifier [Tsai et al. 2002] to achieve a WSD accuracy of 93.7% and a STW 
accuracy of 99.66% for the NVEF related portion in Chinese sentences. The acquired NVEF 
knowledge can cover 48% and 50% of NV-sentences in ASBC and in 2001 UDN corpus, re-
spectively.  

Our database for the NVEF knowledge has not been completed. Currently, there are 
66.34% (=6,641/10,011) of the noun-senses in Hownet have been considered in the NVEF 
knowledge construction. The remaining 33.66% of the noun-senses in Hownet not dealt with yet 
are caused by two problems: (1) those words with ploy-noun-senses or poly-verb-senses, which 
are difficult to be resolved by WSD, especially those single-character words; and (2) corpus 
sparseness. We will continue expanding our NVEF knowledge through other corpora. The 
mechanism of AUTO-NVEF will be extended to auto-generate other meaningful co-occurrence 
semantic restrictions, in particular, noun-noun association frame (NNAF) pairs, noun-adjective 
grammar frame (NAGF) pairs and verb-adverb grammar frame (VDGF) pairs. As of our knowl-
edge, the NVEF/NNAF/NAGF/VDGF pairs are the four most important co-occurrence semantic 
restrictions for language understanding. 

Since the creation of NVEF knowledge bears no particular application in mind, and still it 
can be used to effectively resolve the WSD and STW problems, the NVEF knowledge is poten-
tially application independent for NLP. We shall further investigate the effectiveness of NVEF 
knowledge in other NLP applications, such as syllable/speech understanding and full/shallow 
parsing. 
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Appendix A. A Sample Table of the Main Features of Nouns and their corre-
sponding Noun-Sense Classes 

 
An example Main Feature  Noun-sense Class 
bacteria|პسढ    პسढ 
AnimalHuman|೯ढ   ೯ढᣊ 
human|Գ      Գढᣊ 
plant|ཬढ     ཬढᣊ 
artifact|Գՠढ    Գՠढ 
natural|֚ྥढ     ֚ྥढ 
fact|ٙࠃ      ൣࠃᣊ 
mental|壄壀     壄壀ᣊ 
phenomena|ွ    ွᣊ 
shape|ढݮ     ढݮᣊ 
InstitutePlace|چ    ࢬរᣊ 
location|ۯᆜ     ۯᆜᣊ 
attribute|᥆ွࢼ     ࢤᣊ 
quantity|ᑇၦ     ᑇၦᣊ 
 
Appendix B. Example Mappings of FPOS and NV Word-Pairs 
 
FPOS   NV word-pairs  Example, [] stands for noun and <> stands for verb 

N1V2ADJ3N4
  N1V2 & N4V2  [ᖂس]<၇>ڍ[ಖء] 

N1V2    N1V2    [ᠧ౻]<ਯယ> 
N1 ADJ2 ADV3V4  N1V4    [რᣋ]ᙈ֒ڃ>آ> 

 
Appendix C. Ten Examples of General-Keeping (GK) Conditions 
 
Noun-sense class  Verb DEF   Example, [] stands for noun and <> stands for verb 

პسढ(bacteria)  own|ڶ   բᆖࠌ[าပ]<ࠠڶ>৫ݼᢐࢤ 
   [׃ఄ۫]<ᜯ፟>ړإᆜᣊ(location)  arrive|ࠩሒ  ૉۯ
ཬढᣊ(plant)   decline|ಐඓ  ضխ[ᠧ౻]<ਯယ> 
Գՠढ(artifact)   buy|၇   اฒլᏁ৺ထ<၇>[ۏ] 
֚ྥढ(natural)   LeaveFor|ছࠥم  ᦀํ<ছ>ᥞᚡ[௧]ᇢઢ   
 [၉]<ڴށ>ေຍᄎޅ   ᧢ޏ|ᣊ(event)   alterٙࠃ
壄壀ᣊ(mental)   BecomeMore|ᏺދၴا ڍᇷ[რᣋ]ᙈ֒ڃ>آ> 
ွᣊ(phenomena)  announce|࿇।  ٚ۶<ֆၲ>[ࢭᘭ] 
ढݮᣊ(Shape)   be|ਢ,all|ط  ٤ൕᆨຝאՀ<ຟਢ>ߪٽ[ᒵය] 
 ֆ֡ۍរᣊ(place)   from|ઌ၏   <၏ᠦ>[՛ᖂ]Ԯچ
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Abstract 

In order to achieve fast and high quality Part-of-speech (PoS) tagging, algorithms should be 

high accuracy and require less manually proofreading. To evaluate a tagging system, we 

proposed a new criterion of reliability, which is a kind of cost-effective criterion, instead of 

the conventional criterion of accuracy. The most cost-effective tagging algorithm is judged 

according to amount of manual editing and achieved final accuracy. The reliability of a tag-

ging algorithm is defined to be the estimated best accuracy of the tagging under a fixed 

amount of proofreading. 

We compared the tagging accuracies and reliabilities among different tagging algorithms, 

such as Markov bi-gram model, Bayesian classifier, and context-rule classifier. According 

to our experiments, for the best cost-effective tagging algorithm, in average, 20% of sam-

ples of ambivalence words need to be rechecked to achieve an estimated final accuracy of 

99%. The tradeoffs between amount of proofreading and final accuracy for different algo-
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rithms are also compared. It concludes that an algorithm with highest accuracy may not 

always be the most reliable algorithm. 

1 Introduction 

Part-of-speech tagging for a large corpus is a labor intensive and time-consuming task. Most of time 

and labors were spent on proofreading and never achieved 100% accuracy, as exemplified by many 

public available corpora. Since manual proofreading is inevitable, how do we derive the most 

cost-effective tagging algorithm? To reduce efforts of manual editing, a new concept of reliable tag-

ging was proposed. The idea is as follows. An evaluation score, as an indicator of tagging confi-

dence, is made for each tagging decision. If a high confidence value is achieved, it indicates that this 

tagging decision is very likely correct. On the other hand, a low confidence value means the tagging 

result might require manual checking. If a tagging algorithm can provide a very reliable confidence 

evaluation, it means that most of high confidence tagging results need not manually checked. As a 

result, time and manual efforts for tagging processes can be reduced drastically. The reliability of a 

tagging algorithm is defined as follows. 

Reliability = The estimated final accuracy achieved by the tagging model under the con-

straint that only a fixed amount target words with the lowest confidence 

value is manually proofread. 

It is slightly different from the notion of tagging accuracy. It is possible that a higher accuracy algo-

rithm might require more manual proofreading than a reliable algorithm with lower accuracy. 
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The tagging accuracies were compared among different tagging algorithms, such as Markov PoS 

bi-gram model, Bayesian classifier, and context-rule classifier. In addition, confidence measures of 

the tagging will be defined. In this paper, the above three algorithms are designed and the most 

cost-effective algorithm is also determined. 

2 Reliability vs. Accuracy 

The reported accuracies of automatic tagging algorithms are about 95% to 96% (Chang et al., 1993; 

Lua, 1996; Liu et al., 1995). If we can pinpoint the errors, only 4~5% of the target corpus has to be 

revised to achieve 100% accuracy. However, since the occurrences of errors are unknown, conven-

tionally the whole corpus has to be reexamined. It is most tedious and time consuming, since a prac-

tically useful tagged corpus is at least in the size of several million words. In order to reduce the 

manual editing and speed up the construction process of a large tagged corpus, only potential errors 

of tagging will be rechecked manually (Kveton et al., 2002; Nakagawa et al., 2002). The problem is 

how we find the potential errors. Suppose that a probabilistic-based tagging method will assign a 

probability to each PoS of a target word by investigating the context of this target word w. The hy-

pothesis is that if the probability  of the top choice candidate  is much higher 

than the probability  of the second choice candidate , then the confidence 

value assigned for  is also higher. (Hereafter, for simplification, if without confusing, we will use 

 to stand for .) Likewise, if the probability  is closer to the probabil-

ity , then the confidence value assigned for  is also lower. We try to prove the above hy-

),|( 1 contextwcP

)context

)

c

1c

,|( 2 wcP

1

,|( contextwcP
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pothesis by empirical methods. For each different tagging method, we define its confidence measure 

according to the above hypothesis and to see whether or not tagging errors are generally occurred at 

the words with low tagging confidence. If the hypothesis is true, we can proofread the auto-tagged 

results only on words with low confidence values. Furthermore, the final accuracy of the tagging 

after partial proofreading can also be estimated by the accuracy of the tagging algorithm and the 

amount of errors contained in the proofread data. For instance, a system has a tagging accuracy of 

94% and supposes that K% of the target words with the lowest confidence scores covers 80% of er-

rors. After proofreading those K% of words in the tagged words, those 80% errors are fixed. There-

fore the reliability score of this tagging system of K% proofread will be 1 - (error rate) * (reduced 

error rate) = 1 - ((1 - accuracy rate) * 20%) = 1 - ((1 - 94%) * 20%) = 0.988. On the other hand, an-

other tagging system has a higher tagging accuracy of 96%, but its confidence measure is not very 

reliable, such that the K% of the words with the lowest confidence scores contains only 50% of er-

rors. Then the reliability of this system is 1 - ((1 - 96%) * 50%) = 0.980, which is lower than the first 

system. That is to say after spending the same amount of effort of manual proofreading, the first 

system achieves a better results even it has lower tagging accuracy. In other word, a reliable system 

is more cost-effective. 

3 Tagging Algorithms and Confidence Measures 

In this study, we are going to test three different tagging algorithms based on same training data and 

testing data, and to find out the most reliable tagging algorithm. The three tagging algorithms are 
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ऱ(DE) ૹ(VH) ઔߒ(Nv) ᖲዌ(Na) հ(DE) 

ઌᅝ(Dfa) ૹီ(VJ) ઔߒ(Nv) ၲ࿇(Nv) Δ(COMMACATEGORY)

փ(Ncd) ૹរ(Na) ઔߒ(Nv) Ꮑޣ(Na) Ζ(PERIODCATEGORY)

ս(D) ૻ(VJ) ઔߒ(Nv) ၸ(Na) Ζ(PERIODCATEGORY)

 ഏ(Nb)مࣔ (Na)ृ (VE)ߒග(Na) ଃᑗ(Na) ઔا

(VCL) ଉཽ(Nc) ઔߒ(VE) ᇠ(Nes) چ(Na) 

ٍ(D) ଖ(VH) ઔߒ(VE) Ζ(PERIODCATEGORY)  

Ζ(PERIODCATEGORY) (VE)ߒଖ(VH) ઔ (Na)ࢤٽ  

Ζ(PERIODCATEGORY) (Nv)ߒଖ(VH) ઔ (D)ޓ  

Table 1 Sample keyword-in-context file of the words �‘ઔߒ�’ sorted by its left/right context 

Markov bi-gram model, Bayesian classifier, and context-rule classifier. The training data and testing 

data are extracted from Sinica corpus, a 5 million word balanced Chinese corpus with PoS tagging 

(Chen et al., 1996). The confidence measure will be defined for each algorithm and the best accu-

racy will be estimated at the constraint of only a fixed amount of testing data being proofread. 

 It is easier to proofread and make more consistent tagging results, if proofreading processes were 

done by checking the keyword-in-context file for each ambivalence word and only the tagging re-

sults of ambivalence word need to be proofread. The words with single PoS need not be rechecked 

their PoS tagging. For instance, in Table 1, the keyword-in-context file of the word �‘ઔߒ�’ (re-

search), which has PoS of verb type VE and noun type Nv, is sorted according to its left/right context. 
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The proofreader can see the other examples as references to determine whether or not each tagging 

result is correct. If all of the occurrences of ambivalence word have to be rechecked, it is still too 

much of the work. Therefore only words with low confidence scores will be rechecked. 

A general confidence measure was defined as the value of 
)()(

)(

21

1

cPcP
cP

, where  is the 

probability of the top choice PoS  assigned by the tagging algorithm and  is the probabil-

ity of the second choice PoS 

)( 1cP

1c )( 2cP

2

k

nn11

1kk

                                                

c 1. The common terms used in the following tagging algorithms were 

also defined as follows: 

w  The k-th word in a sequence 

kc  The PoS associated with k-th word  kw

cwcw ,...,  A word sequence containing  words with their associated categories respectively n

3.1 Markov Bi-gram Model 

The most widely used tagging models are part-of-speech n-gram models, in particular bi-gram and 

tri-gram model. In a bi-gram model, it looks at pair of categories (or words) and uses the conditional 

probability of , and the Markov assumption is that the probability of a PoS occurring 

depends only on the PoS before it. 

)|( ccP

Given a word sequence , the Markov bi-gram model searches for the PoS sequence 

such that argmax  *  is achieved. In our experiment, since we are 

nww ,...1

|( k cwPncc ,...1 )k )|( 1kk ccP

 
1 Log-likelihood ratio of log P(c1)/P(c2) is another alternation of confidence measure. However, for some 
tagging algorithms, they may not necessary produce real probability estimation for each PoS, such as con-
text-rule model. The scaling control for log-likelihood ratio will be hard for those algorithms. In addition, the 
range of our confidence score is between 0.5~1.0. Therefore, the above confidence value is adopted. 
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only focusing on the resolution of ambivalence words only, a twisted Markov bi-gram model was 

applied. For each ambivalence target word, its PoS with the highest model probability is tagged. The 

probability of each candidate PoS  for a target word  is estimated by * 

* . There are two approaches to estimate the statistical data for  

and . One is to count all the occurrences in the training data, and another one is to count 

only the occurrences in which each  occurs. According to the experiments, to estimate the sta-

tistic data using  dependent data is better than using all sequences. In other words, the algorithm 

tags the PoS  for , such that  maximizes the probability of * 

*  instead of maximizing the probability of * * 

. 

kc

kw

|kc

kw

|1k

1kc

)|( 1kk ccP

|( 1kk ccP

),| 1kkk cw

)|( 1 kk ccP

)| 1kk cc

kc kw
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3.2 Bayesian Classifier 

The Bayesian classifier algorithm adopts the Bayes theorem (Manning et al., 1999) that swaps the 

order of dependence between events. That is, it calculates  instead of . The 

probability of each candidate PoS c  in Bayesian classifier is calculated by 

*  * P . The Bayesian classifier tags the PoS  for , 

such that  maximizes the probability of * * . 

)( kccP

,|( wP

k

)kc

),| cw1 kkk k c

3.3 Context-Rule Model 

Dependency features utilized in determining the best PoS-tag in both Markov and Bayesian models 

are categories of context words. As a matter of fact, for some cases the best PoS-tags might be de-
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termined by other context features, such as context words (Brill, 1992). In the context-rule model, 

broader scope of context information is utilized in determining the best PoS-tag. We extend the 

scope of the dependency context of a target word into its 2 by 2 context windows. Therefore the 

context features of a word can be represented by the vector of . 

Each feature vector may be associated with a unique PoS-tag or many ambiguous PoS-tags. Their 

association probability of a possible PoS 

],,,,,,,[ 22111122 cwcwcwcw

0c  is P( 0c | , feature vector). If for some ( , ), the 

value of P( | , feature vector) is not 1, it means that the  of  cannot be  uniquely de-

termined by its context vector. Some additional features have to be incorporated to resolve the am-

biguity. If for a word , all of its PoS 

0w 0w 0c

0w0c 0w 0c

0w 0c  such that the value of P( c0 | , feature vector) is zero 

which means there is no training examples with the same context vector of . If the full scope of 

the context feature vector is used, data sparseness problem will seriously hurt the system perform-

ance. Therefore partial feature vectors are used instead of full feature vectors. The partial feature 

vectors applied in our context-rule classifier are , , , , , , , 

and . 

0w

0w

1 21cc 11cc 12cw 11cw1w 1w 2cc

21

12 21

wc

At the training stage, for each feature vector type, many rule instances will be generated and their 

probabilities associated with PoS of the target word are also calculated. For instance, with the fea-

ture vector types of , , , ,�…, we can extract rule patterns of (س٣), (հ

塒), (Nb, Na), (Ng, COMMA), ... etc, associated with the PoS VE of target word from 

the following sentence while the target word is �‘ઔߒ research�’. 

1w

c

1w 12cc 21cc 1w 1w

cc c
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Tsou (Nb)ʳ ࡌ Mr (Na)ʳ س٣ ઔߒ research (VE)ʳ հ塒 after (Ng)ʳ Δ(COMMA) 

�” After Mr. Tsou has done his research,�” 

By investigating all training data, various different rule patterns (associated with a candidate PoS of 

a target word) will be generated and their association probabilities of P( 0c | , feature vector) are 

also derived. For instance, If we take those word sequences listed in Table 1 as training data and 

 as feature pattern, and set �‘ �’ as target word, we would train with a result containing a rule 

pattern = (VH, PERIOD) and derive the probabilities of P(VE | �‘ �’, (VH, PERIOD)) = 2/3 

and P(NV | �‘ �’, (VH, PERIOD)) = 1/3. The rule patterns and their association probability will be 

utilized to determine the probability of each candidate PoS of a target word in a testing sentence. 

Suppose that the target word  has ambiguous categories of , and the context pat-

terns of , then the probability to assign tag  to the target word 

 is defined as follows: 

0w

n

ic

11cc

w

11cc

pattern

0w c,...,cc , 21

mpatternpattern ,...,, 21
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y
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patternwcP

patternwcP
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1 1

1

),|(
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)(  

In other words, the probabilities of different patterns with the same candidate PoS are accumulated 

and normalized by the total probability distributed to all candidates as the probability of the candi-

date PoS. The algorithm will tag the PoS of the highest probability. 
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Word Word Sense Distribution Characteristics 

Ա an expletive in the Chinese high frequency 

ല get, be about to average distribution of candidate categories 

ઔߒ research high inconsistence of context information 

 change simply two candidate categories ᧢ޏ

ආ interview, gather material low frequency 

ዝנ perform extremely low frequency 

Table 2 Target words used in the experiments 

4 Tradeoffs between Amount of Manual Proofreading and the Best Accuracy 

There is a tradeoff between amount of manual proofreading and the best accuracy. If the goal of 

tagging is to achieve an accuracy of 99%, then an estimated threshold value of confidence score to 

achieve the target accuracy will be given and the tagged word with confidence score less than this 

designated threshold value will be checked. On the other hand, if the constraint is to finish the tag-

ging process under the constraints of limited time and manual labors, in order to achieve the best 

accuracy, we will first estimate the amount of partial corpus which can be proofread under the con-

strained time and labors, and then determine the threshold value of the confidence. 

The six ambivalence words with different frequencies, listed in Table 2, were picked as our target 

words in the experiments. We like to see the tagging accuracy and confidence measure effected by 

variation of ambivalence and the amount of training data among selected target words. The Sinica 
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corpus is divided into two parts as our training data and testing data. The training data contains 90% 

of the corpus, while the testing data is the remaining 10%. 

Some words�’ frequencies are too low to have enough training data, such as the target words �‘ආ 

interview�’ and �‘ዝנ perform�’. To solve the problem of data sparseness, the Jeffreys-Perks law, or 

Expected Likehood Estimation (ELE) (Manning et al., 1999), is introduced as the smoothing method 

for all evaluated tagging algorithms. The probability  is defined as),...,( 1 nwwP
N

wwC n ),...,( 1

N

, 

where  is the amount that pattern  occurs in the training data, and  is 

the total amount of all training patterns. To smooth for an unseen event, the probability of 

 is redefined as 

),...,( 1 nwwC

),..., nw

nww ,...,1

( 1wP
BN
wwC n ),...,( 1 , where  denotes the amount of all pattern types 

in training data and 

B

 denotes the default occurrence count for an unseen event. That is to say, we 

assume a value  for an unseen event as its occurrence count. If the value of  is 0, it means that 

there is no smoothing process for the unseen events. The most widely used value for  is 0.5, 

which is also applied in the experiments. 

In our experiments, the confidence measure of the ratio of probability gap between top choice can-

didate and the second choice candidate 
)()(

)(

21

1

cPcP
cP

 is adopted for all three different models. 

Figure 1 shows the result pictures of tradeoffs between amount of proofreading and the estimated 

best accuracies for the three different algorithms. Without any manual proofreading on result tags, 

the accuracy of context-rule algorithm is about 1.4% higher than the Bayesian classifier and Markov 

bi-gram model. As the percentage of manual proofreading increases, the accuracy of each algorithm 
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Tradeoffs between Amount of Manual Proofreading and the Best Accuracy
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Figure 1  Tradeoffs between amount of manual proofreading and the best accuracy 

increases, too. It is obvious to see that the accuracy of context-rule algorithm increases slower than 

those of other two algorithms while the amount of manual proofreading increases more. The values 

of best accuracy of three algorithms will meet in a point of 99% approximately, with around 20% of 

required manual proofreading on result tags. After the meeting point, Bayesian classifier and 

Markov bi-gram model will have higher value of best accuracy than context-rule classifier when the 

amount of manual proofreading is over 20% of the tagged results. 

The result picture shows that if the required tagging accuracy is over 99% and there are plenty of 

labors and time available for manual proofreading, the Bayesian classifier and Markov bi-gram 
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model would be better choices, since they have higher best accuracies than the context-rule classi-

fier. 

5 Conclusion 

In this paper, we proposed a new way of finding the most cost-effective tagging algorithm. The 

cost-effective is defined in term of a criterion of reliability. The reliability of the system is measured 

in term of confidence score of ambiguity resolution of each tagging. For the best cost-effective tag-

ging algorithm, in average, 20% of samples of ambivalence words need to be rechecked to achieve 

an accuracy of 99%. In other word, the manual labor of proofreading is reduced more than 80%. 

In future, we like to extend the coverage of confidence checking for all words, including words with 

single PoS, to detect flexible word uses. The confidence measure for words with single PoS can be 

made by comparing the tagging probability of this particular PoS with all other categories. 
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Abstract 
 

In various Asian languages, including Chinese, there is no space between words 
in texts. Thus, most Chinese NLP systems must perform word-segmentation (sentence 
tokenization). However, successful word-segmentation depends on having a suffi-
ciently large lexicon. On the average, about 3% of the words in text are not contained 
in a lexicon. Therefore, unknown word identification becomes a bottleneck for Chi-
nese NLP systems. 

In this paper, we present a Chinese word auto-confirmation (CWAC) agent. 
CWAC agent uses a hybrid approach that takes advantage of statistical and linguistic 
approaches. The task of a CWAC agent is to auto-confirm whether an n-gram input (n 

 2) is a Chinese word. We design our CWAC agent to satisfy two criteria: (1) a 
greater than 98% precision rate and a greater than 75% recall rate and (2) do-
main-independent performance (F-measure). These criteria assure our CWAC agents 
can work automatically without human intervention. Furthermore, by combining sev-
eral CWAC agents designed based on different principles, we can construct a 
multi-CWAC agent through a building-block approach.  

Three experiments are conducted in this study. The results demonstrate that, for 
n-gram frequency  4 in large corpus, our CWAC agent can satisfy the two criteria 
and achieve 97.82% precision, 77.11% recall, and 86.24% domain-independent 
F-measure. No existing systems can achieve such a high precision and do-
main-independent F-measure. 

The proposed method is our first attempt for constructing a CWAC agent. We 
will continue develop other CWAC agents and integrating them into a multi-CWAC 
agent system. 

 
Keywords: natural language processing, word segmentation, unknown word, agent 
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1. Introduction 
 
For a human being, efficient word-segmentation (in Chinese) and word sense 

disambiguation (WSD) arise naturally while a sentence is understood. However, these 
problems are still difficult for the computer. One reason is that it is hard to create un-
seen knowledge in the computer from running texts [Dreyfus 1992]. Here, unseen 
knowledge refers to contextual meaning and unknown lexicon. 

Generally, the task of unknown lexicon identification is to identify (1) unknown 
word (2) unknown word sense, (3) unknown part-of-speech (POS) of a word and (4) 
unknown word pronunciation. Unknown word identification (UWI) is the most essen-
tial step in dealing with unknown lexicons. However, UWI is still quite difficult for 
Chinese NLP. From [Lin et al. 1993, Chang et al. 1997, Lai et al. 2000, Chen et al. 
2002 and Sun et al. 2002], the difficulty of Chinese UWI is caused by the following 
problems:  
1. Just as in other Asian languages, Chinese sentences are composed of strings of 

characters that do not have blank spaces to mark word boundaries.  
2. All Chinese characters can either be a morpheme or a word. Take the Chinese 

character क़ as an example. It can be either a free morpheme or a word.  
3. Unknown words, which usually are compound words and proper names, are too 

numerous to list in a machine-readable dictionary (MRD). 
To resolve these issues, statistical, linguistic and hybrid approaches have been 

developed and investigated. For statistical approaches, researchers use common sta-
tistical features, such as maximum entropy [Yu et al. 1998, Chieu et al. 2002], 
association strength [Smadja 1993, Dunnin 1993], mutual information [Florian et al. 
1999, Church 2000], ambiguous matching [Chen & Liu 1992, Sproat et al. 1996], and 
multi-statistical features [Chang et al. 1997] for unknown word detection and extrac-
tion. For linguistic approaches, three major types of linguistic rules (knowledge): 
morphology, syntax, and semantics, are used to identify unknown words. Recently, 
one important trend of UWI follows a hybrid approach so as to take advantage of 
both merits of statistical and linguistic approaches. Statistical approaches are simple 
and efficient whereas linguistic approaches are effective in identifying low frequency 
unknown words [Chang et al. 1997, Chen et al. 2002]. 

Auto-detection and auto-confirmation are two basic steps in most UWI systems. 
Auto-detection is used to detect the possible n-grams candidates from running texts 
for a better focus, so that in the next auto-confirmation stage, these identification sys-
tems need only focus on the set of possible n-grams. In most cases, recall and preci-
sion rates are affected by auto-detection and auto-confirmation. Since trade-off would 
occur between recall and precision, deriving a hybrid approach with precision-recall 
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optimization has become a major challenge [Chang et al. 1997, Chen et al. 2002]. 
In this paper, we introduce a Chinese word auto-confirmation (CWAC) agent, 

which uses a hybrid approach to effectively eliminate human intervention. A CWAC 
agent is an agent (program) that automatically confirms whether an n-gram input is a 
Chinese word. We design our CWAC agent to satisfy two criteria: (1) a greater than 
98% precision rate and a greater than 75% recall rate and (2) domain-independent 
performance (F-measure). These criteria assure our CWAC agents can work auto-
matically without human intervention. To our knowledge, no existing system has yet 
achieved the above criteria. 

Furthermore, by combining several CWAC agents designed based on different 
principles, we can construct a multi-CWAC agent through a building-block approach 
and service-oriented architecture (such as web services [Graham et al. 2002]). Figure 
1 illustrates one way of a multi-CWAC agent system combining three CWAC agents. 
If the number of identified words of a multi-CWAC agent is greater than that of its 
any single CWAC agent, we believe a multi-CWAC agent could be able to maintain 
the 98% precision rate and increase its recall rate by merely integrating with more 
CWAC agents. 

 

CWAC
agent1

CWAC
agent3

CWAC
agent2N N StopN-grams

online
dictionaryY

Y

Y

N

 
Figure 1. An illustration of a multi-CWAC agent system 

 
This article is structured as follows. In Section 2, we will present a method for 

simulating a CWAC agent. Experimental results and analyses of the CWAC agent will 
be presented in section 3. Conclusion and future directions will be discussed in Sec-
tion 4. 

 

2. Development of the CWAC agent 

 
The most frequent 50,000 words were selected from the CKIP lexicon (CKIP [1995]) 
to create the system dictionary. From this lexicon, we only use word and POS for our 
algorithm.  
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2.1 Major Processes of the CWAC Agent 

 
A CWAC agent automatically identifies whether an n-gram input (or, say, 

n-char string) is a Chinese word. In this paper, an n-gram extractor is developed to 
extract all n-grams (n  2 and n-gram frequency  3) from test sentences as the 
n-gram input for our CWAC agent (see Figure 2). (Note that n-gram frequencies vary 
widely according to test sentences.) 

 

N-gram
extractor

Test
sentences

N-gram input
(n >=2 and

fequency >=3

CWAC
agent

Online
dictionary

 
Figure 2. An illustration of n-gram extractor and CWAC agent 

 
Figure 3 is the flow chart of the CWAC agent in which the major processes are 

labeled (1) to (6). The confirmation types, brief descriptions and examples of the 
CWAC agent, are given in Table 1. We apply linguistic approach, statistical approach 
and LFSL (linguistic first, statistical last) approach to develop the CWAC agent. Note 
in Figure 3, the processes (5) and (6) are statistical methods, and the remaining four 
processes are developed from linguistic knowledge. The LFSL approach means a 
combining process of a linguistic process (such as process 4) and a statistical process 
(such as process 5). 

The details of these major processes are described below. 
 

Process 1. System dictionary checking: If the n-gram input can be found in the 
system dictionary, it will be labeled K0 (which means that the n-gram exists 
in the system dictionary). In Table 1, the n-gram ૠ࿓߫ is a system word. 

Process 2. Segmentation by system dictionary: In this stage, the n-gram input 
will be segmented by two strategies: left-to-right longest word first 
(LR-LWF), and right-to-left longest word first (RL-LWF). If LR-LWF and 
RL-LWF segmentations of the n-gram input are different, the CWAC agent 
will be triggered to compute the products of all word length for these  
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Figure 3. Flow chart for the CWAC agent 
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Table 1. Confirming results, types, descriptions and examples of the CWAC agent 
(The symbol / stands for word boundary according to system dictionary using 
RL-LWF) 

Examples Auto-Conf
irming 
Results 

Types Brief Descriptions 
Input     Output 

K0  N-gram exists in system dictionary ૠ࿓߫ ૠ࿓߫
1 

K1  Both polysyllabic words exist in online dic-
tionary ൷Ꮝֆ߫ ൷Ꮝ/ֆ߫ 1 

K2  Two polysyllabic word compounds  ଇֆ ଇ/ֆ 1 

K3  Both first and last word of segmented 
N-gram are polysyllabic words and N Њ 3 ཽࣟ႕បູ ཽࣟ/႕/បູ 1 

K4  Segmentation ambiguity is Љ 50% ᆩఐ ᆩ/ఐ 1 

Word 

K5  N-gram frequency exceeds 10 
ॳዿ֣ࠅ؍

ᇔ ॳ/ዿ/֣/ࠅ/؍ᇔ 1

D1  Two polysyllabic word compounds with at 
least function word  ംᠲԫऴ ംᠲ/ԫऴ 2 

D2  N-gram contains function word ؑਐנ ؑ/ਐנ 2 
D5  Segmentation ambiguity is > 50% م/ؑק مؑק 2 
D6 Suffix Chinese digit string ၷٔ ၷ/ٔ 1 
D7  Digits suffix polysyllabic word  5־ 5/־ 2 
D8  N-gram is a classifier-noun phrase  ټᖂټ س/ᖂس 2 
D9  N-gram includes unknown symbol  йֆ й/ֆ 2 

Not Word 

D0  Unknown reason   3  3 

1 These n-grams were manually confirmed as is-word in this study 
2 These n-grams were manually confirmed as non-word in this study 
3 There were no auto-confirming types �“D0�” and �“K0�” in this study 

   
segmentations. If both products are equal, the RL-LWF segmentation will be 
selected. Otherwise, the segmentation with the greatest product will be se-
lected. According to our experiment, the segmentation precision of RL-LWF 
is, on the average, 1% greater than that of LR-LWF. Take n-gram input ല
૨شऱֻཹ as an example. Its LR-LWF and RL-LWF segmentations are 
ല૨/ش/ऱ/ֻཹ and ല/૨ش/ऱ/ֻཹ, respectively. Since both products 
are equal (2x1x1x2=1x2x1x2), the selected segmentation output for this 
process is ല/૨ش/ऱ/ֻཹ as it is the RL-LFW.  

Process 3. Stop word checking: The segmentation output from Process 2 is re-
ferred to as segmentation2. In this stage, all words in segmentation2 will be 
compared with the stop word list. There are three types of stop words: be-
gining, middle, and end. The stop word list used in this study is given in 
Appendix A. These stop words were selected by native Chinese speakers 
according to those computed beginning, middle, and end single-character 
words with < 1% of being the beginning, middle, or end words of Hownet 
[Dong 1999], respectively. If the first and last words of segmentation2 can 
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be found on the list of begining and end stop words, they will be eliminated 
from the segmentation2. For those cases in which the word number of seg-
mentation2 is greater than 2, middle stop word checking will be triggered. If 
a middle word in segmentation2 can be found in the middle stop word list, 
the n-gram input will be split into new strings at any matched stop word. 
These new strings will be sent to Process 1 as new n-gram input. For exam-
ple,  segmentation2 of the n-gram input ࢢױऱᆩఐ�” is ࢢױ/ऱ/ᆩ/ఐ
. Since there is a middle stop word �“ऱ�” in this segmentation2, the new 
strings ࢢױ and ᆩఐ will be sent to Process 1 as new n-gram input. 

Process 4. Part-of-Speech (POS) pattern checking: Once segmentation2 has 
been processed by Process 3, the result is called segmentation3. If the word 
number of segmentation3 is 2, POS pattern checking will be triggered. The 
CWAC agent will first generate all possible POS combinations of the two 
words using the system dictionary. If the number of generated POS combi-
nations is one and that combination matches one of the POS patterns (N/V, 
V/N, N/N, V/V, Adj/N, Adv/N, Adj/V, Adv/V, Adj/Adv, Adv/Adj, 
Adv/Adv and Adj/Adj) the 2-word string will be tagged as a word and sent 
to Process 5. This rule-based approach combines syntax knowledge and 
heuristic observation in order to identify compound words. For example, 
since the generated POS combination for segmentation3 ଇ/ֆ is N/N, 
ଇֆ will be sent to Process 5.  

Process 5. Segmentation ambiguity checking: This stage consists of 4 steps:  
1) Thirty randomly selected sentences that include the n-gram input will be 

extracted from either a large scale or a fixed size corpus. For example, 
the Chinese sentence �“ԳԳᛩঅ�” is a selected sentence that includes 
the n-gram input �“ԳԳ�”. The details of large scale and fixed size corpus 
used in this study will be addressed on Subsection 3.2. (Note that the 
number of selected sentences may be less than thirty and may even be 
zero due to corpus sparseness.)  

2) These selected sentences will be segmented using the system dictionary, 
and will be segmented by the RL-LWF and LR-LWF technique.  

3) For each selected sentence, if the RL-LWF and LR-LWF segmentations 
are different, the sentence will be regarded as an ambiguous sentence. 
For example, the Chinese sentence �“ԳԳᛩঅ�” is not an ambiguous 
sentence. 

4) Compute the ambiguous ratio of ambiguous sentences to selected sen-
tences. If the ambiguous ratio is less than 50%, the n-gram input will be 
confirmed as word type K1, K2 or K4 by Process 5 (see Fig. 3) ; other-
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wise, it will be labeled D1 or D2. According to our observation, the am-
biguous ratios of non word n-grams usually are greater than 50%.  

Process 6. Threshold value checking: In this stage, if the frequency of an 
n-gram input is greater or equal to 10, it will be labeled as word type K5 by 
Process 6. According to our experiment, if we directly regard an n-gram in-
put whose frequency is greater than or equal to a certain threshold value as a 
word, the trade-off frequency of 99% precision rate occurs at the threshold 
value 7.  

 

3. Experiment Results 
 

The objective of the following experiments is to investigate the performance of 
the CWAC agent. By this objective, in process1 of the CWAC agent, if an n-gram in-
put is found to be a system word, a temporary system dictionary will be generated. 
The temporary system is the original system dictionary without this n-gram input. In 
this case, the n-gram input will be sent to process2 and the temporary system diction-
ary will be used as system dictionary in both process2 and process5. 

Three experiments are conducted in this study. Their results and analysis are 
given in Sections 3.3, 3.4 and 3.5. 

 

3.1 Notion of Word and Evaluation Equations 

 
The definition of word is not unique in Chinese [Sciullo et al. 1987, Sproat et 

al., 1996, Huang et al. 1997, Xia 2000]. As of our knowledge, the Segmentation 
Standard in China [Liu. et al. 1993] and the Segmentation Standard in Taiwan [CKIP 
1996] are two of the most famous word-segmentation standards to Chinese. Since 
the Segmentation Guidelines for the Penn Chinese Treebank (3.0) [Xia 2000] has 
tried to accommodate the above famous segmentation standards in it, this segmenta-
tion was selected as our major guidelines for determining Chinese word. The notion 
of word in this study includes fixed-phrase words (such as ਞટ܃ ,מԫݺԫ
, ࣥ܌ሎ೯ᄎ, etc.) , compounds (such as ᆬᔏ߫ᚊᙰ, ֜ၺณᢴ, etc.) 
and simple words (such as ࢪ, ۔ᙰࠝ, ᒌࣥ۫؍, etc.). 

We use recall, precision and F-measure to evaluate the overall performance of 
the CWAC agent [Manning et al. 1999]. Precision, recall and F-measure are defined 
below. Note that the words in following equations (1) and (2) include new words and 
dictionary words. 
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recall = # of correctly identified words / # of words     (1) 
precision = # of correctly identified words / # of identified words     (2) 
F-measure = (2 × recall × precision) / (recall + precision)    (3) 

 

3.2 Large Scale Corpus and Fixed Size Corpus 

 
In Section 2, we mentioned that the corpus used in process5 of the CWAC agent 

can be large scale or fixed size. The description of a large scale and a fixed size cor-
pus is given below. 

(1) Large scale corpus: In our experiment, texts are collected daily. Texts col-
lected in most Chinese web sites can be used as a large scale corpus. Here, 
we select OPENFIND [OPENFIND], one of the most popular Chinese 
search engines, to act as a large scale corpus. If process 5 of the CWAC 
agent is in large scale corpus mode, it will extract the first thirty matching 
sentences, including the n-gram input, from the OPENFIND search results. 

(2) Fixed size corpus: A fixed size corpus is one whose text collection is limited. 
Here, we use a collection of 14,164,511 Chinese sentences extracted from whole 2002 
articles obtained from United Daily News (UDN) web site [UDN] as our fixed size 
corpus, called 2002 UDN corpus. 
 

3.3 The First Experiment 

 
The objective of the first experiment is to investigate whether our CWAC agent 

satisfies criterion 1: the precision rate should be greater than 98% and the recall 
greater than 75%. 

First, we create a testing corpus, called 2001 UDN corpus, consisting of 
4,539,624 Chinese sentences extracted from all 2001 articles on the UDN Web site. 
The testing corpus includes 10 categories: ֱچ(local), ैؑ(stock), ઝݾ(science), 
ளሏ(travel), ၄(consuming), ತᆖ(financial), ഏᎾ(world), ሎ೯(sport), ᠔ᢐ
(health) and ᢌ֮(arts). For each category, we randomly select 10,000 sentences to 
form a test sentence set. We then extract all n-grams from each test sentence set. We 
then obtain 10 test n-gram sets. All of the extracted n-grams have been manually con-
firmed as three types: is-word, unsure-word or non-word. In this study, the average 
percentages of n-grams manually confirmed as is-word, unsure-word, and non-word 
are 78%, 2% and 20%, respectively. When we compute precision, recall and 
F-measure, all unsure-word n-grams are excluded. Table 2 shows the results of the 
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CWAC agent in large scale corpus mode. Table 3 shows the results of the CWAC 
agent in fixed size corpus mode. 

 
Table 2. The first experimental results of the CWAC agent in large scale corpus mode 

Large scale Corpus 
n-grams frequency  3      n-grams frequency  4 
Class P  R  F    P  R  F 

 %85.99 %76.27 %98.54   %85.74 %76.37 %97.72 ֱچ
ैؑ 94.32% 74.40% 83.19%   95.32% 75.51% 84.26% 
ઝ85.81 %76.54 %97.64   %85.24 %76.33 %96.51 ݾ% 
ளሏ 97.51% 77.80% 86.55%   98.13% 78.09% 86.97% 
၄ 97.85% 79.41% 87.67%   98.56% 78.72% 87.53% 
ತᆖ 95.68% 74.63% 83.86%   97.32% 75.74% 85.18% 
ഏᎾ 96.41% 78.64% 86.62%   97.26% 78.36% 86.79% 
ሎ೯ 94.17% 78.99% 85.92%   95.08% 78.66% 86.10% 
᠔ᢐ 96.80% 78.09% 86.44%   98.60% 76.85% 86.38% 
ᢌ֮ 96.94% 76.87% 85.75%   98.20% 76.44% 85.96% 

Avg.  96.31% 77.18% 85.69%   97.82% 77.11% 86.24% 

 
Table 3. The first experimental results of the CWAC agent in fixed size corpus mode 

Fixed size Corpus 
n-grams frequency  3      n-grams frequency  4 
Class P  R  F    P  R  F 

 %84.41 %73.91 %98.37   %83.95 %73.46 %97.93 ֱچ
ैؑ 95.76% 69.60% 80.61%       96.63% 70.30% 81.39% 
ઝ81.03 %68.99 %98.15        %80.89 %69.01 %97.70 ݾ% 
ளሏ 97.95% 70.09% 81.71%          98.61% 70.49% 82.21% 
၄ 98.20% 74.76% 84.89%          98.79% 74.73% 85.09% 
ತᆖ 97.02% 67.41% 79.55%          97.76% 68.56% 80.60% 
ഏᎾ 97.06% 73.56% 83.69%          97.81% 73.00% 83.60% 
ሎ೯ 95.77% 74.03% 83.51%          97.02% 74.96% 84.57% 
᠔ᢐ 97.68% 71.72% 82.71%          98.26% 71.64% 82.87% 
ᢌ֮ 98.22% 70.20% 81.88%          99.02% 69.40% 81.61% 

Avg.  97.32% 71.44% 82.39%   98.11% 71.61% 82.79% 

 
 
 As shown in Table 2, the CWAC agent in large scale corpus mode can achieve 

96.31% and 97.82% precisions, 77.18% and 77.11% recalls and 85.69% and 86.24% 
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F-measures for n-gram frequencies of  3 and  4, respectively. Table 3 shows that 
the CWAC agent in fixed size corpus mode can achieve 97.32% and 98.11% 
precisions, 71.44 and 71.61% recalls and 82.39% and 82.79% F-measures. 

The hypothesis tests of whether the CWAC agent satisfies criterion 1, H1a and 
H1b, for this experiment are given below. (One-tailed t-test, reject H0 if its p-value > 
0.05) 

 
H1a. H0: avg. precision  98%, H1: avg. precision > 98% 
H1b. H0: avg. recall  77%, H1: avg. recall > 77% 
 

From Tables 2 and 3, we compute the p-values of H1a and H1b for four CWAC 
modes in Table 4. Table 4 shows that the CWAC agent passes both hypotheses H1a 
and H1b in large scale corpus mode with an n-gram frequency of  4. 

In Chen et al. (2002), a word that occurs no less than three times in a document 
is a high frequency word; otherwise, it is a low frequency word. Since a low fre-
quency word in a document could be a high frequency word in our test sentence sets, 
the results in Tables 2 and 3 can be regarded as an overall evaluation of UWI for low 
and high frequency words. 

 
Table 4. The p-values of the hypothesis tests, H1a and H1b, for four CWAC modes 

CWAC mode     P-value (H1a)   P-value (H1b) 

Large scale & Frequency  3  0.0018 (accept H0)  0.3927 (reject H0)  
Large scale & Frequency  4  0.1114 (reject H0)   0.3842 (reject H0) 
Fixed size & Frequency  3  0.0023 (accept H0)  0.0 (accept H0) 
Fixed size & Frequency  4  0.4306 (reject H0)  0.0 (accept H0) 

 
In Chen et al. (2002), researchers try to use as much information as possible to 

identify unknown words in hybrid fashion. Their results have 88%, 84% and 89% 
precision rates; 67%, 82% and 68% recall rates; 76%, 83%, 78% F-measure rates on 
low, high, and low/high frequency unknown words, respectively. 
 
3.3.1 A Comparative Study 

 
Table 5 compares some of the famous works on UWI (here, the performance of 

our CWAC agent was computed solely against �“new words�” exclude words that are 
already in system dictionary). In Table 5, the system of [Chen et al. 2002] is one of 
the most famous hybrid approaches on unknown word extraction. Although Lai�’s 
system [Lai et al. 2000] achieves the best F-measure 88.45%, but their identifying 
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target (including words and phrases) is different from conventional UWI system. 
Thus, Lai�’s result is not included in Table 5. 
 
Table 5. Comparison of works on UWI 
System  Method Target   Test size   P     R  F  

[Our CWAC]  Hybrid  n-gram word  100,000 sentences  94.32  74.50  83.25 

[Chen et al. 2002]  Hybrid  n-gram word  100 documents  89     68   77.10 

[Sun et al. 2002] Statistical name entity  MET2 (Chen et al. 1997) 77.89  86.09  81.79 

[Chang et al. 1997] Statistical bi-gram word  1,000 sentences  72.39  82.83  76.38 

 

3.4 Second Experiment 

 
The objective of this experiment is to investigate whether the CWAC agent 

satisfies criterion 2: the F-measure should be domain-independent. 
The hypothesis test H2 for this experiment is given below. (Two-tailed t-test, re-

ject H0 if its p-value < 0.05) 
 
H2. H0: avg. F-measure = µ0; H1: avg. F-measure  µ0 
 
Table 6 lists the p-values of H2 for four CWAC modes. Table 6 shows that the 

CWAC agent passes H2 and satisfies criterion 2 in all four CWAC modes. 
 

Table 6. The p-values of the hypothesis test H2 for four CWAC modes 
CWAC mode      µ0 (F-measure)  P-value  

Large scale & Frequency  3  86%     0.4898 (accept H0) 
Large scale & Frequency  4  86%      0.7466 (accept H0)  
Fixed size & Frequency  3  83%     0.2496 (accept H0) 
Fixed size & Frequency  4  83%     0.6190 (accept H0) 

 

Summing up the results of first and second experiments, we conclude that our 
method can be used as a CWAC agent in large scale corpus mode when an n-gram 
frequency is  4. 

 

3.5 Third Experiment 

 
The objective of this experiment is to investigate whether the precision of our 
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CWAC agent is corpus-independent (Q1) and whether its recall is corpus-dependent 
(Q2). We use large scale and fixed size corpus modes to test Q1 and Q2. 

The hypothesis tests, H3a and H3b, for this experiment are given below. 
(Two-tailed t-test, reject H0 if its p-value < 0.05) 

 
H3a.H0: avg. precision of large scale (µ1) = avg. precision of fixed size (µ2) 
    H1: avg. precision of large scale (µ1)  avg. precision of fixed size (µ2) 
 
H3b.H0: avg. recall of large scale (µ3) = avg. recall of fixed size (µ4) 
    H1: avg. recall of large scale (µ3)  avg. recall of fixed size (µ4) 
 
Table 7 lists the p-values of H3a and H3b for n-gram frequencies of  3 and  4. 

Table 7 shows that H3a is accepted at the 5% significance level. This shows that the 
precision of the CWAC agent is corpus-independent, since the average precisions of 
both corpus modes equal at the 5% level. On the other hand, H3b is rejected at the 
5% significance level. This shows the recall is corpus-dependent, since the average 
recalls of both corpus modes are not equal at the 5% level. 

 
Table 7. The p-values of the hypothesis tests, H3a and H3b, for two frequency modes 
Frequency mode  P-value (H3a)    P-value (H3b) 
Frequency  3   0.079392 (accept H0)  0.0000107 (reject H0) 
Frequency  4   0.238017 (accept H0)  0.0000045 (reject H0) 
 

Tables 8 and 9 were created to sum up the experimental results in Tables 2 and 3. 
Table 8 gives the comparison of the linguistic, statistic and LFSL approaches in this 
study. From Table 8, it shows that the CWAC agent using the technique of LFSL 
achieves the best optimization of precision-and-recall with the greatest F-measure. 
Table 9 is the overall experimental results of the CWAC agent for n-gram frequencies 
of  3 to  10. From Table 9, it indicates the precisions, recalls and F-measures of the 
CWAC agent are close for different n-gram frequency conditions. 

 
Table 8. Comparison of the linguistic, statistical and LFSL approaches results 
N-grams     Approach 1 Precision   Recall   F-measure 
frequency             (large, fixed)2     (large, fixed)  (large, fixed) 

 3   Linguistic (L)  92.44%, 93.71% 67.41%, 48.96% 77.96%, 64.31% 
 3   Statistical (S)  89.15%, 100.00% 4.67%, 3.39%  8.88%, 6.56% 
 3   LFSL  96.72%, 97.43% 98.27%, 97.24% 97.49%, 97.34% 

1 The linguistic approaches include auto-confirmation types K3, D6, D7, D8 and D9; the sta-
tistical approaches include auto-confirmation types K1, K5, D1 and D5; the LFSL (linguistic 
approach first, statistical approach last) approaches include auto-confirmation types K2, K4 
as shown in Fig. 3 
2 �“large�” means large scale corpus mode and �“fixed�” means fixed size corpus mode 
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Table 9. Overall experiment results 
N-grams     # of   Precision   Recall   F-measure 
frequency n-grams     (large, fixed)1     (large, fixed)  (large, fixed) 

 3   70502    96.31%, 97.32% 77.18%, 71.44% 85.69%, 82.39% 
 4   49500    97.82%, 98.11% 77.11%, 71.61% 86.24%, 82.79% 
 5   38179    97.49%, 98.52% 77.11%, 71.78% 86.11%, 83.05% 
 6   31382    97.64%, 98.76% 76.78%, 71.78% 85.96%, 83.14% 
 7   26185    97.77%, 99.00% 76.50%, 71.52% 85.84%, 83.05% 
 8   22573    97.86%, 99.11% 76.23%, 71.48% 85.70%, 83.06% 
 9   19473    97.84%, 99.16% 75.60%, 70.99% 85.29%, 82.74% 
 10   17048    97.72%, 99.17% 75.26%, 70.96% 85.03%, 82.73% 

1 �“large�” means large scale corpus mode and �“fixed�” means fixed size corpus mode 
 

4. Conclusion and Directions for Future Research 
 

UWI is the most important problem in handling unknown lexicons in NLP sys-
tems. A lexicon consists of words, POSs, word senses and word pronunciations. As 
shown in [Lin et al. 1993, Chang et al. 1997, Lai et al. 2000, Chen et al. 2002 and 
Sun et al. 2002], UWI is still a very difficult task for Chinese NLP systems. One im-
portant trend toward resolving unknown word problems is to follow a hybrid ap-
proach by combining the advantages of statistical and linguistic approaches. One of 
the most critical issues in identifying unknown words is to overcome the problem of 
precision-and-recall trade-off. 

In this paper, we create a CWAC agent adopting a hybrid method to 
auto-confirm n-gram input. Our experiment shows that the LFSL (linguistic approach 
first, statistical approach last) approach achieves the best precision-and-recall optimi-
zation. Our results demonstrate that, for n-gram frequency  4 in large corpus mode, 
our CWAC agent can achieve 97.82% precision, 77.11% recall, and 86.24% 
F-measure. Thus, it satisfies that two criteria. Moreover, we discover that the use of 
large scale corpus in this method increases recall but not precision. On the other hand, 
we find that the precision of using either a large scale corpus or a fixed size corpus is 
not statistical significantly different at the 5% level. 

This method is our first attempt to create a CWAC agent. We have also consid-
ered a building-block approach to construct a multi-CWAC agent. We believe a 
multi-CWAC agent could be able to maintain the 98% precision rate and increase 
recall rate by integrating more CWAC agents. 

In the future, we will continue addressing agent-oriented and service-oriented 
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approaches for handling unknown lexicons, such as unknown word POS auto-tagging 
agent and unknown word-sense auto-determining agent. Furthermore, the method to 
achieve corpus-independent recall will also be considered. 
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Appendix A. Stop Words List 
 

I. Begining stop word list 
/ࠝ/ܴ/Ⴏ/ࡅ/ࡋ/ܣ/Ա/ਢ/ה/ݺ/܃/Ծ//ਝ/ڇ/װ/ࠩ/ڶ/ࢨ// 
 /հ/֗/ڇ//ኙ//༉/Ա//Ո/ڶ/ፖ/հ/ऱ/ਢ/ଡ/լ/ऱ/ࡉ/֗/
 /՛/բ/թ/ृ//ԯ/Ե/Ծ/Հ/Ն/ش/א/ٻ/ࠩ/ፖ/ױ/ڼ/౨/ല/آ/
/յ/ս/֎/֜/ֶ/܀/۩/۟/ۖ/ڰ/ڕ/ړ/ڍ/ٸ/٦/ؘ//װ/// 
 /ঞ/থ/ব/ৰ/৵/৻/ਝ//ࢬ/ࢨ/ࡋ/ࡉ/ࠀ/ߎ//ޓ/ܴ/ܣ/ܛ/ܑ/
/ઃ/ઌ/ૉ/ୀ/ୁ/େ//୍///ຟ/່//ໝ////ထ/Ⴏ/Ⴌ/ 
/Ⴖ/Ⴗ/ყ/ᇿ/ለ/መ/ቪ/ቱ/ቴ/Ꮻ/Ꮾ/Ᏹ/Ᏻ/ᒽ/ᕯ/ᕷ/ᝫ/ឈ/ឡ/ 

 
II. Middle stop word list 
 /ፖ/ࡉ/֗/ࢨ/ڶ/Ծ//ਢ/ٵ/ࠀ/ۖ//܀//ࠩ//ਝ/ٺ/բ/ױ/
/հ/ऱ/ڇ/ऱ/א/ڇ/բ/ല/ፖ/ࡉ/ਢ/֗/Ո/ࢨ/հ//ط/ຟ/ࠀ/থ/ 
 /լ/ޓ/٦/ழ/ছ/৵/Ղ/խ/Հ/ڶ/ࠡ/ٺ/Ծ/թ/ս/ᇠ/܀/ঞ///
/ৰ/່/ڍ/ॺ/࿑/ܡ/۟/Ա/ܣ/Ⴏ/ڂ/܀//ۖ//༉/ኙ/ឈ/ᇙ/㠪/ 
///װ/ࠩ/ނ//ؚ//܂/ଡ/ڔ/ה/ݺ//܃/،/ଚ/ຍ/߷/ڼ/ 
/ਢ/ଡ/լ/ऱ/ڶ//ኙ//༉/Ա//Ո/ڇ/֗/հ/آ/౨/ല/ױ/ڼ/ 
/ፖ/ࠩ/ش/א/ٻ/ԯ/Ե/Ծ/Հ/Ն//ृ/բ/յ/ս/֎/ֶ/װ/// 
 /ࡋ/ࠀ/ߎ//ޓ/ܴ/ܣ/ܛ/ܑ/܀/۟/ۖ/ڰ/ڕ/ړ/ڍ/ٸ/٦/ؘ//
 /ঞ/থ/ব/ৰ/৵/৻/ਝ//ઃ/ઌ/ૉ/ୀ/ୁ/େ//୍///ࢬ/ࢨ/
/ຟ/່//ໝ////ထ/Ⴏ/Ⴌ/Ⴖ/Ⴗ/ყ/ᇿ/ለ/መ/ቪ/ቱ/ቴ/Ꮻ/ 
/Ꮾ/Ᏹ/Ᏻ/ᒽ/ᕯ/ᕷ/ᝫ/ឈ/ឡ/ 

 
III. End stop word list 
//֗/ፖ/ऱ/ਢ/ଡ/լ/ऱ/ڶ//ኙ//༉/Ա//Ո/ڇ/֗/հ/آ/ 
/౨/ല/ױ/ڼ/ᄎ/ፖ/ࠩ/ش/א/ٻ/ԯ/Ե/Ծ/Հ/Ն//ृ/՛/բ/թ/ 
/յ/ս/֎/֜/ֶ/܀/۩/۟/ۖ/ڰ/ڕ/ړ/ڍ/ٸ/٦/ؘ//װ/// 
 /ঞ/থ/ব/ৰ/৵/৻/ਝ//ࢬ/ࢨ/ࡋ/ࡉ/ࠀ/ߎ//ޓ/ܴ/ܣ/ܛ/ܑ/
/ઃ/ઌ/ૉ/ୀ/ୁ/େ//୍///ຟ/່//ໝ////ထ/Ⴏ/Ⴌ/ 
/Ⴖ/Ⴗ/ყ/ᇿ/ለ/መ/ቪ/ቱ/ቴ/Ꮻ/Ꮾ/Ᏹ/Ᏻ/ᒽ/ᕯ/ᕷ/ᝫ/ឈ/ឡ/ 
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 Abstract 

 
This paper presents a maximum entropy based Chinese named entity recognizer (NER): 
Mencius.  It aims to address Chinese NER problems by combining the advantages of 
rule-based and machine learning (ML) based NER systems.  Rule-based NER systems 
can explicitly encode human comprehension and can be tuned conveniently, while 
ML-based systems are robust, portable and inexpensive to develop. Our hybrid system 
incorporates a rule-based knowledge representation and template-matching tool, 
InfoMap [1], into a maximum entropy (ME) framework. Named entities are 
represented in InfoMap as templates, which serve as ME features in Mencius. These 
features are edited manually and their weights are estimated by the ME framework 
according to the training data. To avoid the errors caused by word segmentation, we 
model the NER problem as a character-based tagging problem. In our experiments, 
Mencius outperforms both pure rule-based and pure ME-based NER systems. The 
F-Measures of person names (PER), location names (LOC) and organization names 
(ORG) in the experiment are respectively 92.4%, 73.7% and 75.3%. 
 
1 Introduction 
 
Information Extraction (IE) is the task of extracting information of interest from 
unconstrained text. IE involves two main tasks: the recognition of named entities, and 
the recognition of the relationships among these named entities. Named Entity 
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Recognition (NER) involves the identification of proper names in text and their 
classification into different types of named entities (e.g., persons, organizations, 
locations). NER is not only important in IE [3] but also in lexical acquisition for the 
development of robust NLP systems [4]. Moreover, NER has proven fruitful for tasks 
such as documents indexing, and maintenance of databases containing identified 
named entities.  
 
During the last decade, NER has drawn much attention at Message Understanding 
Conferences (MUC) [5] [6]. Both rule-based and machine learning NER systems have 
had some success. Previous rule-based approaches have used manually constructed 
finite state patterns, which match text against a sequence of words. Such system (like 
University of Edinburgh's LTG [7]) do not need too much training data and can encode 
expert human knowledge. However, rule-based approaches lack robustness and 
portability. Each new source of text requires a significant tweaking of the rules to 
maintain optimal performance; the maintenance costs can be quite steep. 
 
Another popular approach in NER is machine-learning (ML). ML is more attractive in 
that it is more portable and less expensive to maintain. The representative ML 
approaches used in NER are HMM (BBN's IdentiFinder in [8, 9] and Maximum 
Entropy (ME) (New York Univ.'s MEME in [10] [11]). Although ML systems are 
relatively inexpensive to develop, the outputs of these systems are difficult to interpret. 
As well, it is difficult to improve the system performance through error analysis. The 
performance of a ML system can be very poor when training data is insufficient. 
Furthermore, the performance of ML systems is worse than that of rule-based ones by 
about 2% as witnessed in MUC-6 [12] and MUC-7 [13]. This might be due to the fact 
that current ML approaches can capture non-parametric factors less effectively than 
human experts who handcraft the rules. Nonetheless, ML approaches do provide 
important statistical information that is unattainable by human experts. Currently, the 
F-measure in English rule-based and ML NER systems are 85% ~ 94% on MUC-7 data 
[14]. This is higher than the average performance of Chinese NER systems, which 
ranges from 79% to 86% [14].  
 
In this paper, we address the problem of Chinese NER. In Chinese sentences, there are 
no spaces between words, no capital letters to denote proper names or sentence breaks, 
and, worst of all, no standard definition of “words”. As a result, word boundaries 
cannot, at times, be discerned without context. As well, the length of a named entity is 
longer on average than an English one, thus, the complexity of a Chinese NER system 
is greater. 
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Previous works [15] [16] [2] on Chinese NER rely on the word segmentation module. 
However, an error in the word segmentation step could lead to errors in NER results. 
Therefore, we bypass word segmentation and use a character-based tagger, treat each 
character as a token, and combine the tagged outcomes of continuing characters to form 
an NER output.  
 
Borthwick [11] uses an ME framework to integrate many NLP resources, including 
previous systems such as Proteus, a POS tagger. In this paper, Mencius incorporates a 
rule-based knowledge representation and template-matching tool, InfoMap [1], into a 
maximum entropy (ME) framework. Named entities are represented in InfoMap as 
templates, which serve as ME features in Mencius. These features are edited manually 
and their weights are estimated by the ME framework according to the training data. 
 

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides the ME-based framework for 
NER. Section 3 describes features and how to represent them in our knowledge 
representation system, InfoMap. The data set and experimental results are discussed in 
Section 4. Section 5 gives our conclusions and possible extensions of the current work. 
 
2. Maximum Entropy-Based NER Framework 
 
For our purpose, we regard each character as a token. Consider a test corpus and a set of 
n named entity categories. Since a named entity can have more than one token, we 
associate two tags to each category x: x_begin and x_continue. In addition, we use the 
tag unknown to indicate that a token is not part of a named entity. The NER problem can 
then be rephrased as the problem of assigning one of 2n + 1 tags to each token. In 
Mencius, there are 3 named entity categories and 7 tags: person_begin, 
person_continue, location_begin, location_continue, organization_begin, 
organization_continue and unknown. For example, the phrase [ޕ  ୃ ڇ  ႂ ؑ] 
(Lee, Yuan Tseh in Kaohsiung City) could be tagged as [person_begin, 
person_continue, person_continue, unknown, location_begin, location_continue, 
location_continue].  
 
2.1 Maximum Entropy 
ME is a flexible statistical model which assigns an outcome for each token based on its 
history and features. Outcome space is comprised of the seven Mencius tags for an ME 
formulation of NER. ME computes the probability p(o|h) for any o from the space of all 
possible outcomes O, and for every h from the space of all possible histories H. A 
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history is all the conditioning data that enables one to assign probabilities to the space 
of outcomes. In NER, history could be viewed as all information derivable from the test 
corpus relative to the current token. 
 
The computation of p(o|h) in ME depends on a set of binary-valued features, which are 
helpful in making a prediction about the outcome. For instance, one of our features is: 
when the current character is a known surname, it is likely to be the leading character of 
a person name. More formally, we can represent this feature as 
 

else :0
_ and trueSurname(h)-Char-Current if : 1

),(
beginpersono

ohf  (1) 

 
Here, Current-Char-Surname(h) is a binary function that returns the value true if the 
current character of the history h is in the surname list.  
 
Given a set of features and a training corpus, the ME estimation process produces a 
model in which every feature fi has a weight өi. This allows us to compute the 
conditional probability as follows [17]. 
 

i

ohf
i

i

hZ
hop ),(

)(
1)|(  (2) 

 
Intuitively, the probability is the multiplication of weights of active features (i.e. those fi 
(h,o) = 1). The weight өi is estimated by a procedure called Generalized Iterative 
Scaling (GIS) [18]. This is an iterative method that improves the estimation of the 
weights at each iteration. The ME estimation technique guarantees that for every 
feature fi, the expected value ofөi equals the empirical expectation ofөi  in the training 
corpus. 
 
As Borthwick [11] remarked, ME allows the modeler to concentrate on finding the 
features that characterize the problem while letting the ME estimation routine deal with 
assigning relative weights to the features. 
 
2.2 Decoding 
After having trained an ME model and assigned the proper weight өi to each feature fi, 
decoding (i.e. marking up) a new piece of text becomes a simple task. First, Mencius 
tokenizes the text and preprocesses the testing sentence. Then for each token we check 
which features are active and combine theөi of the active features according to 
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equation 2. Finally, a Viterbi search is run to find the highest probability path through 
the lattice of conditional probabilities that does not produce any invalid tag sequences 
(for instance the sequence [person_begin, location_continue] is invalid). Further 
details on the Viterbi search can be found in [19]. 
 
3 Features 
 
We divide features that can be used to recognize named entities into four categories 
according to whether they are external and whether they are category dependent. 
McDonald defined internal and external features in [20]. The internal evidence is found 
within the entity, while the external evidence is gathered from its context. We use 
category-independent features to distinguish named entities from non-named entities 
(e.g., first-character-of-a-sentence, capital-letter, out-of-vocabulary), and 
category-dependent features to distinguish between different named entity categories 
(for example, surname and given name lists are used for recognizing person names). 
However, to simplify our design, we only use internal features that are 
category-dependent in this paper. 
 
3.1 InfoMap – Our Knowledge Representation System  
To calculate values of location features and organization features, Mencius uses 
InfoMap. InfoMap is our knowledge representation and template matching tool, which 
represents location or organization names as templates.  An input string (sentence) is 
first matched to one or more location or organization templates by InfoMap and then 
passed to Mencius, there it is assigned feature values which further distinguish which 
named entity category it falls into. 
 
3.1.1 Knowledge Representation Scheme in InfoMap 
InfoMap is a hierarchical knowledge representation scheme, consisting of several 
domains, each with a tree-like taxonomy. The basic units of information in InfoMap  
are called generic nodes which represent concepts, and function nodes which represent 
the relationships among generic nodes of one specific domain. In addition, generic 
nodes can also contain cross references to other nodes to avoid needless repetition. 
 
In Mencius, we apply the geographical taxonomy of InfoMap called GeoMap. Our 
location and organization templates refer to generic nodes in Geomap. In Figure 1, 
GeoMap has three sub-domains: World, Mainland China, and Taiwan. Under the 
sub-domain Taiwan, there are four attributes: Cities, Parks, Counties and City Districts. 
Moreover, these attributes can be further divided, for example, Counties separates into 
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individual counties: Taipei County, Taoyuan County, etc. In InfoMap, we refer to 
generic nodes (or concept node) by paths. A path of generic nodes consists of all node 
names from the root of the domain to the specific generic node, in which function nodes 
are omitted. The node names are separated by periods. For example, the path for the 
“Taipei County” node is “GeoMap.Counties.Taipei County.” 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 1. A partial view of GeoMap 
 

3.1.2 InfoMap Templates  
In InfoMap, text templates are stored in generic nodes. Templates can consist of 
character strings, wildcards (see $$ in Table 1), and references to other generic nodes in 
InfoMap. For example, the template, [ ຏ ش چ  .   . ᗼ ]:$$(2..4):  ݝ
([GeoMap.Taiwan.Counties]:$$(2..4):Department), can be used to recognize county 
level governmental departments in Taiwan. The syntax used in InfoMap templates are 
shown in Table 1. The first part of our sample template above (enclosed by “[]”) is a 
path that refers to the generic node “Counties”. The second element is a wildcard ($$) 
which must be 2 to 4 characters in length. The third element is a specified character 
 .(Department) ”ݝ“
 

Table 1. InfoMap template syntax 
Symbol Semantics Example Template Sample Matching 

String 
: Concatenate two strings A:B AB 
$$(m..n) Wildcards (number of 

characters can be from m to n; 
both m and n have to be 
non-negative integers) 

A:$$(1..2):B ACB, ADDB, 
ACDB 

[p] A path to a generic node. [GeoMap.Taiwan.Counties] Taipei County,  
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Taoyuan County,  
Hsinchu County, 
etc. 

3.2 Category-Dependent Internal Features 
Recall that category-dependent features are used to distinguish among different named 
entity categories. 
 
3.2.1 Features for Recognizing Person Names 
Mencius only deals with surname plus first name (usually with two characters), for 
example, ຫֽਇ (Chen Shui-bian). There are various way to express a person in a 
sentence, such as ຫس٣ (Mr. Chen) and۔ຫ (Old Chen), which have not been 
incorporated into the current system. Furthermore, we do not target transliterated 
names, such as ؒݦ (Bush), since they do not follow Chinese name composition rules. 
We use a table of frequently occurring names to process our candidate test data. If a 
character and its context (history) correspond to a feature condition, the value of the 
current character for that feature will be set to 1. Feature conditions, examples and 
explanations for each feature are shown in Table 2. In the feature conditions column, c-1, 
c0, and c1 represent the preceding character, the current character, and the following 
character respectively. 
 

Table 2. Person Features 
Feature Feature 

Conditions 
Example Explanation 

Current-Char-Person-Surname c0c1c2 or c0c1 are 
in the name list 

“ຫ”ֽਇ, 
“ຑ”ᖏ 

Probably the first character of 
a person name 

Current-Char-Person-Given-Name c-2c-1c0 or c-1c0 or 
c-1c0c1 are in the 
name list 

ຫ“ֽ”ਇ, 
ຫֽ“ਇ”, 
ຑ“ᖏ” 

Probably the second or third 
character of a person name 

Current-Char-Surname c0 are in the 
surname list 

“ຫ”, 
”ޕ“ ,”ࣥ“

Probably a surname 

Current-Char-Given-Name c0c1 or c-1c0 are in 
the given name 
list 

႓“ࠡ”ᆣ, 
႓ࠡ“ᆣ” 

Probably part of a popular 
given name 

Current-Char-Freq- 
Given-Name-Character 

Both c0, c1 or c-1, 
c1 are in the 
frequent given 
name character 
list  

ᢅ“ֱ”٤, 
ᢅֱ“٤” 

Probably a given name 
character 

Current-Char-Speaking-Verb c0 or c0c1 or c-1c0 
are in the list of 
verbs indicating 
speech  

“ᎅ”, “।”
। ,ق
 ”ق“

Probably part of a verb 
indicating speech (ex: John 
said he was tired) 

Current-Char-Title c0 or c0c1 or c-1c0 
are in the title list

 ,س”٣“
 ”س“ ٣

Probably part of a title 

 
Current-Char-Person-Surname: This feature is set to 1 if c0c1c2 or c0c1 are in the 
person name database. For example, in the case c0c1c2 = ຫֽਇ , the feature 
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Current-Char-Person-Surname for ຫ is active since c0 and its following characters c1c2 

satisfy the feature condition. 
Current-Char-Person-Given-Name: This feature is set to 1 if c-2c-1c0, c-1c0, or c-1c0c1 
are in the person name database. 
Current-Char-Surname: This feature is set to 1 if c0 is in the top 300 popular surname 
list. 
Current-Char-Given-Name: This feature is set to 1 if c0c1 or c-1c0 are in the given 
name database. 
Current-Char-Freq-Given-Name-Character: (c0 and c1) or (c-1 and c0) are in the 
frequently given name character list 
Current-Char-Speaking-Verb: c0 or c0c1 or c-1c0 are in the speaking verb list. This 
feature distinguishes a trigram containing a speaking verb such as ຫޱᎅ (Chen Chong 
said) from a real person name. 
Current-Char-Title: c0 or c0c1 or c-1c0 are in the title list. This feature distinguishes a 
trigram containing a title such as ຫس٣ (Mr. Chen) from a real person name. 
 
3.2.2 Features for Recognizing Location Names  
In general, locations are divided into four types: administrative division, public area 
(park, airport, or port), landmark (road, road section, cross section or address), and 
landform (mountain, river, sea, or ocean). An administrative division name usually 
contains one or more than one location names in hierarchical order, such as ڜՕฃઊ
 A public area name is composed of a Region-Name and a .(Toronto, Ontario) ؑڍڍ
Place-Name. However, the Region-Name is usually omitted in news content if it was 
previously mentioned. For example, ཉ௧ᐚֆႼ (Hyde Park, London) contains a 
Region-Nameཉ (London) and a Place-Name ௧ᐚֆႼ (Hyde Park). But “Hyde 
Park, London” is usually abbreviated as “Hyde Park” within the report. The same rule 
can be applied to landmark names. A landmark name includes a Region-Name and a 
Position-Name. In a news article, the Region-Name can be omitted if the Place-Name 
has been mentioned previously. For example, ᄵୂဎؑᢅ܄ဩնᇆ (No. 5, Robson 
St., Vancouver City), will be stated as ᢅ܄ဩնᇆ (No. 5, Robson St.) in the report 
later.  
 
In Mencius, we build templates to recognize three types of location names. Our 
administrative division templates contain more than one set of location names in 
hierarchical order. For example, the template, [ຏچش..ؑ]:[ ຏچش..
ਙ۩ؑٺ ] ([GeoMap.Taiwan.Cities]:[GeoMap.Taiwan.City Districts]), is for 
recognizing all Taiwanese city districts. In addition, public area templates contain one 
set of location names and a set of Place-Name. For example, [ຏچش..ؑ]:[ຏ
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چش . .ֆႼ ] ([GeoMap.Taiwan.Cities]:[GeoMap.Taiwan.Parks]) is for 
recognizing all Taiwanese city parks. Landmark templates are built in the same way. 
E.g., [ຏچش..ؑ]:$$(2..4):ሁ ([GeoMap.Taiwan.Cities]:$$(2..4):Road), is for 
recognizing roads in Taiwan. 
 
For each InfoMap template category x (e.g., location and organization), there are two 
features associated with it. The first is Current-Char-InfoMap-x-Begin, which is set to 1 
for the first character of matched string and set to 0 for the remaining characters. The 
other is Current-Char-InfoMap-x-Continue, which is set to 1 for all the characters of 
matched string except for the first character and set to 0 for the first character.  The 
intuition is: using InfoMap to help ME detect which character in the sentence is the first 
character of a location name and which characters are the remaining characters of a 
location name. That is, Current-Char-InfoMap-x-Begin is helpful for determining 
which character is tagged as x_begin while Current-Char-InfoMap-x-Continue is 
helpful for determining which character is tagged as x_continue if we build InfoMap 
template for that category x. The two features associated with x category are showed 
below. 

 

else :0
_ and trueBegin-x-InfoMap-Char-Current if : 1

),(
beginxo

ohf  (3) 

 

else :0
_ and trueContinue-x-InfoMap-Char-Current if : 1

),(
continuexo

ohf  (4) 

 
In recognizing a location name in a sentence, we test if any location templates match 
the sentence. If several matched templates overlap, we select the longest matched one. 
As we mentioned above, the feature Current-Character-InfoMap-Location-Begin of the 
first character of the matched string is set to 1 while the feature 
Current-Character-InfoMap-Location-Continue of the remaining characters of the 
matched string is set to 1. Table 3 shows the necessary conditions for each organization 
feature and gives examples of matched data.  
 

Table 3. Location Features 
Feature Feature Conditions Example Explanations 
Current-Char-InfoMap-Location-Begin c0~cn-1 matches an 

InfoMap location 
template, where the 
character length of 
the template is n 

ᗼࣨק”“
ᖯؑ 

Probably the  
leading character 
of a location 

Current-Char-InfoMap-Location-Continue ca…c0….cb matches 
an InfoMap location 

ᗼࣨ”ק”
ᖯؑ 

Probably the  
continuing 
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template where a is 
a negative integer 
and b is a 
non-negative integer

character of a 
location 

3.2.3 Features for Recognizing Organization Names 
Organizations include named corporate, governmental, or other organizational entity. 
The difficulty of recognizing an organization name is that an organization name is 
usually led by location names, such as چؑקᛀᆟ  (Taipei District Public 
Prosecutors Office). Therefore, traditional machine learning NER systems only 
identify the location part rather than the full organization name. For example, the 
system only extracts ؑק (Taipei City) from ؑק SOGOۍຄၜڣᐜ (Taipei 
SOGO Department Store Anniversary) rather than ؑק SOGOۍຄ (Taipei SOGO 
Department Store). According to our analysis of the structure of Chinese organization 
names, we found that organization names are mostly ended with a specific keyword or 
led by a location name. Therefore, we use those keywords and location names as the 
boundary markers of organization names. Based on our observation, we categorize 
organization names into four types by boundary markers: 
 
Type I: With left and right boundary markers: 
The organization name in this category is led by one or more than one geographical 
names and ended by an organization keyword. For example, ؑק (Taipei City) is the 
left boundary marker of ؑק൸ሎֆ (Taipei City Rapid Transit Corporation) 
while an organization keyword, ֆ (Corporation), is the right boundary marker.  
 
Type II: With left boundary markers: 
The organization name in this category is led by one or more than one geographical 
names but the organization keyword (e.g., ֆ (Corporation)) is omitted. For example, 
൸ڜ (Giant Taiwan) only contains the left boundary  (Taiwan).  
 
Type III: With right boundary marker: 
The organization name in this category is ended by an organization keyword. For 
example, ൸ڜֆ (Giant Corporation) only contains the right boundary ֆ 
(Corporation). 
 
Type IV: No boundary marker: 
In this category, both left and right boundaries as above mentioned are omitted, such as 
൸ڜ (Giant). The organization names in this category are usually in the abbreviated 
form. 
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In Mencius, we build templates for recognizing Type I organization names. Each 
organization template begins with a location name in GeoMap and ends with an 
organization keyword. For example, we build [ຏچش . .ؑ  ݝ:(4..2)$$:[
([GeoMap.Taiwan.Cities]:$$(2..4):Department) for recognizing county level 
government departments in Taiwan. However, in Type II, III, IV, organization names 
cannot be recognized by templates. Therefore, the maximum entropy model uses 
features of characters (from c-2 to c2), tags (from t-2 to t2), and organization keywords, 
e.g., ֆ (Corporation), to find the most likely tag sequences and recognize them. 
 
Once a string matches an organization template, the feature 
Current-Character-InfoMap-Organization-Start of the first character is set to 1. In 
addition, the feature Current-Character-InfoMap-Organization-Continue of the 
remaining characters is set to 1. The necessary conditions for each organization feature 
and examples of matched data are shown in Table 4. These features are helpful in 
recognizing organization names. 

 
Table 4. Organization Features 

Feature Feature Conditions Example Explanations 
Current-Char-InfoMap-Organization-Begin c0~cn-1 is   matches 

an InfoMap 
organization 
template, where the 
character length of 
the template is n 

ؑק”“
൸ሎֆ 

Probably the  
leading character 
of an 
organization 

Current-Char-InfoMap-Organization-Continue ca…c0….cb 
matches an 
InfoMap 
organization 
template, where a is 
a negative integer 
and b is a 
non-negative 
integer 

ؑ”ק”
൸ሎֆ 

Probably the  
leading character 
of an 
organization 

Current-Char-Organization-Keyword c0 or c0c1 or c-1c0 are 
in the organization 
keyword list 

“ֆ”, ֆ 
 ”“

Probably part of 
an organization 
keyword 

 
4 Experiments 
 
4.1 Data Sets 
For Chinese NER, the most famous corpus is MET-2 [6]. There are two main 
differences between our corpus and MET-2: the number of domains and the amount of 
data. First, MET-2 contains only one domain (Accident) while our corpus, which is 
collected from the online United Daily News in December 2002 
(http://www.udn.com.tw), contains six domains: Local News, Social Affairs, 
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Investment, Politics, Headline news and Business, which provides more varieties of 
organization names than single domain corpus does.  The full location names and 
organization names are comparatively longer in length and our corpus contains more 
location names under county level and addresses. Therefore, the patterns of location 
names and organization names are more complex in our corpus. 
  
Secondly, our corpus is much larger than MET2. MET2 contains 174 Chinese PER, 
750 LOC, and 377 ORG while our corpus contains 1,242 Chinese PER, 954 LOC, and 
1,147 ORG in 10,000 sentences (about 126,872 Chinese characters). The statistics of 
our data is shown in Table 5. 
 

Table 5. Statistics of Data Set 
Number of Named Entities Domain 
PER LOC ORG 

Size (in 
characters) 

Local News 84 139 97 11835 
Social Affairs 310 287 354 37719 
Investment 20 63 33 14397 
Politics 419 209 233 17168 
Headline News 267 70 243 19938 
Business 142 186 187 25815 
Total 1242 954 1147 126872 

 
4.2 Experimental Results 
To demonstrate that Mencius performs better than pure rule-based and ML systems, we 
conduct the following three experiments. We use a 4-fold cross validation to test our 
system. 
 
4.2.1 Name Lists and Templates (Rule-based) 
In this experiment, we use a person name list and InfoMap templates to recognize all 
named entities. The number of lexicons in person name lists and gazetteers is 32000. As 
shown in Table 6, the results indicate the F-Measures of PER, LOC and ORG are 
83.6%, 71.2% and 76.8%, respectively. 
 

Table 6. Performance of Name Lists and Templates 
NE P(%) R(%) F(%) 
PER 72.98 97.93 83.63 
LOC 67.96 74.67 71.16 
ORG 95.77 64.07 76.78 
Total 75.62 82.13 78.74 
 
4.2.2 Pure Maximum Entropy Model (ML-based)  
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In this experiment, we apply the pure ME model, which only uses context information 
of characters from c-2 to c2   and tags from t-2 to t2. As shown in Table 7, the results 
indicate that the F-Measures of PER, LOC and ORG are 32.1%, 29.3% and 2.2%, 
respectively. 

Table 7. Performance of Pure Maximum Entropy  
NE P(%) R(%) F(%) 
PER 62.38 21.64 32.13 
LOC 72.83 18.31 29.26 
ORG 38.24 1.15 2.23 
Total 65.03 13.89 22.89 
 
4.2.3 Integrating Name Lists and Templates into A Maximum Entropy-Based 
Framework (Hybrid) 
In this experiment, we integrate name lists, location templates, and organization 
templates into a maximum-Entropy-Based framework. As shown in Table 8, the results 
indicate that the performance of PER, LOC, ORG is better than those in 4.2.1 and 4.2.2. 

 
Table 8. Hybrid Performance 

NE P(%) R(%) F(%) 
PER 97.94 87.39 92.36 
LOC 78.60 69.35 73.69 
ORG 94.39 62.57 75.25 
Total 90.56 73.70 81.26 
 
4.3 Discussions 
In this section, we discuss problems encountered by Mencius.  
 
4.3.1 Data Sparseness 
As shown in Tables 6, 7 and 8, Mencius outperforms the rule-based method (Lists and 
Templates) and ML-based method (pure ME) in the total F-Measure. However, 
rule-based approach outperforms Mencius in the ORG category. It is due to the data 
sparseness problem. For example, խᡑ֚ᾞ᠔ೃ is tagged as [organization_begin, 
organization_continue, unknown, unknown, organization_continue, 
organization_continue]. Becauseխᡑ֚ᾞ᠔ೃ rarely occurs, it might not appear as an 
organization name in training set during the 4-fold cross validation experiment. The 
Viterbi search cannot deal with sequences containing unknown tags. With an 
appropriate post-processing procedure, this kind of error can be resolved. We can treat 
the unknown tag as x_continue in a certain window size. 
 
4.3.2 Other Errors  
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In this section, we show error cases associated with each named entity category. 
 
A. Person Names 
The summary report in Table 8 shows that the precision and recall rates for person 
names are 97.9% and 87.4%, respectively. The major errors are listed below. 
 
(1) The surname character of a person name is not in surname list or the given-name 

character is not in the given-name character list. Therefore, some of the person 
features are not set to 1. For example, ޕᵙ (Lee Nian) are not recognized because 
ᵙ (Nian) is not in the given-name character list. 

(2) A person name follows a single-character word which can be a surname. For 
example, ᚮ is both a surname (Dai) and a verb (wear) in Chinese lexicon. However, 
inᙰᚮޕᚨցऱ༐ (wear Lee Ying Yuan’s Hat),  ᚮ means wear while Mencius 
mistakenly considers ᚮ as a surname. Therefore, Mencius mistakenly recognizes 
ᚮޕᚨ (Dai Lee-Ying) as a person name rather than the correct person name ޕᚨ
ց (Lee, Ying-Yuan). 

(3) Several person names appear consecutively while all of their given names are 
omitted. Since the context of two person names and one person name are similar, 
Mencius may mistakenly extract an incorrect name. For example, in the sentence 
 ༉ছ֚ࠟ , Mencius extracts ႓ԲԳ from it. However, ԲԳ inהڇΕ႓ԲԳܦ
English means “both”, not the given name. 

(4) Transliterated names are not defined in the person name category in Mencius. 
However, some transliterated person names look like Chinese person names. 
Therefore, Mencius mistakenly extracts ਲࣥቅ (Clinton), ᤲ (Shaheen) from 
sentences. 

(5) Some Japanese and Korean person names look like Chinese person names. For 
example, Mencius mistakenly extracts ᗝࣳሮ (Roh, Moo Hyun) from sentences. 

 
B. Location Names 
The summary report in Table 8 shows the precision and recall rates for location names 
are 78.6% and 69.4%, respectively. The major errors are listed below. 
 
(1) Location names within an organization name are extracted but the organization 

name is not recognized. For example, ឌഏࣟ፹࣠ (Korea Orion Food) is not 
recognized as an organization name, but ឌഏ (Korea) is recognized as a location 
name. 

(2) The location name is abbreviated. For example,  (Tai), the abbreviated form of 
 (Taiwan), is not recognized in some cases. 
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(3) The Chinese usually call a market street. For example, ሽဩ (Electronics St.) 
represents an electronics market. However, this is an informal name. 

 
C. Organization Names 
Table 8 shows the precision and recall rate for organization name recognition are 
94.4% and 62.6%, respectively. We illustrate standard error analysis with examples. 
 
(1) The organization name is a bilingual term. For example, eBay (eBay Taiwan) 

is not recognized. 
(2) The organization name is in Type II, III, or IV category (defined in Section 3.2.3). 

For example, ឌഏࣟ፹࣠ (Korea Orion Food), ࣟ፹࣠ֆ (Korea Orion 
Food Corporation), and ࣟ፹࣠ (Orion Food). 

(3) Several organization names appear consecutively while part of each name is 
omitted. For example, in ؑקᚊڜ, ॾᆠ, ܦᘋഏ՛ (Taipei Long-Ann, 
Hsin-Yi, and Wu-Xin elementary schools) , ᚊڜ (Long-Ann), ॾᆠ (Xin-Yi) and 
ᘋܦ  (Wu-Xin) are not recognized as organizations because the organization 
ending  boundary markers are abbreviated. 

(4) The organization name is a foreign organization name, which is not considered by 
our organization template. For example, ֲءልࣥխ؇८ (The Norinchukin 
Bank) is not recognized as an organization name. 

(5) The organization name is an exception. InקᗼรԲࢬഏխ (the second junior 
high school in Taipei county), รԲࢬ means “the second”, and appear in the 
wildcard part of template [ ຏ ش چ  .   . ᗼ ]:$$(2..13): ഏ խ 
([GeoMap.Taiwan.Counties]: $$(2..13):Junior-High-School). We need more out of 
vocabulary (OOV) knowledge to represent all the number plus quantifier patterns. 

 
5 Conclusions 
 
In this paper, we developed a Chinese NER system, Mencius, which does not rely on 
the word segmentation module. Instead, we model the NER problem as a 
character-based tagging problem.  Mencius uses ME modeling combining advantages 
of rule-based and ML-based NER systems. Our hybrid system uses a rule-based 
knowledge representation system, InfoMap, and incorporates it into the ME framework. 
The F-Measures of person names (PER), location names (LOC) and organization 
names (ORG) in the experiment are respectively 92.4%, 73.7% and 75.3%. These are 
comparatively better than the results obtained by pure rule-based and pure ME-based 
method. 
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We are persuaded Mencius can be improved in the following directions. We only use 
internal features that are category-dependent in this version. In the future, we will 
collect more features, especially external ones. In addition, we will design a 
post-processing module to deal with the data sparseness problem. Moreover, we will 
use document level context information to recognize abbreviated names which cannot 
be recognized at present.  
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ж߄ୢۓѡޑเਢǴҁЎΨଞჹ೭ᚒϩǶךॺ٠ஒ܌วୢޑ

เسǴᆶќѦঁٿаᆛሞᆛၡࣁ୷ᘵୢޑเسˇAnswerBus ک LCCǴբΑ
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1. ᆣፕ 

ୢเسௗ٬ڙҔޑޣԾฅᇟୢقѡǴவ୴ЎҹύǴפрୢѡޑเਢǶၸ

ୢเسǴ٬ҔޣёаޔௗளډเਢǴԶόѸԾρᘤំၗૻᔠس܌ӣޑ

୴࣬ᜢЎҹ൨פเਢǶTREC (Text Retrieval Conference) Ծ 1999ԃ໒ۈᖐᒤୢเ

॥ዊǶTRECزࣴޑسԃٰୢเ߈ਏૈຑК (Voorhees, 1999)Ǵޑس ຑ

Кޑख़ᗺᒿࣴزԋ݀ޑǴԃՉፓǶа 2002 ԃٯࣁǴຑКޑख़ᗺ

ӧୖܭᖻسޑޣցૈྗዴӦۓрเਢޑጄൎǴԶόаঁޑࡋߏۓڰЎ

ӷТࢤբเਢǶ 

ֹୢޑเسϩٿࣁᡯǴಃঁᡯவ܌ԖЎҹύפрᆶୢѡ࣬ᜢޑ
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ЎҹǴԜջȨၗૻᔠȩޑϩǶӵՖஒԾฅᇟୢقѡᙯඤࣁӝၗૻᔠس

เਢǴԜᆀޑрୢѡפவ࣬ᜢЎҹύፐᚒǶಃΒঁᡯزࣴঁ၌ӷՍǴޑ

سȩǴୢเڗख़ᗺǶՉȨเਢᘏزЬाࣴسเୢȩǴ೭ঁϩڗȨเਢᘏࣁ

ѸଞჹୢѡՉϩǴаڗளเਢޑᜪࠠǶதޑـȨเਢᘏڗȩБݤճҔ 

�“Named Entity Tagging�” ೌמޑǴӆу �“ୢѡᆶΠЎ࣬՟ޑࡋीᆉ�”Ƕவᙁൂ

ीࡋΠЎᆶୢѡ࣬՟ޑёૈղᘐǴ܄ᇟཀठޑၨፄᚇډᜢᗖӷКჹǴޑ

ᆉБݤ (Harabagiu et al., 2000a; Moldovan and Rus, 2001)Ƕ 

аᆛሞᆛၡࣁ୷ᘵୢޑเسࣴزǴЬाճҔᆛၡதޑـཛྷ൨ЇᔏՉ

ၗૻᔠǴаڗள࣬ᜢЎҹǴӆճҔᆶ TRECୢเسᜪ՟ٰೌמޑᘏڗเਢǶ

೭ᅿᜪࠠୢޑเسǴѸԵໆջਔ܄ǴᗉխϼፄᚇೌמٰॄޑᏼǶҞࣴޑ

Ԗز Radev et al. (2001)ǵRadev et al. (2002)ǵZheng (2002)ǵLin (2002)ǶќѦǴ

ᆛ।Ўҹޑ٤܄Ǵٯӵ HTML ǵຬ่ǵ॥ৡ౦ǵϣ҅ዴ܄Ǵ

ΨӧࣴزѸԵໆޑᚒǶ 

ҞεϩୢเسᘏڗเਢБݤǴЬाଞჹเਢᜪࠠࣁ Named EntitiesǶ

ჹܭเਢၨፄᚇǴؒԖۓڰԄୢޑѡᜪࠠǴӵ �“Why � How does S“� ک ”�? …

V?�”Ǵ߾ၨϿԖుΕޑᆶϩǶGirju ᆶ Moldovan (2002) මၸӣเ 

�“cause-effect questions�”ǴࣴزӢ݀ᜢ߯ӧЎύၲ߄ޑБݤǶόၸ೭ጇЎകޑख़ᗺ

ᘍӧ <NP1 VERB NP2> ೭ᅿ patternǴځύޑຒѸঁ �“causative verb�”Ǵ

 Ӣ݀ᜢ߯Ǵӵ߄жۓ೭٤ຒ҂ѸܭӵǺ�“cause�”ǵ�“lead to�”ǵ�“make�”Ƕҗٯ

�“make�” Ԗਔޑཀကࣁ �“ᇙ�”Ǵ܌аࣴزख़ᗺӧܭӵՖҗ VERBǵNP1 ک NP2

ٰղᘐցඔॊӢ݀ᜢ߯Ƕ 

ӧ᎙᠐ෳᡍୢเس (reading comprehension) زࣴޑ, Anand et al. (2000) 

ک Riloff and Thelen (2000) ΨԖ࣬ᜢࣴزǶسଞჹጇЎകǴୢډפѡޑเ

ਢǶTRECୢเسᆶ೭ᜪୢเسЬाޑόӕᗺเਢٰྍࣁӭጇ࣬ᜢЎҹǴ

เਢёૈख़ፄрӭԛǴԖၨӭᐒډפเਢǴՠᚇૻΨКၨӭǶ᎙᠐ෳᡍୢ

เس࣬߾ϸǴเਢёૈѝрӧЎകύԛǴ܌аሡाၨፄᚇޑБډפٰݤό
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 เਢǴՠќБय़ᚇૻКၨϿǶޑሶܴᡉٗ

ಃ 2ᇥܴჴբسޑᄬǴаϷӚঁηسǶಃ 3ЇҔ Penn Treebank

ᇟǴϩᘏڗเਢ patternsྗޑዴǶಃ 4ࣁҁسޑਏૈຑǴ٠ᆶќ

Ѧঁٿаᆛሞᆛၡࣁ୷ᘵୢޑเسКၨǶಃ 5่ፕᆶ҂ٰࣴزБӛǶ 

 ཷᢀس .2

2.1 ၗૻᔠس 

ҁЎ܌ගୢޑเسᄬӵკ 1Ǵѝଞჹൂୢޑѡᜪࠠ (Ψ൩аȸwhy�”໒ᓐ

ॺᒧךǴӕਔسηа٠҂х֖ୢѡϩ܌ѡ) ՉೀǴୢޑ Google פٰ

рᆶୢѡ࣬ᜢޑᆛ।ЎҹǶ२Ӄஒୢѡᙯࣁ၌ӷՍǴѐୢѡύޑଶҔຒ (stop 

wordsǴхᅪୢຒǵϟسຒǵೱௗຒǵжӜຒǵշຒǵ٤ୋຒǾǾ) ᆶ

ᗺ಄ဦǴഭΠٰޑӷаޜқ࣬ೱௗǴࣁҬ๏ Google ܭ၌ӷՍǶҗۈচޑ

Google௦ ANDޑБԄٰှ᠐ᜢᗖӷǴۓा֖܌ԖᜢᗖӷޑЎҹωڗӣǴ

 ϿǶࡐЎҹጇኧޑӣڗаԖёૈ܌

 

 

 
კ 1. ୢเسᄬ 
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 Google ၌ӷՍǴӆՉׯॺঅךਔǴىᜢЎҹኧໆό࣬ޑӣפ܌

ԛ၌аံىόޑىϩǶ၌ӷՍঅޑׯБݤմନ၌ӷՍύঁޑᜢᗖ

ӷǴౢғཥޑ၌ӷՍǶךॺᒧ �“ख़�” ၨλޑӃմନǴۓख़ӵΠǺ 

ԖӜຒ > Ӝຒຒಔޑ Head > ຒຒಔޑ Head > Ӝຒຒಔځޑ
дӷ > ຒຒಔځޑдӷ > όӧӜຒຒಔ܈ຒຒಔځޑдӷ 

ख़ຫεޑᜢᗖӷǴᆶЎҹЬᚒޑᜢ߯ຫஏϪǶ 

Ўҹύ֖Ԗ٤ਸӷӵ �“reason�” ਔǴёૈ߄ҢԜЎҹύග٣ঁډҹ

চӢǶӢԜǴऩӧՉၗૻᔠਔǴૈޑ ஒ೭٤ਸӷуډচԖޑ၌ӷՍύǴ

کҢ߄) ᜢᗖӷޑԖୢѡύ֖٤ٗᆛ।ЎҹǴ൩ޑय़௨Ӝၨޑډᔠ܌

ୢѡޑୢ܌Ьᚒ࣬ᜢ)ǴԶЪϣΞඔॊΑᅿӢ݀ᜢ߯ޑᆛ।ЎҹǶӕਔ Google

ӧᔠЎҹਔǴΨԵቾΑӚᜢᗖӷӧЎύޑௗ߈ำࡋǶӚᜢᗖӷӧЎҹύຫௗ

 ”�reason�”ǵ�“why“� ਸӷǴхޑӢ݀ᜢ߯פշ൨ڐय़Ƕёа௨ӜຫޑǴЎҹ߈

 because�” Ƕ“� ک

2.2 เਢᘏسڗ 

ाӧЎҹύפ൨ၲ߄Ӣ݀ᜢ߯ޑၗૻǴҞςޕԖѤᅿǺ 

ǵ!ճҔӢ݀ patternsٰղᘐЎҹύඔॊӢ݀ᜢ߯ޑϩǶ!

Βǵ!аጇЎകٰှញচӢکҗǶᆛሞᆛၡၨத࣮ډ೭ᅿǴբޣӧ

ୢѡೀගٮঁӛเਢޑຬೱ่Ƕ!

Οǵ!চӢ่݀کрӧࡕЎǴޣٿ໔٠คܴᡉᜢೱຒрǶ!

Ѥǵ!٤ຒᗦ֖Ӣ݀ᜢ߯Ǵӵ Girju and Moldovan (2002)!܌زࣴޑǴа

ϷӧWordNetύΨԖຒ໔ causationᜢ߯ޑၗૻǶ!

аΠଞჹӚ၁ಒᇥܴǺ!

ǵ!ճҔӢ݀ patternsٰղᘐЎҹύඔॊӢ݀ᜢ߯ޑϩ!

ӧЎݤϷঅᜏᏢǴԖόϿѡࠠёҔٰඔॊٿҹ٣ϐ໔ޑӢ݀ᜢ߯Ƕךॺ

၂ճҔ೭ኬޑѡٰࠠפр �“চӢ�” ޑҽǶ೭ኬޑѡࠠхǺ 
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[EVENT] because [REASON]. 
[REASON], therefore [EVENT]. 
[EVENT] in order to [REASON]. 

܌วғচӢǶ೭٤ѡࠠځҢ߄ ٣ҹǴ[REASON]่݀߄ύ [EVENT] жځ

ளޑډ patternsόՠёаҔٰղᘐӢ݀ᜢ߯ޑၗ ǴૻΨёаҔٰ،ۓ �“চӢ�” 

ҽޑᜐࣚǶ 

Βǵ!аጇЎകٰှញচӢکҗ!

ӧ٤а௲ࣁػЬᚒǴ܈ගٮதୢـเ (FAQ) ޑᆛઠύǴ൩ё࣮ډ೭

ᜪаঁࢤပ܈ጇЎകٰှញ܈ӣเঁୢᚒޑᆛ।Ƕٯӵკ 2 ջࣁ 

�“Why is the sky blue?�” เਢޑᆛ।ǴځύเਢޑඔॊၲߏጇЎകǶ 

 

 

 

!
კ 2. தୢـᚒเਢᆛ।ޑጄٯ 
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ӢࣁΓπࡌޑǴ೭ᅿڗ܌ளޑเਢคᅪ҅ዴเਢǶךॺ܌ሡ

ाޑπբǴ൨פԜᜪޑᆛ।ډפ٠ՖޣѬޑচୢۈѡǶӵ݀চୢۈ

ѡᆶ٬Ҕୢޑୢ܌ޣᚒኬޑǴ߾аԜࢤЎӷ (܈ᆛ।ೱ่) ගٮ๏٬Ҕ

߈КၨௗزࣴޑเਢǶ೭Бय़ࣁޣ FAQ FindingǶ 

Οǵ!চӢ่݀کрӧࡕЎǴޣٿ໔٠คܴᡉᜢೱຒр!

ӧΠय़೭ঁٯηύǺ 

ୢǺ Why can't ostriches fly? 
เǺ The flightless birds �… include ostriches, �… . These birds have only 

small or rudimentary wings. 

เѡύޑ �“These birds have only small or rudimentary wings.�” ൩ᆶ၉ؒ

ԖޔௗޑӢ݀ᜢೱຒǴՠΓᜪϝёаޕၰ೭ѡکѡԖӢ݀ᜢ߯Ƕ 

Ѥǵ!ຒᗦ֖Ӣ݀ᜢ߯!

ӧ Girju ᆶ Moldovan  ӵٯǴ৲ૻޑ٤ຒԖӢ݀ԛׇύǴزࣴޑ

�“provoke�”ǵ�“induce�”ǶWordNetύ߾ගٮΑຒϐ໔ �“cause to�” ޑᜢ߯Ǵٯ

ӵȬ�“kill�” cause to �“die�”ȭǶฅԶ೭ኬޑຒ٠όӭǴ٠όඔॊӢ݀ᜢ߯ޑ

നЬाБԄǶ 

җаޑᇥܴǴךॺёаวǴБݤόՠၨࣁᙁൂǴҔ܄ΞቶǴߚதӝܭ

ᆛሞᆛၡᕉნୢޑเسࡌᄬǶӢԜךॺஒख़ᗺܫӧӢ݀ patternsࡌޑǴаϷ

КჹрЎҹ௶ॊӢ݀ᜢ߯ϩޑБݤǶќѦǴࣁΑೀಃΟᅿǴךॺीΑ

ঁ patternᆀࣁ �“final pattern�”Ǵஒӧಃ 2.2.1ύϟಏǶຒᗦ֖Ӣ݀ᜢ߯߾ё

ࣁ҂ٰуமسӣเૈΚޑԖҔၗૻǶ 

2.2.1 Ӣ݀ᜢ߯ patterns 

ӧЎݤϷঅᜏᏢǴԖόϿѡࠠёҔٰඔॊٿҹ٣ϐ໔ޑӢ݀ᜢ߯Ƕךॺ၂ճ

Ҕ೭ኬޑѡٰࠠפр �“চӢ�” ޑҽǶ೭ኬޑѡࠠхǺ 

[EVENT] because [REASON]. 
[REASON], therefore [EVENT]. 
[EVENT] in order to [REASON]. 
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ډள܌วғচӢǶ೭٤ѡࠠځҢ߄ ٣ҹǴ[REASON]่݀߄ύ [EVENT] жځ

ޑ patternsόՠёаҔٰղᘐӢ݀ᜢ߯ޑၗૻǴΨёаҔٰ،ۓ �“চӢ�” ҽޑ

ᜐࣚǶ 

ѡޑҢӢ݀ᜢ߯߄ӭډԋ݀ύᇆزॺவ٤࣬ᜢਜᝤϷࣴך Ƕࠠঁ 

�“why�” ୢѡගрࡕǴךॺୢޑเسӃճҔॊ patternsפр܌Ԗх֖Ӣ݀

ᜢ߯ޑѡηǴ٠Ъຑ patternsύჹᔈ [EVENT] ޑҽᆶୢѡ࣬ޑ՟ࡋǶԖ

ঁЎѡ಄ӝځύచӢ݀ patternǴЪჹᔈ [EVENT] ҽଯ࣬ࡋ՟ਔǴس൩

ёаڗܜрЎѡύჹᔈ [REASON] ҽǴࣁӣᔈ๏٬ҔޑޣเਢǶ 

ฅԶӧჴሞჴᡍਔǴךॺวԖ٤ᔈҔୢޑᚒǶ२ӃǴԖޑ patternsඔ

ॊѡηϐ໔ (Զόѡηϐϣ) ޑᜢ߯ޑǶᖐٰٯᇥǺ 

Molecules in the air scatter blue to your eyes more than they scatter red.  
Therefore, the sky is blue. 

य़ࢤပǴ�“the sky is blue�” ޑচӢՏܭঁѡηǶӢԜǴ೭٤ patternsঅ

ՏǶႽޑ Ϸ [REASON] [EVENT] ۓ،КჹൂՏٰࣁΟѡ၉܈ѡٿаࣁ҅

ӧय़ٯޑηύǴpatternջࣁ �“[REASON]. Therefore, [EVENT].�”Ƕ 

ԜѦǴԖ٤ patterns٠όѝж߄Ӣ݀ᜢ߯ǴӕਔΨԖځд֖ཀޑҔݤǴӢ

ԜԖݔက܄ӸӧǶᖐٰٯᇥǴ�“since�” ೭ঁӷ൩Ԗ �“җک ”�ܭ �“Ծவ�” ٿᅿό

ӕཀကǶӧΠय़ٿѡ၉ύǺ 

(1) Since their enemies had been destroyed, they sent back their army. 
(2) Since that day, the flowers she had planted had spread all over the hill. 

ಃѡӧ  �“since�” ࡕय़܌ௗޑЎӷၲ߄Αҹ٣ޑচӢǴԶӧಃΒѡύ 

�“since�” ߾ᗺр٣ঁҹޑଆۈਔ໔ǴԶόচӢǶ 

Αૈ҅ዴӦ٬Ҕࣁ patternsǴךॺѸ׳ӦᕕှӚ patternsᔈҔޑ

ྗዴ܄ǴЪёૈޑঅ҅ǶӢ݀ patternsྗዴޑႣБݤஒܭಃ 3ύ௶ॊǶ

ѿԖΑྗዴޑၗૻࡕǴ൨פเਢਔ൩җྗዴၨଯޑ pattern ໒ۈКჹଆǴ

аനӃ಄ӝޑ patternٰԵቾցёૈ҅ࣁዴเਢǶ 
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ԖਔǴӧЎӷ߄ޑǴ[EVENT] ک [REASON] ϐ໔٠ؒԖࡐமਗ਼ޑӷ

य़ૻ৲ǶΓᜪҗΠЎаϷΓᜪڀԖޕޑளޕѬॺޑӢ݀ᜢ߯Ƕޑӷय़

ጕ [EVENT] ک [REASON] рӧࡕЎǶࣁΑΨૈਂਆډ೭ᅿǴ

ॺуΑঁך pattern  final“� ࣁǴᆀϐ”�.[REASON] .[EVENT] .[REASON]“� ࣁ

pattern�”ǶځۓᏱԖനեྗޑዴǴԋࣁനࡕঁКჹޑ patternǶ 

2.2.2 เਢᘏڗᡯ 

аΠࣁӢ݀ patternsКჹޑᡯǺ 

ǵ Ӄ٬Ҕঁຒ܄سჹୢѡՉຒ܄Ƕךॺ٬Ҕޑ QTAG 3.11Ƕ 

Βǵ ѐନୢѡύޑ �“why�”ǴᎩΠޑӷࣁКၨ࣬՟ࡋਔޑᜢᗖӷǴঁӷޑ

ख़ځ٩ຒ܄ԶۓǶӜຒǵຒޑख़ࣁ 5Ǵຒǵୋຒǵኧຒǵ಄ဦ܈

ϦԄޑख़ࣁ 4Ǵೱௗຒǵ߷ຒǵϟسຒϷόۓຒύޑ �“to�” ޑख़ࣁ 1Ǵ

ࣁᜢᗖӷख़ޑ܄Ꭹຒځ 2Ƕ 

Οǵ ճҔ Porter Stemmerჹ܌ԖޑᜢᗖӷՉӷਥᗋচǴҗӷਥᗋচளޑډӷᆀ

 ъǶޑᜢᗖӷख़ۈচࣁख़ޑӷਥᜢᗖӷ�”Ƕ೭٤ӷ“� ࣁ

Ѥǵ Ўҹύޑѡη಄ӝӢ݀ patternਔǴϪрЎѡύჹᔈ [EVENT] ޑϩǶ 

ϖǵ ीᆉᆶୢѡϐ໔࣬ޑ՟ࡋǶଞჹୢѡύޑঁᜢᗖӷǴӵ݀рӧ 

[EVENT] ҽǴ߾уԜᜢᗖӷޑख़࣬ܭ՟ޑࡋϩኧύǶऩࣁӷਥᜢ

ᗖӷǴ߾уӷਥᜢᗖӷޑख़Ƕऩ҂р߾όуϩǶ[EVENT] ୢکѡޑ

࣬՟ࡋջ܌ࣁԖᜢᗖӷ܌ଅϐϩኧᕴکǶ 

Ϥǵ നࡕǴԜѡηёૈ҅ࣁዴเਢޑϩኧࣁǺ (܌಄ӝ patternޑख़)×([EVENT] 

ᆶୢѡ࣬ޑ՟ࡋ)Ƕځύ patternޑख़ۓကࣁǺ0.5 + (0.5×patternྗዴ)Ƕ

ӧԜۓက �“final pattern�” ྗޑዴࣁ 0Ƕ 

ୢเس٩ྣय़ࢬޑำǴჹঁ࣬ᜢЎҹύޑѡηКჹ٠ीᆉёૈԋࣁเਢ

 Ƕޣเਢӣᙟ๏٬Ҕޑளϩኧ௨ׇǴஒϩኧଯ܌٩ྣᡯϤࡕϩኧǶനޑ

                                                 
1 http://web.bham.ac.uk/O.Mason/software/tagger/ 
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3. ѡࠠݔက܄ϩ 

ΑᢀჸӚࣁ patterns҅ޑዴ܄Ǵሡाঁၨεೕኳޑෳ၂ٰෳ၂Ƕෳ၂ύሡ

х֖ patternsޑрǴ٠Ңр �“চӢ�” ܌ӧޑՏǶฅԶҞ٠ؒԖ೭ኬޑෳ

၂ӸӧǶۭΠךॺճҔٿᅿБٰݤளӚӢ݀ patternsྗޑዴǶ 

3.1 Penn Treebankϐ PRP 

Penn Treebank (Marcus, Santorini, and Marcinkiewicz, 1993) ္Ԗঁфૈ 

�“PRP�”ǴҔٰҢ၀ຒಔԖ �“Ҟ܈ ”�ޑ �“җ�” فޑՅǶٯӵǴۭΠ೭ѡ၉

 ᐋύǺওޑ

Chevron had to shut down a crude-oil pipeline in the Bay area to check for 
leaks. 

((S (NP-SBJ-1 Chevron) (VP had (S (NP-SBJ *-1) (VP to (VP shut (PRT 
down) (NP (NP a crude-oil pipeline) (PP-LOC in (NP the Bay area) 
(S-PRP (NP-SBJ *-1) (VP to (VP check (PP-CLR for (NP leaks))))))) .)) 

ӧԜѡύǴ�“to check for leaks�” ൩ �“shut down a crude-oil pipeline�” ޑচӢǶ 

Penn TreebankύԖ 9,613ঁ֖Ԗ PRPޑѡηǶԖ٤ѡη֖Ԗаޑ

PRPǴ PRPрᕴኧࣁ 10,720ԛǶ 

ฅԶԖ٤ӕኬၲ߄Ӣ݀ᜢ߯ޑǴؒࠅԖ PRPǶPenn Treebank

ѝҢԖচӢϷҞفޑՅߕޑឦηѡ܈ϟسຒТᇟǴऩঁѡηж߄җ

ਔ (ٯӵ �“Because he was young.�” �“Therefore, he will not attend.�”)Ǵ൩όԖ

PRPǶӵԜٰǴόঁᆶӢ݀ patterns࣬಄ޑѡη PRPǶ 

ӢԜǴךॺׯճҔ PRP ೭ၗૻٰᆉ patterns ᜢᗖӷྗޑዴǶ

Patterns ᜢᗖӷ൩ patterns ύ [EVENT] ک [REASON] ϐѦޑҽǶϐࡕа

patternsύᜢᗖӷྗޑዴٰࣁ patternsྗޑዴǶ 

рڗܜ Penn Treebankύ܌Ԗ PRPޑຒಔǴीрӧຒಔ໒ᓐ

Ӣ݀ޑ patternsᜢᗖӷঁኧǶӆीᆉঁ patternsᜢᗖӷрӧঁPenn Treebank

ύޑԛኧǴ൩ёளрঁ patternᜢᗖӷрਔǴѬࣁ PRPޑКٯӭ
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ϿǶךॺаԜКٯຎࣁ patternsᜢᗖӷྗޑዴǶी่݀ӵ߄  ҢǶ܌1

җ߄ ٤ډॺёа࣮ךीၗύǴޑ1 patternsᜢᗖӷྗዴࡐଯǴႽ 

�“because�”ǵ�“in order to�” ǶฅԶନΑх֖ �“because�” рԛኧࡐଯаѦǴځ

д patternsᜢᗖӷޑрԛኧ٠όଯǶ࣬ϸޑǴ�“to�”ǵ�“for�” аϷ �“since�” ೭൳ঁ

ӧ PRPຒಔύதрޑ patternsᜢᗖӷǴࠅӢྗࣁዴόଯԶคޔݤௗҔٰղ

ᘐӢ݀ᜢ߯Ƕ೭Ӣࣁ೭٤ patternsᜢᗖӷԖݔကޑ܄চӢǴаΠךॺଞჹ೭Ο

ঁ patternsᜢᗖӷӆޑϩǶ 

߄ 1. ӚӢ݀ patternsྗዴ 
Patterns ᜢᗖӷ PRPঁኧ ᕴԛኧ ྗዴ 

�‘cause 9 9 1 
because 3750 3861 0.971 
because of 641 661 0.97 
in order to/for/that 108 116 0.931 
so as to 6 7 0.857 
as a result of 61 85 0.718 
on account of 5 7 0.714 
as a result 39 86 0.453 
so that 180 416 0.432 
so as 4 10 0.4 
due to 40 110 0.364 
cause 82 249 0.329 
since 310 1169 0.265 
why 133 824 0.161 
to 3318 55272 0.06 
for 731 18075 0.044 
so 173 8768 0.02 
as 46 10481 0.004 
that 16 36897 0.0004 
for \w+ing 66 823 0.08 

(1) �“to + চຒ�” 

р �“to�” Զ߄ҢӢ݀ᜢ߯ޑύǴ೯தӃаֹѡηඔॊ٣ҹǴӆ

ௗа �“to�” ໒ᓐޑόۓຒηѡᇥܴচӢǴӢԜ �“to�” ϐࡕѸۓௗচ
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ຒǶךॺᢀჸ Penn Treebankύ܌Ԗ �“w1 to w2�” ܈ �“To w2�” ޑǴऩ

ڋज़ w2 ຒԶচࣁ w1 όࣁຒਔωղࣁۓӢ݀ᜢ߯Ǵྗዴёҗ

6%ගϲԿ 15.1%Ƕ 

(2) �“for�” 

а �“for�” ٰၲ߄Ӣ݀ᜢ߯ਔǴҔݤӵӕ �“because�”ǴҔаೱௗඔॊচӢ

ӧѡύՠаဦ܈ǶӢԜ �“for�” ӭърӧѡ२Ǵޑѡηঁٿޑ่݀ک

ᆶѡ႖໒Ƕךॺܭஒ pattern � For“� ࣁׯ…�” )ज़ۓӧѡ२( аϷ �“�…, 

for �…�” (ӧѡύௗဦ)ǶฅԶ Penn Treebankύ٠όஒ܌Ԗ߄ҢӢ݀

ᜢ߯ޑ PRP (Ԝᗺஒӧಃ 3.2ύፕ)ǴӢԜךॺׯаΓπղ

ᘐޑБԄǴᒿᐒڗрޑ 25 ѡ಄ӝҁ patterns ѡηᢀჸǴྗዴޑ

7/25=28%Ƕ 

(3) �“since�” 

ௗԖԃࡕǴѝा �“since�” ϐޑᗺۈΑ௨ନа �“since�” ඔॊਔ໔ଆࣁ

ҽǵДҽǴ܈�“year�”ǵ�“day�” ϐᜪж߄ਔ໔ޑᜢᗖӷǴаϷ �“ever 

since�”ǵ�“since then�” ޑ၉ǴόຎࣁӢ݀ᜢ߯ǶӵԜٰǴྗዴගϲԿ

38.4%Ƕӵ݀׳ज़ڋ �“since�” ѝૈрӧѡ२܈ဦϐࡕǴྗዴ

ёၲ 64%Ǵՠ೭ኬѝૈղᘐръа �“since�” ࣁଆ२ޑ PRP ຒಔǶ

ޑ٠ਔ໔ຒղᘐࡕဦ܈ǴନΑ �“since�” ӧѡ२ىόޑΑᔆံєӣࣁ

patternsѦǴךॺΨߥ੮Αֹӄόղᘐޑ �“since�” pattern (ྗዴ 26.5%)Ƕ 

3.2 Γπᢀჸ 

Ӣࣁ Penn TreebankѝҢԖচӢϷҞفޑՅߕޑឦηѡ܈ϟسຒТᇟǴԖ

٤ patternsᜢᗖӷ൩ό PRPǴႽ �“therefore�”Ƕाளډ೭٤ patternsᜢ

ᗖӷྗޑዴǴךॺׯаΓπޑБԄٰՉǶךॺᒿᐒԿ Penn Treebankύܜр

Կӭ 25 ѡр patterns ᜢᗖӷޑѡηǴӆаΓπղۓցࣁӢ݀ᜢ߯Ƕ܌ளډ

߄ᢀჸ่݀ӈӧޑ 2Ƕ 
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ӧ߄ 2ύǴ�“due to�” у �“όௗচຒ�” ೭చҹǴӢךࣁॺᢀჸ

วǴ �“due to�” ཀကࣁ �“Ⴃۓा�” ޑਔংǴࡕځௗຒޑচǴԶ೭൩ό

 ѡηΑǶޑඔॊӢ݀ᜢ߯

߄ 2. җΓπᢀჸϐ patternsྗዴ (%) 
Patterns Γπղ߄ۓӢ݀ᜢ߯ঁኧ ྗዴ 
therefore 25/25 100 
Thus 20/25 80 
hence 21/21 100 
So �� ܈ ……, so �… 15/25 60 
due to (όௗচຒ) 25/25 100 
as a result 25/25 100 

ԜѦǴа �“so�” ଆޑۈηѡ PRPޣǴӕܭ �“so that�” ޑǶࣁ

Αी �“so�” ೱௗຒǵ߄Ң �“܌а�” ޑКٯǴךॺΨаΓπޑБԄᢀჸΑ �“so�” 

рӧѡ२܈ဦϐޑࡕݩǶ೭ኬޑ patternsྗዴёҗ 2% ගϲډ 60%Ƕྗ

ዴϝฅόଯޑচӢӢࣁ �“so�” ޑҔݤჴӧϼቶǴคൂݤаӷय़൩ૈ،ۓ 

�“so�” ޑ҅فՅǶ 

3.3 Ӣ݀ patternsޑКჹ 

җ Penn TreebankϷΓπղᘐளډӚྗዴϐࡕǴךॺ൩ёа٩ྣ patternsྗޑ

ዴ௨ׇǶा൨פЎҹύ֖ԖӢ݀ᜢ߯ޑѡηਔǴҗྗዴၨଯޑ pattern ໒

КჹଆǶӵԜۈ Ǵٰӵ݀ӕࢤЎӷύрঁٿа಄ӝӢ݀ patternsޑҽǴ

ஒᓬӃղᘐྗዴၨଯޑҽցࣁёૈเਢǶ 

җܭԖ٤ patternsྗޑዴٰԾλໆෳ၂ޑΓπຑǴךॺܭஒҗ Penn 

Treebankຑ܌ளଯྗዴ patternsޑᓬӃׇ۳ਊǶӃКჹӧ Penn Treebank

ύྗዴεܭ ޑ80% patternsǴӆځ٩ྣᎩ patternsྗޑዴҗଯډեϩձКჹǶ 

4. ჴᡍᆶፕ 

ॺਥᏵಃך 2Ϸಃ 3܌ளޑډ patternsϷྗځዴǴჴբΑঁଞჹ �“why
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ୢѡ�” ӣเୢޑเسǶҁඔॊךॺӵՖՉਏૈຑޑჴᡍǴ٠ЪΨᆶќѦ

سเୢޑ୷ᘵࣁаᆛሞᆛၡঁٿ AnswerBus (http://www.answerbus.com/) Ϸ

LCC (Language Computer Company, http://www.languagecomputer.com/) КၨǶ 

4.1 ჴᡍၗ 

ӧ TREC QA-TracksᐕۛޑᚒҞύǴѝԖ 8ᚒឦܭ �“whyୢѡ�”ǶࣁΑᘉεჴ

ᡍೕኳǴךॺԿ AskJeeves (http://www.ask.com/) ᆛઠᇆϐ٬Ҕޣමගၸ

ᚒǶӧΜӭঁୢѡύǴԖୢޑ 87 ѡ �“why ୢѡ�”ǶќѦᗋԖ 50 ᚒҗ

AnswerBus (http://www.answerbus.com/) ᆛઠύ �“Sample questions from Excite�” 

ᆛ।ϣ܌рٰޑǴᕴӅளډ 145ঁୢѡёՉჴᡍǶ 

ޑύځॺӃаךǴىόޑΓΚܭज़ڙ 50 ᚒٰՉسޑਏૈຑǶӃѐ

೭ 145ᚒύཀကख़ፄୢޑѡǴаϷ٤ؒԖྗเਢ܈၌ୢࡌǵሡ่ӝ٬Ҕ

ӵٯᚒҞǴޑङඳၗωૈӣเޣ  ȸWhy is my monitor only showing 16 

colors ?�”ǵ�“Why should I go to college?�” Ƕϐࡕᒿᐒᒧڗ 42ᚒǴೱӕٰԾ TREC

ޑ 8ᚒӅ 50ᚒ �“whyୢѡ�” ٰՉຑǶ 

ᔠ࣬ᜢЎҹаഢ൨פเਢਔǴךॺӧҗୢѡࡌ܌ᄬԋޑচۈ၌ύǴϩ

ձуΕ �“reason�”ǵ�“why�” ک �“because�” ೭ΟঁਸӷǴԋࣁཥޑ၌Ǵϩձճ

Ҕ Googleפрന࣬ᜢޑ 10ጇӅ 30ጇЎҹഢǶϐࡕӆճҔচۈ၌ᔠр

όᆶ೭ 30 ጇख़ፄޑ 200 ጇ࣬ᜢЎҹǶӢ݀ patterns КჹϷเਢᘏڗ൩ӧ೭ 230

ጇЎҹύՉǶ 

4.2 เਢຑ 

AnswerBus ک LCC ӧ๏٬ҔޣเਢਔǴаѡηൂࣁՏӣᙟǶࣁΑाک೭ٿ

ޑ๏เൂՏǶՠӵ݀КჹԋфࣁѡηޑΨаֹسޑॺךКၨǴسঁ

pattern ၠၸѡηᜐࣚǴس߾ஒ܌ԖԜ pattern ࣁрٰѡηޑᇂ܌

ঁเਢǶ 

ෳ၂ਔǴஒಃ 4.1 ᒧрޑ 50 ᚒୢѡϩձӛ೭ΟঁسගрǶҗسঁ
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เਢаՉຑǶAnswerBusޑϖӜрӣเύǴӚᚒޑ ک LCC ததѝӣ

ᙟΑ 5ঁаΠޑเਢǴAnswerBusѳ֡ӣเ 4ঁǴLCCѳ֡ӣเ 4.88ঁǶךॺ

 เਢǶޑډϖӜКჹٮගۓ߾سޑ

ۓӚเਢց҅ዴҗΓπٰՉǶךॺஒเਢѺණǴᡣຑޣคவளޕ

Ӛเਢҗবঁس܌ӣเޑǶᚒ๏ΟঁຑޣຑǴаӭኧΓޑཀـ،

߄ຑ่݀ӈӧޑډዴเਢǶள҅ࣁցۓ 3ϐύǶ 

߄ 3. ୢเسӣเ �“whyୢѡ�” ޑਏૈຑ 
 ϖӜ MRR ҅ှӧಃӜ ҅ှӧس
AnswerBus 15 31 0.429 
LCC 8 20 0.229 
  26 39 0.623سޑॺך

߄ 3ύಃѤឯޑMRR (Mean Reciprocal of Rank) ӧ TREC QAКᖻύ܌Ҕޑຑ

Кྗ (Voorhees, 1999)ǶځीᆉБࣁݤǴଞჹୢѡǴऩس܌๏рಃӜޑ

เਢջ҅ࣁዴเਢޑ၉ǴளϩǶऩಃΒӜޑเਢω҅ዴޑ၉Ǵள 1/2ϩǶऩಃ

ΟӜω҅ዴޑ၉Ǵள 1/3ǶΨ൩а҅ှ܌ӧޑനଯӜԛޑॹኧࣁளϩǴനޑࡕ

MRRॶࣁᚒ܌ளϩኧޑѳ֡Ƕ 

җ߄ ճҔӢ݀سޑॺךǴډॺёа࣮ך3 patternsޑᔅշǴسਏૈᓬܭ

 Ƕسጕঁٿдځ

4.3 ϩ 

4.3.1 ቚуਸӷ၌࣬ᜢЎҹޑᔅշ 

ӵಃ 2.1܌ගǴӧᔠ࣬ᜢЎҹਔǴسӧ၌ύуΕ �“reason�”ǵ�“why�” ک 

�“because�” ਸӷǴаයפӣ࣬ޑᜢЎҹύૈ֖ԖӢ݀ᜢ߯ޑЎѡǶՠ೭ঁ

բޑᔅշԖӭϿǻ 

२ӃךॺᢀჸуόуΕਸӷǴჹܭᔠ܌ள࣬ᜢЎҹޑቹៜǶϩձа 145

ঁୢѡޑচۈ၌ӷՍᆶуΕਸӷ၌ӷՍᔠǴচۈ၌ (хմѐ၌

ӷаىໆ࣬ᜢЎҹޑբ) ڗ 200ӜǶਸӷ၌ӷՍ܌ளޑډ 145×3×10 = 
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4,350 ጇύǴԖ 1,216 ጇֹӄ҂рӧаচۈӷՍ၌่݀ޑύǴᡉҢਸӷዴ

ჴёаᔅշ׳ډӭёૈ֖ԖӢ݀ᜢ߯ඔॊޑЎҹǶ 

ԶӧسຑਔǴךॺଞჹӚ҅ዴเਢྍٰޑЎҹΑीǴ่݀ӧ߄ 4Ƕ

ύځ RnǵWnǵBn ϩձ߄ҢуΕ �“reason�”ǵ�“why�”ǵ�“because�” ၌܌ளޑಃ n

ጇ࣬ᜢЎҹǴNn ၌ᔠрЎҹளǵՠ௨ѐςҗਸӷ܌၌ۈҢճҔচ߄߾

ಃޑ nጇ࣬ᜢЎҹǶ 

߄ 4. เਢᆶЎҹٰྍޑᜢ߯ 
ጄൎ ᕴኧ ҅ှ ጄൎ ᕴኧ ҅ှ 

R1-R10 28 13 N91-N100 3 1 
W1-W10 47 20 N101-N110 8 3 
B1-B10 45 25 N111-N120 6 1 
N1-N10 14 5 N121-N130 7 2 
N11-N20 3 1 N131-N140 8 3 
N21-N30 3 2 N141-N150 12 4 
N31-N40 8 4 N151-N160 7 2 
N41-N50 11 5 N161-N170 8 3 
N51-N60 9 5 N171-N180 2 0 
N61-N70 6 4 N181-N190 3 2 
N71-N80 6 2 N191-N200 1 1 
N81-N90 5 2 ᕴी 250 110 

ଞჹჴᡍޑ 50ঁୢѡǴךॺسޑගрΑ 250ঁёૈเਢǴԖ 110ঁຑࣁ

҅ዴǶҗ߄ 4 ёޕǴԖъа (13+20+25=58) ҅ޑዴเਢٰԾуΕਸӷ

၌܌ள࣬ޑᜢЎҹύǶᡉҢ೭ճҔਸӷ܌ளޑ 30 ጇ࣬ᜢЎҹǴගٮӢ݀ᜢ

 ᜢЎҹǶ࣬ޑ၌ۈচܭၗૻᇻӭޑ߯

ԜѦǴԖ፪ޑǴց҅ډפዴเਢǴᆶ௨ѐਸӷޑচۈ၌࣬ᜢЎҹޑ

Ӝԛό࣬ࡐᜢǴ೭ୢکเسࣴزύޑঁ܄፦࣬֍ӝǺ҅ዴเਢόۓрӧ

 ЎҹύǶޑᒏȨന࣬ᜢȩ܌

4.3.2 ӚӢ݀ patternsޑเᚒ҅ዴ 

߄ 5ύӈрΑӚ patternsගٮเਢঁޑኧǴаϷຑ҅ࣁዴเਢঁޑኧ (аᜢ
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ᗖӷࣁϩᜪी)Ƕҗ߄ 5ύёа࣮ډǴԖӭ patternsӧ೭ԛຑύ٠҂Ҕ

ঁҢ �“because�” ዴჴ߄՞ΑъаǶ೭߾ ”�because of“� ک ”�Ǵ�“becauseډ

ޑॺрךѡࠠǴѬॺӧޑதҔࡐ patterns௨ӜύΞࡐय़Ǵ܌аܰӃК

ჹډǶ 

ฅԶӧ߄ 5 ύ �“because�” Ӛ patterns เᚒ҅ዴࠅѝԖ 50%ΠǶၸᢀ

ჸǴว೭٠ό patternsޑᒱᇤǶӭ patternsКჹޑᒱᇤٰԾ [EVENT] 

ҽᆶୢѡКჹ೭໘ࢤǶҗךܭॺسޑӧीᆉ࣬՟ࡋਔаᜢᗖӷКჹࣁЬǴ

วғКჹᒱᇤޑǶКБᇥǴୢѡࣁ �“Why is the sky blue?�”ǴԶԖঁѡη 

�“Blue ocean is beautiful because�…�”Ǵ೭ਔୢѡک [EVENT] ҽԖόλ࣬ޑ՟

 ᒱᇤǶޑڗܜǴԋเਢࡋ

ӕኬޑΨԋ҅ዴเਢ҂ݩރޑډפǶ֖Ԗ҅ዴเਢЪ಄ӝӢ݀

patternsޑѡηύǴ[EVENT] ҽ٬ҔΑᆶୢѡᇟཀ࣬ӕՠӷय़ৡ౦ࡐεޑᇥݤ

ਔǴ೭ঁѡη൩คݤКჹԋфǴเਢΨ൩คݤډפǶҗԜёޕǴอЎѡ໔࣬ޑ

՟ࡋКჹϷᇟཀКჹቹៜୢเسਏૈޑख़ाӢનǶ 

ܭᒱᇤ൩ٰԾޑԛځ patternsᜢᗖӷҁݔޑيက܄Ǵӵӕךॺӧಃ 3ύ܌

ፕޑኬǶӧᘏڗเਢޑၸำύǴϝߚ٠ډפӢ݀ᜢ߯ඔॊޑЎѡǶ 

�“Why [EVENT]? [REASON].�” ೭ঁ patternԖќঁᒱᇤǶӧЎകύǴ

а �“Why�…?�” ගຒޑ௶ॊБԄǴࡕځёૈаΟѤѡࣗԿࢤЎӷٰှញ

೭ঁচӢǶԶךॺޑᡯԿӭѝࡕ۳ڗܜঁѡηǴӢԜӢเਢόֹԶղ

ᘐᒱᇤǶ 
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߄ 5. เਢᆶ patternsϐᜢ߯ 
Patternᜢᗖӷ ᕴኧ ҅ှ ҅ዴ 
because of 24 12 50.0%
because 102 56 54.9%
�‘cause 0 0 -
In order to 0 0 -
so as to 0 0 -
as a result of 2 0 0.0%
as a result 0 0 -
therefore 8 3 37.5%
hence 3 3 100.0%
due to 8 5 62.5%
thus 2 1 50.0%
on account of 0 0 -
that is why 2 2 100.0%
for this reason 0 0 -
Why ? 31 13 41.9%
reason that 7 1 14.2%
so as 0 0 -
so that 1 1 100.0%
sinceȐղձȑ 6 3 50.0%
So/,so 14 3 21.4%
For/,for 2 1 50.0%
to-VȐղձȑ 3 1 33.3%
sinceȐ҂ղձȑ 0 0 -
to-VȐ҂ղձȑ 8 1 12.5%
for 11 2 18.2%
so 0 0 -
as 2 1 50.0%
�“final pattern�” 13 0 0.0%
ᕴ250 ک 110 44.0%
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5. ่ፕᆶ҂ٰπբ 

ҁፕЎࡌᄬΑঁаᆛሞᆛၡࣁ୷ᘵୢޑเسǴԾӣเ �“why�” ᜪࠠୢޑ

ѡǶךॺ٬ҔΑཛྷ൨Їᔏᔠр࣬ᜢޑᆛ।ЎҹаҔٰ൨פёૈเਢǶௗճҔ

ඔॊӢ݀ᜢ߯ޑ patternsǴຑ patternsύ [EVENT] ҽᆶୢѡҁ࣬ޑي՟ࡋǶ

നࡕаୢѡ࣬՟کࡋ಄ӝϐ pattern ख़ޑ४ᑈࣁ೭ঁёૈเਢޑϩኧǴஒϩ

ኧၨଯޑเਢᓬӃӣᙟ๏٬ҔޣǶ 

ۓ patterns ख़ਔǴךॺа Penn Treebank ϷΓπຑޑБԄǴளډӚ

patternsᜢᗖӷྗޑዴǴྗዴຫଯޑ patternԖຫଯޑख़Ƕ 

ՉਏૈຑਔǴךॺаќঁٿаᆛሞᆛၡࣁ୷ᘵୢޑเس (AnswerBus

ک LCC) ٰᆶךॺسޑКၨǴวךॺسޑਏૈᓬܭќѦঁٿጕسǶ

а TREC ύ QA ຑКޑ MRR ॶٰຑǴAnswerBusǵLCC ޑسॺךک MRR

ॶϩձࣁ 0.429ǵ0.229ک 0.623Ƕ 

ӧ҂ٰޑπբύǴ[EVENT] ᆶୢѡ࣬՟ޑࡋКၨঁख़ाزࣴޑ

ᚒǶନΑᜢᗖӷᆶӷਥКჹѦǴᗋё၂уΕᇟ܈ݤᇟཀޑКၨǴ٬ޣ܈Ҕ

WordNetٰՉᜢᗖӷޑᘉкǴࣗԿೀжӜຒୢੋᚒٰуம࣬՟ࡋКၨ

܌อǴߏޑǴѸԵቾϸᔈਔ໔سเୢޑᆛሞᆛၡܭ୷Ƕόၸӵ݀܄ዴ҅ޑ

аΨό٬ەҔϼፄᚇ࣬ޑ՟ࡋКၨБݤǶ 

ԶӵՖঅׯ patternsǴ܈ቚуКჹޑज़ڋǴᙖаගϲ patternsྗޑዴǴ

҂ٰࣴޑزќঁख़ᗺǶԜѦǴ patternsᇂٿѡаࢤޑပਔǴӵՖዴۓเ

ਢޑᜐࣚ൩ঁॶளࣴޑزፐᚒǶ 
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ҁፕЎଞჹࣴزЬᚒϩୢޑᚒǴගрسӈаԾฅᇟقೀࣁ୷ᘵמޑ

ೌǴவᏢೌሦୱύวޑ߄ፕЎၗύڗܜख़ाޑᜢᗖຒᇟǴ٠ஒ೭٤ຒᇟ٩Ᏽ۶

Ԝ໔Ӆᜢ߯ՉᘀǴаᘀ܌ளޑډຒᇟӝ߄Ңሦୱύख़ाزࣴޑЬᚒǶ

ఒཷǹӧၗૻޑΓঁమཱزࣴٮᔈҔǴёаගޑӧᏢೌሦୱЬᚒϩزࣴ

ᔠޑၸำύǴ߾ёаᔅշ٬ҔޣᙶమၗૻሡǶךॺ٠ஒ܌ගрޑБݤᔈҔډ

ROCLINGࣴޑፕЎၗǴڗܜीᆉᇟقᏢሦୱޑख़ाࣴزЬᚒǶ่݀ᡉҢ

೭ঁБݤёаᔈҔܭ୯ϣᏢೌሦୱޑਸᕉნǴӕਔڗܜрύЎکमЎޑᜢᗖຒ

ᇟǴ܌ளޑډຒᇟᘀ่݀Ψёа߄Ңሦୱύख़ाزࣴޑЬᚒǶ೭ኬ߃่݀ޑ

ᏢࣴقॺΨวीᆉᇟךύǴ่݀زǶவࣴ܄ёՉޑݤගрБ܌ᡍΑҁፕЎޑ

ຒᇟᘀύԖӭᆶᐒᏔᙌǵᇟॣೀޑрٰڗܜᜢ߯Ǵޑᆶჴ୍ᔈҔԖஏϪز

کၗૻᔠ࣬ᜢǴӧᇟޑقीᆉኳԄǴᇟݤኳԄᆶওǵᘐຒکीԄᇟق
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ኳࠠࡌޑҥ߾୯ϣीᆉᇟقᏢৎ܌ᜢЈޑЬᚒǶ 

ǵᆣፕ 

ၗૻᔠࣴزख़ୢޑᚒΓᆶၗૻϐ໔ޑϟय़Ǵزࣴޑٰ߈ᖿ༈ݙख़٬ܭ

Ҕڀ܌ޣԖޑङඳޕǵӧᔠၸำύჹୢᚒޑᇡޕ[Wilson, 1999]Ϸၗޑቢዕ

ำࡋ(material mastery)[Bishop, 1999][Covi, 1999]ǶࣁΑჹঁᏢೌሦୱޑၗૻኞ

ຝՉӄय़ޑΑှǴ܌ᒏޑȨሦୱϩȩ(domain analysis)ᙖҗჹᏢೌሦୱϣख़

ाޑᏢೌࢲǴፏӵࣴزǵፕЎว߄ǵୖᆶՉϩǴࣴزΓ܌

٬Ҕౢ܈ғޕޑಔᙃǵ่ᄬǵӝբኳԄǵᇟکق೯ૻԄǵၗૻسаϷ࣬ᜢ

ྗ[Hjørland and Albrechtsen, 1995] ǶԶࣴزЬᚒϩёаᇥሦୱϩޑ

ा୍ǴΑှख़ाزࣴޑЬᚒёаඓඝሦୱύޕޑಔᙃǴᔅշ٬Ҕޣᙶమၗૻ

ሡ(information need)Ǵِೲڗள܌ሡޑၗૻǶԜѦǴᙖҗԖسޑБزࣴڗܜݤ

Ьᚒ٠уаϩǴёаҢᏢೌሦୱࣴزঁֹޑय़ᇮǴගٮཥᏢޣӧ߃ය

ΕሦୱਔୖޑԵǴΨёаբࣁᏢೌࣴزሦୱวޑЇ(road map)Ǵගٮςు

ΕزࣴޑΓᘉᏢೌࣴޑزጄᛑǶ 

ҁፕЎගрঁԾϯزࣴޑЬᚒڗܜБݤǴவᏢೌሦୱύวޑ߄ፕЎӝ

ύᒧрᜢᗖຒᇟǴӆ٩Ᏽຒᇟ۶Ԝ໔рӧ࣬ӕፕЎύڀԖۓཀကޑӅ

(co-occurrences)ຝǴᒣᇡጇፕЎύёૈڀԖزࣴޑЬᚒǴբࣁϩ೭ঁሦୱ

ख़ाࣴزЬᚒ٩ޑᏵǶךॺᇡࣁፕЎޑᙦຒ༼ૻ৲֖ΑࣴزЬᚒǶӧፕЎว
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ᆶݤᚒǵБୢޑزຒᇟஒࣴޑᙖҗፕЎᚒӜǵᄔाаϷҁЎύޣၸำύǴբޑ߄

่݀Ьᚒၲ๏᠐ޣǴࣗԿፕЎ܌ЇҔୖޑԵЎᚒӜΨх֖ӭᆶЬᚒ࣬ᜢ

ᑫ፪زࣴيёа٩Ᏽ೭٤ຒᇟղᘐᆶҁߡӧ᎙᠐ፕЎਔǴޣຒᇟૻ৲ǹԶ᠐ޑ

่ᄬύ[Harter, 1992]ǶаҁፕЎޕޑᄬᆶᑼΕঁΓࡌǴӕਔஒ೭٤ၗૻ܄ᜢ࣬ޑ

ٯηǴӧҁፕЎޑᚒӜǵᄔाکҁЎύх֖ΑӭȬᏢೌሦୱȭǵȬࣴزЬᚒȭǵ

ȬፕЎȭຒᇟǴҞ׆ޑఈ᠐ޣӧ᎙᠐ਔǴёаவ೭٤ຒᇟޑӅӕрᆶ٬

ҔǴΑှךॺޑزࣴ܌ЬᚒவᏢೌፕЎύڗܜख़ाزࣴޑЬᚒǴԶԖᑫ፪ޑ᠐

уаճҔǶӦǴӧঁᏢೌሦୱύǴё߄ᆶวزёӧࣴߡǴࡕӧ᎙᠐ޣ

аวډڙ٤ख़ຎزࣴޑЬᚒ࣬ᜢޑຒᇟӧӭፕЎύрǶаीᆉᇟقᏢሦ

ୱٰ࣮ǴߡёаวፏӵȬᇟȭǵȬওȭǵȬၗૻᔠȭޑຒᇟӧӭፕ

ЎύрǴ೭٤೭ঁሦୱύޑख़ाࣴزЬᚒǶԶЪᆶࣴزЬᚒ࣬ᜢޑಔຒ

ᇟख़ፄрӧӭፕЎύǶӢԜǴӵ݀ჹᏢೌሦୱрޑހፕЎՉϩǴᒧڗ

ӅຝǴճҔ೭٤ၗૻஒதޑຒᇟǴी೭٤ຒᇟ໔ޑЬᚒཀက߄Ԗжڀ

ଆрޑಔຒᇟᘀᆫԋঁӝǴ܌ԋޑຒᇟӝёаຎࣁࣴޑۓ

ຒᇟᘀᆫᆶ၀ޑЬᚒزӚࣴ߄ёаᆉжߡЬᚒਔǴޑፕЎЬᚒǶӧϩز

ፕЎ࣬ޑᜢ܄Ǵբࣁղᘐ၀ፕЎցڀԖԜЬᚒޑၗૻǶӢԜǴҁፕЎ၂ճ

ҔԾฅᇟقೀٰೌמϩᏢೌሦୱύวޑ߄ፕЎǴዴᇡፕЎύрޑຒᇟǴܜ

ᒣᇡЬᚒϩࣁӅૻ৲ǴӆՉຒᇟᘀᆫ(term clustering)Ǵբޑύຒᇟځ֖ӧڗ

 ၗૻǶޑ
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ǶᒧаЬᚒϩޑᏢሦୱق୯ϣीᆉᇟܭᔈҔೌמޑวрٰ܌ॺ٠ஒך

ीᆉᇟقᏢբزࣴࣁჹຝޑЬाচӢ೭ঁሦୱڀԖࣽሞӝࣴز

(interdisciplinary research)ޑՅǴ٠ЪԋфӦஒวрޑፕೌמکᔈҔډᏢೌࣴ

ΓЬाٰزࣴޑزว[Lenders, 2001]Ƕୖᆶ೭ঁሦୱࣴࣴࠔౢکسޑᆶჴሞز

ԾܭᇟقᏢکीᆉᐒࣽᏢঁٿᏢࣽǴჹܭीᆉᐒࣽᏢৎٰᇥǴЬाزࣴޑπբӧ

ᚒǴКБᇥᐒᏔᙌǵӷࠠୢޑقٰೀԖᜢԾฅᇟسတႝޑᄬঁჴҔࡌܭ

ᒣᇡǵᇟॣᒣᇡǵၗૻᔠǶᇟقᏢৎޑπբ߾ӧܭीᆉ܄ፕޑೕጄᆶᔈ

ҔǴҔٰှញԾฅᇟޑقᇡޕຝኳԄϷኳᔕᡍૈޑΚ[Цγϡ, 1988]Ƕीᆉᐒ

ࣽᏢৎޑπբሡा٩ᒘᇟقᏢৎ܌ԋޑᇟقፕٰࡌҥӝԶԖਏႝޑတس

ǹԶᇟقᏢৎ߾ճҔीᆉᐒࣽᏢৎ܌วޑीᆉፕᆶسزԾฅᇟޑق

ೕࡓ[Huang, 2000]Ƕӧ೭ঁሦୱύޑख़ाࣴزନΑஒीᆉᐒБݤᔈҔܭԾฅᇟق

ፕޑϐѦǴനڙᢋҞزࣴޑᗋхճҔᇟ(corpus)܌วрٰޑᇟقፕ

ϷճҔ೭٤ፕीᆶวӚᅿჴ୍س[Church and Mercer, 1993]Ƕ܌аǴவ೭ঁ

ሦୱ܌ՉޑᏢೌࢲǴёаᢀჸᇟقᏢکीᆉᐒࣽᏢٿᅿόӕᏢࣽޑᏢޣӧϕ

࣬ᐟᕏΠౢғޑԋ݀ǴΨёаᢀჸډவፕೌמډزࣴޑวǴӆډჴ୍ޑᔈҔǴ

ჹࣴزЬᚒϩڀԖᏯЪԖཀကزࣴޑǶନԜϐѦǴќБय़ך߾ॺ

ჹܭ೭ঁሦୱޑዕǴஒԖշزࣴܭБޑݤวǴჹ܌ܭள่݀߃ޑډрӝ

ޑ၍ញǴ٠բࣁΠ໘ׯࢤୖޑԵǶ 

ӧ٬Ҕ ROCLING ډΜѤۛޑᏢೌࣴፕЎၗǴӅ 235 ጇǴךॺӅܜ
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рڗ 343ঁᜢᗖຒᇟǶࣴزЬᚒᘀࡕளډ 34ঁж߄ख़ाࣴزЬᚒޑຒᇟӝǶ

่݀ᡉҢ܌วޑຒᇟݤڗܜёаӕਔڗܜрύЎکमЎޑᜢᗖຒᇟǴ܌ளޑډ

ຒᇟᘀ่݀Ψёа߄Ңሦୱύख़ाزࣴޑЬᚒǶ߃ᡍΑҁፕЎ܌ගрБݤ

ᜢ߯Ǵޑᆶჴ୍ᔈҔԖஏϪزᏢࣴقॺΨวीᆉᇟךύǴ่݀زǶவࣴ܄ёՉޑ

ޑقၗૻᔠ࣬ᜢǴӧᇟکຒᇟᘀύԖӭᆶᐒᏔᙌǵᇟॣೀޑрٰڗܜ

ीᆉኳԄǴᇟݤኳԄᆶওǵᘐຒکीԄᇟقኳࠠࡌޑҥ߾୯ϣीᆉᇟق

Ꮲৎ܌ᜢЈޑЬᚒǶ 

ҁፕЎځᎩޑകᄬӵΠǺӧಃΒύ२Ӄᇥܴ٤࣬ᜢࣴزϷҁፕЎ܌

ගрࣴزЬᚒϩБۺཷޑݤᆶӝ܄Ǵ٠Ъ٩Ᏽ೭ۺ٤ཷीрճҔسӈԾ

ฅᇟقೀೌמՉࣴزሦୱϩޑБݤǶௗӧಃΟکಃѤύϩॊ೭ঁБ

ॺගрΑӧӭᇟᕉნךЬᚒᘀᆫǶಃΟύǴزࣴکڗܜǺຒᇟೌמਡЈޑύݤ

ΠޑᜢᗖຒᇟڗܜБݤǴёаவύमЎፕЎၗύڗளжزࣴ߄Ьᚒޑᜢᗖຒ

ᇟǶಃѤ߾ගрঁຒᇟᘀᆫБݤǴճҔຒᇟޑӅᜢ߯ǴஒຒᇟՉӭख़ᘀ

ᆫٰж߄ёૈزࣴޑЬᚒǹҁύ٠ЪᇥܴࣴزЬᚒᆶፕЎϐ໔࣬ᜢำޑࡋीᆉ

БԄǶಃϖύൔஒԜϩБݤᔈҔډ୯ϣीᆉᇟقᏢ่ࣴ݀ޑزǶനࡕǴಃ

Ϥ่߾ፕǶ 

ΒǵҁፕЎගрزࣴޑЬᚒϩБݤ 

ҁፕЎ׆ఈวࣴزЬᚒڗܜБݤǴёаவۓᏢೌሦୱύрޑހፕЎ
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ύǴڗܜҔٰزࣴၲ߄ΓӅޑख़ाࣴزЬᚒǴբࣁϩ܈ၗૻᔠᔈ

ҔޑၗૻǶӧၗૻᔠࣴزጄᛑύᆶ೭ঁୢᚒ࣬زࣴޑ߈ԖЬᚒୀෳ (topic 

detection)ǶЬᚒୀෳ׆ఈவׇӈٰྍӚό࣬ӕޑཥᆪύǴୀෳрᆶ٤Ȭ٣

ҹȭ(events)࣬ᜢޑೱុൔᏤ[Wayne, 2000]ǶҞزࣴΓᇡࣁȬᘀᆫଷᇥȭ(cluster 

hypothesis) ё а  Ҕ ܭ ှ ، ೭ ঁ ୢ ᚒ [Yang, Pierce and Carbonell, 

1998][Hatzivassiloglou, Gravano and Maganti, 2000]ǴճҔڀԖ࣬ᜢЬᚒޑЎҹڀԖ

࣬՟ޑຒᇟϩѲǴаЎҹᘀᆫ(document clustering)ೌמǴୀෳཥЎҹցᆶ

ԖЎҹӝڀԖ࣬՟ޑຒᇟϩѲǴஒЎҹᘜΕ࣬ᜢ٣ҹޑӝύǹऩЎҹ

ᆶԖӝࣣό࣬߈Ǵ߾ຎࣁঁཥ٣ҹǴౢғঁཥޑӝǶӢԜǴךॺ

၂ᔈҔᘀᆫଷᇥǴሦୱύёૈزࣴޑЬᚒǶӆޣǴЬᚒୀෳࣴزςᔈҔԖ

Ӝຒ(proper nouns)࣬ᜢຒ༼բࣁ႖όӕཥᆪ٣ҹޑख़ाૻ৲[Hatzivassiloglou, 

Gravano and Maganti, 2000]ǴҁፕЎΨஒ၂ճҔፕЎύᆶሦୱ࣬ᜢޑຒᇟڗܜр

ٰբࣁϩޑЬाૻ৲ǶԜѦǴЬᚒୀෳᔈҔ܌ᒏޑȬཥᆪዊȭ(news bursts)

ຝǴஒਔ໔ૻ৲уΕᘀᆫᄽᆉݤǴගܹୀෳ่݀ޑ[Yang, Pierce and Carbonell, 

1998]ǶՠᏢೌፕЎᗨฅԖ܌ᒏȬၗૻࢬՉȭ(information epidemic)[Tabah, 1996]

ԋޑεࡐډǴӵ݀ளࡕගрೌמ܈ݤБزፕǵࣴޑཥӧǴΨ൩ݤᇥޑ

фǴஒёа֎ЇӭࣴزΓΕزࣴޑុࡕύǴԋި࣬ᜢࣴزวޑ߄॥ዊǴ

ฅԶӧჴࣴزύࠅวԜຝᗨฅӸӧՠ٠όதـ[Tabah, 1996]Ǵ܌аӧҁፕ

Ў٠όԵቾуΕਔ໔ૻ৲Ƕ 
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ӧҁፕЎύǴךॺճҔ࣬ӕࣴزЬᚒޑፕЎύڀԖ࣬՟ຒ༼ૻ৲ۺཷޑǴճ

ҔӧፕЎύຒᇟޑӅᜢ߯Ǵפрຒᇟޑᘀᆫٰжزࣴ߄ЬᚒǶаፕЎύр

ޑຒᇟڗжጇፕЎբࣁϩჹຝޑЬाচӢ׆ఈૈᕇளၨёߞᒘޑीૻ

৲Ƕ܌ߚ٠ԖزࣴޑሦୱԖىӭޑᏢೌፕЎว߄ёٮՉࣴزǴၨλޑᏢೌ

ሦୱ܌рޑހፕЎኧໆၨࣁόىǴаጇፕЎՉϩǴीόܰளزࣴډ

Ьᚒޑϩ่݀ǶаᜢᗖຒᇟբࣁϩჹຝǴёаᕇளкޑىीૻ৲ǴլܺЎ

ҹኧໆၨϿୢޑᚒǶ٤ፕЎڀԖӭঁࣴزЬᚒΨёᙖҗຒᇟޑӭख़ᘀᆫуа߄

ҢǴԶࣴزЬᚒϐ໔ޑᜢ߯ǶԜѦǴЎҹᘀᆫόܰ၍ញ่݀܌жޑ߄ЬᚒǴ

ຒᇟᘀᆫ߾ܰޔௗҗԋޑᇟကՉှញǶ 

ҁፕЎБޑݤᄬӵკ܌ҢǶ२ӃჹሡाՉϩޑᏢೌሦୱᇆ࣬ᜢፕ

ЎၗǴࡌҥፕЎၗǶၗύԏᒵޑၗхፕЎޑᚒӜǵᄔाୖکԵЎ

ޑᚒӜբࣁຒᇟڗܜᆶᘀᆫϩޑၗૻǴፕЎբکޣрހԃҞ߾Ҕٰբ

ύǵᏢೌፕЎ୷ҁޑǴ୯ϣޑπբǶձॶளගϩޑЬᚒزࣴុࡕࣁ

मᇟᚈᇟ٠ՉǴӭሦୱࣣௗڙፕЎаύЎ܈मЎว߄ǴฅԶ܌ߚ٠ԖޑፕЎӕ

ਔڀԖύǵमЎᚈᇟޑᚒӜکᄔाǴคൂݤ൩ᅿᇟޑقЎҁՉϩǶऩѝ

Եቾаᅿᇟقวޑ߄ፕЎՉϩǴԶ۹ౣќᅿᇟقǴԖёૈԋ٤

ਸزࣴޑЬᚒᒪᅅޑǶऩϩձೀӚᅿᇟޑقፕЎǴલЮϩឦٿᅿᇟق

ǴӧӝԖ࣬ε܄ᜢ࣬ޑр೭٤ຒᇟϩݤӅૻ৲ǴคޑຒᇟӧፕЎύޑ

ፕقᅿᇟٿຝǴගрёаӕਔϩ߄ፕЎวޑᜤǶӢԜሡाԵቾ೭ঁਸ֚ޑ
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ЎޑБݤǶҁፕЎ܌ගрှޑ،ϐၰуΕፕЎύୖԵЎޑᚒӜՉϩǴ೯

தୖԵЎޑᚒӜᆶࣴޑزፕǵБݤϷೌמΨԖஏϪޑᜢ߯ǴԶЪୖԵЎ

ёаीϩឦߡǴݤБڗܜӭᇟຒᇟޑǴऩૈගрقᅿᇟٿᚒӜёૈх֖ޑ

زࣴޑၨ٫ډຒᇟૻ৲ǴԶளޑقᅿᇟٿӅຝǴӝޑᜢຒᇟ࣬ޑقᅿᇟٿ

Ьᚒϩ่݀Ƕ 

 
ፕЎᇆᆶ

ၗࡌҥ

ᜢᗖຒᇟ

 ڗܜ
ፕЎ 
ၗ

ᜢᗖ 
ຒᇟ 

ຒᇟ 
Ӆϩ

ຒᇟ 
Ӆᜢ߯

ຒᇟᘀ ຒᇟ 
ᘀ 

Ьᚒزࣴ

ϩ 

კ ҁፕЎගрزࣴޑЬᚒڗܜᆶϩБݤ 

ӧࡌҥӳፕЎၗࡕǴௗߡճҔӭᇟޑᜢᗖຒᇟڗܜБݤவፕЎၗύ

ԾڗܜሦୱύڀԖཀကޑຒᇟǴीຒᇟӧፕЎύޑӅᜢ߯ǴճҔ೭٤ၗૻ

ஒ࣬ᜢޑຒᇟᘀԋӝǴҔٰж߄ঁزࣴۓЬᚒǶӧՉࣴزሦୱϩ

ਔǴຒᇟᘀᆶፕЎ࣬ޑᜢ܄(relevance)ىமਔǴёаଷۓ၀ፕЎڀԖ၀

ຒᇟᘀ܌жزࣴ߄ЬᚒǶΠय़ٿޑύǴஒଞჹӭᇟᕉნΠޑख़ाຒᇟڗܜа
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Ϸຒᇟᘀᆫೌמ၁ಒᇥܴǶ 

ΟǵӭᇟᕉნΠޑᜢᗖຒᇟڗܜ 

ॺ२ӃዴᇡፕЎၗύךᜢᗖຒᇟǴޑЬᚒزᏢೌሦୱࣴ߄ёажڗܜΑࣁ

ख़ाޑύमЎຒಔаϷύЎޑӭӷຒǴቚமຒᇟޑᇟ༼ૻ৲ǴӆᒧڀԖжࣴ߄

ၲ߄ԄޑǶӧᏢೌፕЎύǴதаຒಔ่݀ޑࢤ೭໘ࣁຒᇟǴբޑЬᚒཀကز

ख़ाزࣴޑЬᚒǴКБӧीᆉᇟقᏢሦୱޑፕЎύǴёаวፏӵमЎޑ�“language 

model�”ǵ�“machine translation�”܈ύЎޑ�“ᇟقኳࠠ�”ǵ �“ᐒᏔᙌ�”ǶԜѦǴ

ύЎޑЎҁ္Ǵຒᆶຒϐ໔ؒԖܴᡉࣚޑज़ǴՉԾฅᇟقೀǴሡाӃՉ

ϩຒǴዴᇡЎҁϣёૈޑຒǶ܌аाՉࣴزЬᚒϩǴ२ाπբவፕЎύዴ

ᇡख़ाޑύमЎຒಔаϷύЎޑӭӷຒǶฅԶᏢೌፕЎύதԖӭཥޑຒᇟр

Ǵٰж߄ཥۺཷޑǵБೌמکݤǴךॺค٣ݤӃԏᒵӚঁሦୱ္܌Ԗёૈޑຒ

ᇟٰᇙբΜϩֹޑຒڂǴՉᘐຒǶԶЪճҔᄬຒޑࡓೕ߾ԄᘐຒБݤǴሡा

ೀӕਔύЎکमЎٿᅿᇟޑقЎҁǴᜤаӝᔈҔǶ܌аҁፕЎ௦ҔीԄޑ

ೀБݤ[Chien, et. al., 1999]Ǵаߡӕਔှ،ύЎޑӭӷຒϷύमЎޑຒಔୢᚒǶ 

ҁፕЎ٬܌ҔޑБݤӵΠǺ२ӃճҔᚒӜǵᄔाୖکԵЎޑᚒӜፕЎၗ

္܌ԖޑЎѡࡌҥঁ PAT-treeၗ่ᄬǴҔٰᓯӸ܌ԖрӧፕЎၗύޑӷ

ՍϷѬॺ܌ӧޑፕЎၗ[Chien, 1997]Ƕௗӧ PAT-treeύᘏڗёૈޑӷՍբࣁং

ᒧຒᇟǴаीૻ৲Ϸᡍ߾ݤ(heuristic rules)բࣁղᘐӷՍցࣁຒᇟޑྗǶ
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ӧҁፕЎύǴ٬܌Ҕޑीૻ৲хӷՍӧ܌ԖၗύޑрᕴᓎԛǵӷՍӧр

ፕЎύޑѳ֡ᓎԛکྗৡ(standard deviation)аϷӷՍࡕௗӷޑፄᚇࡋǶӷ

Սޑрᕴᓎԛж߄၀ӷՍӧሦୱύޑख़ा܄Ǵрᓎԛଯ߄Ң೭ঁӷՍӧሦୱ

ྗৡҔٰکѳ֡ᓎԛޑԖख़ाཀကǶӷՍӧрፕЎύڀፕЎதрԶޑ္

 ǴӵԄ(1)ࡋख़ाำޑҢӷՍჹрፕЎ߄

SS

def

S mR                           (1) 

ӧԄ(1)ǴmSک Sϩձж߄ӷՍ SӧрፕЎύޑѳ֡ᓎԛکྗৡǶӷՍ

Sޑѳ֡ᓎԛຬၸ⸣ॶਔǴ߄ҢԜӷՍཱུԖёૈӧӭፕЎύрӭԛǴ೭

٤ፕЎޑᜢᗖຒᇟǴᔈ၀ᒧڗрٰǶ܈ᗨฅӷՍ S ӧፕЎޑѳ֡ᓎԛၨեǴ

ՠӧ٤ፕЎύрӭԛǴ೭٤ፕЎޑᜢᗖຒᇟǴΨሡाᒧڗрٰǴԜਔӷ

Ս S Ԗঁၨεޑྗৡ SǶӢԜǴךॺёаճҔӷՍӧрፕЎύޑѳ֡ᓎ

ԛکྗৡޑᕴک RSж߄ӷՍჹрፕЎޑख़ाำࡋǴRSॶཇଯޑӷՍჹрፕ

Ўཇख़ाǶ 

ӷՍࡕௗӷޑፄᚇ߾ࡋёаղᘐցঁֹޑຒᇟځ܈дຒᇟޑ

ϩǴӷՍ Sࡕޑௗӷፄᚇࡋ C1Sک C2SϩձӵԄ(2a)ک(2b)܌Ң 

)log(1
S

aS

a S

aS
def

S F
F

F
F

C                       (2a) 

)log(2
S

Sb

b S

Sb
def

S F
F

F
F

C                       (2b) 
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Ԅ(2a)ک(2b)ύǴa ک b ж߄ӷՍ S ӧፕЎၗύҺঁёૈޑௗӷࡕکௗ

ӷǴFSǵFaSک FSbϩձӷՍ SǵaS ک Sb ޑௗӷрᕴᓎԛǶаԄ(2a)ޑ

ٰ࣮ǴऩӷՍ SԖཇӭᅿᜪޑௗӷǴԶЪᅿௗӷрޑԛኧຫௗ߈ਔǴ

C1SޑॶཇεǴϸϐǴӷՍѝԖᅿௗӷਔǴC1Sޑॶܭ 0Ǵ܈Ԗঁ

ௗӷрޑᐒၨځдεߚதӭਔǴ߾ C1Sޑॶௗܭ߈ 0Ǵ߄Ң၀ӷՍӆу೭ঁ

ຒޑᐱҥ၀ӷՍཇԖёૈ߄жࡋௗӷፄᚇޑঁຒᇟǶཇεௗӷёૈω

ᇟԶόځдຒᇟޑϩǹࡕௗӷޑΨ࣬ӕޑၰǶ 

೯ၸय़చҹޑӷՍǴӆճҔଶҔຒ(stop words)όૈрӧӷՍ२ޑ׀ᡍ

ຒଶҔຒதрۓکᡍύǴϟຒޑຒᇟǶӧၸѐޑǴၸᘠѐόֹ߾ݤ

ӧڗܜрӷՍޑ२׀Ǵӵ �“Ӝຒ+ޑ�”ǵ�“Ӝຒ+of�”܈�“to+ຒ�”ຒಔ่ᄬǶՠଶ

ҔຒрӧӷՍޑύ໔ж߄ޑۓຒಔǴٯӵ�“part of speech�”ǴӢԜǴஒ೭ᅿ

уаߥ੮Ƕ 

ӧዴᇡፕЎၗύख़ाޑύमЎຒಔаϷύЎޑӭӷຒࡕǴа೭٤ຒᇟࡌҥ

ᘐຒೀ܌ሡޑຒڂǶךॺ٬ҔߏຒᓬӃ߾ݤᆶຒᇟޑрᕴᓎԛஒ܌ԖፕЎၗ

уаᘐຒǴዴᇡ܌ԖӧፕЎၗύрޑຒᇟǶԜਔǴךॺϩрٰޑຒᇟх

Α٤ύमЎޑຒಔǵຒک٤ύЎൂӷǶӧҁፕЎύߚ٠ሡाዴᇡፕЎၗύ

ॺၸךᜢᗖຒᇟǴӢԜޑЬᚒزࣴ߄Ԗёૈж܌ڗܜఈ׆ຒᇟǴԶޑԖёૈ܌

ᘠڀԖаΠޑຒᇟǶ२ӃύЎၗύൂޑӷ(characters)Ǵӭъ٤ϟຒǵ
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ଶҔຒ܈ӧᡯύคݤಔԋຒޑຒᇟǴуаᘠǶځԛǴрᕴᓎԛᆶԄ(1)

ϐ RSॶϼλޑຒᇟǴΨуаၸᘠǴځҗӵय़܌ॊǶഭΠޑຒᇟᆶѬॺӧፕЎ

ၗύޑр߾Π໘ࢤϩޑჹຝǶ 

ѤǵࣴزЬᚒᘀᆫ 

ӅᜢޑЬᚒǴҁፕЎ٩ᏵຒᇟӧፕЎၗزࣴޑΑᏢೌሦୱύख़ाࣁ

߯Ǵࡌҥຒᇟϐ໔࣬ޑᜢำࡋǴஒຒᇟՉᘀᆫǴаಔᘀᆫ࣬ޑᜢຒᇟբࣁ

ЬᚒύǴҁύගрঁёаزࣴޑԖ٤ຒᇟёૈх֖ӧόӕܭЬᚒǶҗزࣴঁ

ჹຒᇟՉӭख़ᘀޑᄽᆉݤǶ 

२ӃǴךॺஒ໘ڗܜࢤрٰޑຒᇟǴճҔёаՉӭख़ᘀᆫޑ cliques ᘀ

ᄽᆉݤ[Kowalski and Maybury, 2000]ՉຒᇟᘀǶӧᒧۓനλ࣬ᜢำޑࡋ

ΠǴךॺёаளډऩυঁຒᇟᘀǴӧ೭٤ຒᇟᘀύޑຒᇟǴ۶Ԝ໔࣬ޑᜢำ

όޑࡋдຒᇟ࣬ᜢำځϐǹԶЪຒᇟӢѬॺᆶࡋനλ࣬ᜢำޑۓᒧ܌ӧࡋ

ӕǴёаᘀӧӭঁӝύǶҁፕЎ٬܌Ҕޑຒᇟ࣬ᜢำޑࡋीᆉБԄӵΠǺך

ॺӃीᆉຒᇟӧጇፕЎޑᚒӜǵᄔाୖکԵЎޑᚒӜၗύрޑ

ᓎԛǴբࣁຒᇟޑቻॶၮᆉޑၗૻǶՠӢࣁѝڗҔॊፕЎၗޑၗໆၨλǴ

ຒᇟӧځύрޑᓎԛόϼଯǴࣁΑ٬եᓎԛޑຒᇟৡ౦όϼεǴаຒᇟӧ

ጇፕЎၗޑᓎԛޑѳБਥբࣁঁቻॶǶӵԜٰǴჹຒᇟԖಔ

ቻӛໆ(feature vector)Ǵीᆉຒᇟ໔࣬ޑᜢำߡࡋёаճҔ܌ჹᔈቻӛໆ໔֨
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Ңຒᇟ߄Ԅ(4)ϩձکᎩ۰ॶ(cosine value)ٰᆉǶӵԄ(3)ޑف Aޑቻӛໆکຒ

ᇟ Aᆶ B໔࣬ޑᜢำࡋᆉБԄǶ 

],...,,[' ,,2,1 ANAA

def

A fffv                    (3) 

BA

BA
def

vv
vv

BAR ),(                         (4) 

Ԅ(3)ύǴfi,Aж߄ຒᇟ Aӧಃ iጇፕЎၗύрޑᓎԛǶԄ(4)ύǴϩηϩ

ຒᇟ Aک Bޑቻӛໆ ک vAv Bϣᑈ(inner product)ޑॶǴϩ҆ϩঁٿ߾ቻ

ӛໆࡋߏ Av ک Bv ४ᑈǶၸޑ cliques ᄽᆉ܌ݤள่࣬݀ޑډᝄޑǴѝ

ԖаຒᇟޑӅᜢ߯܌ᆉ࣬ޑᜢำࡋӧ⸣ॶаޑჹຒᇟωԖёૈᘀ

ӧঁӝϣǶฅԶǴӧࣴزЬᚒύ࣬ӕۺཷޑ߈࣬܈ёૈаόӕຒᇟٰ߄ҢǴ

೭٤ຒᇟόۓрӧ࣬ӕޑፕЎၗύǴճҔॊаຒᇟӅຝ࣬ޑᜢำࡋ

ᆉБݤஒளࡐډλ࣬ޑᜢำࡋᆉॶǴคݤճҔ cliquesᄽᆉݤஒ೭٤ຒᇟᘀ

ଆٰǶҁፕЎ௦ҔаΠٿᅿှٰೌמ،ॊୢޑᚒǶ 

२ӃךॺճҔ LSI(Latent Semantics Indexing)ೌמჹॊޑቻӛໆ܌ԋޑ

Ȭຒᇟ-ቻȭંତ M Չڻ౦ॶϩှ (SVD, singular value decomposition)ၮᆉ

[Deerwester, et. al., 1990]Ǵஒંତ M ϩှԋΟঁંତǴToǵSo ک DoǴ٬ள

'ǶԜೀ Tooo DSTM oک Doࣁ MޑѰǵѓڻ౦ӛໆ(singular vectors)܌ԋંޑତǴ

ࣁελϩձځ t×r ک d× rǴt ک d ϩձࣁຒᇟکቻޑኧҞǴr ତંࣁ߾ M જޑ

(rank)ǴԶ Soࣁঁελࣁ r×rޑჹفጕંତ(diagonal matrix)Ǵځჹفጕޑॶࣁ
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Mڻޑ౦ॶ(singular values)ǴЪ٩Ᏽሀ෧ޑБԄ௨ӈǶऩךॺ׆ఈڗளঁજࣁ k

ˆ�ତMંޑ Ǵk<=rǴ٠٬ளM�ˆ ᆶMޑനλѳБৡ(least square error)നௗ߈Ǵёаڗ

Soჹفጕޑ kঁڻ౦ॶǴౢғঁελࣁ k×kޑཥંତ SǴӕਔ Toک DoΨϩ

ձڗ kঁՉӛໆ(column vectors)Ǵԋંତ Tک DǴελϩձࣁ t×kک d× kǶં

ତM�ˆ ёҗߡ ीᆉளډǶӧ٬Ҕ LSIޑೌמᔠၸำǴՉຒᇟ࣬ޑᜢ

ำࡋᆉਔǴа

'�ˆ TSDM

'�ˆ�ˆMM ٰᆉচӃаMM�’ीᆉٿٿຒᇟቻӛໆ໔ޑϣᑈॶǴӵԄ

 ҢǴ߄܌(5)

'�ˆ�ˆM'MM '''''')''(' 2TTSTTSSTDSTSDTSDTSDM        (5) 

ӧԄ(5)ύǴҗંܭତ DύޑՉӛໆ۶ԜϕൂࣁՏ҅Ҭ(othonormal)ǴDD�’=IǴ

ԶЪ SࣁჹفጕંତǴS�’= SǴ܌а 'ǶճҔ SVDڗளᗦ֖ᇟက่ᄬ(latent 

semantic structure)ޑ܄Ǵ٬ளচӃӢࣁӅᜢ߯ၨ১܈όӸӧǴԶ࣬ᜢำࡋၨ

ᆉளࡐλ࣬ঁٿޑᜢຒᇟǴёаᕇளၨεޑᆉॶ[Deerwester, et. al., 1990]Ƕ 

'�ˆ�ˆ 2TTSMM

ԛǴՉځ cliquesᘀᄽᆉࡕݤǴךॺჹ܌ܭள٩่݀ޑډᏵѬॺԋ໔ख़

ځǴԶЪޑӕ࣬ԋޑᘀϐ໔ԖΟঁаঁٿӆԛՉᘀǶଷޑ᠄

Ꭹޑԋ໔ᗨฅؒԖࡐமޑຒᇟӅᜢ߯ǴՠΨමӧ٤ፕЎၗύଆр

Ǵךॺջஒ೭ঁٿᘀޑຒᇟӝՉᖄǴౢғཥᘀǶӵკΒ܌ҢǴ ӧ Aǵ

BǵCǵDǵEک FϤঁ࣬ᜢຒᇟύǴ٩ᏵѬॺޑӅᜢ߯Չ cliquesᘀǴᘀ

ԋ ک1 ᘀ໔ǴԖΟঁຒᇟঁٿຒᇟӝǶӧ೭ঁٿ2 AǵBک C࣬ӕǴԶЪ
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ၸКჹǴᘀ 1ഭΠޑԋ Dکᘀ 2ഭΠޑԋ Eک FрޑፕЎၗԖ

ஒߡॺךǴޑӕ࣬٤ ک1 زԖࣴڀ׳ᘀޑډள܌Ǵ٬ளٳᘀՉӝঁٿ2

Ьᚒޑж܄߄Ƕ 

 

A

B

CD

E

F

A

B 

CD

A

B

C

E 

F 1 
2

 

კΒ ஒ ک1  ҢཀკޑٳᘀՉӝޑԖ࣬ӕԋڀঁٿ2

നࡕၸॊޑᘀೀࡕǴёаளډ٤ж߄ሦୱύख़ाࣴزЬᚒޑຒᇟ

ᘀǶӧϩزࣴЬᚒਔǴךॺीᆉᘀᆶፕЎ໔࣬ޑᜢำࡋǴीᆉБԄ٩

Ᏽࣁ LSI࣬ޑᜢीБԄ[Deerwester, et. al., 1990]ǴӵԄ(6)ीᆉᘀ ჹ܌ԖፕЎ

 Ƕࡋᜢำ࣬ޑ

'TSDR                              (6) 

Ԅ(6)ύǴ ঁՉӛໆǴࣁ ],,,[' 21 teee Ǵঁϡનж߄ঁۓຒᇟ
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ցрӧᘀ ϐύǴඤقϐǴӵ݀ಃ iঁຒᇟх֖ܭ೭ঁᘀύǴ߾ eiޑॶࣁ 1ǹ

ց߾ऩ೭ঁᘀόх֖೭ঁຒᇟǴeiޑॶࣁ 0ǶԄ(6)܌ள่݀ޑډ R Ψঁ

ՉӛໆǴελࣁ 1×dǴঁϡન܌жޑ߄ॶࣁຒᇟᘀ ᆶ܌ჹᔈޑፕЎϐ໔ޑ

࣬ᜢำࡋᆉॶǶന٩ࡕᏵ೭ঁ่݀Ǵஒ࣬ᜢำࡋεޑፕЎၗڗрǴբزࣴࣁ

Ьᚒ࣬ᜢޑፕЎၗٰՉϩǶ 

ϖǵ୯ϣीᆉᇟقᏢزࣴޑЬᚒϩޑჴᡍ่݀ 

ीᆉᇟقᏢࣴ ROCLING ࢲᏢೌޑᏢሦୱ࣬ख़ाقीᆉᇟޑ୯ϣ

ǶӢԜǴROCLINGࣴޑፕЎύፕЎၗǴёаᇥᐕԃٰ୯ϣीᆉᇟق

ᏢሦୱᏢޑޣЈՈ่Ǵ܌֖زࣴޑЬᚒΨдॺ܌ᜢЈزࣴޑЬᚒǶӢԜǴ

ҁፕЎஒа ROCLING ࣴޑፕЎၗࣁϩ୯ϣीᆉᇟقᏢࣴزЬᚒޑન

 Ƕ

ϩၗࣁவಃۛ(1988)ډಃΜѤۛ(2001)ޑ ROCLINGࣴፕЎǴӅ 235

ጇǶՉຒᇟڗܜਔǴ२Ӄڗܜख़ाޑӭӷຒϷຒಔǴ܌ޑۓӷՍрᕴᓎԛ

܈ӷՍ(2ޑॶǴၨอ⸢ޑ 3ӷ)ࣁۓ 15ԛǴၨޑߏӷՍ(4~5ӷ)߾ࣁۓ 10ԛǴ

ӷՍჹрፕЎၗޑख़ाำࡋ RS(ѳ֡ᓎԛکྗৡޑᕴک)ࣁ 2.5Ǵࡕௗӷ

ࣁۓࡋፄᚇޑ 0.5Ƕ೭ڗܜ٤рٰޑӭӷຒ܈ຒಔуΕຒࡕڂǴჹፕЎၗՉ

ϩຒǴ٩ᏵಃΟޑБݤჹ܌ԖຒᇟՉीǴၸᘠѐόख़ाޑຒᇟǶന่ޑࡕ

݀Ӆளډ 343 ঁᜢᗖຒᇟǶҗܭጇ൯܌ज़Ǵคݤஒ܌ԖޑຒᇟӈрǴךॺஒ
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рᕴᓎԛനଯޑ 50ঁຒᇟϷрޑᕴᓎԛӈ߄ܭ߄Ƕ 

ޑډள܌ڗܜ ᜢᗖຒᇟ߄ 50ঁрᕴᓎԛനଯޑຒᇟϷᕴᓎԛ 

ԛׇ ຒӜ рᕴᓎԛԛׇຒӜ рᕴᓎԛ 

1 parsing 209 26 parser 80 

2 speech 184 27 probabilistic 78 

 175س 3 28ຒ 78 

4 sentences 141 29ᇟॣ 78 

5 lexical 138 30 knowledge 74 

6 mandarin 134 31ᇟ74 ݤ 

7 speech recognition 132 32 chinese text 73 

8 Б131 ݤ 33ᇟ73 ق 

9 semantic 130 34 semantics 72 

10 corpus 129 35 corpora 71 

11 syntactic 107 36 used 71 

12 recognition 106 37୯ᇟ 71 

13 data 105 38 discourse 70 

14 ϩ104  39ೀ 70 

15 learning 102 40 dictionary 68 

16 mandarin chinese 97 41 problem 65 

17 sentence 97 42ϩᜪ 65 

18 machine translation 92 43 corpus based 64 

19 words 92 44 design 62 

20 theory 87 45 information retrieval 62 

21 rules 84 46 syntax 61 

22 models 83 47 generation 60 

23 phrase 83 48ᇟ 60 

24 ᅇᇟ 82 49ᔈҔ 60 

25 classification 80 50 character 59 

ௗஒڗрٰޑຒᇟՉࣴزЬᚒᘀᆫǶՉຒᇟޑ cliquesᘀਔǴךॺϩ

ձаಃѤύচӃޑຒᇟቻӛໆᆶၸ SVDೀޑቻӛໆǴkॶࣁ 30ǵ60Ϸ

120ǴՉ࣬ᜢำࡋᆉǶஒ࣬ᜢำޑࡋ⸣ॶࣁ 0.4Ǵၸ cliquesᘀᆶᘀӝ
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 ҢǶ܌Β߄ኧҞǴӵޑᘀޑΟঁຒᇟаډள܌Ǵࡕٳ

 ᘀኧҞޑډள܌ЬᚒᘀزՉࣴݤᆉБࡋΒ όӕ࣬ᜢำ߄

 Original 

feature vectors

SVD 

k=120 

SVD 

k=60 

SVD 

k=30 

cliquesᘀ 65 78 85 74 

ᘀӝ27 ٳ 34 34 32 

வ߄ΒύǴёаᢀჸډၸ SVDೀޑ cliquesᘀኧҞၨচӃޑቻӛໆٰ

ளӭǴᡉฅ LSI ᗦ֖ᇟက่ᄬǴౢғၨӭޑᜢ࣬ࠅਆຒᇟόӅਂܭԖշೌמ

cliques ᘀǶӢԜǴךॺа SVD ೀ k ॶࣁ 60 ࡋቻӛໆՉຒᇟ࣬ᜢำޑ

ᆉǴஒ܌ளޑډ 34 ঁຒᇟᘀբࣁޑϩޑჹຝǴ೭ 34 ঁຒᇟᘀӈ

 ᒵǶߕܭ߄

வຒᇟᘀך่݀ޑॺёа࣮ډ൳ঁຝǶಃǵऩυᘀӕਔڀԖύЎຒ

ᇟᆶमЎຒᇟǴࣗԿх֖ᕭቪᆶ࣬ӕཷۺՠόӕຒӜޑຒᇟǴКБᇥǴᘀ 12х

֖Α�‘machine translation�’ǵ�‘mt�’ǵ�‘ᐒᏔᙌ�’ຒᇟǹ܈Ξӵᘀ 18х֖Α �‘word 

identification�’ǵ�‘word segmentation�’ǵ�‘ᘐຒ�’ຒᇟǶёـஒୖԵЎޑᚒӜуΕፕ

ЎၗǴёаᕇளύЎکमЎٿᅿᇟޑقຒ༼ૻ৲ǴԶЪճҔຒᇟޑӅᜢ߯ё

аஒ࣬ᜢޑຒᇟᘀᆫଆٰǶಃΒǵεϩޑຒᇟᘀᆫёаܴᡉӦҔٰж߄ঁ

زࣴޑۓЬᚒǶନΑᘀ 3ǵᘀ 11ᆶᘀ 29җཀကၨቶޑݱຒᇟԋϐѦǴ

ࣴۓޑᏢሦୱύقीᆉᇟ߄ǴԶЪёаҔٰж܄Ԗ࣬ᜢڀຒᇟ໔ޑᎩᘀځ

ЬᚒǶКБᇥǴᘀز 7 ᜢຒᇟǵᘀ࣬ޑᇟॣᒣᇡࣁ 9 ᜢຒ࣬ޑЎҹϩᜪࣁ߾
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ᇟǶӢԜǴҁፕЎ܌ගрٰزࣴޑЬᚒڗܜБޑݤёՉߡ܄ёаள߃ډᡍǶ 

 ຒᇟᘀϷ࣬ᜢፕЎޑीᆉኳԄ࣬ᜢޑقΟ ᆶᇟ߄

ᘀጓဦ ຒᇟ ࣬ᜢፕЎၗ 

23 

ᇟݤኳԄ

ᆶও 

ϩၲ߄ ,, ও, 

Տ, ૻ৲, ຒ, 

่ᄬ, ຒᜪ, ᅇᇟ, 

ᇟݤ, ᇟݤኳԄ, 

ᇟཀ, ኳԄ, ᜢ߯ 

"ኳԄݤᇟޑύЎၲ߄ܭঁҔ--ݤՏᇟޑҁࣁ৲ૻ" 1989

1991 "ೱௗຒޑᇟၲ߄ݤኳԄ-аύЎૻ৲Տᇟݤ(ICG)ࣁҁ

 "Ԅၲ߄ޑ

1992 "ᅇᇟޑຒӜނϯ߃--ᅇᇟύፕϡޑӜނϯࢴғӜ

ຒ" 

18 

ᘐຒ 

chinese text, 

chinese word 

segmentation, 

segmentation, 

unknown word, 

word identification, 

word segmentation, 

words, ᘐຒ 

1994 "Chinese-Word Segmentation Based on Maximal-Matching 

and Bigram Techniques" 

1995 "A Unifying Approach to Segmentation of Chinese and Its 

Application to Text Retrieval" 

1997 "Unknown Word Detection for Chinese by a Corpus-based 

Learning Method" 

1997 "Chinese Word Segmentation and Part-of-Speech Tagging in 

One Step" 

1997 "A Simple Heuristic Approach for Word Segmentation" 

22 

ीԄᇟ

ޑኳࠠق

 ҥࡌ

bigram, class based, 

clustering, entropy, 

language model, 

language modeling, 

language models, 

n gram 

1994 "An Estimation of the Entropy of Chinese - A New Approach 

to Constructing Class-based n-gram Models" 

1997 "Truncation on Combined Word-Based and Class-Based 

Language Model Using Kullback-Leibler Distance Criterion"

2001 "٬Ҕᜢᖄࣁ߾ݤЬϐᇟقኳࠠܭᘏߏڗຯᚆύЎЎӷᜢ

ᖄ܄" 

җܭጇ൯ޑज़ڋǴҁፕЎคݤჹ܌ԖڗܜрٰຒᇟᘀՉ၁ᅰޑൔ

ǴаΠଞჹ൳ঁЬᚒၨܴዴޑຒᇟᘀՉᇥܴǶ߄ΟᆶᇟޑقीᆉኳԄ࣬

ᜢޑຒᇟᘀϷ࣬ᜢፕЎޑӈ߄ǴፕЎޑኧॶፕЎӧ ROCLING ࣴύว

ЬǴࣁኳԄᆶওݤᇟޑԄ߾ᏢӭаೕقीᆉᇟޑΟёаᡍԐය߄ԃҽǶޑ߄

Ꮲሦୱ࣬قаٰ୯ϣीᆉᇟޔ߾ኳࠠǴԶᘐຒقၨӭวीԄᇟ߾ٰ߈

ख़ຎޑᐱୢᚒǶ 
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ԜѦவ่ࣴ݀زύǴךॺΨวीᆉᇟقᏢࣴزᆶჴ୍ᔈҔԖஏϪޑᜢ߯Ǵ

่ޑѤ߄ӝǶவޑၗૻᔠ࣬ᜢکϤϩձӈрᆶᐒᏔᙌǵᇟॣೀ߄ډѤ߄

݀ǴᇥܴᐒᏔᙌीᆉᇟقᏢനԐޑᔈҔୢᚒϐ[Lenders, 2001]ǴԶځวவ

ೕ߾ԄޑԾᙌډीԄǴ߈යޑᔈҔ߾ӧၠᇟقᔠϩǶ 

 ຒᇟᘀϷ࣬ᜢፕЎޑѤ ᆶᐒᏔᙌ࣬ᜢ߄

ᘀጓဦ ຒᇟ ࣬ᜢፕЎၗ 

12 

ᐒᏔᙌ 

'bilingual', 

'machine translation', 

'mt', 'transfer', 

'ᐒᏔᙌ' 

32 

ᐒᏔᙌ 

'bilingual', 

'machine translation', 

'translation', 'ᐒᏔᙌ' 

1991 "Lexicon-Driven Transfer In English-Chinese Machine 

Translation" 

1992 "A Modular and Statistical Approach to Machine Translation" 

(ѝԖᆶᘀ 12࣬ᜢ) 

1995 "THE NEW GENERATION BEHAVIORTRAN: DESIGN 

PHILOSOPHY AND SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE" 

1996 "ϟຒᙌޑ߾ݤԾᘏڗ" 

2001 "ीԄТᇟᙌኳࠠ" 

ӧၸѐीᆉᇟقᏢ܌ೀޑჹຝӭࣁਜቪᇟق(orthographic languages)Ǵ߈ԃ

ٰᇟॣೀςԋࣁीᆉᇟقᏢ࣬ख़ຎزࣴޑЬᚒǶவ ROCLING ፕЎၗޑ

ύ܌ள่݀ޑډёаϩԋᇟقኳࠠǵᖂᏢᒣᇡаϷᇟॣӝԋΟঁࣴزЬᚒ(߄

ϖ)Ƕ୯ϣीᆉᇟقᏢၨԐՉࣴޑزЬᚒᇟقኳࠠکᇟॣӝԋǴ߈ԃӧᖂᏢᒣ

ᇡࣴزǴΨԖӭࣴزΓΕ೭ঁሦୱว࣬߄ᜢፕЎǶӧ߄ϖǴќѦᗋёஒ

ᇟॣӝԋࣴزϩԋسᇙբ(ᘀ 30)ᆶᖂᏢૻ৲ࣴز(ᘀ  ϩǶঁٿ(31
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 ຒᇟᘀϷ࣬ᜢፕЎޑϖ ᆶᇟॣೀ࣬ᜢ߄

ᘀጓဦ ຒᇟ ࣬ᜢፕЎၗ 

13 

ᇟقኳࠠ 

dictation, 

large vocabulary, 

ᇟقኳࠠ, ᇟॣᒣᇡ 

17 

ᇟقኳࠠ 

୯ᇟ, ᇟقኳࠠ, 

ᇟॣᒣᇡ, ᒣᇡ 

1993 "୯ᇟᇟॣᒣᇡύຒဂᚈೱᇟقኳࠠှޑዸБݤ" 

1994 "୯ᇟᇟॣᒣᇡύຒဂᇟقኳࠠϐϩဂБݤᆶᔈҔ" 

1995 "ᔈҔܭ'ॣύи'୯ᇟ᠋ቪᐒϐอᇟೕ߾ϩᆶࡌҥ" 

1996 "୯ᇟᇟॣᒣᇡύӭሦୱᇟقኳࠠϐ૽ግǵୀෳᆶፓ" 

1999 "୯ᇟႝ၉ᇟॣᒣᇡϐம଼܄ቻୖኧϷځፓБݤ"  

(ѝԖᆶᘀ 17࣬ᜢ) 

7 

ᖂᏢᒣᇡ 

hidden markov, 

maximum, 

robust speech 

recognition, 

speech recognition 

1998 "Speaker-Independent Continuous Mandarin Speech 

Recognition Under Telephone Environments" 

1999 "୯ᇟႝ၉ᇟॣᒣᇡϐம଼܄ቻୖኧϷځፓБݤ" 

ӧًؓᇟॣᒣϐᔈ߾ݤМႣෳنԖಕᏢಞૈΚϐڀ" 2000

Ҕ" 

2000 "ᆕӝഝլ॥ତӈϷኳࠠፓೌמϐᇻຯᚆᇟॣᒣس"

30 

ᇟॣӝԋ 

speech, synthesis, 

Ўѡᙌᇟॣ, ӝԋ, 

 ,, ॣ, ୯ᇟس

ೱॣ, ᇟॣ, ᒡΕ 

31 

ᇟॣӝԋ 

mandarin text to 

speech, 

pitch, prosodic, speech, 

synthesis, 

Ўѡᙌᇟॣ, ӝԋ 

1995 "а CELPࣁ୷ᘵϐЎѡᙌᇟॣύᜩૻࡓ৲ϐౢғᆶፓ"

1996 "ਔ໔Кٯ୷ຼݢϣৡ--ঁ୯ᇟॣߞဦӝԋϐཥБ

 "ݤ

1996 "ύमЎЎѡᙌᇟॣسύೱॣೀϐࣴز" 

1999 "ѠᇟӭᖂፓॣӝԋൂϡၗᄤЎӷᙯᇟॣᚉس

ϐว" (ѝԖᆶᘀ 30࣬ᜢ) 

1999 "୯ᇟЎѡᙌѠᇟᇟॣسϐࣴز" (ѝԖᆶᘀ 30࣬ᜢ)

2001 "Pitch Marking Based on an Adaptable Filter and a 

Peak-Valley Estimation Method",  (ѝԖᆶᘀ 31࣬ᜢ) 

ӧीᆉᇟقᏢሦୱύǴၗૻᔠКଆځдࣴزёᇥঁၨཥޑЬᚒǴฅԶ

җܭᆛሞᆛၡᆶႝηЎҹޑว٬ள೭ᔈҔԋ࣬ࣁڀԖወΚزࣴޑЬᚒǶך

ॺёаவ߄Ϥύว୯ϣीᆉᇟقᏢӧ೭Бय़ޑख़ाࣴزхၗૻᔠکЎҹϩ

ᜪǶ 
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 ຒᇟᘀϷ࣬ᜢፕЎޑϤ ᆶၗૻᔠ࣬ᜢ߄

ᘀጓဦ ຒᇟ ࣬ᜢፕЎၗ 

25 

ၗૻᔠ 

csmart, databases, 

document, indexing, 

information retrieval, 

retrieval,  

text retrieval, ᔠ 

1995 "ӝεໆύЎЎҹӄЎᔠޑЇϷၗᓸᕭೌמ" 

1996 "൨ܰ(Csmart-II):ඵችࠠᆛၡύЎၗૻᔠس" 

1997 "An Assessment on Character-based Chinese News Filtering 

Using Latent Semantic Indexing" 

1999 "A New Syllable-Based Approach for Retrieving Mandarin 

Spoken Documents Using Short Speech Queries" 

9 

Ўҹϩᜪ 

document, hierarchical, 

text categorization, 

ϩᜪ, Ўҹ, 

Ўҹϩᜪ, ቻ 

28 

Ўҹϩᜪ 

document, 

text categorization, 

ϩᜪ, Ўҹϩᜪ, 

ЎҹԾ, ᜢᗖຒ 

1993 "ύЎЎҹԾϩᜪϐࣴز" 

1999 "໘ቫԄЎҹԾϩᜪϐቻᒧزࣴڗ" 

2001 "୷ܭ໘ቫԄઓᆛၡϐԾЎҹϩᜪБݤ" 

2001 "ᔈ܄Ўҹϩᜪس" 

Ϥǵ่ፕ 

ҁፕЎଞჹࣴزЬᚒϩୢޑᚒǴගрسӈаԾฅᇟقೀࣁ୷ᘵמޑ

ೌǴவᏢೌሦୱύวޑ߄ፕЎၗύڗܜख़ाޑᜢᗖຒᇟǴ٠ஒ೭٤ຒᇟ٩Ᏽ۶

Ԝ໔Ӆᜢ߯ՉᘀǴаᘀ܌ளޑډຒᇟӝ߄Ңሦୱύख़ाزࣴޑЬᚒǶ

ӧҁፕЎύǴךॺஒ܌ගрޑБݤᔈҔډ ROCLING ࣴޑፕЎၗǴڗܜ

ीᆉᇟقᏢሦୱޑख़ाࣴزЬᚒǴ่݀ᡉҢ೭ঁБݤёаӕਔڗܜрύЎکमЎ

ޑЬᚒǶ೭ኬزࣴޑҢሦୱύख़ा߄ຒᇟᘀ่݀Ψёаޑډள܌ᜢᗖຒᇟǴޑ

ॺΨวीᆉᇟךύǴ่݀زǶவࣴ܄ёՉޑݤගрБ܌ᡍΑҁፕЎ߃่݀

ຒᇟᘀύԖӭᆶᐒᏔᙌǵޑрٰڗܜᜢ߯Ǵޑᆶჴ୍ᔈҔԖஏϪزᏢࣴق

ᇟॣೀکၗૻᔠ࣬ᜢǴӧᇟޑقीᆉኳԄǴᇟݤኳԄᆶওǵᘐຒکᇟق
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ኳࠠ߾୯ϣीᆉᇟقᏢৎ܌ᜢЈޑЬᚒǶ 

ӧزࣴޑុࡕǴନΑׯ๓Ҟ܌ගрٰޑБݤǴ٠ЪుΕӚࣴ

Ǵ٠܄ᜢ࣬ޑЬᚒϐ໔زॺஒӚঁࣴךଆྍǵวᆶᄽᡂϐѦǴޑЬᚒز

၂ஒ่݀аკϯޑБԄуаևǶќѦǴჹܭόӕᏢೌሦୱ໔࣬ޑᜢࣴزЬᚒ

ЬᚒǴӵՖճҔزࣴޑᜢЈ܌კਜၗૻᏢǴКБᇥၗૻᔠӕኬϩکวޑ

Ծฅᇟقೀٰೌמϩঁٿሦୱ໔ޑӅ೯ᆶ࣬౦ǴॶளزࣴޑǶ 

ठᖴ 

ҁࣴڙز୯ࣽȨ୯ϣीᆉᇟقᏢᏢೌၗૻҬࢬϐࣴز (I)ȩ (ጓဦ

NSC91-2413-H-128-004-)ीฝਢံշǶќѦǴΨགᖴΟՏቩہ܌ගޑٮཀـǶ 
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 ຒᇟᘀޑډள܌ᒵ ROCLINGࣴፕЎၗߕ

ᘀጓဦ ຒᇟ 

1 generation, generator, systemic, text generation 

2 acquisition, explanation, generalization, learning 

3 Бس ,ݤ, ୢᚒ, ೀ 

4 initial, min, taiwanese, Ѡᇟ, Ѡ, ၗ 
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ᘀጓဦ ຒᇟ 

5 atn, attachment, pp, preference 

6 complexity, computational, gpsg, morphology 

7 hidden markov, maximum, robust speech recognition, speech recognition 

8 aspect, logic, temporal, tense 

9 document, hierarchical, text categorization, ϩᜪ, Ўҹ, Ўҹϩᜪ, ቻ 

10 classifiers, decision, non, symbols 
11 ϩس ,, ೀ, ᇟق 
12 bilingual, machine translation, mt, transfer, ᐒᏔᙌ 
13 dictation, large vocabulary, ᇟقኳࠠ, ᇟॣᒣᇡ 
14 adaptation, maximum, robust speech recognition, ᇟॣᒣ 

15 attachment, pp, preference, score 

 , ी, ᒡΕ, ᗖዬس 16

17 ୯ᇟ, ᇟقኳࠠ, ᇟॣᒣᇡ, ᒣᇡ 

18 chinese text, chinese word segmentation, segmentation, unknown word, word identification, 

word segmentation, words, ᘐຒ 

19 attention, conversation, discourse, elicitation, interaction 
20 continuous, hidden markov, maximum, speech recognition 

21 ी, ຒ༼, ᇟق, ᇟ 

22 bigram, class based, clustering, entropy, language model, language modeling, language 

models, n gram 

23 ϩၲ߄ ,, ও, Տ, ૻ৲, ຒ, ่ᄬ, ຒᜪ, ᅇᇟ, ᇟݤ, ᇟݤኳԄ, ᇟཀ, ኳԄ,

ᜢ߯ 
24 adaptive, compression, scheme, मЎ, ၗ, ፓ, ᓸᕭ 

25 csmart, databases, document, indexing, information retrieval, retrieval, text retrieval, ᔠ 

26 grammars, parser, parsing, sentence 

27 continuous, large vocabulary, mandarin, speaker, speech, speech recognition, telephone 
28 document, text categorization, ϩᜪ, Ўҹϩᜪ, ЎҹԾ, ᜢᗖຒ 
29 Бس ,ݤ, ी, ᔈҔ 

30 speech, synthesis, Ўѡᙌᇟॣ, ӝԋ, س, ॣ, ୯ᇟ, ೱॣ, ᇟॣ, ᒡΕ 

31 mandarin text to speech, pitch, prosodic, speech, synthesis, Ўѡᙌᇟॣ, ӝԋ 

32 bilingual, machine translation, translation, ᐒᏔᙌ 

33 explanation, generalization, learning, parse 

34 aspect, functional, lexical, lexical semantic, mandarin chinese, meaning, parsing, phrase, 

roles, semantic, semantics, syntactic, syntax, thematic, theory, verb, verbal, verbs 
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аޕཷۺኳࠠࣁ୷ᘵϐӭЬᚒჹ၉ᆅس 
Ontology-Based Dialog Management for Multiple Service Integration 

 
ഋሎै ယྷঢ় ֆےᏦ 

୯ҥԋфεᏢၗૻπำᏢس 
rusk@csie.ncku.edu.tw, p7890101@ccmail.ncku.edu.tw, chwu@csie.ncku.edu.tw 

ᄔा 

Ҟޑჹ၉سǴӭ߳ज़ൂܭфૈൂ܈ሦୱޑᔈҔǴԶӧჴሞݩǴ٬

Ҕޣதሡाၠӭঁ୍ܺ܈ӭঁЬᚒǶҁЎගрזೲЪԖਏӝԖჹ၉س

ϐБݤǶࣁΑჴԜࣴزЬᚒǴѸӃъԾӦࡌҥঁᙴᕍཷۺኳࠠբࣁჹ

၉سޕޑ߄ҢݤǴࡌҥϷӝΟঁόӕՠڀԖ࣬ᜢ܄ϐ୍ܺኳಔǺϩձࣁ

ဦᒌ၌ኳಔǵࣽձᒌ၌ኳಔаϷதୢـเ(FAQ)ኳಔǶᙖҗჹ၉ᆅኳಔځ٩

ཀკуаӝǶӧӭЬᚒ܈ӭ୍ܺޑӝǴගраϩኬҁᐋࣁཀკୀෳϐ

ຑБԄǴଛӝᇟཀਣᒵ٠ڋჹ၉ࢬำǴ٠ճҔኬҁౢғسϐ࣬ჹӣᔈ

ЎѡǶ  

Ǵҗ܄ϐёՉݤБޑගр܌ΑຑҁЎࣁ 50ঁεа௲ػำࡋǴՠ҂ୖ

ᆶҁࣴزϐ٬ҔޣǴаЎӷᒡΕޑኳԄჴሞෳ၂ҁسǶӧਏૈຑǴځᡏ

ཀკୀෳ҅ዴࣁ 86.2%ǵسԋфࣁ 77%Ǵჹ၉ޑѳ֡ࣁࡋߏ 9.2ӣӝǴ

ԶӣเԾฅࣁ߾ࡋ 78.5%ǴـىҁЎ܌ගϐБݤԖਏёՉޑǶ 

1. ᆣፕ 
ᇟॣϷᇟقೀޑೌמВᖿԋዕǴ٬ளჹ၉سޑჴԋࣁёૈ

[1][2][3][4]Ƕჹ၉سزࣴޑǴӧ୯ѦБय़ԖMIT ޑ JUPITER [5] ǵATȿTޑ

ጕ୍ܺس[6]ǵPhilipsޑ Automatic Train Timetable Information System[7]ǵम

୯ޑ Nuance Automatic Banking SystemаϷݤ୯ޑ LIMSI Arise systemਓၯၗૻ

Ꮴំس[8]Ƕӧ୯ϣБय़ǴѠε߾ගрӧᇟཀᆶޕϐᘏ[9]ڗаϷӧϩණԄ

ᆛၡᕉნύჹ၉سжΓϐᄬ[10]ǴπࣴଣԖඵችࠠᕴᐒǵຝ၌س[11]

ӭԋ݀Ǵԋεӧჹ၉سزࣴޑΨΕ࣬ӭϐࣴزΓΚ

[12][13][14][15]Ƕ 

൩ჹ၉سقǴځύঁख़ाፐᚒߡӵՖှΓᜪᇟقǴᡣႝတૈௗڙ

ΓᜪޑᇟکقзǴޔԿϞВϝঁคֹݤӄှ،ୢޑᚒǶޕཷۺኳࠠۓက
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ନΑۓကΑཷۺҁيϐᇟကۓကѦǴӕਔΨۓကΑཷۺᆶཷۺ໔ޑᜢ߯Ǵ٠Ӹӧ

Ԗፕೕ߾ёٮᡄᒠǴᅿڀԖፕૈΚޕޑ߄Ң[17][16]ݤǶԶჹ၉

ϐཀკǴёޣᔈҔǶฅԶ٬Ҕޑሦୱൂ܈εӭ߳ज़ӧൂфૈزࣴޑҞس

ૈੋډӭঁሦୱ܈ӭঁ୍ܺǴӢԜӵՖӝӭჹ၉سǴԶගֹ׳ٮ

ǴӝӭᅿڋЬᚒ[18] ǶҁЎගрճҔཀკୀෳᐒޑزӭࣴҞၗૻǴޑ

ܺ Ǵ୍ԜբݤόӧӝԖسගှٮ،БਢǴ׳ӧ҂ٰཥቚфૈႣ੮ޜ໔Ƕ 

ٮǴගس၌ᙴᕍჹ၉ޑҥඵችࠠࡌॺךǴ܄ϐ҅ዴݤගБ܌ᡍࣁ

ΟঁфૈኳಔǴϩձࣁဦၗૻᒌ၌ኳಔǵࣽձၗૻᒌ၌ኳಔϷதୢـเၗૻ

ᒌ၌ኳಔǶځύ 

 

(1) ဦᒌ၌ኳಔǺΏճҔԾฅᇟقೀೌמޑǴ٬ҔޣନΑவᆛၡຬೱ

่ύаᗺᒧޑБԄՉᆛၡဦѦǴ׳ёа಄ӝ٬ҔޣಞᄍϐαᇟБ

ԄᒡΕǶ 

(2) ࣽձᒌ၌ኳಔǺԜኳಔճҔޕཷۺኳࠠύޑೕٰ߾Չፕǵᙖ

аှ،٬ҔޣӧဦਔǴёૈੱރඔॊՠόࣽޕձϐึნǶ 

(3) FAQ ᒌ၌ኳಔǺ࣬ᜢЎޑ၌Ǵவჹ၉ၸำύಕᑈޑၗૻϩள

၌ϐǴᆶаൂЎѡډ QA سόӕǶ 

 

୷ᘵǴஒࣁᄬ่ޑΏ௦ҔWordNetݤҢ߄ޕ HowNetޑၗૻӝѐǴ२

Ӄ٬ҔᚈᇟᇟࣁीჹຝǴ୷ܭᚈᇟӷڂӝ HowNet ک WordNet ҥрࡌٰ

Universal OntologyǴӆճҔᙴᕍᜪᇟکᔁᄽᆉ[19]ݤъԾڗрឦܭ

Medical OntologyϐཷۺǴ٠уΕ ኳࠠǴۺԋᙴᕍཷǴ(axioms)߾ፕೕ߾1213

Ԝᙴᕍཷۺኳࠠ(Medical Ontology)ջسࣁۭቫޕޑǶ 

ӧӭ୍ܺޑӝǴҁЎගрճҔϩኬҁᐋ PPT(Partial Pattern Tree)[20]

ٰᘏ٬ڗҔޑޣཀკ (Intention)Ǵӆҗ٬Ҕޑޣཀკམଛ࣬ᜢϐᇟཀਣ

(Semantic Frame)ٰ٠ֹڋԋঁჹ၉ࢬำǶ 
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 ᄬࡌኳࠠϐۺཷޕ .2

ҁЎගрঁٿ໘ࡌࢤᄬޕཷۺኳࠠϐБݤǴӵΠკ܌ҢǺ 

!

 

კǵޕཷۺኳࠠࡌᄬࢬำკ 

аWordNetޑ໘ቫᄬࣁЬǴஒ HowNetӝٰǴځύ܌Ҕϐᚈᇟᇟࣁ

ӀඵችᙒϩᇟǶࡌᄬр೯ҔޕཷۺኳࠠȐUniversal OntologyȑǴӆճҔ

ᔁᄽᆉݤஒឦܭሦୱޕޑ܄ཷۺኳࠠᘏڗрٰԋࣁሦୱޕཷۺኳࠠ

ȐDomain OntologyȑǶ 
ӧޕཷۺኳࠠޑӝ௦ڗҗΠԶ(Bottom-up algorithm)ޑ Ƕౣຒᆶຒ

ۈΏҗಖᆄᗺ໒ࡋᄬǶᗺϐ࣬՟ำ่ރᐋࣁΠՏᜢ߯ޑ໔ۺᆶཷۺཷ܈

ӛሀಕᑈǴऩηᗺ࣬՟Ъᗺҁ࣬ي՟ำࡋଯǴ߾Ԝঁٿᗺ܌ж߄ϐཀ

ကᔈឦܭӕཷۺǶԶҞسύޑᜢᖄӝΏࡌᄬܭӷᆛޑᜢᖄᄬǴஒޕ

ᆛޑᜢᖄϩࡕஒϐჹᔈԿӷᆛჹᔈ٩ޑᏵΏय़܌ளޑύǵमЎཷۺຒϐჹ

ᔈᜢ߯уीϩǴکдॺ۶Ԝϐ໔่ޑᄬϐ࣬՟ࡋ cӵΠԄ(1)܌ҢǺ 

1

1

Pr( | )

Pr( , | )

(Pr( | , ) Pr( | ))

k
i

m k k
j i

j

m k k k
j i j i

j

synset CW

synset EW CW

synset EW CW EW CW

          (1) 

 ύځ
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, ,
Pr | ,

, ,

k k
j j ik k

j i
l k
j j i

l

N synset EW CW
synset EW CW

N synset EW CW
      (2) 

ӵԄ܌ҢǴ , ,k k
j j iN synset EW CW ࣁ iCWǵ k

jEW ک k
jsynset ӅӕрޑԛኧǶӧ

ܭကۓ IpxOfu ύϐύЎຒǴԿϿԖЬाቻ l
i iPF CW ܭကۓک XpseOfu ύम

ЎຒϐՏຒύӸӧԖঁӕကຒӝǴ ( )k
j jsynset EW ǴԖठϐཷۺਔǴځᐒ

Pr |j iEW CW ࣁ! 2Ǵցࣁ߾ 1Ƕ!

1     ( ( ))
Pr |

0

l k
i i j j

l kj i

if PF CW ancestor synset EW
EW CW

otherwise
 (3) 

നࡕύЎཷۺຒ iCW ஒځ٩ᐒॶ Pr k
i(synset |CW )ӝԿमЎӕကຒ

ӝ k
jsynset ύǴԋځࣁύޑঁϡનǶӵԜֹٰߡԋΑ೯Ҕޕཷۺኳࠠࡌޑ

ᄬǶ 

ௗΠٰךॺߡவԜ೯ҔޕཷۺኳࠠύᘏڗрǴឦܭᙴᕍሦୱϐሦୱཷۺኳ

ࠠǴځᡯԖѤǺ 

(1) ໘ቫጕ܄ϯǺޕཷۺኳࠠύޑ໘ቫᐋ่ޑރᄬǴӵკΒ܌ҢǶጕ

ၡޑਥᗺډᗺϐԖׇՍӈ(җಖᆄᗺࣁᄬϩှ่ރஒᐋǴջޑҞޑϯ܄

৩)܌ԋޑӝǶ 

 
კΒǵཷۺ໘ቫᐋރკ 
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(2) аᇟࣁ୷ᘵϐཷڗܜۺǺᇟϩࣁҞሦୱᇟ(Target Domain Corpus)

ᆶჹКሦୱᇟ(Contrastive Corpus)ٿᜪǶځύሦୱᇟவᆛၡᇆளޑډ

ίΒԭΒΜΒጇύЎᙴᕍᜪ FAQǴԶჹКሦୱᇟҗӀᚇᇞඵችᙒύ

ᒧڗΒίԭΖΜጇߚᙴᕍᜪЎകᄬԋǶ٠٩ Tf-Idf Ҟሦܭցឦᗺۓ،

ୱǴऩឦܭҞሦୱ߾ᆀԜᗺࣁԖਏᗺǶ 

1,     ( ) ( )
_ ( )

0,   
Domain i Contrastive i

i
if Tf idf W Tf idf W

operative node W
Otherwise

 (4) 

 ύځ

,
,

,
,

, ,

( ) log

( ) log

Domain i i Domain
i Domain

Contrastive i i Contrastive
i Contrastive

i Domain i Contrastive

NTf idf W freq
n

NTf idf W freq
n

N n n

 

ύځ iW ຒ, ,iۺෳཷࡑࣁ Domainfreq ک ,i Contrastivefreq ϩձж߄ iW рӧҞ

ሦୱᇟکჹКሦୱᇟύޑᓎǶ ,i Domainn ک ,i Contrastiven ჹکҞሦୱᇟࣁ߾

Кሦୱᇟύ֖Ԗ iW ϐЎകኧǶ 

 

(3) ᔁᄽᆉݤǺҗܭीᇟϐόىǴ܌аճҔޕཷۺኳࠠύޑΠՏ

ᜢ Ǵ߯ஒ٤҂рӧीᇟǴՠឦܭ၀ሦୱۺཷޑΨٳڗр Ƕٰ٣ჴǴ

ჹܭঁཷۺԶقǴऩځՏᜢ߯ᆶΠՏᜢࣣ߯ឦܭሦୱǴ߾၀ཷۺӕ

ឦԜཷޑۺᐒࡐεޑǶ୷ܭ೭ኬޑଷǴճҔᔁᄽᆉ[19]ݤٰஒወᙒܭ

  ԏᒵǶٳۺཷޑϐ໔ۺሦୱཷঁٿ

 
(4) ӝٳጕ܄ԋϩЪၸᘠᐱҥཷۺǺၸᔁᄽᆉݤϐࡕǴёаளډঁڀ

ᘉкޑᗺՍӈǴচ߾ѝाߥ೭٤ᗺՍӈӝٳଆٰǴߡёаࡌᄬрሦୱޕ

੮٠уаߥᗺՍӈǴஒϒаޑԖӭঁԖਏᗺڀ٤ܭᚉࠠǶՠჹޑኳࠠۺཷ

ӝٳǶԶჹܭ֖ԖঁԖਏᗺޑᗺՍӈஒϒаմନǴځচӢ೭٤ൂᐱӸ

ӧޑԖਏᗺǴӭࣁଶҔຒ(Stop word)ځ܈дԾฅᇟقೀำׇύౢ܌ғޑυ

ᘋǴӵᘐຒᒱᇤǴֹԋࡕӵკΟ܌ҢǶ 

ձǴуΕΑࣽޑჹᔈ܌ϷރǴ٩੯ੰǵੱࡕኳࠠۺҥᙴᕍཷࡌ 1213చೕ߾Ƕ 
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!
 

კΟǵሦୱޕཷۺϐڗள 

3. ϩኬҁᐋϐࡌҥکཀკୀෳ 
ҁЎගрճҔཀკٰӝӭ୍ܺޑБݤǴӧჹ၉سޑวύதय़ᖏᇟ

όୢޑىᚒǴࣁΑլܺᇟόىаϷቚமسϐх܄(Robustness)Ǵךॺ٬

ҔϩኬҁᐋٰཀკୀෳǴࡌځᄬࢬำӵკѤ܌ҢǺ 

  

კѤǵϩኬҁᐋکཀკୀෳᄬკ 
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аीБࡌݤᄬჴሞޑჹ၉سਔǴय़ᖏޑಃঁୢᚒ൩ჹ၉ᇟޑ

ԏǴᇟԏϐޔ⫠ؼௗቹៜঁჹ၉سࡌޑᄬǶךॺ௦ҔٿᅿБԄԏᇟ

Ǵϩձࣁ wozаϷԋεᙴଣჴሞᇟǶ 

(1) Wizard-of-OzБԄϐᇟᇆ: ҁፕЎ٬Ҕ ASPک IIS5.0ٰހჴWOZϐ

ᇟԏѳѠǴၸԜسǴҁፕЎ߃ԏΑΟΜѤՏ٬Ҕޑޣჹ၉Ӆी

234(turns)ϐᇟǴҔаࡌҥسϐᚉࠠǶ  

)3*ԋεᙴଣჴሞဦᇟ;!ӧჴሞᇟԏϩǴӧ 99 ԃД໔ܭԋεᙴଣᒵ

ᇙϐჴሞႝ၉ႣऊᇟॣၗǴӆаѺӷޑБԄᙯԋЎӷᔞǴӅԖΜӭӷǴѤί

႟Ζΐჹ၉ၗǶ!

ӧԏֹᇟϐࡕǴҗ WOZ ၉ᇟύᒧрႝکᇟޑԏ܌ 1395 ѡٰ

ΓπځཀკǴࡌࣁҥϩኬҁᐋϐ૽ግᇟǴ٩Ᏽس܌ӝϐ୍ܺǴ

٠ᢀჸᇟёᘜયӵΠϐཀკҢཀკǴཀკӅϩࣁ 12ᜪǴӵკϖ܌ҢǺ 

 

კϖǵཀკҢཀკ 

ךǴӧԜ܄ৡ౦ځрפǴѸவӚᅿ୍ܺ໔୍ܺޑΑӝӚᅿόӕԶ࣬ᜢࣁ

ॺ٬Ҕཀკ(Intension)ٰϩ୍ܺϐᐒڋǴ൩ёவࣁӚཀკޑᇟ္פр

ಔЬाᇟཀຒٰж߄೭ঁཀკǴᙁൂӦᇥǴЬाᇟཀຒջڀࣁԖ᠘ձ܄ϐᇟཀཷ

ёߡӜۉӜǴᙴғۉޑᙴғډ၌Ԗᜢᙴғ࣮ບਔ໔Ǵ൩ගགྷޣӵ٬ҔٯǴۺ

аҔٰж߄ᙴৣۉӜ೭ཀკǶҁЎ௦Ҕ LSA(Latent Semantic Analysis)ޑБݤǴ

ޑӚཀკࣁຒǴբޑ܄᠘ձڀӚཀკᒧനܭ౦ॶϩှǴନΑჹڻচΏճҔځ

Ьाᇟཀຒ(Semantic words)Ƕ 

ᇟޑقӭኬ܄தᏤठԏኬҁϐόкϩǴӵ٬Ҕޣགྷाဦёૈрޑᇟ
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ѡёૈȨךाဦȩǴȨךགྷाဦȩǴȨךाႣऊဦȩ..Ǵՠவᇟޑᢀ

ჸ ёаวཀკ೯தᆶЬाᇟཀຒ(Semantic word)ԖཱུଯϐӅǴځдфૈ

ҥཀკᒣኳಔǴӧ೭္ࡌԖёૈ࣪ౣǴӢԜҁЎ٬ҔϩኬҁᏵٰ߾༽ຒ܄

ҁፕЎஒѡηࣁೱՍޑфૈ܄ຒ༼کЬाᇟཀຒޑಔӝǴё߄ҢӵΠǺ 

iiii NANB
i
NB

ii
NB

ii
i FPFPSPFPFPFPS ,,,,,,,

121  (5) 

ӧԄη(5)ύ iSP ж߄ЬाᇟཀຒǴԶ i
jFP ж߄ಃ jӚфૈ܄ຒ༼NBiکNAi

ကǴϩኬۓຒ༼ኧǶਥᏵॊ܄фૈޑࡕӧЬाᇟཀຒϐکӧЬाᇟཀຒࣁ

ҁѡࣁх֖Ьाᇟཀຒ
iSP Ǵيѡηҁࣁϩኬҁѡջޑаനத܌ηׇӈǴޑ

Զനอޑϩኬҁѡ߾ѝԖЬाᇟཀຒঁຒ༼ǴԶঁфૈ܄ຒ༼Ԗёૈ

࣪ౣǴ܌аჹԄη(5)ۓကޑѡηӅԖ ii NBNA2 ѡϩኬҁѡǶᖐٯᇥܴǴऩ

ԖѡηࣁȺABCȻЪ AǴC ຒ༼Զ܄фૈࣁ B ԖѤѡ߾Ьाᇟཀᜏ༼Ǵࣁ

ҽኬҁѡȺABCȻǴȺABȻǴȺBCȻаϷȺBȻǶ 

ϩኬҁᐋճҔᇟύޑѡη ஒځϩှԋϩኬҁѡࡕǴࡌ܌ҥޑኳ

ಔǴѬԖٿᗺᗺǴಃᗺڀࣁԾᏢಞϐૈΚ җ૽ግᇟ܌ளϐޑϩኬҁ

ѡЎݤǴಃΒᗺࣁёೀᙧຒϷϩຒ༼ᒱᇤޑǶӢԜਥᏵԏ૽ޑډግᇟ

२Ӄஒ૽ግޑѡηϩှԋ܌ԖޑϩኬҁѡǴฅࡕаᐋ่ރᄬஒ܌Ԗޑϩኬ

ҁѡޑѡࠠၗૻᓯӸଆٰջࣁϩኬҁᐋǶ 

ӧჴሞࡌҥϩኬҁᐋޑၸำύǴঁϣᗺж߄ϩኬҁᐋޑঁ

ᐱҥຒ༼ǴӢԜჹܭঁϣᗺҁፕЎёа߄Ңԋ 

iiiii SonNsFRPHIN ,,,  

х֖ୖޑኧඔॊӵΠǺ 

iPH :Ԝᗺӧϩኬҁѡ܌жޑ߄ᜏ༼ 

iFR :Ԝᗺӧ૽ግᇟрޑᓎ 

iNs  ϣᗺঁኧޑௗ܌Πځ:

iSon :ᒵ܌Ԗډηᗺޑೱ่ 

ӧϩኬҁᐋύǴѦᗺж߄٩Ᏽϩኬҁѡ׀่ޑǴӢԜёаճҔѦ

ᗺࡐܰޑӣྉ܌ځډפжޑ߄ϩኬҁѡ. ܌аӧԜஒѦᗺ߄Ңࣁ 

 iiii ITPtrPPEN ,,  
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ύ iPPځ :ж߄ԜѦᗺ߄܌Ңޑϩኬҁѡ 

iPtr :इᒵԜϩኬҁѡவব٤ၨֹޑϩኬҁѡύӢϩфૈ܄ຒ༼

࣪ౣԶٰ 

iIT :ᒵ೭చၡ৩܌жޑ߄ཀკ 

ঁ૽ግၸำǴᕴӅԖΟঁᡯٰࡌҥϩኬҁᐋǺ 

(1) ஒ૽ግޑѡηᘐຒԋࣁೱՍޑຒ༼ׇӈǴჹܭ૽ڀግᇟύޑЬ

ाᇟཀຒӧ೭ঁᡯஒځਸຒ༼ȨSemantic wordȩǴΨ൩

 ԖЬाᇟཀຒ࣮ԋӕঁຒ༼Ƕ܌ᇥӧ૽ግၸำύǴஒ

(2) ஒᘐӳຒޑѡηှܨԋϩኬҁѡǶ 

(3) ճҔௗΠٰϟಏޑᄽᆉࡌٰݤҥϩኬҁѡǶ 

ϩኬҁᐋࡌҥᄽᆉݤǺ 

ᡯ: Initialization 

ۓϩኬҁᐋޑਥᗺǴR 

ᡯΒǺ   Recursion 

ჹ܌ԖޑϩኬҁѡǴ i
N

ii
i i

PhPhPhPP ...21 Ǵ iN ϩኬҁѡࣁ

iPP ຒ༼ঁኧǴՉᡯޑ ᡯډ2.1 2.5 

ᡯ 2.1: ਥᏵϩኬҁѡޑຒ༼ׇǴҗਥᗺ R ཛྷ൨ςࡌճҥޑ

ϩኬҁᐋǴനࡕଶӧᗺ sIN ǴΨ൩ᇥҗਥᗺ R ଶЗډ

ᗺ sIN Ǵ೭చၡ৩಄ӝ iPP ޑ prefix 

ᡯ 2.2: ऩԜϩኬҁѡ܌Ԗޑຒ༼ςཛྷ൨ډΑ Ψ൩Ԝϩ

ኬҁѡςӸӧϩኬҁᐋύΑǴၢډᡯ 2.4 

ᡯ 2.3: ჹܭ iPP ᗋؒཛྷ൨ޑډຒ༼Ǵ
i
kPh  

ᡯ 2.3.1ǺࡌҥཥޑϣᗺǴ NIN  

  ᡯ 2.3.2ǺۓԜ NIN ϣ܌жޑ߄ຒ༼ࣁ i
kPh  

ᡯ 2.3.3Ǻஒ NIN уΕ sIN ޑ SonତӈύǴ٠ቚу sIN  

ޑ              sNS ঁኧ 

ᡯ 2.3.4Ǻஒ sIN ࣁ NIN  

ᡯ 2.4ǺऩԜϩኬҁѡޑѦᗺόӸӧǴࡌ߾ҥཥޑѦᗺǴ
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NNE ٠Ъۓ NNE ࣁϩኬҁѡޑ߄ж܌ iPP  

ᡯ 2.5Ǻஒӧ೭చၡ৩ঁϣᗺ FPୖኧу 1 

 

 

კϤǵࡌҥӳޑϩኬҁᐋ 

 

კϤ૽ࣁግᇟѡȺABCȻࡌ܌ҥޑϩኬҁᐋǴځύȺAȻǵȺCȻࣁфૈ܄ຒ༼Ǵ

ȺBȻࣁЬाᇟཀຒǴჹॊϩኬҁᐋࡌᄬᄽᆉݤᇥܴǴଷѝԵቾ೭ѡ૽ግ

ᇟѡȺABCȻǴ२ӃჹԜѡᇟѡբೀǴӃஒѡηȺABCȻᘐຒǴ٠ஒЬाᇟ

ཀຒࣁȺSemantic wordȻж߄೭ѡηޑᇟཀǴԶӧკύಉᡏӷ B ж߄

ȺSemantic wordȻ่݀ډޑȨAǴSemantic wordǴCȩǴӆஒᘐӳຒޑѡηှܨԋ

 ϩኬҁѡǺȨAǴSemantic wordǴCȩǴȨAǴSemantic wordȩǴȨSemanticޑԖ܌

wordǴCȩаϷȨSemantic wordȩǴԜਔ໒٬ۈҔॊᄽᆉࡌݤᄬϩኬҁᐋǴ

ಃᡯӃҥӳਥᗺ R ϐࡕǴᡯΒჹ܌ԖޑϩኬҁѡஒځуΕ

ϩኬҁᐋύǴٯӵ໒ۈӃуΕȨAǴSemantic wordǴCȩ೭ѡǴҁፕЎճҔ prefix

ཛྷ൨ݤǴཛྷ൨ςࡌҥӳޑϩኬҁᐋǴӢࣁ໒٬ؒԖҺՖၡ৩ӸӧǴ܌аཛྷ൨

่݀ଶ੮ӧਥᗺ RǴԜਔ٩Ᏽ҂ཛྷ൨ޑډຒ༼ׇǴࣁ٩ׇȨAȩǴȨSemantic 

wordȩаϷȨCȩǴჹঁຒ༼ཥቚჹᔈޑϣᗺǴ٠Ъۓӳᗺ໔ޑР

ηᜢ߯ǴаϷঁϣᗺޑၗૻǴௗΠٰӢࣁж߄ԜϩኬҁѡޑѦᗺ

ۘ҂ӸӧǴ܌аҁፕЎࡌҥঁཥޑѦᗺǴځۓж߄ϩኬҁѡࣁȨAǴ

Semantic wordǴCȩǴ൩ஒಃѡϩኬҁѡȨAǴSemantic wordǴCȩуΕΑǴ

ԶௗΠٰуΕȨAǴSemantic wordȩ೭ѡϩኬҁѡਔǴวԜၡ৩ςӸ
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ӧϩኬҁᐋύΑǴӢԜόቚуཥޑϣᗺǴՠჹঁཛྷ൨ၸޑϣ

ᗺځ FPୖኧуǴ٠ЪԜਔਥᏵཛྷ൨ᄽᆉݤǴଶ੮ӧখখࡌҥӳж߄ຒ

ࣁ༽ B ηᗺ٠ؒԖѦᗺǴӢԜཥቚঁჹځϣᗺǴ٠Ъวޑ

ᔈډȨAǴSemantic wordȩޑѦᗺǴ٩Ԝᜪ ஒ܌ԖޑϩኬҁѡуΕࡕ

൩ֹԋΑᡯΒǴΨ൩ֹԋޑϩኬҁᐋǶ 

ֹԋϩኬҁᐋࡌޑᄬࡕǴӆճҔϩኬҁᐋٰୀෳрཀკǴӧԜѝሡჹ٬

ҔޑޣᒡΕᆶϩኬҁᐋύޑၡ৩(Path)Ǵפ൨ന࣬߈՟ޑၡ৩Ǵ൩ёаޕၰ೭

ѡ၉ޑཀკǶҁፕЎஒԵቾঁٿѡη໔ޑЎ่ݤᄬکᇟཀ࣬՟ࡕࡋǴаᄊೕჄ

 ന٫࣬՟ϩኧǶޑѡηঁٿБԄٰᆉрޑ

ଷ IP ᇟѡǴޑᒡΕޣ٬Ҕ iI aaaP ...21 Ǵ TP ύځޑϩኬҁᐋ

చၡ৩ёа߄Ңԋ jT bbbP ...21 Ǵௗीᆉঁٿѡη໔่ޑᄬ࣬՟ࡋǴ܌

ᒏ่ޑᄬ࣬՟ࡋ ൩ঁٿѡηϐ໔ޑຒׇց࣬ӕǴԜۓကӵԄη(6) 

ji

ji
jisyn ba

ba
basim

 if    1
  if   0

),(  (6) 

ӧԵໆঁٿѡηϐ໔࣬ޑ՟ࡋਔǴନΑவЎ่ݤᄬٰϩѦǴᇟཀҭ՞

Ԗख़ाޑӦՏǴӧᇟཀٰϩߡाԵቾډຒᆶຒϐ໔࣬ޑᜢ܄ǴӢԜךॺ௦Ҕ

ϐࡌ܌ҥޑᙴᕍཷۺኳٰࠠीᆉຒᆶຒϐ໔࣬ޑ՟ࡋǶෳ၂ѡᆶኬҁᐋޑచ

ၡ৩ύޑঁຒϩձࣁ ia ၟ jb ၸᙴᕍཷۺኳٰࠠीᆉдॺ࣬ޑ՟ࡋǴӧ࣬՟ࡋ

 ကӵԄη(7)ۓޑ

1  

1     are hypernyms
2

( , )
11     are synomyms
2

0

i j
l

i j

sem i j n

i j

if a b

if a and b
sim a b

if a and b

others

 (7) 

ӧԄ(7)ύ lڀঁٿԖΠՏᜢ߯ϐཷۺӧཷۺኳࠠύຯᚆӭϿቫǴn

 ǴԖӭϿঁӅӕϐӕကຒǶࡕԖӕཀຒ໒܌ځӕကຒ໔ஒঁٿ

ӧԵቾډЎ่ݤᄬکᇟཀ࣬ޑ՟ࡕࡋǴஒ೭ٿӢનӈΕԵቾٰीᆉ٬Ҕޣ

 ӵԄη(8)ݤБޑǶ௦Ҕᜪ՟ᄊೕჄࡋ՟࣬ޑϩኬҁѡϐ໔کᒡΕѡޑ
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1 1 1 1

1 1

1 1

(0,0) 0

 ( 1, 1) ( , ) ( , )

( , ) max ( 1, )) ( , ) ( , )

( , 1) ( , ) ( , )

(

Int

Int sem i j syn i j

Int Int sem i j syn i j

Int sem i j syn i j

Int I J Int

sim

sim i j sim a b sim a b

sim i j sim i j sim a b sim a b

sim i j sim a b sim a b

sim (P ,P ) sim I , )J

    (8) 

ӧԄ(8)ύ iI aaaP ...21 ж߄ᒡΕޑѡηǴ tPϩኬҁᐋځޑύచၡ

৩ёа߄Ңԋ jT bbbP ...21 Ǵ ),P(Psim TII ж߄Ѭॺϐ໔࣬ޑ՟ࡋǴ໒ۈ

Ӄஒځ໔࣬ޑ՟ࡋࣁۓ႟Ǵฅࡕவঁٿѡηޑಃঁຒ໒ۈሀפ൨നε࣬՟

Ǵࡋ ),( jisem basim Ǵࡋᇟཀ࣬՟ ),( jisyn basim  Ƕࡋᄬ࣬՟่ݤѡ߾

аჴٰٯᇥǴسᒡΕѡࣁȨךԖᗺགߵȩԶኬҁѡԖȨךǵԖǵวᐨȩǴ

ᒡΕѡၸᘐຒࡕ ளډȨךǵԖǵᗺǵགߵȩǴ२ӃಃঁຒȨךȩჹډȨךȩǴ

࣬՟ࡋуΒǴಃΒঁຒȨԖȩჹډȨԖȩ ࣬՟ࡋӧуΒᡂԋѤǴಃΟঁຒᒡΕ

ѡȨᗺȩǴکኬҁѡؒԖ࣬ӕޑຒǴӢԜҁፕЎԵቾȨԖȩکȨวᐨȩঁٿຒǴ

ȨᗺȩکȨԖȩ࣬ޑ՟ࣁࡋ႟ǴکȨวᐨȩ࣬ޑ՟ࡋΨࣁ႟ǴӢԜჹډবঁຒ

ϩኧኬǴӢԜҁፕЎעȨᗺȩჹډȨԖȩǴฅ࣬עࡕ՟ࡋόᡂࣁѤǴӆԵቾ

ΠঁຒȨགߵȩǴӕኬޑȨགߵȩکኬҁѡΨؒԖ࣬ӕޑຒǴӢԜҁፕЎԵቾ

ȨԖȩکȨวᐨȩঁٿຒǴȨགߵȩکȨԖȩ࣬ޑ՟ࣁࡋ႟ǴکȨวᐨȩ࣬ޑ՟

ࣁࡋ 1/2ӢࣁȨวᐨȩȨགߵȩޑΠՏຒѬॺϐ໔࣬ৡቫǴ܌аҁፕЎ൩ע

ȨགߵȩჹډȨวᐨȩǴ࣬՟ࡋу 1/2 ᡂԋ 4 Ξ 1/2 ೭൩ԜᒡΕک೭ѡኬҁѡ

КჹѡኬҁѡݤΑǴ٩ԜБࡋ՟࣬ޑ ࡕኬҁѡޑ߈рന࣬פ ൩ёаޕၰ٬

Ҕޣ೭ѡ၉ޑཀკǶ 

4. ჹ၉ڋኳಔ 
ҁᇥܴӵՖӝӚ୍ܺǴϷঁձኳಔϐфૈᇥܴǴӧय़ςှញӵ

Ֆவ٬ҔޑޣᒡΕᘏڗр٬ҔޑޣཀკǴӧԖΑ٬ҔޑޣཀკϐࡕǴسߡёୀ

ෳ٬Ҕޣा٬ҔٗኬኳಔǴӆଛӝӚኳಔϣޑ Semantic Frameౢғ࣬ᜢޑჹ

ᔈޑӣᔈǶ 

ӧӚঁኳಔ٬Ҕ࣬ჹᔈϐᇟཀਣ(Semantic Frame)࣬ଛӝϐٰڋჹ၉ࢬ

ำ[23]ǴаჴٰٯᇥܴǴӧဦᒌ၌ኳಔύޑᇟཀਣӵკΎ܌ҢǺ 
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კΎǵ ᇟཀਣ 

(1)ဦᒌ၌ኳಔǴЬाфૈᡣڐࣁշ٬ҔֹޣԋጕဦǴӢԜሡाঁ

ёගٮ၌ޑጕၗǴҁЎаԋεᙴଣၗૻسࣁޑጕဦၗǴ

ගٮဦ܌ሡޑӚၗૻǶ 

(2)Ԝኳಔගࣽٮձᒌ၌ф Ǵૈ܌ᒏࣽޑձᒌ၌фૈջЇᏤ٬Ҕٰޣဦ

ࣽޑձǴԖੰภਔǴ٠όԛޕၰ၀ѐפ൨ϙሶኬηޑᙴғ܈ϙሶࣽ

ձǴҁኳಔගٮϐࡌҥӳޑፕচ߾ǴٰפрനӝࣽޑձǴٰ࣪٬Ҕޑޣ

ਔ໔کᙴᕍၗྍǶ 

 

�• A 1 2 3 3 3 3 c

 
 

კΖǵፕೕ߾၁ಒᇥܴ 

੯ੰวғᓎҁፕЎᕴӅϩࣁ AǴBǴC Οঁભϩձж߄தวғǵёૈว

ғаϷϿวғǴЬाੱރѝԖঁж߄Ԝ੯ੰനЬाϐੱރǴԛाੱ߾ރՔᒿ

੯ੰวғޑᐒԛϐǴځдੱ߾ރж߄ёૈՠᒿঁΓᡏ፦όӕԶՔᒿރੱޑǴ࣮

ບࣽձ߾Ԝ੯ੰᔈ࣮বᅿࣽձǴനࡕঁឯՏޑ੯ੰᆙ࡚ำࡋϩࣁ aǴbǴ

cΟঁભǴaжࡐ߄ᆙ࡚ᔈ࡚ບǴbж߄ᆙ࡚ᔈ၀ᇴᆙ൩ᙴǴc߾ж߄ද೯Ƕ 

(3)FAQ ᒌ၌ኳಔǺҁፕЎΨග࣬ٮᜢᙴᕍၗૻ๏٬Ҕޣ၌Ǵᇟவᆛ

ၡԏΠٰǴسځࣚय़ӵკΐ܌Ң: 

{Register:}- 

[Clinics]->() 

[Month]->() 

[date]->() 

[doctor�’s name]->() 

[doctor�’s professional skill]->() 
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კΐǵ FAQسϟय़კ 

5. ჴᡍᆶፕ 
ჴᡍ٬܌ҔޑᐒᏔࣁ Pentium ˪ 2GঁޑΓႝတ 512MB RAMǴ໒วޑπڀ

کMicrosoft Visual C++ 6.0ǴASP IIS5.0ހǴӧWindows2000ޑբسΠ

Չ໒วᆶჴᡍ Ƕ 

5.1ჹ၉ᇟϩ 

ӧҁஒჹ܌ԏޑᇟՉϩǴҁፕЎޑᇟӅϩࣁΟᜪǴჴሞჹ

၉ᇟǴΒWOZԏٰޑᇟǴΟسჴሞෳ၂ਔ܌ԏӣٰޑᇟǴ२

ӃϩձჹӚঁᇟჹ٬Ҕޣԛჹ၉ࡋߏޑբϩǴջԛჹ၉ሡाٰӣӭϿ

ԛ(turns)Ǵ่݀ځӵΠǺ 

5.1.1. ႝ၉ᇟ 

კΜύᐉືԛჹ၉ޑჹ၉ࡋߏǴᕵື܌ࡋߏ՞ᇟޑКٯǴӧႝ၉ᇟ

ϩӅԏΑ 4089 Кჹ၉ၗ(turns)ǵࣁ 364 ΓԛಕीрٰޑǴΓѳ֡ޑჹ၉

ԛኧࣁ 11.235ԛǴځനޑߏӣჹ၉ࣁ 47ӣӝǴவკΜёа࣮рٰჹ၉ࡋߏऊ

ӧ 6~14ϐ໔Ǵѳ֡ჹ၉ޑߏࡋߏচӢԖόϿձޑߏჹ၉Ƕ 
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კΜǵႝ၉ᇟࡋߏϩթ 

5.1.2. WOZᇟ 
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Turns
 

კΜǵ WOZᇟࡋߏϩթ 

ӧWOZᇟϩӅԏΑ 234Кჹ၉ၗ(turns)ǵࣁ 34ΓԛಕीрٰޑǴ

Γѳ֡ޑჹ၉ԛኧࣁ 6.882 ԛǴځനޑߏӣჹ၉ࣁ 10 ӣӝǴவკΜёа

࣮рٰεӭჹ၉ԛኧऊӧ 6~8ϐ໔Ƕ 
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5.1.3. ჴሞسᇟ 

ӧسෳ၂ᇟϩӅԏΑ 500 ჹ၉ၗ(turns)ǵࣁ 56 Γԛಕीрٰ

ࣁჹ၉ԛኧޑǴΓѳ֡ޑ 8.928 ԛǴځനޑߏӣჹ၉ࣁ 16 ӣӝǴவკΜΒ

ёа࣮рٰεӭჹ၉ԛኧऊӧ 5~8ϐ໔ǴՠᆶკΜᆶკΜόӕޑǴკΜΒԖ

ࣁࡋߏଯঢ়ᗺϩձӧჹ၉ঁٿ ک5 8ਔǴෳ၂ᇟԖ೭ኬޑݩރচӢسග

фૈᆶჹ၉ځΨ൩όኬǴࡋߏޑ٬Ҕόӕ୍ܺਔჹ၉ޣΟ୍ܺǴӢԜ٬Ҕٮ

 ҢǺ܌߄ᜢ߯ӵޑࡋߏ

 

0
2
4
6
8

10
12
14
16
18

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18

 

კΜΒǵسෳ၂ᇟࡋߏϩթ 

Module Registration 
Module 

Clinic Query 
Module 

FAQ 
Module 

Integrated 
System 

Average Number 
of Turns 8.40 9.27 4.80 9.80 

 ࡋߏǵӚфૈኳಔѳ֡ჹ၉߄

வ߄Ǵךॺё࣮рதୢـเኳಔޑѳ֡ჹ၉ࣁࡋߏ 4.80ǴԶဦᒌ၌ኳಔޑ

ѳ֡ჹ၉ࣁࡋߏ 8.4ǴӢԜךॺёᘐკΜΒύ ಃঁଯঢ়٬Ҕ٬ޣҔதـ

ୢเኳಔݩރޑǴಃΒঁଯঢ়٬߾Ҕځдኳಔޣ܈షӝݩރޑǶ 

ஒΟᅿᇟКၨϐࡕǴךॺёᘜયрӧႝ၉ᇟޑჹ၉ࡋനࣁߏ 11.235ԛ

Ӣ٬ࣁҔޣѺႝ၉ٰࡕǴததԖ٤ᙧຒǴӵǺৱǵഺǵ�…Ǵ൩ԋ
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ԛჹ၉ǴӧWOZԏਔӢࣁҞܴዴЪҗΓٰӣเǴ٬ҔޣёаזೲၲډҞ

ӢԜѳ֡ჹ၉ࣁࡋߏ 6.882ԛǴسෳ၂ਔ Ӣࣁჴሞჹ၉ࢬᄣࡋόӵΓᜪϐ໔

ࡕ၂ޑჹ၉ǴӢԜሡाၨӭԛޑ ٬ҔޣωૈၲԋҞǴѳ֡ჹ၉ࣁࡋߏ 8.928

ԛǴځΟᅿᇟޑϩթკǴӵკΜΟ܌ҢǺ 
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კΜΟǵჹ၉ࡋߏϩթ 

4.2. ჹ၉سຑ 
ӧຑঁჹ၉سБय़ǴךॺፎϖΜঁ҂ୖᆶҁࣴزϐεғٰෳ၂س

Ǵ٠ୖԵ[1][24]ޑБٰݤຑঁჹ၉سǴϩձჹӚঁኳಔीᆉჹ၉ԋф

(Task Success Rate)ǵѳ֡ჹ၉ࡋߏ(Average Number of Turns)аϷเѡϪࡋ

(Contextual Appropriateness)ǴࣁΑຑ୍ܺޑӝǴуঁཀკୀෳ҅ޑዴ

(Intention detection Rate)բځࣁǴ่݀ځӵ߄Β܌ҢǶ 

வ߄ΒύёளޕǴவჹ၉ԛኧٰϩǴӧ٬Ҕ FAQ ኳಔਔ܌ሡჹ၉ԛኧന

ϿǴԶషӝ٬Ҕਔჹ၉ԛኧനӭǶཀკୀෳϩҗܭဦᒌ၌ኳಔᆶࣽձࡌኳ

ಔཀკ߾ၨܰషౄǴӢԜୀෳ҅ዴၨեǶԶᡏسӝਔҭฅǴჹ၉ԋф

ϩǴӧࣽձࡌኳಔᆶᡏسޑԋфၨեǴځচӢࣁӧࣽձࡌਔሡा

٬ҔޣගރੱٮǴԶੱޑރඔॊБԄԖߚதӭᅿӵȨᓐภȩёаඔॊԋȨᓐԖ

ᗺภȩǵȨךѰᜐޑϼҤ߈ߕภȩǴӢԜᏤठೀፄᚇࡋගଯǶԶᡏس 
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Evaluation 
Parameters 

Intention detection 
Rate(%) 

Task 
Success 
Rate(%) 

Average 
Number 
of Turns 

Contextual 
Appropriate-

ness(%) 

Registration 
Module 87.3% 92% 8.40 82.% 

Clinic Query 
Module 84.6% 80% 9.27 75.1% 

FAQ 
Module 92.4% 88% 4.80 85.2% 

Integrated 
System 80.6% 68% 9.80 74.3% 

 ߄ਏૈس Βǵ ߄
 

ೀਔԋфΠफ़ࣁ ཀࣁԶᏤठǴΒࡋషౄޑقԾฅᇟࣁচӢԖΒǺޑ68%

კୀෳᒱᇤǴՠ೭܌՞ޑቹៜࡋၨλǶӢԜךॺёଞჹԛჹ၉ԏޑᇟӆԛ

ՉسׯԶׯᡏਏૈǴӵ߄ΟջࣁಃΒԛׯޑࡕჴᡍ่݀Ǻ 

җ߄Οёܴᡉ࣮рᡏسཀკୀෳ҅ዴҗ 80.6%ගϲډ 86.2%Ǵჹ၉ߏ

җࡋ 9.8ԛफ़ࣁ 9.2ԛǴسԋфΨҗ 68%ගϲࣁ 77%Ǵ೭ЬाޑਏૈගϲǴ

 ගϲǶ܌ቚமޑೀૈΚقගϲаϷԾฅᇟޑҗཀკ҅ዴ

 

Evaluation 
Parameters 

Intention detection 
Rate(%) 

Task 
Success 
Rate(%) 

Average 
Number 
of Turns 

Contextual 
Appropriate-

ness(%) 

Registration 
Module 92.4% 95% 7.30 85% 

Clinic Query 
Module 90.4% 82% 8.20 79.4% 

FAQ 
Module 94.1% 92% 4.70 88.8% 

Integrated 
System 86.2% 77% 9.20 78.5% 

߄ਏૈسΟǵ߄ Evaluation2 
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6. ่ፕᆶ҂ٰఈ 
ӧҁፕЎύǴךॺࡌҥӝӭ୍ܺޑᙴᕍ၌ჹ၉سǴ܌ӝܺޑ

୍Ԗဦၗૻᒌ၌ǵࣽձၗૻᒌ၌аϷதୢـเᒌ၌Οε୍ܺǶ٬Ҕཀკୀ

ෳٰӝ୍ܺǴӧཀკୀෳϩ٬߾Ҕϩኬҁᐋբࣁղᘐཀკϐ٩ᏵǴࡌҥ

ϩኬҁᐋᆶᔅշᇟقှѸॷख़ᙴᕍཷۺኳࠠϐፕᆶཷޑۺඔॊǴၸჴᡍ

ܴǴس୍ܺԋфࣁ 77%ǴкϩᇥܴΑҁЎ܌ගϐБڀݤᡏёՉޑǴՠϝ

ԖΠӈୢᚒԖׯࡑǺ 

1.ӧᙴᕍཷۺኳࠠڗܜϩǴҁፕЎ٬Ҕᙴᕍሦୱޑᇟٰפрӧঁཷۺኳ

่ࠠᄬឦܭᙴᕍሦୱޑᗺǴՠᆄޑᘐຒسǴ٠όૈჹѡηᘐр

ԖӜຒϷཥຒЀځឦܭሦୱϣϐཷۺຒǴӢԜԋቚуᚇૻаϷឦܭᙴᕍ

ሦୱޑᗺؒԖפрǴӢԜӵૈӧ೭ϩीឦܭᙴᕍሦୱޑᗺਔǴӃ

ཥຒୀෳӆᘐຒǴԖਏගϲᙴᕍཷۺኳ่ࠠ݀ڗܜޑǶ 

2.ჹࣽܭձࡌኳಔϩǴӧੱޑރඔॊᒿ٬ҔޑޣαᇟϯԶᜤаᡣس

ှǴӢԜሡाගрૈᅌԄפޑр٬ҔޣёૈੱޑރБݤǴӵԜωૈ

ԖਏගϲࣽձࡌኳಔޑਏૈǶ 

3.ჹܭঁჹ၉سᄽޑϩǴҞҁፕЎسޑӆၸჴᡍࡕǴନΑཀკ

ୀෳٗҽǴځдϩޑਏૈׯϝฅሡाόϿΓΚޑϟΕǴՠჹܭჹ၉

ΓΚफ़ե൩ޑሡाϟΕ܌ǴӢԜӵՖஒᄽޑѸाᄽޑόᘐقԶس

ќঁख़ाޑፐᚒǶ 

 

ठᖴ 
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